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Introduction
Korea’s twentieth century
transformation

Steven Hugh Lee

The dramatic and defiant declaration “You can cut off my head, but never
my hair” was a popular slogan of the Ulmi Righteous Army Movement and
part of the organized resistance against King Kojong’s 30 December 1895
haircutting edict that required Korean males to cut off their topnots or
braids and to wear their hair Western-style. The antagonism generated by
the King’s order reflected the depth of influence of classical learning and
culture in the late Chosŏn dynasty: his decree violated the custom of
showing respect to the body inherited from one’s parents, and under-
mined the integrity of Chungwha, the notion that China was the cultural
center of the universe. Protests against the edict, mainly involving scholars
and peasants, were widespread and sometimes violent. They forced the
kingdom to issue a defensive statement in January 1896 saying that hair-
cutting was not compulsory for the general population.1

The haircutting decree was part of a broader series of modernizing bills
and edicts known as Kabo reforms which were introduced by the Yi dynasty
in the mid-1890s, in response to the revolutionary challenges posed by the
anti-dynastic Tonghak rebellion and Japanese and Western forms of
modernity and power. This example of Korea’s early experience with
reform is a microcosm of many aspects of Koreans’ engagement with
socio-economic change in the twentieth century. Resistance and protest
often accompanied efforts associated with the modernization of society,
and efforts to alter existing social conditions were frequently initiated by
the government in conjunction with a small number of the political elite.
The role played by the state in setting the tone for societal change was
thus not unique to either colonial or post-colonial Korea, though the
ability of post-1910 Korean governments to mobilize the population for
their modernizing projects quickly overtook the very limited reformist
capacity of the late Chosŏn dynasty. Our example also underlines the
point that the state’s attempt to alter social norms has had successes, at
least on its own terms. The kingdom’s troops had defeated the Ulmi Right-
eous Armies by the fall of 1897, and within a decade more people came to
associate the cutting of hair not with the breakdown of a moral order, but
with the defense of the dynasty against growing Japanese influence in



Korea. By the late 1930s, Korean historian Mun Il-p’yŏng could write:
“From today’s perspective, the fact that people risked their lives to resist
the Haircutting Decree is something we can laugh away” (Jang 1998: 26).

Although the resistance to the haircutting edict may be interpreted as a
movement countering Western embodiments of modernity, it foreshad-
owed trends in Korea’s twentieth century experience in which moral
issues motivated the population to join popular movements opposing gov-
ernmental policy. Indeed, for most of the century, the Korean state in its
numerous forms – dynastic, colonial, occupational, and military – was
itself a contradiction, both espousing social and economic change, yet also
refusing to reform itself, and acting in an authoritarian fashion. In a
number of instances, mass movements from below contained powerful
progressive elements which succeeded in transforming repressive situ-
ations into ones which facilitated political and social reform. The 1919
March First Movement protesting colonial rule, the 1946 peasant upris-
ings, the 1960 student and urban unrest which toppled the Syngman Rhee
government, and the popular call for democracy in the 1980s were only
the most prominent examples of this dimension of Koreans’ efforts to
improve their socio-economic and political conditions in the twentieth
century. Contemporary South Korean society is thus also a product of
mass movements from below which have resisted rigid or undemocratic
political regimes and their alliances with conservative elites.

The changing responses in Korea to Western hairstyles were only a
minute part of the fundamental transformations that Koreans experi-
enced in so many aspects of their daily lives since the late nineteenth
century. Chosŏn Korea’s ruling ideology, culture, and foreign relations
were intimately linked to Chinese classical learning and the Qing dynasty’s
tributary system. After the 1870s a number of external and internal forces
dismantled the Chosŏn kingdom’s yangban–peasant social structure and
agricultural economy and replaced them – at least in the area that became
South Korea – with an industrial society and class structure associated with
capitalist forms of labor and enterprise.

Indeed, the emergence of an industrial society over the course of the
twentieth century was a defining feature of Korea’s transformation, and
the source of much conflict, for the imposition of a system of mass forms
of production and the new consumer culture which this fostered resulted
in the radical restructuring of people’s lives and their relationships with
one another. Some commentators have argued that the global spread of
Western capitalism and culture resulted in a “Westernization” of the globe
and the loss of traditional values and world views (see von Laue 1989).
Although the chapters in this volume would support this contention to
some degree, they also point to the unique aspects of Korea’s trans-
formation, and the ways in which local culture intermixed with globalizing
trends associated with capitalism, nationalism, colonialism, and demo-
cracy to produce a society that does not conform to conventional ideas
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about Westernization. Collectively, the chapters show that Korea’s modern
condition is the culmination of a process born of significant social con-
flict, and that the Korean contribution to capitalist modernity has been
original on its own terms. The volume thus underlines a non-Eurocentric
methodology which emphasizes the interaction and interplay between
Western and non-Western worlds, while also recognizing important simil-
arities in capitalist structures between the two.

The chapters are concerned with tracing aspects of the genealogy of
the dramatic and frequently traumatic process of change that Koreans
have experienced since the late nineteenth century. They examine
“agents” of Korea’s twentieth century transformation, internal and exter-
nal forces which facilitated the transition towards industrial capitalism, the
consequences and impact of social change, and ways in which Korean “tra-
dition” continues to inform and influence South Korean society. The
volume looks at societal change thematically, highlighting five intercon-
nected elements of Korea’s transformation over the course of the twenti-
eth century: agriculture, business and the economy, the state, ideology
and culture, and gender and the family. In examining these dimensions of
the modernization process, the book brings a multi-disciplinary perspect-
ive to Korea’s socio-economic, political, and cultural transformation. It
also adopts a novel approach to Korean development, as many works in
the field focus either on the pre- or post-1945 eras. Although the bulk of
the analysis focuses on South Korea since 1945, the chapters bridge the
Chosŏn, colonial, and post-colonial periods. By taking this perspective the
volume complements the extant literature on the evolution of Korean
capitalism and modernity, and contributes to our understanding of the
complexities that have underpinned that process (see e.g. Chung 2002:
18–59; Jang 1998, 2001; Jung 2000; Kim 1999, 2001; Shin and Robinson
1999; Yoo 2001).2

As Daniel Chirot points out in Chapter 10 of this volume, there is
nothing inevitable about the modernization process itself, and radically
different trajectories were possible. In this sense, the Ulmi righteous
fighters should be viewed as expressing a form of anti-capitalist modernity
within a Korean context. It is not my goal to treat Korea’s contemporary
modern world as a value in itself. To invoke a gender-based metaphor, if
we denude the modernizing emperor of his clothes, we witness a plurality
of directions in which Koreans from the late nineteenth century onwards
defined their collective futures. North and South Korea today represent
two of the many possible trajectories of Korean history. In other words,
the history of conflict and negotiation has to be taken into account in any
assessment of the evolution of Korea’s transformation, as power relations
are central to its processes, origins, and history.

The conventional linear chronology of (South) Korean history – late
Chosŏn dynasty, colonial period, division and war, military rule, and
democratization – serves as a helpful guide for reciting the narrative of
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modern Korea, yet it does not provide an analytical framework for under-
standing societal change as a process, and is inadequate in explaining or
evaluating the fundamental reconfiguration of social relations that has
occurred since the promulgation of the Kabo reforms in the mid-1890s.
This chapter suggests that Korea’s transformation may be divided into
three interrelated periods of history. These are closely linked to the his-
tories of the hegemonic powers which influenced Korean development
over the last 100 years or so, but they take into account indigenous
responses to the challenges and opportunities offered by the imperial
powers which dominated Korea. The early phase, which I call an era of
“nascent capitalism,” lasted from the “opening” of Korea in the late nine-
teenth century to World War I. This period established the social, cultural,
and economic groundwork for the emergence of capitalism on the penin-
sula. It witnessed the decline of the Chosŏn dynasty, the rise and consoli-
dation of Japanese hegemony in Korea, the development of Korean
nationalist thought, and the early beginnings of a Korean bourgeois entre-
preneurial class. Chosŏn’s ties to the East Asian trading network expanded
in this period, partly as a result of the Qing dynasty’s efforts to check its
decline and partly to promote intra-Asian trade. In the 1890s a growing
number of Chinese merchants in Korean ports competed with Japanese
traders for local markets, but by the early 1900s the Japanese had asserted
greater control over the peninsula and weakened their competition
(Hamashita 2001; Kimura 2001). An elite group of Koreans also absorbed
aspects of “Western” thinking during this era. New ideas included a faith
in the power to improve society, social Darwinism, notions about “back-
ward” and “advanced” civilizations, and a belief in hierarchies of peoples
according to the linked categories of “race” and “nation” (Allen 2001;
Huh 2001; Kim 2001). The carriers to Korea of these “modern” notions,
for example, Japanese officials or Christian missionaries, embodied the
social Darwinism and other irrational aspects of their own societies and
cultures. We should be careful, therefore, not to equate the idea of the
modern solely with enlightenment thinking based on “rationality.” Korea’s
modernization process was bound up in the emergence of new forms of
inequality.

The second era of Korea’s transformation lasted from the early colonial
period through to the 1970s. In this age of “foundational capitalism,”
Koreans, Japanese, and Americans established the bases for the emer-
gence of a mature industrial capitalism in (South) Korea. These were
years of extreme difficulties associated with the harsh experiences of colo-
nial mobilization, the division of the peninsula in 1945, the Korean War,
and a second epoch of compressed industrial revolution, especially in the
1960s and 1970s. Two interrelated and coterminous developments
occurred in these decades: the expansion of industrial capitalism, and the
transformation of the Korean countryside. In the north, Koreans re-
directed the social and industrial changes associated with the colonial era
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into a “revolutionary socialist modernity,” a project which subordinated
the region’s colonial heavy industrial base to a postwar communist
command economy.

In the Republic of Korea, the processes underpinning the country’s
foundational capitalism had reached a turning point by the 1980s, when a
period of “pluralist capitalism” began to emerge. This era was character-
ized by industry moving into “higher technology” products, the deepening
of the country’s multilateral economic linkages with the rest of the capital-
ist world, democratization, and the export of “Korean” capital, produc-
tion, and management strategies elsewhere on the globe.

The era of nascent capitalism, 1876–1914

Korea’s societal transfiguration has been the product of a constant inter-
play of historical forces, often in competition with each other, which have
been internally and externally driven and generated. While this is true of
most countries, it is important to examine in each case the unique charac-
ter, development, and relationship between these internal and external
influences. We will begin by outlining several important aspects of socio-
economic change during Korea’s era of nascent capitalism. These are
shifts in ideology and thought which accompanied the end of the tradi-
tional tributary relationship with China and Japan’s seizure of power on
the peninsula, Korean modernization efforts, and the significance of
agrarian social relations for understanding the social roots of industrial
capitalism in Korea. Efforts to alter cultural practice and belief systems
thus accompanied the gradual economic transformation of society.

Until the late nineteenth century, the Kingdom of Chosŏn had looked
to Ming or Qing civilization as a point of reference for its culture, know-
ledge, and learning. In the aftermath of the Kangwha Treaty of 1876, and
especially after the Sino–Japanese War of 1894–1895, when Korea formally
entered the world of sovereign states, elite Koreans began to reconceptu-
alize their cultural and diplomatic relationship with the country they
began to conceive of as “China.” The political and ritual linkages which
had underpinned the two polities for centuries started to come under sus-
tained criticism, and sharp contrasts began to be drawn between “old”
classical learning, or kuhak, and “new,” Western-based knowledge,
referred to as sinhak.3 This was a conflicted process, especially in the last
decade of dynastic rule, when Japanese incursions into Korea complicated
the perceived relationship between the new conceptual categories of
“traditional” and “modern.” Competing groups such as the Confucian
Righteous Army Fighters, over 17,000 of whom died by 1910 battling the
Japanese stationed on the peninsula, or those who supported Korean “self-
strengthening” (chagang), vied either to retain or to eliminate elements of
classical learning. As Andre Schmid has pointed out, the classical past was
not rejected in toto; rather, selective elements of the kingdom’s classical
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and ancient learning were held up as examples of things society should
seek to recover (2002: 80–86). What was different was the means through
which Koreans embarked on a new project of “enlightenment” (kaewha)
and progress.

Urban reformers, intellectuals, and journalists led the effort to revolu-
tionize the population’s world view. One of the most prominent figures
shaping the ideological trajectory of modern Korea was Sin Ch’ae-ho. In
Chapter 9 of this volume Sheila Jager points out that for Sin, “the idea of a
return to a time before the nation’s corruption by Confucianism . . . con-
stituted the basis for the nation’s modern salvation.” Sin’s critique of clas-
sical learning was influenced by the direct challenges of Japanese
modernity, but also by Qing reformers such as Liang Qichao who had
spent time in Japan. Liang wanted the Qing dynasty to modernize, and he
criticized corruption in the bureaucracy and foreign imperialism. The
nationalism and sense of identity Sin C’hae-ho articulated were thus part
of a wider discussion about “the modern” across Western and East Asian
cultures in the period. Sin wanted to revitalize a “Korean civilization”
which had been misled and corrupted partly by the classical Chinese past,
but also by the conservative and formal ways in which Koreans had
approached “Confucianism.” Although he believed indigenous cultural
practices had to be reformed, others, for example, Yi Kwang-su, argued
that dynastic adherence to classical ritual had to be purged from society as
it had been a major cause of dynastic decline. As more Koreans came to
accept the view of “Chinese” civilization as decrepit, conservative, and
ready to collapse, they expressed concern that instability in the middle
kingdom could lead to social disruption and chaos on the peninsula. In
this context, Western-based technology and learning was viewed increas-
ingly as the new model to emulate. The Korean reform project to replace
Confucian ritual with Western notions of progress and technology over-
lapped with the emergence of colonial rule on the peninsula.

As Kim Uchang elaborates in his chapter on Confucianism in twentieth
century Korea (Chapter 8), even as the external context for Korea’s polit-
ical, economic, and cultural development changed radically, residues of
the Chosŏn dynasty’s classical heritage remained as a kind of inert force in
society, available as a resource to serve the modernization projects of
reform-minded conservatives and the authoritarian state. In this way,
Koreans such as Sin modified the existing internal–external dynamic of
“traditional” Chosŏn and produced new concepts of Korean society within
a substantially altered internal–external nexus of power.

The ideological and cultural changes in Koreans’ world views were
accompanied by very gradual shifts in the economy and social sphere which
laid the groundwork for the emergence of capitalist modes of production.
The era from 1876 to 1914 was characterized by several key economic devel-
opments in the evolution of Korea’s nascent capitalism. These included the
accelerated commercialization of agriculture, a dramatic increase in trade
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with Japan in agricultural products, the creation of a national communica-
tions and transportation system, the establishment of a modern financial
and monetary system, the emergence of Japanese businessmen as the
dominant capitalists in Korean economic life, and the development of a
native bourgeoisie out of a group referred to as kaekchu, wholesale mer-
chants and entrepreneurs who initially played critical “middlemen” roles
between foreign traders – especially Chinese and Japanese – and Korean
producers. By the early twentieth century some of these merchants were
involved in more complex economic transactions involving partnerships
with Japanese businessmen or other kaekchu.4 As Carter Eckert has pointed
out, during this period, “Korea’s economic position as a Japanese granary
and export market for manufactured goods provided the basis for the accu-
mulation of capital by a significant number of enterprising Koreans, who
gradually became the core of a native bourgeoisie” (Eckert 1991: 11).

A number of developments which accompanied the era of nascent
Korean capitalism began prior to the onset of formal colonial rule, and
especially in the decade or so after the Kabo reforms. One Korean entre-
preneur involved in modernization efforts in this era was Pak Ki-jong, a
kaekchu from Pusan who supported a number of railway-building programs
in the late 1890s. His sons went to Japan to learn about modern technolo-
gies in mining and railways. Other Korean entrepreneurs set up banking,
trading, shipping, and textile enterprises, often with Japanese partners.
Another prominent figure of the period was Yi Yong-ik, a mining entre-
preneur from North Hamgyŏng province who held a number of signific-
ant economic and business ministerial portfolios in the Korean court after
1897. In the late 1890s and early 1900s Yi involved the Chosŏn dynasty in
efforts to establish a Korean central bank, to construct railway lines from
Seoul to Ŭiju and Seoul to Wŏnsan, and to modernize Korea’s military.
The dynasty also developed plans to standardize the monetary system, to
adopt a gold standard, to produce convertible bills, and to allow Japanese
currency to circulate (Duus 1995: ch. 4).

These efforts were significantly hampered by the inadequacies of the
existing tax system, the regressive social structure, factionalism at court,
and the unavailability of domestic capital to meet the needs of reform pro-
jects. External forces, including imperialist rivalries, Korean competition
from Japanese merchants, a Japanese sense of superiority over “backward”
Koreans, and Japanese government efforts to promote its strategic and
economic interests in the Chosŏn kingdom also exacerbated factional
rivalries in the dynasty and significantly weakened the ability of Koreans to
pursue consistent strategies for modernizing society.

Although Japanese merchants, businessmen, and government officials
dismissed Korean modernization efforts, writing them off as emanating
from a corrupt and inefficient state, it is significant that Japanese officials
accelerated their imperial hold on Korea precisely in this era of reform.
The establishment of the protectorate in 1905 and colony in 1910 were
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critically linked to Japanese governmental efforts to strengthen the role of
Japanese merchants and businessmen on the peninsula, and to weaken
potential competition from Korean sources. Komura Jutaro, Japanese
Foreign Minister from 1901 to 1906, stated in the early 1900s that, “even
though it amounts to only ¥8 million, the Korean trade differs from the
China trade or trade with America in that the export and shipping of
goods is handled entirely by the Japanese” (Duus 1995: 249–250). This
statement may not have been entirely accurate as there was a dramatic
growth in the number of Chinese merchants in Korean ports in the
period – their numbers went from about 160 in the early 1880s to almost
12,000 at the onset of colonial rule. This trend itself was an indication of
the vigorous inter-Asian trade which was developing at the time, but
Japanese diplomats viewed the presence of Chinese merchants as a threat
to their commercial interests in Asia (Hamashita 2003: 40). Japan’s goal
was to eliminate, absorb, or make into junior partners its competitors so
that its merchants and traders would benefit most from the commercial-
ization of the peninsula. As we have seen, some Koreans did align them-
selves with Japanese businessmen, and Komura’s statement was an
indication prior to the signing of the protectorate treaty that leading
figures in the Japanese state were intent on protecting the Korean market
as much as possible for Japanese economic interests.

Japanese capitalists, though often reluctant or concerned about invest-
ing in Korea, especially prior to 1920, did have privileged industries on
the peninsula. The Dai-Iichi bank and the Mitsubishi Shipping Company
were two such enterprises (Duus 1995: 250–253). Japanese textile com-
panies, especially ones from Osaka, were also prominent in Korean trade.
They faced stiff competition in the early twentieth century, not so much
from Korean manufacturers as from British empire-based ones. As late as
1910, for example, high-quality British textiles took up 37 percent of the
Korean cotton textile import market. Japanese capitalists and government
officials viewed strategic and economic threats as interlinked challenges to
their interests: political control, security, and economic development went
together. The logic which led Japanese statesmen to annex Korea suc-
ceeded in achieving its aims. By 1914, Japanese cotton textile exports to
Korea made up 97 percent of Korea’s imported cottons. The onset of
colonial rule significantly weakened foreign competitors, and in this
context allowed Japanese capitalists, together with a small Korean collab-
orating elite, to develop their economic interests in Korea, and later,
Manchuria, relatively free from indigenous Korean and other Great Power
competition (Duus 1995: 287; Eckert 1991; Haggard et al. 1997: 871).

Foundational capitalism: the era of Japanese hegemony

The long period of “foundational capitalism” evolved in two interrelated
yet distinct phases. The first ended and the second began in 1945, the year
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the Korean peninsula experienced a sudden and dramatic change in the
hegemons that dominated it. Taken together, the two phases established a
mature form of industrial capitalism based on the consolidation of private
property ownership, the destruction of the aristocracy, the transformation
of urban and rural family life, the emergence of wage labor and a working
class, and the establishment and growth of Korean conglomerates. Foun-
dational capitalism was the product of two hegemonic powers’ influence
on the peninsula.

In the following discussion of the first phase of foundational capitalism
I use the term “hegemony” as it pertains to Japan’s power relationship
with “Korea”, and the dominance of Japanese state structures and private
capital within the colony. The term is not used to suggest that Japan was
globally hegemonic, but that it emerged as a regional hegemon in North-
east Asia in the early twentieth century. In many ways, Japan itself had a
subordinate role within a broader capitalist global economy dominated by
American, British, and European money and technology (see Arrighi et al.
2003; Cumings 2002). Until the 1930s, Japanese businessmen often
worked closely with European and American multinational corporate
executives in developing and gaining financial backing for their enter-
prises in Northeast Asia. The thrust of the Japanese empire, however,
particularly following the early 1930s, was designed to break out of Anglo-
American global economic hegemony.

Prior to 1920, Korea had served primarily as a market for Japanese
manufactured goods. World War I significantly altered Japan’s economic
position in the world and its relationship with colonial Chōsen. During
the conflict, Japanese production, trade, and shipping increased tremen-
dously. Japan’s GNP went up by 40 percent. Over the next decade, the
country went from having a largely agricultural and small industry-based
economy to one dominated by heavy industry and urban-based factory
production. Most of the population still lived in rural areas – people living
in cities accounted for 50 percent of the total population in 1950 – but by
the late 1920s, for the first time, the value of manufacturing in Japan’s
GDP was higher than the value of agricultural goods (McClain 2002:
359–360).

During the war, inflation in Japan increased more than wages, culmi-
nating in major rice riots in 1917. That year was also a turning point for
strikes as the numbers of disputes almost quadrupled over the previous
year. Those involved in protests went from about 8,400 workers in 1916 to
66,500 in 1918 (McClain 2002: 372, table 11.7).5 With growing pressure
from domestic labor for higher wages, Japanese capitalists began to locate
companies in Chōsen. The result was the abolition in 1920 of the
Company Law, which restricted all investment in Chōsen to those com-
panies that received a license from the Government General. This
decision made possible limited Korean participation in the industrializa-
tion of the colony and empire (see Eckert 1991; McNamara 1990). Despite
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Japanese discrimination, some Koreans formed their own companies and
worked as subordinate partners with Japanese capital. In 1911 there were
152 companies registered in Korea and by 1940 there were 5,413. Five
percent of the larger of these businesses, numbering about 2,000, were
owned by Koreans, while just under 30 percent were jointly owned by
Koreans and Japanese (McNamara 1990: 53). In 1937 there were approxi-
mately 2,300 Korean-operated enterprises, about 7 percent of which had
more than fifty employees (Eckert 1991: 55).

As a result of Japan’s economic transformation during the war and the
empire’s accelerated industrialization following the seizure of Manchuria
in 1931, there was an intensification in the regional economic integration
of Korea into a Japan-dominated Northeast Asia. Japanese businessmen
and officials oriented Korean industrialization towards accelerating
Japan’s economic development within an expansive, and, especially
following the onset of the Sino–Japanese War in 1937, increasingly
autarchic and militaristic empire. Large numbers of Koreans, amounting
to 10 percent of the entire Korean population by 1940, migrated out of
the colony in search of work. Many went to Japan, especially Osaka, where
in 1940, the 215,000 Koreans living there made up the third largest urban
concentration of Koreans anywhere in the world (Taeuber and Barclay
1950: 287). Korea’s regional integration in this era, however, was mostly
tied to Japanese policies in Manchuria. Economic linkages between
Manchuria and Chōsen had grown in the aftermath of the Russo–
Japanese conflict when rice shipped from Inchŏn into Dairen and other
Manchurian ports began to supplant supplies previously arriving from
Shanghai (Duus 1995: 271). Financially, the most important banking insti-
tution promoting Japanese imperial expansion in Manchuria was the
Bank of Chōsen. Significant amounts of Japanese industrial capital also
moved into northern Korea after the mid-1920s: steel, petrochemical, fer-
tilizer, gunpowder, and hydroelectric companies were among the larger
corporations established by Japanese industrialists such as Noguchi Jun,
co-founder and executive director of Nitchitsu, the main builder of hydro-
electric and chemical plants in the colony. Compared with Japan, Korea
had lower costs of electricty, labor, and taxes (Molony 1990: 158–166).

Korean businessmen welcomed the acquisition of Manchukuo, and
Japanese officials encouraged an accelerated Korean migration to the
region. In the early 1930s, Manchukuo agreed to accept an annual intake
of 10,000 Korean families. By 1940 there were about 1.4 million Koreans
living there (Eckert 1991: 167–181; Jones 1949; McNamara 1990: 43;
Taeuber and Barclay 1950: 286). Koreans also invested in Manchuria, and
it was the location of some large Korean businesses by the end of the war.
Entrepreneur Min Kyu-sik, for example, put up 46 percent of the capital
needed to establish the Tōhō development company, which purchased
and developed land in northern Korea and Manchuria for Japanese,
Korean, or Manchurian farmers. Kim Yŏn-su operated the large
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Kyŏngbang textile company in Mukden which employed 3,000 workers by
the end of the war, but he also invested in numerous Manchurian busi-
nesses, including the Mukden Bank of Commerce, the Manchurian Real
Estate and Development Company, the Manchurian Paper Company, the
Manchurian-Mongolian Woolen Company, and the Dairen Machine
Works (Eckert 1991: 179–181; McNamara 1990: 71). Between 1933 and
1939 Korea’s external trade with areas outside Japan grew tremendously,
and most of it occurred as a result of increased commerce with
Manchuria. As Carter Eckert pointed out, “with the establishment of
Manchukuo, Korean exports enjoyed a boom that eventually allowed
Korea to move from an almost total trade dependency on Japan to a more
diverse trade structure” (Eckert 1991: 171). This late colonial era of
regional economic integration thus marked a brief moment when Korean
capitalists gained experience with pluralist trade linkages under Japanese
hegemony.

Korean industrialization produced a small working class in this era.
Over the course of the 1930s Koreans engaged in factory work doubled.
By 1940 there were almost 703,000 workers in the colony, and the number
reached 1.32 million by 1943 (Eckert et al. 1990: 311). This did not
include the substantial numbers of Koreans slaving away in Manchuria or
Japan. Most Koreans were forced to work as unskilled laborers, and were
paid less than Japanese doing the same job. Korean women were generally
exploited the harshest, as their salaries were often half of those given to
Korean men. Up to 20 percent of women working in factories were under
the age of sixteen, and for those working in textiles the figure was 10
percent higher. Women aged under sixteen earned even less – often
about one-seventh of adult males (Chŏng 1988: 49–101). In Noguchi Jun’s
Chōsen Chisso chemical plant, for example, in 1945 male Japanese
workers earned 7.33 yen per day while Korean men and women earned
3.58 and 1.46 yen respectively (Molony 1990: 165).

A small white-collar group of workers also emerged in the 1930s and
1940s. The outbreak of the Sino–Japanese War in 1937 led to labor short-
ages in the colony and to larger numbers of Koreans occupying manager-
ial and engineering jobs. Some women obtained white-collar work: the
number of female nurses in 1943 was just over 2,000, while over 2,000
women were employed as teachers in 1938 (Eckert 1996). Although relat-
ively small in number, the middle and working classes of employees
reflected the changing social composition of the colony.

In the face of colonial industrialization and tensions in the countryside,
Korean peasants left their villages to seek work in cities or other parts of
Korea (especially the north), Japan, or Manchuria. In the process, Korea’s
rural and urban worlds were recast. Urbanization accelerated following
the onset of the second Sino–Japanese War, but even in the first half of
the 1930s, industrial development combined with economic hardship in
the countryside to produce an out-migration of about 350,000 men from
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villages. In the following decade, as many as 2.2 million men left villages in
search of work. Hundreds of thousands of women also left villages, many
for factory work in textile mills. The southern Korean cities of Seoul
(Kyŏngsŏng), Inchŏn, and Pusan were also popular destinations for rural
migrants in the 1930s and 1940s. Although not all Koreans who left the
countryside went to live in cities, the urban composition of the country
accelerated, approximately doubling between 1920 and 1935 to 7 percent
of the population at the end of the period, and almost doubling again by
the end of World War II. By 1940, Seoul had 1.1 million people, its popu-
lation having increased by about 800,000 people in fifteen years.
Kyŏngsŏng became a “fascinating example of a growing modern urban
space . . . with an infrastructure of a budding urban population, popular
culture, and the penetration of modern technology and values through
modern education” (Park 1999: 17). There were significant limitations to
Korea’s urban modernity in the colonial era. Relatively few people lived in
cities and Kyŏngsŏng experienced a compressed form of colonial develop-
ment unequaled in any other city in the colony. As Yoo Sun-young (2001:
426) argues,

although rapid urbanization occurred during the colonial period, the
gaps and lags between Kyongsong and other regions in terms of eco-
nomic, social and cultural modernization were so great that Kyong-
song was the only city in the process of modernization in Korea. The
collective desire for modern things and images therefore, took its
shape mostly in the streets of Kyongsong.

Improvements in health standards and life expectancy during the colo-
nial period could also be taken as indicators of the new foundations of
capitalist growth in Korea, though research done on these topics suggests
that the introduction of modern health programs, not improvements in
the standard of living, were primarily responsible for lowered mortality
rates. As Haggard and colleagues have pointed out, “real average farm
income changed little during 1915–37, real wages for agricultural labor
declined, and consumption of major staple foods and caloric intake from
them fell” (Haggard et al. 1997: 870; see also Kwon 1977, ch. III). Further-
more, the wartime suffering, the uprooting of the population, mass
mobilization of society, and social conflict in the countryside are critical
to understanding the broader psychological and social contexts in which
foundational capitalism appeared in colonial Korea. To ignore the
tremendous psychological stresses and social dislocations of the modern-
ization process in this era would be to distort both its impact and the
political conditions in which it evolved. Moreover, the social upheavals of
the postwar era meant that capitalism on the Korean peninsula con-
tinued to evolve under conditions of profound social and psychological
pain.
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Korea’s agricultural transformation: the agrarian roots of
foundational capitalist modernity

Gi-Wook Shin’s contribution to this volume (Chapter 1) provides us with a
rich perspective on the broader societal changes that occurred in early
twentieth century Korea. He demonstrates that the changing power rela-
tionships between peasants and landlords were a critical element of the
history and evolution of Korean capitalism. The commercialization of agri-
culture that resulted from significantly increased exports to Japan after
1876 did not alter late dynastic Korea’s social structure or the relationship
between lord and peasant. Indeed, in the first couple of decades of the
twentieth century, the fundamental power relations in the countryside
became more favorable to the yangban elite. Important changes in socio-
economic ties between landlord and peasant occurred only after the 1920s
and they accelerated in the 1930s and 1940s.

Shin also shows that the colonial state and private capital were only
partly responsible for the transformations besetting Korea. In the 1920s,
the emergence of peasant protest provided an important impetus for the
transition towards capitalism. The peasant union movement of this era
challenged landlord authority by demanding changes in the terms of agri-
cultural contracts, land tenure, and rents. In the 1930s, Japanese officials
abandoned some of their previous support for Korean yangban, and peas-
ants used newly enacted colonial legislation designed to mediate social
conflict in the countryside successfully to dispute traditional spheres of
landlord power. This weakening of the influence of the landowning class
in rural areas provided incentives for them to invest in non-agricultural
pursuits and to establish modern nongjang farms, thus accelerating the
country’s evolution towards a modern capitalistic social structure. The
social and economic changes that resulted from the peasant–landlord
power struggle therefore reflected the needs and responses of social
classes under pressure, as well as the dialectics of power in colonial Korea.

In highlighting the role of non-state factors which shaped Korea’s
transformation and arguing that agrarian conflict was critical in laying the
foundations for major societal change in twentieth century Korea, Shin
contributes to our understanding of the significance of arguments put
forth by Carter Eckert, Dennis McNamara, and others. By providing a
nuanced framework for interpreting the “colonial origins” debate for the
development of Korean capitalism, Shin reminds us not to exaggerate
Chōsen’s early twentieth century industrial accomplishment or the role of
the colonial state as a factor in the country’s longer term transfiguration.
A fuller picture of capitalist development in twentieth century Korea
requires us to take into account the interrelationship between socio-
economic changes in agriculture and manufacturing.
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Rival modernities: North and South Korea

The Soviet and American occupations facilitated the creation of two rival
Korean states by the end of 1948, but the two Koreas were not simply
Westernized or communized along pre-existing models. The northern
system, even more than the southern, inherited an industrial base. What
emerged was a command-style economy blended with colonial industry.
According to Charles Armstrong, the northern economy, “like many other
aspects of revolutionary transformation at the time, combined Japanese
colonial legacies and Soviet models and influence to create a new, distinc-
tively Korea communist system with great strengths as well as glaring weak-
nesses” (Armstrong 2003: 136). As part of an effort at self-legitimization,
and to gain more autonomy within the communist world, the North
Korean state projected itself as a revolutionary society par excellence. Espe-
cially from the mid-1950s onwards, northern writers and propagandists
depicted Kim Il Sung as an heroic and legendary communist-nationalist,
offering him to the world as a model for the future of all human revolu-
tion. Northern themes of revolutionary socialist modernity thus contrasted
sharply with those articulated in the southern part of the peninsula.

In both North and South Korea, the colonial era fundamentally shaped
the outlook of politicians; it informed their rhetoric, and the way they
acted and reacted to domestic and international events. Like Kim Il Sung,
Syngman Rhee articulated an anti-Japanese and anti-colonial meta-
narrative, but Rhee’s vision for Korea was a conservative, Christian, and
capitalist country working closely with the West, and with the USA in
particular. His goal was not only forcefully to rejoin the north and south,
but, more generally, to eliminate the threat of secular, international
communism. This counter-revolutionary project, which congealed in the
wake of the Korean conflict, dovetailed with anti-communist aspects of
colonial rule and the cold war to create a line of ideological continuity
with the colonial era which did not exist in the north.

Foundational capitalism: the era of American hegemony,
1945–1970s

Korea’s social and economic transformation was far from complete in 1945.
As late as 1940, less than 6 percent of Korean laborers worked in manufac-
turing enterprises. Furthermore, employment and real wages in this sector
declined over the next five years. Agricultural production still dominated the
economy, and about three-quarters of the population lived in rural areas.6

Exports increased dramatically in the decade of the 1930s – from 266.5
million yen in 1930 (approximately 133 million dollars) to over 1 billion yen
(approximately 250 million dollars) in 1939 – but their value dropped for
the remainder of the war, in part due to declines in agricultural productivity.
By 1945, agricultural output in Korea had reverted back to 1933 levels.7
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The partition of the country in 1945 and the repatriation of some
435,000 Japanese from southern Korea left the new American mandate
with a hollowed industrial structure and created serious economic dif-
ficulties, particularly in the areas of power and resources.8 Shortages of
coal, electricity, fertilizer, chemicals, and paper significantly limited indus-
trial production after the war (General Headquarters Supreme Comman-
der for the Allied Powers 1983a). These problems were further
exacerbated by the lack of skilled personnel and labor.

Indeed, the rapid dismantling of the colonial system and the division of
the peninsula left Korea’s political and economic future uncertain.
During the colonial era the Japanese had limited Koreans’ ability to accu-
mulate capital, and to operate and manage industrial enterprises. Now the
division of the peninsula at the 38th parallel created more barriers to
Korean modernization. In short, the longer term viability of capitalism on
the peninsula could not be assured in 1945. The end of the colonial era
bequeathed to southern Korea a largely agrarian economy which had
been cut off from its external markets, which faced shortages of indigen-
ous technical expertise, and which had seriously inadequate resources and
industrial chemicals. In March 1946, for example, American authorities
had to import liquid chlorine and aluminum ammonium sulphate from
Japan to purify southern Korea’s drinking-water (General Headquarters
Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers 1983b). Shortages resulted in
declines in industrial productivity. In 1946, half of the factories in the
American zone that had been in operation in 1944 were no longer func-
tioning, and those that were were producing at only about 20 percent of
their earlier rate. The numbers of Koreans employed in manufacturing
industries south of the 38th parallel dropped from 300,520 in June 1945
to 122,159 in December 1949. In mid-1949 unemployment was about
900,000 in a population of just over twenty million (Haggard et al. 1997:
872; Kuznets 1977).

Despite the negative economic impact of partition, the processes of
social and economic change involved in developing (South) Korea’s
industrial economy continued after 1945.9 The period from the 1920s
through to the 1970s as a whole was characterized by the decline of regres-
sive landlord–peasant hierarchies, the elimination of landlords as a polit-
ical and economic force in society, the emergence of an urban-based
society, and the building up of a domestic consumer goods manufacturing
capacity based on machine production and industrial processes. Korea
ceased to be a predominantly agrarian society only in the mid-1970s, and
only in the early 1970s did its secondary and manufacturing industries
account for a higher percentage of the country’s GNP than did agricul-
ture. In these ways, Korea’s societal transformation reached a turning
point in the 1970s.

The hegemonic transitions which occurred in 1945 – the global,
between the United States and Britain, and the regional, in Northeast Asia
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between the United States and Japan – did not alter the basic character-
istics of Korea’s social revolution which originated in the late Chosŏn
dynasty. The transition from Japanese to American overlordship in post-
World War II South Korea, however, did alter the political relationship
between the new client state and the hegemon. This is significant, since
after 1945 capitalism in South Korea evolved under a more loose form of
hegemony-empire. In contrast to Japanese colonial rule, American hege-
mony was global in scope, and American power, more nuanced and dif-
fused throughout the globe, exercised indirect as well as direct influence
over South Korea through pressures on a nominally independent govern-
ment. This political relationship encouraged Korean participation in the
processes of capital accumulation and development much more than did
the regional autarchy of the Japanese empire. The structural limits to this
postwar framework of Korean development largely related to the US goal
after 1946 to “link up”10 Korea’s economy with Japan. The reverse course
in Japan in 1948 and the rebuilding of the Japanese economy in the 1950s
had tremendous long-term implications for South Korean economic
development, since once Japan resumed its position as the outstanding
Asian capitalist power, the United States tied Korea more actively into its
former colonial master’s economic nexus (see Chapter 6, this volume).
This occurred in part because of the attractiveness of its postwar economic
success and because of the economic and strategic imperatives of the
United States’ cold war policy. Japan’s growing economic prominence
from the mid-1950s informed official American thinking about Korea.

For most of the postwar era, Korean governance was authoritarian in char-
acter. American policy-makers, moreover, accepted the repressive bent of
these regimes, providing them with substantial economic and political
support. As I argue in Chapter 6, US officials were more supportive of the
Park Chung Hee junta than they were of the Second Republic, precisely
because Park’s economic objectives seemed to coincide more closely with
their own. By embracing the new military government, American officials self-
consciously cultivated a greater role for Japan in Korea’s external system.
After 1965, the year of the normalization treaty, Japan once again played an
important role in Korea, but this was a Japan subordinate to American hege-
mony and firmly within a new “defensive perimeter” security framework for
Asia. The result was increased Japanese influence on the military government,
and on the evolution of Korean capitalism. The normalization of relations
foreshadowed the pluralist capitalism that was increasingly to characterize
Korean economic growth and the country’s linkages with the advanced and
developing economies of the world system. The grooming of Japan as a
partner in America’s informal empire on the peninsula diluted American
hegemony in Northeast Asia, but these consequences were understood and
welcome to American policy-makers. Authoritarian rule and domestic capital
accumulation were thus two interrelated strains of South Korea’s founda-
tional capitalist modernity during the period of American hegemony.
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Bureaucratic authoritarianism and foundational capitalism

For about a decade after 1945, American and South Korean economic
objectives were designed to achieve pre-war production levels. Neither
American nor Western planners, however, initially envisaged South Korea
with an advanced industrial economy. South Koreans themselves often
pushed for this strategy, not infrequently against the skepticism of officials
in the various American aid agencies. In the 1950s, the Rhee govern-
ment’s industrialization program hoped to establish in South Korea defin-
ing elements of the northern economy: heavy industry and plant
machinery which could produce hydroelectricity, fertilizer, and even steel.
The Park regime then implemented and accelerated a number of the
modernization programs that had been conceived in the late 1950s. A
major factor underpinning South Korea’s postwar economic development
was the role of the state, and several chapters in this book contribute to
our understanding of the dynamics and significance of what social scien-
tists have labeled Korea’s “strong” or “developmental” state.11

In his discussion of the major factors which have promoted South
Korean growth, Paul Kuznets argues that the developmental state’s most
important contribution to economic growth was the succession of five-year
plans which were produced by military governments from 1963 onwards.
These plans targeted particular industries, while the Korean bureaucracy,
including the economic planning board, the finance ministry, and the
ministry of commerce and trade, oversaw their implementation and exe-
cution. These agencies and departments helped the large conglomerate
chaebŏl to obtain technologies and access to domestic and international
credit, and protected the domestic market from foreign competition.

David Kang (Chapter 7) and John Lie (Chapter 5) address questions
related to who influenced the decisions of bureaucrats and what interests
state employees sought to further or to protect. Far from being an
autonomous, neutral agent, the Korean bureaucracy has been closely
linked to state politics. As political scientist T.J. Pempel has noted,
“developmental state theorists too often treat the national bureaucracy as
totally depoliticized, socially disembodied, and in rational pursuit of a self-
evident national interest – in short, the embodiment of Weber’s ‘ideal-
ized’ bureaucracy” (Pempel 1999: 144). John Lie emphasizes the role of
state patronage and the intricate social networks between chaebŏl owners
and the bureaucracy as factors shaping the success of Korean business.
Kang also explores the relationship between the state and large corpora-
tions in Korea, challenging some of the existing literature on the develop-
mental state. He argues that there was more continuity in the Korean
bureaucracy from the Rhee to the Park regimes than has been suggested,
and that Park carefully monitored the bureaucracy to promote the goals
and interests of the ruling junta. Although the state supported the growth
of the chaebŏl, both parties became dependent on each other and in effect
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“mutual hostages” of each others’ power and policies. In other words,
Kang, complementing Shin’s arguments in this volume, points to some of
the limits of the power of the post-colonial developmental state. The state
was not always able to achieve its goals, and the influence of big business
vis-à-vis the state grew in the 1970s and 1980s (see also Haggard 1998: 85).
As Kang shows, state efforts to “rationalize” the power and automobile
industries in the 1970s and 1980s were failures largely because they were
successfully resisted by those companies targeted for merger or elimina-
tion.

John Lie, David Kang, and Paul Kuznets agree that the postwar era pro-
duced more significant economic growth than did the colonial period,
and that the 1970s was a critical decade for accelerating Korea’s industrial
development. For Lie, the importance of the postwar years is symbolized
in the post-World War II history of Korea’s chaebŏl, large corporations and
powerful agents themselves in shaping Korea’s twentieth century trans-
formation. The chaebŏl had roots in the colonial period, but by the 1980s
all but two of them had begun their corporate lives after 1945. According
to Kuznets, the state prized the chaebŏl for their size and economies of
scale. Suh Chung-sok and Kwon Seung-Ho provide us with a case study of
the state–chaebŏl relationship in their chapter on the structural and man-
agerial history of the Hyundai business enterprise (Chapter 4). These
authors show a pattern of government support for Hyundai as a favored
chaebŏl. Beginning in the 1950s, state contracts were an essential element
of Hyundai’s economic growth. The conglomerate’s dependence on these
sources of funding grew in the 1960s. The Korean government also sup-
ported the company when it faced periods of economic difficulty or crisis.
For example, the fall-off in construction associated with the end of the
Vietnam War was made up by a series of government contracts to the
Hyundai Construction and Civil Engineering Company in the 1970s.
Further, when the Hyundai car company was hit by a second oil crisis in
the late 1970s, the military government of Chun Doo Hwan granted
exclusive rights to Hyundai Motor Company and Hyundai Heavy Indus-
tries to build compact automobiles and certain large marine engines. The
company’s earnings at home contributed in the 1970s to its move into the
Middle Eastern construction scene. In this way Hyundai facilitated the
geographical and spatial movement of Korean capital in the 1970s, a
process which reflected the nascent pluralist geometry of capitalism in
Korea in the American era.

As many analysts of Korea’s political economy have remarked, the
Korean state’s economic policy after the 1960s encouraged high indebted-
ness and overcapacity, structural problems which contributed to periodic
economic crises, including the one in the late 1990s. Many people worked
hard and for long hours, but structural problems in the chaebŏl extended
to white-collar management, as John Lie shows (Chapter 5). Chaebŏl man-
agers were not always effective in monitoring employees, and employees
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sometimes pretended to look busy in lieu of doing work. Lie’s conclusions
accord with those articulated by James Palais, who argues that factors
other than “Confucianism” were primarily responsible for the hard work
undertaken by white- and blue-collar workers in Korea (Palais 2002).

We therefore need to examine the relationship between the state’s
repressive policies towards labor and the growth of Korea’s global trading
networks. A major goal of the Yusin constitution of 1972 was to keep
workers’ demands within prescribed boundaries so as to make Korean
chaebŏl and capitalism competitive not only on a local, but also on a world-
wide scale. The military dimensions of Korea’s post-World War II modern-
ization program are discussed by John Lie who traces the strict discipline
in the factory workplace to the militarization of the society in the Park
Chung Hee era. Military rule tended to legitimize managerial authoritari-
anism, and military-style methods were employed to discipline blue-collar
workers. Management carefully monitored industrial workers in order to
maximize production and to meet the export-promotion goals of the state
and chaebŏl. Military mobilization was thus a significant aspect of South
Korea’s economic growth, and men’s experiences in the army were a har-
binger of the work discipline put to use in the country’s factories. In the
second military era, the themes of competition and work were emphasized
as part of a state discourse designed to mobilize workers for national
greatness. Although Yusin was designed to meet economic needs, it also
responded to external challenges posed by North Korea, détente, the
Nixon doctrine, America’s greater reliance on protectionism, and cut-
backs in global US military spending. All these threatened to destabilize
Korean society and economy. Park equated capitalist development with
national strength, or to put it somewhat differently, national greatness.12

His was not a critique of colonialism, but of societies that lacked the will
and capacity to industrialize:

So far, our export commodities have been made up largely of primary
industrial goods, semi-finished products and light industrial items.
From now on, we have to shift the pattern to increase drastically
exports of finished products, heavy and chemical industrial items, and
capital goods. At the same time, we have to broaden our export
market to include all countries if possible, instead of relying lopsid-
edly on a few countries as we are doing now. We also have to make a
major shift in our export endeavor to explore overseas markets for
our capital and technology. Exports represent the index of national
strength.

(Park n.d.: 132)

Yusin thus provided a critical pivot and transitional phase for the move-
ment towards pluralist capitalism for Korea. Moreover, it coincided with a
turning point in America’s postwar hegemony, the year 1971, when the
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Bretton Woods system collapsed. Events going on in Korea were thus part
of broader processes related to the changing character of international
capitalism after 1945 and to changes in the global structure of power, but
they were also influenced by the particular vision of President Park’s mili-
tary government.

The Park regime also facilitated the transformation of South Korean
agriculture, as Larry Burmeister demonstrates (Chapter 2). His study of
the National Agricultural Cooperative Federation (nonghyeŏp) draws paral-
lels between the post-World War II agricultural cooperative’s bureaucratic
organization and its precursors’ in the colonial period. The pre-war agen-
cies included councils for rural revitalization, financial cooperatives, and
mutual aid associations; they dealt with such things as financial problems
associated with Korean agriculture and improving crop yields. They also
provided technical training and social leadership in rural society (Shin
and Han 1999). While the post-1961 system shared similarities with the
work of the revitalization campaign of the 1930s, the level of state penetra-
tion in the countryside was greater. After the 1961 coup, the top-down
relationship between the cooperative and various state departments such
as the Ministry of Home Affairs or the Ministry of Agriculture and Fish-
eries reflected the authoritarian style of the military government, which
utilized the agricultural cooperative to mobilize the rural population in
support of the regime’s rural development programs and industrialization
efforts. In the 1970s, for example, the agricultural cooperative became a
means to implement a government program designed to increase the
country’s food self-sufficiency. Under this scheme, foreign exchange
otherwise spent on food imports would be redirected into investment
in industry. The international context in which the cooperative operated
was also different. In particular, the United States now provided some
of the money and investment needed to launch the new government’s
development program for agriculture. Major funding for fertilizer
plants came from the US government through aid, and later from private
corporations such as Gulf Oil and Dow Chemical. In this way, American
public aid facilitated the spread of US private capital investment on the
peninsula.

Social change in the era of pluralist capitalism

Korea’s pluralist capitalist era was characterized by continued reliance on
the US–Japanese alliance; a shift towards more complex forms of industry,
ones which required more intensive levels of technology and capital input;
increased Korean capital investment around the world; growing multilat-
eral trade linkages; and internal political reforms associated with the
democracy movement. A number of factors in the 1960s and 1970s helped
to lay the groundwork for these developments. They included the relative
decline in America’s global power, the re-emergence of Japan as a factor
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in Korean economic development, Korean participation in the Vietnam
War, the success of the initial five-year plans, and the incorporation of
Korea into the General Agreements on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), and
later, the World Trade Organization. There are numerous books and art-
icles on Korea’s recent economic development and “globalization.” The
articles in this volume are largely interested in the ideological dimensions
and social consequences of this era of capitalism on the peninsula, and we
will begin with a discussion of the impact of industrialization and urban-
ization upon the modern family structure.

As we have seen, the colonial era was a pivotal period for Korea’s trans-
figuration towards a modern and industrial society. However, viewed in
the framework of Korea’s twentieth century transformation as a whole,
colonial industrialization had a limited impact upon the lives of most
Koreans prior to 1945. The urbanization of the country greatly acceler-
ated in the post-World War II era. Several million people migrated from
northern to southern Korea after the division, and the Korean War
uprooted millions more from villages, towns, and cities. It was the post-
Korean war reconstruction and the military government’s industrialization
drive, however, that shifted the balance of the population away from the
countryside. As Paul Kuznets points out in Chapter 3, the population
living in urban areas rose from 25 percent in 1955 to 82 percent in 2003.
The turning point came in the mid-1970s, when about 50 percent of the
population lived in urban areas.13

Changes in the urban–rural composition of Korea that began to occur
in the 1920s and 1930s were greatly accelerated in the decades of com-
pressed industrialization following 1961. Between 1965 and 1985 about
eleven million men and women left farming areas for work in cities. In
1960 Seoul had a population of 2.6 million. By 1970, its population was
already over 5.5 million, and about 70 percent of the increase came from
people moving from both rural and urban areas of the country. The
number of workers in the manufacturing sector also increased dramatic-
ally, from just over 250,000 in 1960 to almost one million at the time of
the 1972 Yusin constitution, and to 2.5 million in 1980. In 2003 there were
about 4.2 million workers in manufacturing industries across the
country.14 Many of these industrial workers were women. In pre-1945
Korea, the peak percentage of women factory workers was reached in
1932 when they comprised 34 percent of the manufacturing workforce; in
the postwar era, the proportion of female workers in the manufacturing
sector rose to higher levels. Women were particularly recruited in the
textile and electronics industries, and in the mid-1970s – at the height of
their participation rate – they comprised a small majority of all production
workers in the country (Koo 2002: 35–36; Park n.d.: 31).

Minja Kim Choe (Chapter 11, this volume) examines the impact these
urban and industrial developments have had upon postwar Korean famil-
ies and cultural belief systems. In particular, she tracks changing attitudes
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towards marriage, divorce, and gender roles. As Choe illustrates, the
growing number of divorces in South Korea in recent years underlines a
decline in “traditional” attitudes. In the era of pluralist capitalism,
Koreans adopted cultural norms more akin to societies with similar indus-
trial social structures. Other statistics, including the dramatic decrease in
the birth rate, reinforce this observation. In the early 1970s, the popu-
lation grew at more than 2 percent per annum. It was 0.6 percent in 2002,
and some observers predict zero population growth early in the third
decade of the twenty-first century. Although there have been shifts in
direction in the number of births per thousand over the past three
decades, the general tendency is towards declining rates. Some of the
most dramatic social changes have occurred over the past thirty years, and
have thus accompanied the deepening of Korea’s industrial and techno-
logical revolution. The fertility rate was 4.5 in 1970; this dropped to 1.2 in
2003. In addition, the percentage of three or four generations of a family
living in the same accommodation has dropped. In the early 1980s just
over 15 percent of all Korean households contained three generations of
families; in 2000 there were only 8 percent of such households. The
number of single-person households moved in the opposite direction,
from 8 percent in 1980 to almost 16 percent in 2000 (Korea National Sta-
tistical Office). These statistics underline the impact that industrialization
and modernization have had on family life in South Korea. However,
while Choe argues that Korean society is now more accepting of working
women by and large, Koreans “hold quite traditional views on gender
roles, and tend to endorse the traditional division of labor” with the man
working and the wife taking care of the children (see Chapter 11). Thus
although the status of women in Korean society has changed significantly
since divorce was first introduced and legalized by the colonial regime in
1918, social attitudes still reflect a generally conservative belief system.

Choe’s conclusions are consistent with those articulated by Mary
Brinton and Moonkyung Choi (Chapter 12), whose work underlines the
incomplete character of changes in Korea’s gendered division of work
since the 1960s. They examine the impact that industrialization has had
on women’s work patterns and underscore some of the unique character-
istics and challenges facing contemporary Korean women. The authors
note, for example, that in 2000 Korea had the fifth lowest female labor
participation rate within the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development. The gap in employment between men and women is
particularly evident among the highly educated. Even within other coun-
tries in East Asia, Korea’s gendered employment statistics are not encour-
aging. Comparing the Republic of Korea with Taiwan and Japan, Brinton
and Choi find that female Korean wage earners have the highest gender
gap in salaries and that they have the lowest workforce rate among women
of child-bearing age in all three countries. Professional women are some-
what better off; these workers have a greater likelihood than other Korean
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women of remaining in their jobs and attaining wages approaching those
earned by men. Korea is also unique in the degree of rigidity in its formal
employment sector. Korean women with less education and with less well-
educated husbands are also more likely to work than other women. Fur-
thermore, barriers to women’s careers in white-collar occupations stem
from male discrimination and male attitudes which block the hiring or
career progress of women. The authors argue that these indicators
support marginalization theory’s predictions about the incorporation of
women into the workforce. In short, despite some areas of progress, many
Korean women have continued to experience male patriarchal attitudes
and discrimination.

Brinton and Choi do, however, find a mixed pattern of experiences,
some of which are not predicted by sociological theory. They find that
younger women with more education did enter the formal sector during
the intensive period of mobilization and industrialization following 1961.
In addition, the percentage of urban women working in the formal sector
has not been a good indicator of how successfully the country has incorpo-
rated women into the workforce. There are, the authors point out, a
number of similarities between women working in the informal and
formal sectors, but unique to Korea are differences between married and
unmarried women. Most importantly, married women in the informal
sector earn higher wages on average than do those in the formal sector. In
the future, women’s entry into the formal sector will depend on changes
in the hiring practices of managers and corporations, and on the per-
ceived relative benefits of formal versus informal work.

The decline of the developmental authoritarian state

By the mid-1980s the contradictions of pursuing economic development
within a repressive political system were straining the regime’s capacity to
govern. The democracy movement which emerged during that decade
contested the military government’s interpretation of Korea’s past and
future. A mass coalition of students, workers, and religious organizations
demanded democratic and responsible government and successfully chal-
lenged the authoritarian regime, forcing it to move towards a more open
political system. In this context we may view Sheila Jager’s examination of
the ideological and social meaning of the country’s war memorial
museum, conceived under the last military ruler of South Korea, Roh Tae
Woo, as an effort by the state to appropriate Korea’s military legacy in
order to legitimize its own political agenda. The museum’s halls are
filled with epitaphs linking South Korea’s military history to the successful
unification of the peninsula. In this view, modernity can only be con-
structed out of a martial race of men dedicated to strengthening, in a
social Darwinian sense, Korean independence and national power. Jager
(Chapter 9) reminds us that competition between North and South Korea
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continued to shape Korean perceptions after the cold war ostensibly
ended in the early 1990s. The museum is a good example of how a syn-
thesis of the past and a projected future are meant to influence Korean
ideas about the modern world.

Kim Uchang (Chapter 8) discusses the relationship between Confucian-
ism and democracy in contemporary Korea, which is part of a recent
resurgence of interest in Asian classical learning (see Bell and Hahm
2003; Duncan 2002a, 2002b; Elman et al. 2002). Kim explores the philo-
sophical and social bases of democracy in the West and Korea in an effort
to discover if Korea’s classical tradition can contribute to a strengthening
of its modern civil society. He is interested in the role of Confucianism in
Korea’s twentieth century transformation, the position of the individual in
Western democracies, and the problems associated with exporting a
purely Western model of democracy to non-Western countries. He sug-
gests the possibility of a Cartesian–Confucian synthesis for strengthening
Korean civil society. Kim’s project itself is a modernist one, since he
argues that the classical inheritance contains resources which may be
recovered to suit the needs of the new democracy. The ideological inheri-
tance includes the classical emphasis on ethical and moral principles,
along with its sense of collective ethos.

At this point we should recall the criticisms of classical culture made by
individuals and social groups within Korea in the late twentieth century,
since in many cases the struggle for democracy was also perceived as a
fight against the oppressive legacies of “Confucian” society (Duncan
2002a, 2002b). Kim is aware of the pitfalls of invoking the historical legacy
of Confucianism to serve as a model for Korean society, and he points out
that the Confucian tradition has often stood in opposition to the move-
ment towards modern forms and institutions. His analysis of the classical
themes of authenticity, kyung, or apprehensive awareness, and morality are
reminiscent of themes which are compatible with important strains in
Western philosophy, and existentialism in particular. It may be that
modern-day Korea’s search for freedom in a political and moral sense will
be enhanced by a renewed effort to understand its classical inheritance.

Conclusion

This chapter has suggested a chronology and framework for understand-
ing Korea’s societal transformation. Many of the dates highlighted – 1876,
1894, 1914, 1945, and 1971 – represent turning points in Korean history,
but they were also significant years in the evolution of the modern inter-
national system itself. Korea’s economic development has been influenced
by local and global socio-economic and political structures of power.
Moreover, they emerged as a product of the competition as well as
partnership of two hegemonic powers in particular: Japan and the United
States. The period between the 1910s and the 1970s was a turbulent age
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when the bases for Korea’s societal transformation were established.
Linking the history of colonial and post-colonial Korea might be contro-
versial, partly because of the odium associated with Japan’s harsh and
violent colonial project. Unlike the celebratory accounts of South Korea’s
economic growth, however, this framework does not take for granted the
emergence of modern capitalistic structures in Korea. Indeed, until late in
the foundational era, Koreans recognized many social and political possi-
bilities for their country’s future. The chronology thus expresses the con-
tingent character of Korean economic development, while capturing the
uncertainty and sense of urgency which underpinned Korean actions
throughout the period. In so doing, it suggests a fresh way of conceptualiz-
ing and understanding Korea’s twentieth century transformation.

The chapters in this volume attest to the significant struggles within
Korea which accompanied efforts to industrialize and modernize society.
Agrarian disputes, mobilization and uprooting of people, ideological
battles, and state repression have been defining features of Korea’s
modern history. The social and economic dislocations associated with
dynastic decline, occupation, war, and authoritarianism were central to
the transformative processes affecting the peninsula, as it was in these con-
texts that Koreans articulated ideas about themselves and the directions in
which they wanted to take society. Over the course of the past 100 years
the material life and world views of Koreans have changed dramatically. A
mass-production, high-technology, and consumer-based economy has
replaced the Chosŏn dynasty’s craft industry and farmers’ market; capital-
ist class structures dominate a highly urbanized society; associational
groups with global networks work to improve the country’s environment
and to advance democratic practices and social rights; and China has
turned to South Korea as well as to other industrialized states for its own
development. Contemporary problems associated with the distribution of
wealth, unemployment, social conflict, and poverty are discussed and
mediated in an increasingly complex and internationally oriented demo-
cratic polity. Studying Korea is important now as ever. The developing
world has turned to the republic as a partial model for its own moderniza-
tion projects; a greater appreciation in the West of the dynamics of
Korean history and society will also enhance our comparative understand-
ing of the challenges facing industrial societies around the globe.
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Notes
1 For an analysis of the haircutting decree and its impact see Jang (1998). A

very good discussion on the use of the terms “Confucianism” and “Neo-
Confucianism” may be found in Elman (2002).

2 My thanks go to Jinyoung Yu for research assistance in Korean language sources.
3 For an excellent discussion of the transition in thought between the late

Chosŏn and early colonial eras, consult Schmid (2002). The reference here is
taken from pp. 56–57.

4 For a discussion on the role of the kaekchu see Eckert (1991: ch. 1). For the dis-
tinction between kaekchu and yŏgak, consult Duus (1995: 273–276).

5 Over the 1918 to 1928 period the average number of people involved in strikes
per year was about 51,000.

6 In the first two decades of Japanese rule, grains had, on average, comprised
almost 70 percent of colonial Korea’s exports. From 1930 to 1938, a period
generally of high exports, grains remained the single most important commod-
ity export, accounting for some 55 percent of the total goods sent out of the
colony. See McNamara (1996: 35).

7 Colonial statistics are derived from the Government-General of Tyosen of
Keizo (Seoul) (1938: ch. 3) and McNamara (1996: 48 fn 43). Over the course
of the 1930s, the yen’s value went down about 50 percent. In 1930 the yen was
worth about 49 cents. By 1939 it was worth about 25 cents. The low point
occurred in late 1932 when it reached about 20 cents. See also Suh (1978: chs 2
and 5). For the decline in agricultural productivity during the war see Haggard
et al. (1997: 869).

8 There were about 225,000 Japanese north of the 38th parallel in mid-August
1945. See Cumings (1981: 479, fn 70). In September 1945 American military
authorities estimated that there were 7.4 million Japanese in occupied territory
overseas. The vast majority of these returned over the course of 1945 and 1946.
See General Headquarters Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers (1983a).

9 Despite the economic difficulties which beset the early postwar South Korean
economy, Korean entrepreneurs furthered their economic prospects. As early
as the fall of 1945, American occupation authorities observed that there had
been “great public clamor to dispose of Japanese ownership of properties in
Korea.” Although the regulations governing such transfers were complex and
cumbersome, “many Koreans are anxious to buy such properties” (General
Headquarters Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers, 1983a).

10 The phrase is George Marshall’s (see Cumings 1984).
11 See e.g. Woo-Cumings (1999).
12 For a discussion of some of these issues, consult Woo (1991: ch. 5).
13 In 1975 48 percent of Korea’s population lived in urban areas. See United

Nations Development Program, Human Development Indicators for Korea at
http://www.undp.org/hdr2003/indicator/cty_f_KOR.html.

14 For internal migration patterns in the 1960s in Korea see Yu (1980); Koo
(2002: ch. 2); Korea National Statistical Office, Statistical Handbook of Korea
(2002, http://www.nso.go.kr/eng/handbook/chapter2.shtml).
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The agrarian
transformation





1 Neither “sprouts” nor
“offspring”
The agrarian roots of Korean
capitalism1

Gi-Wook Shin

Recent works on colonial industrialization have renewed the debate over
the relationship between colonialism and development in Korea (An et al.
1989; Eckert 1991; Hori 1995; McNamara 1990; Park 1999). Their
research challenges Korean nationalist scholarship that has depicted
Japanese colonial rule as either destroying the “sprouts” of what was sup-
posedly an incipient Korean capitalism or distorting Korea’s path to
capitalist development. They argue instead that not only was there colo-
nial industrialization, but also substantial participation in it by Korean
landlords and capitalists. Their view, while commended by some as
enhancing current understanding of colonial and postcolonial develop-
ment in Korea (Kohli 1994), has also encountered fierce criticism, espe-
cially from Korean scholars who interpret it as regressing to the
“colonialist view (singminjuŭi sagwan)” of Japanese rule in Korea (see
Chŏng 1997; Haggard et al. 1997; Sin 1997).

This chapter attempts to contribute to the debate by re-examining the
historical process of Korea’s transition from an agrarian to industrial nation
since the late nineteenth century. Its central argument is that both national-
ist and “colonial origins” explanations are inadequate for understanding
Korea’s transformation from an agrarian economy during the late dynastic
era to its initial industrialization during the Japanese colonial period, and
South Korea’s more advanced levels of postcolonial development. As an
alternative, I offer an explanation based on a theory of agrarian conflict that
posits agrarian class structure, relations, struggles, and conflict resolution as
key to economic change. Such attention to agrarian variables affords a more
comprehensive historical explanation of the origins and processes of
Korean capitalism. I begin, however, with a discussion of the debate
between advocates of “sprouts” (maeng’a ron) or incipient capitalism theory
and those who emphasize the colonial origins of Korean capitalism.2

The Korean debate: “sprouts” or “offspring of Empire”?

The sprouts school, represented by Korean nationalist historians,
argues that increased commercialization and development of wage labor



relations indicate capitalism had already emerged in eighteenth-century
Korea, long before the arrival of Japanese imperialism. According to Kim
Yongsŏp’s (1960, 1970) influential analyses of land and tax registers
(yangan), commercial capitalism, led by “managerial farmers
(kyŏngyŏnghyŏng punong),” comparable to British yeomen, appeared in
eighteenth-century Korea as a result of internal urban market growth and
such technological innovations as double-cropping and transplanting.
Unlike “feudal landlords” who increased income through high rent and
usury and yields by expanding holdings (cultivated by slaves and tenants),
managerial farmers adopted improved techniques to increase productivity
and profit. Imperialist incursion, however, later skewed such develop-
ment, reducing Korea to a “semi-feudal, semi-colonial” country and pre-
venting the sprouts of its native capitalism from becoming full-grown
capitalism. North Korean historians, who in the 1960s debated the origins
of Korean capitalism, also agreed that capitalism infiltrated agriculture in
the nineteenth century (see Ch’oe 1981; Doe 1991).

More recently, a number of scholars, notably in the United States and
Japan, trace Korean capitalist origins only as far back as the colonial
period (An et al. 1989; Eckert 1991; Hori 1995; Kohli 1994; McNamara
1990). They argue that rather than trampling the sprouts of capitalism,
colonialism fostered industrial development, to the extent that by 1945
Korea was “an integral part of an imperial economic nexus that stretched
from Japan across Korea to the Asian continent” (Eckert 1991: 67). For
both political and economic reasons, Japanese colonial rule not only pro-
moted industrialization, but also permitted and even encouraged the rise
of a Korean capitalist class that came to play a crucial role in postcolonial
industrialization. In Eckert’s (1991: 255) view,

Colonialism bequeathed to the postwar period not only a social basis
for future development but also an historically based model of suc-
cessful capitalist growth . . . the pivotal economic function of the state,
the concentration of private economic power in the hands of a small
number of large business groups . . . the emphasis on exports, and the
threat or actuality of war as a stimulus of economic growth.

In short, integral to Korean capitalist development is its colonial legacy,
both material and human-cultural.

While both the sprouts and colonial origins views represent major
historical approaches to Korean backwardness and development, their
explanatory power is weakened by a number of serious flaws. First, the
sprouts school exaggerates the capitalist development potential in the
emergence of managerial farmers and wage laborers. Commercialization
of agriculture does not suffice for capitalism: commercialization may be
stimulated by motives other than capitalist ones and certain agrarian class
structures may prevent managerial farmers from becoming agricultural
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capitalists. As shown below, many managerial farmers, drawn to attractive
returns on land and usury, became landlords rather than agricultural capi-
talists. The sprouts school is blind to such internal barriers, blaming colo-
nialism for almost every aspect of Korea’s underdevelopment. Although
colonialism may have indeed skewed Korea’s economic trajectory, the pre-
colonial failure to develop capitalism was largely due to a regressive agrar-
ian class structure. The sprouts school also falters in explaining the
survival, despite supposed colonial suppression, of the “national capital
(minjok chabon)” that undergirded postwar capitalist success (Cho 1982).

In contrast, the colonial origins view elucidates how colonialism fos-
tered a particular model of economic growth, featuring the interplay of
the state, foreign capital and technology. Its focus on colonial state indus-
trial policy and its interaction with exogenous factors captures well the
overall process of colonial industrialization, but is limited when it comes
to understanding endogenous forces of industrialization and Korean partici-
pation in it. Explaining such participation is important because 40
percent of all firms were Korean, and the Korean share of total capital
formation under colonial rule was about 13 percent. When one includes
firms owned jointly by Koreans and Japanese (about 30 percent of all com-
panies), Korean participation in colonial industrialization was even more
substantial. More importantly, after the Japanese left in 1945, these experi-
enced Koreans played key roles in postcolonial industrialization. Although
some Korean capitalists, as the colonial origins proponents have shown,
were progressives eager to take advantage of state industrial incentives, it
remains to be seen whether they were representative of the whole class of
Korean landlord-turned-capitalists. As Haggard et al. (1997) point out, the
argument may suffer from “selection bias,” since it is based on a very few
cases selected from among the most successful Korean capitalists.

This suspicion stems primarily from the fact that many Korean land-
lords, who constituted the rural elite, maintained a Confucian valuation of
agriculture over commerce or industry, a cultural heritage that would dis-
courage their participation in colonial industrialization. In addition,
Korean agriculture prospered throughout much of the 1930s, producing a
higher overall profit margin than non-agricultural investment. Although
some sectors of the latter may have been more profitable, non-agricultural
investment was still risky in the 1930s, since much of it was lost in firms
that went bankrupt within a few years. In fact, the majority of landlord
investments, as detailed below, were made in small Korean firms, espe-
cially those owned by family members, relatives, and friends, as a method
of “portfolio diversification” rather than capitalist enterprise (see Chang
1989; Hŏ 1989). These factors suggest that state industrial policy or eco-
nomic incentives did not completely dictate landlord capital conversion;
other non-economic social factors were also at work.

Finally, the colonial origins argument says little about how the sup-
posed bequeathing of the colonial legacy to postcolonial development
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actually occurred throughout the turbulent years of the decolonization
process, marked by U.S. occupation, division of the nation, popular
revolts and rebellions, and war. The issue of historical continuity is
important, since a group of scholars have argued that the legacy of colo-
nial industrialization was “erased by intervening historical events,” and
thus could not contribute much to subsequent industrialization (Haggard
et al. 1997: 3). As Kohli admits, “demonstrating parallels between histor-
ical and contemporary situations . . . is clearly not enough to sustain an
argument for historical continuity” (1994: 1285). We need an explanation
that better specifies concrete mechanisms of historical continuity and dis-
continuity in Korean development.

This chapter explains Korea’s transformation from an agrarian to an
industrial nation since the late nineteenth century, using an agrarian con-
flict theory I have elaborated elsewhere (see Shin 1998). The theory,
based on Marxist scholarship on the origins of Western and Japanese
capitalism by such writers as Barrington Moore, Jr., Robert Brenner, and
E.H. Norman, focuses on agrarian class structure, relations, struggles, and
conflict resolution as underlying both economic backwardness and devel-
opment. Its central claim is that the breakdown of regressive agrarian class
structure is pivotal to the rise of capitalist production relations, and that
this is achieved through class struggles and consequent conflict resolution
that weaken the power of the landed class. In particular, attention to these
agrarian variables helps identify structural conditions for economic back-
wardness, the historical process by which previously regressive class struc-
ture and relations can become compatible with capitalist development,
and how such change in agrarian class structure and relations can facili-
tate capitalist transformation. Accordingly, this chapter examines: (1) how
agrarian class structure and relations in late nineteenth-century Korea hin-
dered the rise of agricultural capitalism despite increased commercializa-
tion; (2) how colonial-era agrarian class struggles and consequent conflict
resolution broke up this structure and its relations, facilitating capital
movement from land to industry, key to colonial industrialization; and (3)
how continued agrarian conflict bred postcolonial land reform that
deposed the regressive landed class and further impelled the crucial con-
version of capital to industry.

Agrarian structure and the limits of modernity in
pre-colonial Korea

In pre-colonial Korea, an agrarian class structure characterized by a
powerful landed aristocracy, weak peasantry, and limited royal power pro-
moted regressive methods of surplus extraction, impeding the rise of
capitalist production relations. Despite a centralized agrarian bureau-
cracy, the monarchy had neither the organizational capacity to penetrate
society nor effective autonomy from the dominant class. This was because
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the sources of power, wealth, and prestige were not controlled exclusively
by the Crown; they were also based on inheritance of status and landown-
ership. The landed yangban aristocracy monopolized landholdings, and its
close association with the central bureaucracy effectively checked the
power of the throne. Checks and balances between the throne and the
aristocracy bequeathed a long period of political stability to the Chosŏn
dynasty (1392–1910), but prevented the government from making mean-
ingful reforms in times of domestic crisis and foreign challenge. As Palais
indicates, the “fusion of aristocratic status with private landownership . . .
was almost as resistant to the fiscal encroachments of the central govern-
ment as a bona fide feudal nobility” (1975: 58).

A powerful landed aristocracy entailed high land concentration and
rural inequality. Studies show that not uncommonly about 10 percent to
20 percent of landholders owned one-half to two-thirds of the registered
land and 60 percent to 70 percent of the rural population rented all or
part of their land from landlords (Kim 1960; Shin 1973). Rental rates were
high (around 50 percent of harvested crops) and lease renewal was often
at the mercy of landlords, who also indebted their poor tenants through
usury. Further, the landed class preserved a regressive land tax structure
through connections with the central bureaucracy and kept their lands off
tax registers by bribing local officials, at the expense of both the central
government and the peasantry. Such inequity and corruption in the
levying and collection of taxes often provoked peasant rebellions, such as
the 1862 and 1894 peasant uprisings, but these did not seriously alter the
dominance of the landed aristocracy. As Palais points out, the yangban
aristocracy per se was not targeted because peasants did not think of the
agrarian class structure and relations as the cause of their poverty. They
instead acted against “corrupt officials who practiced extortion and
bribery and registered and graded land falsely and inaccurately” (1975:
66). Even late nineteenth-century state reform (e.g., that led by the
Taewŏn’gun or the Kabo reforms of 1894–1896) was not able to diminish
landlord power. In short, a regressive agrarian class structure along with
limited state power blocked significant reform or economic change,
including the rise of rural capitalist relations.

In late nineteenth-century Korea, as in early modern Europe, two major
forces emerged that had the potential for challenging traditional agrarian
social order; that is, population change and the spread of market relations.
It is well known that demographic change can greatly influence the course
of the economy (see Postan 1972). In nineteenth-century Korea, popu-
lation growth caused a steady decline in the land/man ratio that strained
the agrarian system. Although the exact figures for cultivated land and
population during the Chosŏn dynasty are undetermined, the trend seems
clear: one study estimates that the land/man ratio decreased gradually
from 0.25 kyŏl (1 kyŏl�5 acres) per capita in 1666 to 0.19 kyŏl in 1807 (Shin
1973), and another reports a more rapid decline from 0.11 kyŏl in 1592 to
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0.05 kyŏl in the early nineteenth century (Pak 1987). The decline in per
capita landholding, however, did not break up the existing class structure.
On the contrary, it led to increased land concentration and inequality; one
estimate shows that the land concentration gini coefficient grew from 0.36
in 1830 to 0.54 in 1898–1899 (Kim 1994: 302). Simply put, demographic
change caused increased competition for land among peasants, further
weakening their position vis-à-vis the landed class.

Moreover, the abundance of cheap labor dissuaded labor-saving capital
investment by the landed class, a situation reinforced by the lack of any
substantial development of non-agricultural sectors that could have pro-
vided new outlets for surplus labor. Cultivation was of a small amount of
owned land, leased land, or both, and since most poor peasants could not
meet subsistence needs, they often hired out their labor for supplemental
income (Hŏ 1965; Kim 1992). Conversely, neither did wage labor alone
suffice to support a family. A typical poor peasant in late nineteenth-
century Korea owned little or no land, leased a small amount from others,
and labored for wages. Many were compelled to hire out in crucial
seasons, at the cost of inadequate or untimely work on their own small
farms (Ch’oi 1985). Taking advantage of this labor surplus and their
powerful position in society, Korean landlords further consolidated feudal
class relations, burdening their tenants with high rent and rates of tenancy
transfer.

Another powerful factor in late nineteenth-century Korea was the
growth of market relations. While pre-modern Korea (prior to the
Kanghwa Treaty of 1876) possessed a large number of markets, they were
predominantly local: lack of a coherent currency system prevented market
integration, and state policy forbade private foreign trade; but the
Kanghwa Treaty shattered Korea’s commercial isolation. Korea not only
became a market for foreign manufactured goods, but also an exporter of
crops – especially rice and beans – to Japan. Over the thirty years from
1881 to 1910 Korean exports increased fifteenfold and, as a result, prices
rose dramatically; between 1901 and 1910 alone, the price of rice
increased 79 percent and that of beans 64 percent. Whether interpreted
as a free trade system based upon comparative advantage or a typical
core–periphery system, the Korean economy was gradually integrating
into the world (or, more specifically, Japanese) market.

Market expansion facilitated commercialization of Korean agriculture.
Main subsistence crops such as rice and beans rapidly commercialized,
joining older commercial crops such as cotton and tobacco. Not only
landlords but also owner-cultivators and relatively well-to-do tenants and
owner-tenants actively pursued commercial trade. A 1910 survey shows
that landlords sold 71.9 percent of their crops and owner-tenants 42.4
percent. Rice commercialization was led by landlords, while the upper
strata of owner-tenants and tenants led the development of trade in beans
(Miyajima 1974). Those who resided near such port cities as Mokp’o and
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Kunsan benefited especially from trade with Japan. For instance, the land-
lord Yun family in Haenam county of South Chŏlla province, geographi-
cally benefiting from proximity to Mokp’o, increased profits by exporting
rice; as a result its land holdings almost doubled between 1895 and 1919.
Kim’s (1972) study of the landlord Kim family on Kanghwa island of
Kyŏnggi province and Hong’s (1986) case study of the landlord Yi family
in Posŏng county of South Chŏlla show that expanding markets facilitated
agricultural commercialization. They not only leased land to tenants but
cultivated it themselves, hiring wage laborers.

For our purposes, however, the crucial issue is to what extent such signs
of increased commercialization indicate that the capitalist mode of produc-
tion emerged in the countryside. The sprouts school, as described above,
argues that commercialization and the emergence of managerial farmers
and wage laborers evince the rise of capitalism in nineteenth-century
Korea. While this argument demonstrates that the Korean economy was
not stagnant prior to imperialist intrusion and that emergent managerial
farmers employed improved techniques using hired labor, it remains
unclear whether this could have fostered a new social class of agricultural
capitalists. In addition, the existence of wage labor does not, in itself, indi-
cate the emergence of a capitalist mode of production. As Huang (1985)
points out in the case of North China, the emergence of a wage labor force
in an overpopulated, non-industrialized society such as Korea would not be
sufficient to prove the existence of a qualitative change in mode of produc-
tion, though it would seem to belie economic stagnation.

Further, agricultural commercialization does not necessarily augur a
transition to capitalism. Moore (1966) makes it clear that the form of com-
mercial agriculture was just as important as commercialization itself in the
rise of Western capitalism. In parts of France, for instance, agricultural
commercialization, instead of developing into agricultural capitalism, left
peasant society largely intact, while in Eastern Germany Junkers reduced
formerly free peasants to serfdom to grow and export grain. Huang
(1985) concurs with Moore when he says agricultural commercialization
can be stimulated by “subsistence pressures” (subsistence commercializa-
tion) or “external intrusion” (dependent commercialization) as much as
by the sorts of entrepreneurial efforts (entrepreneurial commercializa-
tion) that led to Western capitalism. Although it is difficult to determine
the relative importance of each form, it appears that motivations for com-
mercialization were diverse in late nineteenth-century rural Korea: Miya-
jima’s (1974) study of rice commercialization shows that tenants were
forced to market rice to obtain subsistence cash, whereas landlords mar-
keted it for profit.

Accordingly, the argument of sprouts theorists that axiomatically links
agricultural commercialization to the rise of capitalist relations is prob-
lematic. Whether the former leads to the latter is contingent on existing
class structure and relations. As in modern Eastern Europe, a powerful,
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regressive landlord class, most of whom relied heavily on high rent and
usury for their income, impeded the development of capitalist production
relations in nineteenth-century Korea, despite increased agricultural com-
mercialization. High rental rates may have discouraged managerial efforts
to develop new technology and improve productivity, and interest on
loans in rural Korea ran so high as to be more profitable than income
from land. As a result, even managerial farmers increased their fortunes
not only by applying improved technology with hired labor, but perhaps
preponderantly through usury and commerce (Hong 1981, 1985, 1986;
Pak 1983). Taking advantage of attractive returns on land and usury,
many, in fact, were becoming landlords rather than agricultural
capitalists.3 In short, Moore’s observation about India, where “a class of
parasite landlords [who] skimmed off, together with the money lenders,
much of what the peasants did not eat themselves, greatly inhibited capital
accumulation and industrial growth,” appears to describe Korea as well
(1966: 430). As late as the turn of the nineteenth century, the economic
power of the Korean landed class was closely fused with political power,
and their separation from each other, a prerequisite to the development
of capitalism, had to wait another generation. Simply put, capitalism as a
mode of production had not yet replaced the old social and economic
order in pre-colonial Korea.

Colonialism, agrarian conflict, and industrialization

The central point of contention in the sprouts vs. colonial origins debate
is the role of colonialism in Korean development. The former claims that
colonial rule destroyed incipient forms of capitalism and promoted “colo-
nial landlordism (singmin chijuje).” By contrast, the latter recognizes sub-
stantial colonial industrialization, especially after the 1930s, with active
Korean participation. While I agree with the colonial origins view in this
regard, its emphasis on the interplay of the colonial state and Japanese
capital and technology ignores preceding historical changes in Korea that
weakened barriers to capitalism – specifically, changes in agrarian class
structure and relations conducive to colonial industrialization. This
section examines how rural conflict and consequent colonial policy
changes transformed agrarian class structure and relations in ways that
facilitated capital conversion from land to non-agricultural sectors,
enhancing colonial industrialization by Korean landlords and capitalists
despite a Confucian cultural heritage that discouraged such involvement
in mercantile matters.

When Japan annexed Korea in 1910, it did little to change the existing
agrarian class structure. While Japanese colonizers reformed corrupt and
inefficient taxation to increase their financial base and improve revenue
collection, they largely retained the earlier characteristics of land
tenure–private ownership, highly unequal land distribution, and extensive
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tenancy. Refuting earlier claims by nationalist scholars of radical change,
recent studies show that the colonial government cadastral survey
(1910–1918) served mainly to reaffirm the existing Korean agrarian class
structure (Cho 1988; Gragert 1994; Pae 1988). The Japanese, as Cumings
attests, found it to “their advantage to ally with the non-entrepreneurial
landed class in Korea which resided in every village,” whom they could
“encourage . . . to govern the countryside for them” (1984: 492). As a con-
crete step to enlist Korean landlords as a social basis of colonial rule, the
government established landlord associations and even promoted limited
participation in local politics after 1920: of provincial council members
elected in 1920, the overwhelming majority were large landlords (i.e.,
those who owned more than fifty chŏngbo [1 chŏngbo�2.45 acres]) (see
Chang 1989). Although the Korean landlord class ceased to be the state’s
competitor for power, its social and economic power vis-à-vis cultivators
did not undergo any substantial decline in the early years of colonial rule.

In addition, land investment remained far more profitable than other
investments. As late as 1929, return rates from paddy-field and dry field
land investment amounted to 8.2 percent and 8.8 percent respectively,
whereas the rate for corporate stocks was 7.1 percent (Chang 1980).
Strong rice prices (especially prior to the late 1920s’ depression) and high
rental rates were the primary reasons for higher land profit. Landlords
also continued to amass fortunes from poor peasants through usury (see
Ch’oi 1985; Hong 1985, 1986; Kim 1972, 1978; Pak 1983). As a result,
while many landless tenants and semi-tenants were impoverished, land-
lords, especially large landlords, prospered: a 1925 government survey of
rural income showed that landlords with more than twenty chŏngbo of
land (0.3 percent of the rural population) had an average surplus income
of 5,582 wŏn, while average total income for the landless and semi-tenants
was only 500 and 587 wŏn, respectively (Chōsen sōtokufu 1929: 35–38). As
shown below, however, when conditions changed, it was these large land-
lords who came to actively participate in colonial industrialization.

Such landlord accumulation was greatly abetted by growing Japanese
demand for Korean crops (particularly rice), which boosted prices, stimu-
lated production and exports, facilitated market growth, and encouraged
commercialization. Between 1910 and 1920, rice prices rose fourfold and
rice production grew 43 percent; between 1912 and 1925 rice exports to
Japan increased more than threefold (see Suh 1978). Yet, as discussed
earlier, mere increases in output or commercialization do not necessarily
presage agricultural capitalism. During the early colonial period, Korean
agricultural production increased without a comparable increase in pro-
ductivity; from 1920 to 1930 total output increased by 5 percent, but pro-
ductivity decreased slightly by 1 percent (Ban 1979). That is, increases in
labor input (8.1 percent from 1920 to 1930), crop area (9.2 percent from
1920 to 1930), double-cropped area (from 17 percent to 23.1 percent in
paddy fields from 1915 to 1927), and crop diversification boosted output
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without improving productivity (see Shin (1996, ch. 3) for details). In
addition, to survive, poor peasants were often forced to market their
crops, a great portion of which went to Japan, constituting a phenomenon
which Korean scholars term “famine export” (kia such’ul) (Cho 1979).

Thus in early colonial Korea, market expansion and increased commer-
cialization did not qualitatively transform agriculture. Instead, as Brenner
(1977) points out for early modern Poland, the growth of surplus extrac-
tion in response to the market, without transformation of the mode of
production, only intensified use of – indeed “used up” – labor power.
Landlord dominance and traditional class relations remained virtually
intact; tenants still paid high rent “in kind” under insecure tenancy terms
(mostly set in oral agreements). Despite the emergence of “enterprising
landlords” interested in agricultural improvement and production, most
landlords retained traditional methods of surplus extraction, employing
“maximization of rents through pressure on tenants” (Eckert 1991, p. 22).
Even colonial government campaigns to boost agricultural production,
such as the Program to Increase Rice Production launched in 1920,
largely worked through the existing class structure.

Agrarian class structure and relations, however, began to meet strong
tenant challenge after the 1920s. Tenants no longer meekly accepted
landlord domination and authority in rural villages; instead they protested
collectively against their landlords to protect and promote such interests
as reduced rent, more secure land tenure, and better contract terms. In
particular, the “cultural policy” that Japanese pursued after 1920 facilit-
ated organization and mobilization of tenants for collective action against
their landlords. For instance, in 1924, 181 worker/peasant unions organ-
ized to press tenancy disputes; by 1926 in South Chŏlla province alone
(the geographical center of 1920s disputes), eighty-three peasant unions
with 11,938 members formed (Asada 1973: 182; Lee 1978: 24). Stressing
that “tenants’ welfare could not be improved by expecting benevolent
action from landlords, but only through tenants’ collective action”
(quoted in Kim and Kim 1986: 69), these unions initiated collective dis-
putes (see Shin 1996). These challenges mostly took collective non-violent
forms such as threat of non-cultivation, refusal to harvest, and rent with-
holding, actions that mobilized village tenants for a month or two.
However, at times tenant protests involved violence and police arrest,
mobilized hundreds of tenants across several villages, and lasted for more
than a year (see Shin 1996). Colonial government statistics show a total of
4,804 instances of tenant–landlord conflicts involving 74,581 tenants and
landlords nationwide from 1920 to 1932, with over 90 percent occurring
in six southern provinces (see Table 1.1). The colonial government, well
aware of similar conflict in Japan, was greatly concerned about this
growing unrest and cited it as a “constant phenomenon” of rural Korea
(Chōsen sōtokufu 1929, 1934).4

To be sure, this assertiveness did not aim for a social revolution but
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rather for the procurement of better terms within existing relations. In
addition, tenant challenge alone, despite some early success in lowering
rental rates and obtaining better tenancy terms, did not break up the
existing agrarian class structure. Nonetheless, the widespread eruption of
tenancy disputes in the 1920s greatly concerned colonial policy-makers
and exerted an unequivocal impact upon rural policy. In particular, Ugaki
Kazushige, who became Governor-General in the summer of 1931 and
who was quite worried about growing rural unrest, attempted to quell it
through a social policy (sahoe chŏngch’aek) approach that encouraged state
intervention (see Shin and Han (1999) for more details on Ugaki’s social
policy orientation in colonial Korea). Most significant in terms of agrarian
class structure and relations was government abandonment of its earlier
practice of support for landlordism and non-intervention in disputes, and
the formulation of measures to appease rural discontent and reorganize
rural society through more direct government involvement in local affairs.
Fully cognizant of tenancy problems in Japan, Ugaki and other policy-
makers feared socialist influence on disputes and therefore sought “thor-
ough-going solutions for the tenancy problems” through “adequate laws
and regulations” (Lee 1936: 178).

A major outcome of such colonial government effort to resolve rural
conflict was the 1932 Tenant Arbitration Ordinance, patterned on the
1924 Japanese measure. It enabled either landlords or tenants to submit
claims to non-binding arbitration by local representatives of county
tenancy offices.5 Although it did not seek to prevent disputes but to settle
them, it was the first step towards appeasement of rural discontent and
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Table 1.1 Summary of tenancy disputes, 1920 to 1939

1920–1932 1933–1939

1 Disputes 4,804 136,175

2 Participants 74,581 322,673

3 Main issue
Tenancy rights or leased land 53% 81%
Rent-related 41% 17%
Other 6% 2%

4 Outcome
Complete tenant victory 16% 58%
Partial tenant victory or compromise 41% 24%
Demand withdrawn 14% 12%
Unresolved or tenant defeat 29% 7%

5 Disputes in six provincesa 92% 75%

Sources: Chōsen sōtokufu (1929: 58–61; 1940a: 8–9, 21–24, 26–28, 36–39, 43–44).

Note
a Includes North and South Ch’ungch’ŏng, North and South Kyŏngsang, and North and

South Chŏlla provinces.



institutionalization of agrarian conflict at the expense of earlier landlord-
based policy (Chŏng 1991; Pak Sŏp 1988). Two years later in 1934, the
government further constrained landlord rights by passing the Agricul-
tural Lands Ordinance, despite strong landlord resistance. It guaranteed
contract lengths of at least three years (Article 7), allowed tenants to
propose reduction or remission of rent upon crop failure (Article 16),
made contracts renewable unless violated by tenants (Article 19), and
forbade agreements in which the tenant waived certain rights (Article 6)
(Cho 1979). It made county tenant councils created in 1933 under the
Arbitration Ordinance permanent and empowered them directly, or by
referral from appropriate courts, to hear and arbitrate disputes (Chōsen
sōtokufu 1940a).

Such measures crucially altered agrarian class relations; they provided
legal grounds for tenants’ complaints and as a consequence constrained
landlords’ rights. William R. Langdon (1934), American consul in Seoul,
in his report to the Secretary of State, described the Land Ordinance as “a
good measure of protection to the tenant” and its “political significance
. . . [as] one of the first measures to set the interests of the mass of the
Korean peoples above those [of Japanese and Korean landlords].” The
report predicted “some important change in the social and economic
structure of the country” and even that it would destroy “the ancient
incubus of landlordism.” Both ordinances markedly reoriented colonial
policy. They resulted from Japan’s recognition of a deteriorating rural
situation and of the difficulty of “maintaining peace and order among the
people unless effective measures to weaken and reduce landlordism were
taken” (Langdon 1934).

These land laws further encouraged tenant activism, though within
institutionalized frameworks. From 1933 to 1939, 136,175 disputes (an
annual average of 19,454 disputes) occurred, a fiftyfold increase over the
1920 to 1932 period. The disputes during this seven-year period involved
322,673 tenants, landlords, and agents, and in most cases were initiated by
the tenants (see Table 1.1). An American consulate report shows that over
96 percent of the 9,370 cases reported in 1936 were initiated by the
tenants and cited as major reasons for the rapid increase in “both the
effectiveness of the ordinances and the satisfaction of tenant farmers with
the decisions rendered” (Marsh 1937). While dispute issues and geograph-
ical distribution changed little from the earlier period (98 percent of the
disputes entailed tenancy rights or rent, and 75 percent occurred in the
six southern commercialized areas), tenant activism was far more success-
ful than before – in more than 80 percent of the disputes tenants
obtained partial or complete victory. By contrast, only 10 percent of the
disputes over leased land or tenancy rights, the major categories of dispu-
tation, were decided in favor of landlords, who were thereby empowered
to retake land or change tenants (see Chōsen sōtokufu 1940a: 8–9, 28–29,
36–39).
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Besides these land laws, the colonial government initiated a comprehen-
sive rural revitalization campaign known as nongch’on chinhŭng undong.
Launched in the fall of 1932, the campaign was aimed primarily at eco-
nomic improvement in villages ravaged by agricultural depression through
debt reduction and other relief programs. The campaign offered low inter-
est rate loans through financial co-ops and provided selected households
with detailed plans for economic rehabilitation. It also stressed complete
utilization of available labor, crop diversification, and rational land man-
agement. Yet the program did not limit its scope to raising rural living
standards; it also attempted to reorganize villages torn by class conflict
through promoting “spiritual welfare” expressed in such community
virtues as social harmony, mutual assistance, and self-sufficiency. To carry
out the rural campaign, the colonial government created and mobilized a
number of semi-official organizations such as councils for a revitalization
campaign, financial co-ops (kŭmyung chohap), and mutual aid associations
(siksan’gye). By 1940 more than two-thirds of all rural households were
members of kŭmyung chohap and by 1943 83 percent were siksan’gye
members, indicating the extent of rural reorganization and state penetra-
tion into rural society. The campaign also sought to create new village
leadership (chunggyŏn inmul) that was expected to serve as a new social base
for colonial rule in the countryside in place of landlords. According to offi-
cial statistics, between 1936 and 1940 about 9,600 “mainstays” were trained
at 148 long-term (one year) and short-term (one month) training sites.
Candidates were “physically strong” and “ideologically healthy” educated
youths (aged eighteen to twenty-five, with at least ordinary school educa-
tion) largely from non-landlord classes (see Shin and Han (1999) for a
detailed discussion of the rural revitalization campaign).6

The campaign touched almost every aspect of rural economic and
social life, from food and debt problems to lifestyle and relations to the
state, and involved extensive rural mobilization through official and semi-
official organizations. Of particular importance in terms of rural class rela-
tions was a reorientation away from previous reliance on landlords as the
main social base for colonial rule and a shift towards more direct mobil-
ization of rural society with a new village leadership. Engaged in the
Manchurian adventure launched in 1931 and preparing for another war,
Japan undoubtedly adopted these social policy measures lest rural unrest
impede labor and resource mobilization.

Tenant activism, new land laws, and the rural revitalization campaign
all combined to undermine landlords’ rights and position. Landlords now
faced challenges not only from their tenants over economic issues but
also from state-supported chunggyŏn inmul over village leadership. They
could no longer displace tenants or increase rental rates at whim, and
often, as discussed above, lost to tenants in legal disputes. Government
statistics indicate a steady decline in rental rate beginning in the 
mid-1930s: between 1933 and 1938, the average rental rate dropped from
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48.6 percent to 47.8 percent in paddy-fields and from 38.9 percent to 37.2
percent in dry fields. Furthermore, the extent of reduction seemed to
reflect the degree of tenant activism: the four southern provinces, which
had the most disputes during the 1920s and 1930s, showed the greatest
rate reductions, from 48.7 percent to 47.2 percent in paddy-fields and 31.3
percent to 28.1 percent in dry fields during the same five-year period. By
contrast, five northern provinces, with far fewer disputes, showed little
change (see Chōsen sōtokufu 1940b). Although many landlords managed
to keep their economic wealth, due to increased agricultural productivity,
their social power as rural elites was clearly on the decline, making regres-
sive ways of surplus extraction increasingly difficult to maintain. Intensify-
ing tenant activism and land laws set clear limits on how far landlords
could press tenants, and their traditional hegemony in village affairs was
under fire as well.

In response, landlords adopted two measures that had implications for
colonial industrialization: (1) establishment of a modern farm (nongjang)
system, and (2) capital conversion from land to non-agricultural sectors.
Nongjang farm systems, common among Japanese landlords, used both
hired workers and tenants, but even when using tenant labor,
tenant–landlord relations were strictly modeled on employee–employer
ones based on written contracts to reduce sources of conflict. Nongjang
had an organizational structure similar to a modern industrial company,
with specialized bureaus in agricultural production, marketing, and
finance, each of which further oversaw several departments. It also hired
agricultural technicians to improve land productivity through the use of
improved seeds and chemical fertilizers as well as rationalization of pro-
duction processes (see Choi 1985; Hong 1986, 1992; Kim 1992; Pak 1983).
In a study of the Kwan’guk nongjang of landlord Yi in South Chŏlla
province, Kim attests: “Landlord Yi’s farm no longer followed feudal prac-
tices of land management. On the surface the farm was similar to the old
landlord system, but its content and practice showed a clear departure
from the past. Landlord Yi was transforming himself into an agricultural
capitalist” (1976: 59–60). Kim claims Yi’s conversion from landlord to agri-
cultural capitalist was a not uncommon response at the time to spreading
tenancy disputes. Farm establishment was particularly popular among
large landlords in southern provinces: for instance, the Koch’ang Kim
family of North Chŏlla established nine nongjang between 1924 and 1938
(Kim 1978).

The emergence of nongjang influenced both colonial and postcolonial
industrialization in several ways. First, farm management increased land-
lord income by raising agricultural productivity, which provided the
material base for landlord participation in colonial industrialization, dis-
cussed below. Between 1935 and 1939, an agricultural output increase of
31 percent accompanied labor and land productivity growth of 22 percent
and 29 percent.7 A second consequence was significant consolidation of
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landholdings and reduced use of tenant labor. In turn, many former
tenants moved to urban areas where, as in modern England, they pro-
vided the labor force crucial for industrialization. During the same five
years, urban population increased by 91 percent, while tenant population
declined, especially in southern provinces where nongjang were wide-
spread (Chōsen sōtokufu 1940a: 139). Finally, the nongjang system pro-
vided an organizational model for later industrial corporations (see
Eckert 1991), and experience in farm management became a valuable
asset for postcolonial capitalist activity, as shown below.

In a second, more consequential response to tenant challenge and newly
unfavorable colonial policy, many landlords moved their capital into non-
agricultural sectors, especially commerce and industry. While their rights
were substantially constrained, large landlords still enjoyed extensive eco-
nomic resources (again, decline in rental rates did not necessarily reduce
actual rental income, owing to increased agricultural productivity). However,
realizing the limits on previous methods of wealth accumulation (e.g.,
exploiting tenants by raising rents or changing tenure), many responded to
colonial promotion of industry, especially through conversion of land capital
into commercial and industrial stocks. As English landlords took advantage
of the international wool market, so Korean landlords exploited opportun-
ities for industrial investment. As Hori points out, “[T]he upper class of the
Korean landlords had a significantly close relationship with the commercial
and industrial spheres of the society” (1994: 16).

Recent studies by Korean economic historians confirm landlord invest-
ment in non-agricultural sectors in 1930s Korea. Chang’s (1989) examina-
tion of 880 large landlords in four provinces reveals that 37 percent made
non-agricultural investments, averaging 2.8 instances of investment (see
Table 1.2). Half of these investments were made in commerce or finance
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Table 1.2 Investment in non-agricultural sectors by province

Province Total no. of No. of No. of non-
landlords landlords agricultural 

with non- investments
agricultural 
investments

(A) (B) (B)/(A) (C) (C)/(B)

Kyŏnggi 349 117 34% 330 2.8
S. Ch’ungch’ŏng 110 65 59 179 2.8
N. Chŏlla 162 51 31 133 2.6
S. Chŏlla 259 90 35 247 2.7
Total 880 323 37 889 2.8

Source: Chang (1989: 163).

Note
Numbers of landlords for Kyŏnggi and South Chŏlla provinces indicate those with over fifty
chŏngbo and for South Ch’ungch’ŏng and North Chŏlla those with over 100 chŏngbo.



and more than a quarter in industry. Two-thirds of the investments were
made in Korean companies and 17 percent of landlords with non-
agricultural investments received more income from them than from
rent, including Kim Sŏng-su and Yŏn-su of North Chŏlla and Pak Hŭngsik
and Min Kyu-sik of South Ch’ungch’ŏng provinces, cases selected by
Eckert (1991) and McNamara (1990) to demonstrate colonial origins of
Korean capitalism. Similarly, Hŏ’s (1989) study of 1,508 large landlords
shows that 523, or about 35 percent, participated directly or indirectly in
corporate management between 1926 and 1939. In contrast to England,
where yeomen became the core agricultural capitalists and then industrial
bourgeoisie, Korean capitalists were predominantly large landlords
who accumulated wealth through landholdings. Even while making sub-
stantial non-agricultural investments, many retained their land, leading
McNamara to conclude that “the interplay of agriculture and industrial
investment . . . represents a curious blend of old and new in the process of
socioeconomic development” (1990: 118).

However, one should not exaggerate the progressive nature of Korean
landlords or their embrace of state incentives to invest in industry. Even in
the 1930s many Korean landlords maintained a traditional Confucian
respect for agriculture above commerce and industry, and therefore
eschewed capital conversion on cultural grounds. A landlord in South
Chŏlla remembers that his clan so strongly condemned his commercial
involvement as a violation of Confucian ethics that despite economic
success it took years for him to receive positive recognition from kin for
his activities (Kim 1992). Another landlord in South Kyŏngsang province
recalls with regret that he did not embrace industrial opportunities in the
1930s because of “Confucian teachings and his family’s yangban tradition”
(Pak Sŏktu 1988). He adds that he had such good tenant relations that he
deemed capital movement unnecessary.8 Even when Korean landlords
invested in non-agricultural sectors, they did so mainly in firms owned by
family members, relatives, friends, or other significant others (see Chang
1989) as a strategy of “diversifying their portfolio” (see Hŏ 1989).

In addition to cultural barriers to industrial investment, another deter-
ring factor was that land still remained highly profitable. As Table 1.3
shows, productivity, profitability, and prices of land all increased con-
stantly throughout the 1930s, and the pace of agricultural recovery from
the depression was faster than that in industry, as indicated by prices of
agricultural and industrial goods. Reflecting these facts, overall return on
land exceeded that from stocks, a gap that widened over the years (for
paddy-fields: 7.7 percent versus 6.9 percent in 1931, and 8.0 percent
versus 6.5 percent in 1937),9 although a few sectors of industry, such as
textiles, may have produced higher margins of return. Chang’s (1989)
study also shows that two-thirds of landlord investment was made in
Korean firms, which were far smaller in scale than Japanese ones. (While
the number of Korean firms constituted about 40 percent of all firms,
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their share of total capital formation in colonial Korea was only about 13
percent (Hŏ 1989).) Moreover, 41 percent of landlords’ non-agricultural
investments were made in companies that went bankrupt within a few
years (see Hong (1981, 1985) for detailed description of concrete cases).
Such realities warn us against overstressing the progressive nature of
capital movement and attractiveness of state incentives for commercial or
industrial investment in the 1930s. The evidence supports claims of
Korean landlord participation in colonial industrialization, but their
capital movement to non-agricultural sectors involved more than eco-
nomic considerations; social and political factors that were strong enough
to override cultural obstacles equally or even more crucially shaped land-
lords’ decisions to move capital into non-agricultural sectors. Recent
studies of the colonial origins of Korean capitalism that emphasize the
crucial role of colonial industrial policy in attracting Korean capital are
based too heavily on a few highly successful capitalists such as Kim Yŏn-su
and Pak Hŭngsik (e.g., Eckert 1991; McNamara 1990), and suffer from
what Haggard et al. (1997) consider a “selection bias.”

For many landlords smaller than Kim or Pak, growing rural unrest and
consequent land policy colored their decisions. No comprehensive stat-
istics detail how much capital transfer occurred for these reasons, but
recent case studies show that their influence was not uncommon. For
instance, landlord Kim on Kanghwa Island of Kyŏnggi province in 1928
sold all his land to found a linen and cotton shop (Kim 1972), and land-
lord Cho in Koksŏng county of South Chŏlla province sold part of his land
to invest in a mining company in 1937 for the same reasons, that is,
spreading tenant unrest and unfavorable policy measures (Hong 1985).
Such circumstances similarly influenced another Kanghwa Island land-
lord, Hong, to sell his land to found the Choyang Spinning and Weaving
Company in 1936, and landlord Mun in South Chŏlla province to estab-
lish two managed farms and invest in three companies during the 1930s
(see Hong 1981; Pak 1983).

The colonial government report on current tenancy customs published
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Table 1.3 Indices of land and industry related items, 1930 to 1940

1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940

Land productivity 100 103 105 108 117 121 117 118 122 111
Agricultural crop price 100 113 116 142 148 156 156 177 220 264
(Manufactured product price) 100 104 113 111 119 118 147 184 206 225
Land profitabilitya 100 122 128 140 182 214 224 242 269 337
Land pricesa 100 104 111 130 159 196 215 230 267 344

Sources: Ban (1979: table k-1b); Chang (1989: 39); Suh (1978: 169).

Notes
a Paddy fields.
Profitability� rent income�(tax and public dues�management fee).



in 1930 also recognized the “recent phenomenon” of the popularity
among landlords of investment in finance, commerce, and industry, and
related it to the rising number of disputes with tenants and consequent
rural unrest (Chōsen sōtokufu 1930, vol. 1). William Langdon (1934),
American consul in Seoul, agreed that “with the landlord’s rights curbed
and the tenant’s rights extended [by the ordinances], no doubt land will
lose some of its attractiveness as an investment, diverting capital and
savings to manufacturing and other industrial lines.” Consequently, the
number of large landlords declined over the 1930s: between 1930 and
1942, the number of Korean landlords with over 100 chŏngbo decreased
from 800 to 488, and those with between fifty and 100 chŏngbo from 1,438
to 1,351 (Chang 1989). Thus it is evident that agrarian conflict and its res-
olution through new land laws and the rural revitalization campaign
facilitated the establishment of nongjang and/or capital movement from
land to non-agricultural sectors, contributing to colonial industrialization.

Decolonization, revolt, war, and reform

Despite the significance of the immediate occupation and wartime
periods (1945–1953), both the sprouts and colonial origins arguments
leave it largely unexplored. They stress the contribution to postcolonial
development of either “national capital” that somehow managed to
survive colonial discrimination, or the “material” and “human-cultural”
legacy of colonial industrialization. Neither view closely examines how
national capital or the colonial legacy were transmitted to later industrial-
ization. Simply asserting continuity or discontinuity is not enough; we
need to explicate specific mechanisms that maintain or disrupt links
between the colonial and post-1945 periods. The immediate postcolonial
era, marked by decolonization, American occupation, peasant revolts, civil
war, and land reform, should be considered integral to the historical
process of Korea’s industrial transformation.

The end of Japanese rule did not resolve the agrarian question. Rural
Korea remained highly unequal in land ownership; as of late 1945, land-
lords who constituted about 3 percent of the rural population owned 63.4
percent of the land, while 49 percent of the rural population owned no
land at all. Accordingly, most grass-roots organizations that appeared after
1945 sought to redress inequity and unfair practices in rural society. For
instance, Chŏnnong, a major national peasant organization, urged that
(1) “land be distributed to peasants,” (2) “transfer of land ownership be
prohibited,” (3) “Japanese and national traitors’ owned land be confis-
cated,” and (4) “landlords’ land exceeding five chŏngbo be confiscated
and if they want to cultivate land themselves, the same amount of land as
peasants be allowed to them” (Chosŏn inminbo, March 16, 1946). It also
advised tenants to pay only 30 percent of the crop as rent (the 3/7 system)
until land reform was instituted. As a result, even though prevailing rental
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rates dropped to one-third of the crop and tenants not uncommonly paid
less, landlords were unable to oust tenants, especially in areas with a
history of tenant protest (Chang 1985; Hong 1986; Pak Sŏktu 1988). Previ-
ously undermined by colonial-era regulations, the Korean landed class was
hard-pressed to defend its traditional rural elite position. In Cumings’
(1981) view, rural South Korea was on the verge of an “agrarian revolu-
tion” that would eliminate the landed class.

However, American occupation complicated the situation. The Amer-
ican military government suppressed popular organizations such as
people’s committees (inmin wiwŏnhoe) and peasant unions (nongmin
chohap) as being communist and restored much of the Japanese colonial
framework. Most of the Korean officials and policemen who had served in
the colonial administration assumed key positions, and Japanese eco-
nomic agencies and programs including rice collection were revived (see
Cumings 1990).10 While the military government restricted rental rates to
one-third of the crop to pre-empt the Chŏnnong’s 3/7 system, it had no
administrative enforcement mechanism and thus the rent restriction was
“widely violated,” except in areas where tenants had some power and, in
fact, had already been paying only about one-third of their crop (Gayn
1948; Mitchell 1951). Although Americans appeared to recognize the
importance of land reform to contain communist influence in the coun-
tryside, they were “reluctant to participate in a reform that involved a sub-
stantial element of expropriation of private property. . . . There was no
clear and consistent American position on Korean land reform” (Ban et al.
1980: 284–285). American reporter Mark Gayn even opined after his visit
to Korea in the fall of 1946 that everyone in the U.S. military government,
from military Governor-General Archer Lerch down to the “Korean inter-
preters,” seemed “opposed to any land reform.”

Among the peasants, American restoration of colonial systems and lack
of any substantial reform bred despair, frustration, and anger. As one in
Kangwŏn province declaimed, “Since we went through the terrible years
under the Japs, we have been trying to be patient with the current
situation. . . . But how long should we stand?” (Hansŏng ilbo, June 24, 1946).
Lack of land reform similar to that promulgated in North Korea particu-
larly exacerbated peasant frustration.11 Peasants expressed their discontent
by refusing to comply with government programs, carrying out raids on
government agencies, and engaging in disputes with landlords: by Septem-
ber 1946, only 12.6 percent of the scheduled rice was collected, eighty-one
police stations and twenty-three government agencies throughout the
south were attacked, and in North Kyŏngsang province alone, 1,552 dis-
putes erupted between tenants and landlords (Chŏng 1988; Hwang 1985).
Peasant discontent and grievances escalated continuously, exploding into
the major agrarian rebellions of twentieth-century Korea in the fall of 1946.

What began as an urban riot on October 1, 1946 in Taegu, a major
south-central city, escalated into an agrarian rebellion that swept through
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the countryside in North Kyŏngsang, then South Kyŏngsang, South and
North Ch’ungch’ŏng, Kyŏnggi, and South and North Chŏlla provinces
over a three-month period. Mobilized through local peasant unions and
people’s committees, the peasants attacked big landlords, police stations,
and local government offices. To cite just an example, in Yŏngch’ŏn
county, near Taegu, an estimated 10,000 protesters attacked the county
police station, killing the county executive and some twenty “reactionaries
and landlords” (Cumings 1981: 358). By the end of 1946, a full 30 percent
of the counties in the south – or about forty witnessed uprisings – involved
an estimated 2.3 million participants (mostly peasants). The largest and
most significant agrarian uprising since the 1894 Tonghak peasant wars,
the 1946 rebellion clearly showed the urgent need for a new social and
political course, especially land reform. Again, in the words of reporter
Mark Gayn, the rebels “stumped the country, demanding . . . land for the
sharecroppers” (1948: 399).

What, then, was the outcome of the 1946 rebellion, especially in regard
to agrarian structure and class relations? From one perspective it may be
said that the rebellion met with prompt and severe opposition from the
national police under the auspices of the American military government,
failed to achieve any immediate, tangible outcomes, and was over by the
end of 1946. The uprisings claimed about 1,000 protesters’ lives, while
another 30,000 were arrested, creating chilling memories of repression in
the countryside. Nonetheless, the rebellion unmistakably influenced
American military government policy, especially land policy (see Hwang
1985; Yi Kyŏngsuk 1987). On February 5, 1947, for the first time since the
onset of American occupation, the military Governor made a “definite
statement about the future of the ‘enemy farm lands’ ” in a memorandum
to the Secretary of the Interim Legislative Assembly, depicting land
reform as “essential to the solution of the vital problem of Southern
Korea” (cited in Cho 1964: 69). Americans could no longer overlook the
urgency of land reform and began preparations for the distribution of for-
merly Japanese-owned lands or “vested lands” (kwisok nongji) that they
controlled. This American plan was not satisfactory to Korean leaders
both left and right, who argued that land reform should be the preroga-
tive of the imminent Korean government (see Korea Institute of Rural
Economy 1989: 320–323). Nonetheless, realizing the risk of further delays
in land reform, the military government went ahead and distributed
vested lands in the spring of 1948.

However, American distribution did not resolve the land question,
which continued to be a crucial social and political issue for the Korean
government established in the summer of the same year. Besides the fact
that American distribution affected only 18.7 percent of the total land tar-
geted, the land issue was closely tied to the interests of divergent social
and political groups in the new regime. Although almost no group denied
the necessity of land redistribution per se,12 there existed a great deal of
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disagreement over such questions as how to distribute the land, and
whether and how to compensate landlords for it. For instance, peasant
organizations and progressive politicians argued for “free distribution with
no compensation,” as in North Korea, whereas the Korean Democratic
Party, which represented landed interests, demanded high compensation
to landlords who would lose their lands. Despite President Syngman
Rhee’s strong desire to pass a land reform bill,13 such disagreements pro-
duced a series of heated debates that led to stalemate in the National
Assembly (see chs 3–4 in Korea Institute of Rural Economy 1989).

Land reform finally did pass the National Assembly in June 1949.
According to the law, each family would be allowed to own land up to
three chŏngbo, and peasants would make a five-year payment to the
government for the distributed land in the amount of 150 percent of the
annual crops from the land. The government would compensate expro-
priated landlords with land bonds it hoped would be invested in industry.
This plan would cover approximately 80 percent of landlord-held land
that was not Japanese-owned. Yet continued stalemate in the process of
legislating follow-up regulations necessary to execute the reform further
delayed actual implementation until the spring of 1950. In the meantime,
approximately half of landlord-held land was privately sold.14

There exists a controversy over when South Korean land reform was
actually executed, especially as to whether it occurred before or after the
Korean War. Bruce Cumings, for instance, asserts that “not a single acre
had changed hands by June 25” (1990: 455), whereas most South Korean
sources indicate that implementation of reform occurred before the war
broke out (see Korea Institute of Rural Economy 1989; Pak 1996, vol. 2).
Part of this disagreement stems from different understandings of what
land distribution involved. Land reform required a series of stages to com-
plete (distribution, compensation, and registration), and no doubt
neither compensation nor registration (therefore, no legal transfer of
land) occurred prior to the war. On the other hand, by the spring of 1950
the Korean government had prepared a detailed plan as to which land was
to be redistributed to whom, and actually had both landlords and peasants
review and confirm this document to remove potential sources of dispute
following redistribution. It would have been only a matter of time to for-
mally legalize new landownership, a process that was interrupted by the
war. From this perspective it could be said that land reform was already
underway, though one must acknowledge local variations (see chs 5–6 in
Korea Institute of Rural Economy 1989 for the reform’s concrete
processes).15

With the outbreak of the war, many suppressed people’s committees
(PCs) revived and, under the auspices of the North Korean army, carried
out “revolutionary” land reform. Largely following the North Korean
model, it called for expropriation of landlord-held land without compen-
sation. Local PCs functioned as the main organization executing actual
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land redistribution, although North Korean party cadres oversaw the
whole process. It is claimed that by the end of August 1950 land reform
was completed in the provinces of Kyŏnggi, North and South
Ch’ungch’ŏng, North Chŏlla, and in most of South Chŏlla (Cumings
1990), and it was estimated that by the time the North Korean Army left,
573,000 chŏngbo, or 95 percent of the land to be redistributed according
to the government land bill, had been redistributed (Yi Taegŭn 1987: 82).
Whether or not land reform was underway before the war, there is little
question that wartime events dealt a final blow to the old agrarian social
order.16

As the North Korean Army retreated, the Rhee government wasted no
time in finalizing the previously planned land reform. It not only had to
appease peasant discontent but also requisition badly needed crops (paid
to the government by the peasants for their redistributed land) to provide
food for the military (see Yi Taegŭn 1987). Land reform proceeded as
planned in the midst of war: by April 15, 1951, about 71.5 percent of the
targeted land was redistributed to peasants. When Korea was decolonized
in 1945, big landlords, 3 percent of the rural population, owned almost
two-thirds of the land; a remaining 80 percent of the rural population
were either landless tenants or semi-tenants with little land. However, by
1957, following the war and reform, 88 percent of the rural population
were full owner-cultivators. The once-powerful landlord system had col-
lapsed.

How, then, did agrarian conflict resolution through land reform affect
subsequent industrialization? To answer this question requires under-
standing the nature of South Korean land reform. In contrast to their
northern counterparts, South Korean landlords were compensated for
lost interests with land bonds; that is, financial assets that could be
invested elsewhere. Furthermore, despite a series of political debates and
objections, the government encouraged use of land bonds for industrial
capital formation, as illustrated by Article 10 of the reform bill which
stated in part that “landlords who sell land according to this law will be
given priority to participate in business that can contribute to national
economic development” (see Korea Institute of Rural Economy 1989). In
particular, the government encouraged using land bonds to purchase
vested enterprises; unlike Taiwan, where most vested properties were
nationalized, the Korean government made most available to the private
sector. More than two-thirds of the vested enterprises were sold after 1950
(Kim Yunsu 1988), and it is estimated that 53.6 percent of land bonds
were used to purchase vested enterprises, which played a key role in post-
reform capital formation and industrialization (Korea Institute of Rural
Economy 1989).17

This is not meant to suggest that most landlords successfully became
industrial capitalists. On the contrary, many small and medium landlords
had to sell their bonds, especially during the war, at a discount to brokers
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or others who went on to purchase vested properties. For some of them,
land reform was a total loss. Even so, land bonds clearly constituted a
crucial part of the “primitive capital formation needed for Korean indus-
trialization,”18 and many landlords, especially large ones, used land bonds
profitably to fund the transition to their new role as capitalists. The agrar-
ian contribution to industrialization is confirmed by a 1975 survey of 311
Korean “private entrepreneurs” by the Harvard-Korean Development
Institute Project, which concluded that “the industrial elite was recruited
from the pre-capitalist elite, landlords, rather than from society as a
whole” (Jones and SaKong 1980: 228).

Yi’s (1994) recent study substantiates the historical process of landlord
capital conversion to industry in the post-reform period. He shows that of
418 landlords in the Chŏlla region with at least twenty chŏngbo of land
subject to redistribution, forty-six (11 percent) came to own at least one
enterprise in the 1950s (20 percent for those with over fifty chŏngbo)
through purchase of vested or other enterprises with their bonds.
Thirteen other former landlords established educational foundations with
their bonds.19 These foundations were closely tied to enterprises run by
the landlords. Nine other landowners had already owned at least one
enterprise at the time of reform through prior land sales. Together, these
landlord-turned-capitalists comprised 14 percent of the landlords exam-
ined. However, this excludes absentee owners (such as the well-known
Kim of Kyŏngbang – see Eckert 1991) and those who did not own enter-
prises but invested as shareholders. Including these investors, Yi estimates
that about 30 percent of the former landlords in the Chŏlla region partici-
pated one way or another in 1950s industrialization.

Further, Yi shows that colonial experience in farm establishment
and/or non-agricultural investment proved crucial to successful capital
conversion to industry following land reform. For instance, 60 percent of
the landlord-turned-capitalists had either established nongjang, or invested
in commerce or industry during the colonial period. In addition, land-
lords involved in any form of commercial or industrial activities under
colonial rule were more likely than those without such experience to
emerge as capitalists in the postwar era, 25 percent versus 6 percent. More
specifically, 43 percent of the landlords who owned at least one enterprise
during the colonial period became capitalists in the postcolonial era. Yi’s
study demonstrates, in short, that those who had been large landlord capi-
talists during the colonial period were better positioned to emerge as post-
reform industrial capitalists.20

Such findings challenge the prevailing emphasis within South Korean
scholarship on the failure of landlords to become industrial capitalists
(Kim 1990; Kong 1994; Korea Institute of Rural Economy 1989). There
seems no question that most “pure” landlords (those who had no previous
experience in non-agricultural investment) failed to convert into indus-
trial capitalists. However, as discussed above, a substantial proportion of
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Korean landlords, especially large ones, had already invested in non-agri-
cultural sectors during the colonial period and many emerged as indus-
trial capitalists after land reform. Accordingly, if we include the
“part-landlord part-capitalist” in the category of landlords, we find that a
much higher proportion of Korean landlords became industrial capital-
ists. In fact, Kim’s study of “disposal of Japanese property,” while siding
with the conventional view, also acknowledges that “landlords with
experience in commercial or financial investment during the colonial
period more easily transformed into capitalists after 1945 than those land-
lords without such experience” (1990: 250; see also Kong 1994). All in all,
it appears indisputable that colonial experience in non-agricultural invest-
ment significantly assisted the transformation of landlords into industrial
capitalists in the post-reform era.

Conclusion: the agrarian roots of Korean capitalism and
modernity

This chapter shows the central role of agrarian factors in hindering or
promoting capitalist development. In pre-colonial Korea, regressive agrar-
ian class structure and relations were responsible for economic backward-
ness. As a result, even increased agricultural commercialization and the
rise of wage labor, contrary to the sprouts argument, did not foster agri-
cultural capitalism. Strong landlordism favored exploiting high rent,
usury, and abundant cheap labor over investment in new technology or
land management. Without a fundamental change in class structure,
capitalism held little allure for landlords. The sprouts school, while point-
ing out correctly that the Korean economy was not stagnant prior to colo-
nialism, is inherently limited in appreciating such internal barriers to
capitalist development in pre-colonial Korea.

This chapter also challenges the colonial origins argument for its
exclusive focus on the colonial state’s industrial policy and exogenous
factors such as Japanese capital and technology, without considering their
counterparts, agrarian and endogenous factors. While the argument shows
correctly that both colonial industrialization and Korean participation
were significant, it does not adequately address how Korean landlords
overcame cultural barriers to embrace economic risk in joining colonial
industrialization. Even in the 1930s, many Korean landlords held the Con-
fucian valuation of agriculture above commerce or industry, land
remained highly profitable, and investment in non-agricultural sectors was
risky. In other words, state industrial policy or economic incentives
did not dictate landlord participation in colonial industrialization; other
non-economic social factors were crucial as well. In particular, this
chapter reveals that agrarian activism and subsequent policy measures that
constrained landlord rights were instrumental to such a historic shift
in economic (investment) behavior. Put another way, growing rural
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unrest or social “pushing” factors were as crucial as state promotion of
industry or economic “pulling” factors in Korean participation in colonial
industrialization.

Further, both the sprouts and colonial origins views do not adequately
explain how the colonial legacy was incorporated into postcolonial devel-
opment throughout the turbulent years of decolonization, occupation,
revolts, war, and reform. The former simply argues that national capital
which survived harsh colonial suppression financed later industrial
success, while the latter supposes that colonial industrialization offered a
model for post-1960s capitalist development. Neither view adequately
specifies concrete mechanisms of historical continuity/discontinuity in
the process of Korean industrial transformation. One important mechan-
ism was agrarian activism. Agrarian conflict was not only a key factor
behind Korean landlord participation in colonial industrialization; it
also paved the way for the postcolonial agrarian radicalism that necessit-
ated the enactment of land reform. Such reform then facilitated land-
lords’ capital conversion into commercial and industrial sectors,
contributing to “primitive capital formation” crucial to subsequent indus-
trialization. Colonial experience in non-agricultural investment also facilit-
ated the transition for landlords of operating capitalistic forms of
enterprise.

That Korean industrialization occurred under colonial rule should not
suggest that Japan “modernized” Korea or that the Korean transformation
is merely an “offspring of empire.” The recent debate over whether or not
Japanese modernized Korea (see An 1997; Cho 1997; Chŏng 1997; Sin
1997) focuses on what Japanese did (either exploited or modernized
Korea) with the unfortunate, though unintended, consequence of over-
looking Korean agency in the nation’s transition to modernity. Although
Japanese took a key part in colonial industrialization, they did not simply
dictate the whole process; on the contrary, as shown above, Koreans (peas-
ants, landlords, capitalists) played equally crucial roles. Denying their role
would be to remove the Korean side of the story. Similarly, although
Korean development was not entirely indigenous, it was not simply trans-
planted from outside either. Strictly speaking, excluding England, indus-
trial development elsewhere (including Korea) has been more or less
“transplanted” and thus not indigenous. Accordingly it would be fruitless
to debate whether Japanese modernized or exploited Korea, or whether
the Korean transformation was indigenous or transplanted. Instead, as
Steven Lee suggests in the Introduction to this volume, attention should
be paid to the complex processes in which both indigenous and foreign
forces interacted to produce the particular path that Korea took in its
transition to modernity.
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Notes
1 This is a significantly modified version of an article that appeared as “Agrarian

Conflict and the Origins of Korean Capitalism” in American Journal of Sociology
103.5 (March 1998). It has been revised extensively to address the Korean
debate.

2 There also exists a group of scholars who criticize theories of colonial modern-
ization (singmingji kŭndaehwaron), but they do not offer any alternative explana-
tion of Korea’s capitalist origins. See Chŏng (1997) and Sin (1997).

3 Note also that Confucian valuation of agriculture over commerce or industry
must have facilitated this process of landlordization.

4 Colonial Korea witnessed other forms of peasant protest such as the red
peasant union movement. However, these were not class conflicts between
peasants and landlords but targeted local government officials over taxes and
interference in village affairs and were concentrated in the northeast region.
They were also short-lived. See Shin (1996) for details.

5 As a result, in 1933, 150 county tenant councils were established in Korea.
6 No comprehensive statistics profile the class background of these chunggyŏn

inmul but one source indicates that among 979 trainess in three places, 32
percent came from the owner-cultivator, 44 percent from the semi-tenant, and
24 percent from the landless tenant class (see Shin and Han 1999).

7 Major factors in productivity gains were increased use of chemical fertilizers
and new varieties of crops, more commonly by large farms than by small
tenancies.

8 With land reform, however, he was “forced to become a capitalist . . . not an
easy thing to swallow” (see Pak 1988).

9 The figures for dry fields were 8.3 percent in 1931 and 8.5 percent in 1937.
Rates of return on paddy- and dry-fields in Japan were 3.9 percent and 3.7
percent in 1931 and 4.9 percent and 5.5 percent in 1937, respectively, much
lower than in Korea. See Suh (1978: 85).

10 For instance, about 85 percent of the notorious Korean policemen were
retained, and the Oriental Development Company and Chosen Food
Distributing Company re-emerged as the New Korea Company and Korean
Commodity Company (U.S. Army [1948] 1988, vol. 3: 142–143).

11 North Korea carried out land reform in the spring of 1946 and stories of “joy
and satisfaction of North Korean peasants with land reform” were reported in
many newspapers in the south. See, for instance, Haebang Ilbo of March 12 and
19, and Tongnip Sinbo of August 6 and 7.

12 Article 86 of the Constitution specified that lands be distributed to peasants.
13 Rhee was highly supportive of land reform since it would not only remove a

major source of social and political instability in Korea but also enhance auto-
nomy of the central government from the old rural elite and its political
organization, the Korean Democratic Party.

14 Anticipating land redistribution, landlords sold their land to their tenants and
others, but the terms of their land sales were not necessarily better than what
they would have received as compensation from the government after redistrib-
ution. Some term this pre-reform selling “indirect land distribution” in com-
parison to the “direct” one instituted by the government (see Korea Institute of
Rural Economy 1989).

15 I thank Steve Lee and Young Ick Lew for urging me to look into this process
more carefully.

16 Hong’s (1992) study of a village in South Chŏlla province shows the process
vividly. With the outbreak of war, a PC was restored in the village and redistrib-
uted landlord-held land to tenants without compensation, and seven or eight
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“reactionary” landlords were killed. The war experience was so devastating that
most village landlords left their homes, never to return.

17 Since vested enterprises were only part of Korean industrial facilities, including
conversion of land bonds into non-vested enterprises would increase the figure
for contribution of land bonds to Korean capital formation.

18 In addition, American aid provided capital for Korean industrialization.
The relative contribution of domestic and foreign capital merits further
research.

19 Land used for the establishment of educational foundations was compensated at
a higer rate, sometimes as much as twice the compensation paid for other land.

20 Some of them may have learned valuable lessons from earlier failures in indus-
trial investment.
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2 Agricultural cooperative
development and change
A window on South Korea’s
agrarian transformation

Larry L. Burmeister

Introduction: The agricultural cooperative and South
Korea’s agrarian transformation

Aside from land reform, agrarian questions have often been slighted in
analyses of South Korea’s (hereafter Korea) post-1960 rapid economic
growth trajectory. Yet, as Gi-Wook Shin argued in Chapter 1, agriculture has
played a critical role in transforming Korean society over the course of the
twentieth century. In the post-colonial era, Korean economic growth was
intimately tied to agricultural development and state policy. This chapter
examines a primary organizational mechanism for Korean intersectoral
development linkages, the National Agricultural Cooperative Federation
(NACF or nonghyŏp in Korean). Burmeister and colleagues (2002) have
shown that organizational infrastructure, namely the NACF, played an instru-
mental role in connecting over two-and-a-half million small farm households
to national markets for agricultural commodities, agro-inputs, consumer
goods, and labor. Although direct capital transfers from agriculture to indus-
try via taxation or biased terms of trade were less pronounced in the Korean
case than in Japan or Taiwan, significant strategic economic ties were created
between agriculture and the rest of the economy that supported the
country’s national development project (see Ban et al. 1980: ch. 2; Fei and
Ranis 1975; Michell 1988: 31; Oshima 1986: 794–795). Indicators of positive
development linkages included higher growth rates for agriculture in Korea
than for other middle income oil-importing countries during the period
1960 to 1980 (Hart-Landsberg 1993: 27), and relatively high levels of farm
household consumption and educational investment given farm-size con-
straints (Burmeister 1990: 213–215). A study of NACF organizational devel-
opment and change thus provides us with a revealing view on major
transformations which took place in Korean rural and agricultural society
after 1945. This chapter will highlight the relationship between the state and
agriculture, and especially the role that the state played in mobilizing rural
resources to meet its modernization goals. It will also explore the impact that
democratization had on rural institutions, and the challenges faced by
farmers and the state in dealing with Korean agriculture in the WTO era.



In the bureaucratic-authoritarian industrialization era (1961–1987), the
NACF served as a parastatal implementation organ of government bureau-
cracy. Organizational growth was conditioned by state-led agricultural
development initiatives that prescribed specific organizational functions
and activities. From 1988 to the present, the forces of political democrat-
ization and market liberalization have continued to reshape the Korean
political economy. Organizationally, the NACF has responded with demo-
cratic reforms in its governance structure that are congruent with political
trends in the wider society. Pressures for NACF business reorganization, a
response to current market liberalization initiatives, are being fashioned
within this more open, contested political environment. The result is an
organization-in-transition. The NACF has become less parastatal and more
corporatist associational (see Burmeister 1999), as farmer-member inter-
ests must now be reconciled with government policy preferences in fash-
ioning NACF responses to present rural/agricultural development issues.

Using a particular organization, such as the NACF, to explore broader
sectoral dynamics makes sense from the open systems perspective within
organization theory (see Scott 1992: chs 4, 5). This analytical perspective
emphasizes the critical role of the organization/environment relation-
ships for organizational development and change. Organizations depend
on their external environments for resources they must secure to insure
survival (e.g., people, money, and legitimating ideas). Hence organi-
zational transitions often coincide with dramatic changes in operating
environments. Thus we can learn much about the rural/agricultural
sector dynamics of the Korean socioeconomic transformation through an
analysis of NACF development and change.

The NACF and state/agricultural sector relations

The NACF’s organizational development cannot be understood apart
from the high degree of state intervention in agriculture that character-
ized the post-liberation South Korean political economy. The institutional
underpinnings of administrative control were responses to agrarian con-
flicts laid bare in the immediate aftermath of liberation from Japanese
colonial rule. Gi-Wook Shin has discussed how disputes over land tenure
arrangements during the colonial period and land reform in the early
postwar era shaped the subsequent evolution of Korean capitalist moder-
nity (see Shin (Chapter 1, this volume); Ban et al. 1980: 283–284; Gragert
1994; Lee 1936). As he and others have noted, immediately following lib-
eration, the communist regime in the north and Provisional Government
authorities in the south seized upon land reform as an immediate remedy
to past land disputes. After the U.S. military government took control
away from indigenous Provisional Government authorities in the South,
civil uprisings erupted in the fall of 1946 contesting U.S. military control
(Cumings 1981: ch. 10; Shin 1996: 144). Among the most important
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catalysts was the military government’s rollback of land reforms promul-
gated in the early post-liberation period by local committees of an emer-
gent Provisional Government.

In the wake of South Korea’s formal independence in 1948, the polit-
ical consolidation of a shaky Sygnman Rhee regime required implementa-
tion of a comprehensive land-to-the-tiller reform in spite of opposition
from powerful landed elites (Cole and Lyman 1971: 21–22; Kuznets 1977:
34; Lie 1998: 11; Zeon 1973). Land reform was completed in the 1950s
with provisions for ownership by former tenants and a three-hectare
ceiling on landholdings. The political economy effects of land reform
were threefold. A conservative landlord class was essentially destroyed as
the dominant political and economic force in the countryside. Many
former tenants were empowered economically as owner-operator small-
holders to the extent that they gained legal control over productive land.
However, farmers’ collective economic power was limited because state
authorities maintained tight controls over the agricultural economy and
rural politics (Moore 1985; Wade 1983).

The legal basis for heavy state regulation of agriculture was the 1950
Grain Management Law. This edict gave the government far-reaching
budgetary authority to purchase, store, transport, allocate, and establish
prices for agricultural commodities. The law evolved from war mobil-
ization measures at the end of the colonial period and in response to
immediate postwar economic stabilization problems during the U.S. mili-
tary government interregnum (1945–1948). In 1942, Japan’s Food
Control Law instituted a compulsory grain quota delivery and rationing
system to insure food provisioning within the Empire. In the immediate
post-liberation period, attempts by the U.S. military government in Korea
to institute free markets for agricultural products resulted in hoarding,
food shortages, and inflationary spirals in food prices, forcing the re-
establishment of grain requisitioning and rationing policies similar to the
colonial Food Control Law regime (Ban et al. 1980: 235–237). While the
Grain Management Law adopted in the early days of the Rhee govern-
ment relaxed food system controls to provide for both government pur-
chase and distribution and private trading, the law retained the Food
Control Law principle that made “the government responsible for secur-
ing and managing the supply of staple food” (Francks 1999: 122). Ulti-
mate bureaucratic authority for food provisioning resided in the Ministry
of Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF).

Momentum for reinvigorated agricultural development initiatives
increased with the ascent of General Park Chung Hee to power in the
1961 military coup. Park’s rural background and his need to secure a
political base in rural areas sparked both rhetorical and policy support for
actions aimed at increases in food production and rural revitalization
(Whang 1987: 4–8). Park justified the coup in large measure as a response
to South Korean economic stagnation and its negative effect on the
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north–south balance of power on the Korean peninsula. Agricultural pro-
ductivity had stalled during the later years of the Rhee regime (Michell
1988: 31). With agriculture still the dominant sector in terms of both eco-
nomic output and employment in the early 1960s, agricultural productiv-
ity increases became an important component of a reinvigorated
economic growth strategy.

In order to accomplish the military government’s economic mobil-
ization and political control objectives, a somewhat fragmented Rhee era
agro-bureaucratic structure was consolidated and centralized. The agricul-
tural cooperative was one of the primary organizational components of
this bureaucratic reorganization. It was established in 1961 by the merger
of the weak village agricultural cooperatives with the relatively successful
Korea Agricultural Bank, organizations formed as agricultural develop-
ment instruments during the Rhee regime (Ban et al. 1980: 212–217).
These organizations were successors of similar agricultural marketing,
technology development and diffusion, and credit organizations estab-
lished under Japanese colonial rule (Lee et al. 1977: 1182–1183; Shin and
Han 1999). The merger was promulgated under martial law decree. The
agricultural cooperative provided the organizational infrastructure
needed to implement agricultural development initiatives and to help
secure Park’s political base. Other rural development organizations, such
as the Office of Rural Development (the national agricultural research
and extension organization; see Burmeister 1988) and later the high-
profile Saemaŭl (New Village) movement (see Brandt and Lee 1979) pro-
vided complementary organizational instruments for Park’s rural
development push.

The legal genesis of the agricultural cooperative (established shortly
after the 1961 coup under emergency military government authority), its
organizational roots in the colonial agro-bureaucracy, and its establish-
ment at the same time as the abrogation of all local government auto-
nomy signaled how the state intended to bring rural people into the
national development project. The term “cooperative,” as it is widely
understood in the political economy literature (Uphoff 1986: 127–133),
does not accurately describe the NACF’s organizational structure and
operations during the bureaucratic-authoritarian era. Unlike a real co-
operative, its formation was not anchored in any grass-roots political
action or economic mobilization effort by farmer-members. The
agricultural cooperative was established as a de facto implementation
arm of other central government agencies, especially the Ministry of Agri-
culture and Fisheries (MAF). The “federation” was organized as a hierar-
chical bureaucracy with lower level branch units (primary cooperatives or
tanwi chohap) under the managerial authority of the central bureau
(chung’anghoe). Local-level cooperatives (the primary cooperatives) were
not involved in establishing an umbrella association (i.e., a real federa-
tion) to represent their interests in national political and economic
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decision-making arenas. In fact, the membership base (i.e., farmer-
members) had no role in establishing rules for the formation and dissolu-
tion of local-level cooperatives, nor did they have an institutionalized
voice in local cooperative affairs.

Land reform freed farm households from onerous tenancy terms and
thus provided rural people with an increased measure of self-determina-
tion in the sense that households had more control over their production
resources. However, the destruction of the landlord class meant that the
state had to assume credit supply, technology diffusion, and other func-
tions that landlords and their associations had previously provided. The
replacement organizational infrastructure created by the state, as exempli-
fied by the agricultural cooperative, muted much of the emancipatory
potential of land reform. Landlords were, in essence, replaced by a supra-
landlord, the state agrobureaucracy. In Wade’s (1982) cryptic description,
state officials reorganized the agricultural sector to facilitate its manage-
ment as “one farm,” thus making it easier to effect economic linkages and
political exchanges that were deemed supportive of the national develop-
ment project. In the post-land reform context, a relatively egalitarian dis-
tribution of land plus agro-ecological uniformity (minimal commodity
differentiation across farms) generated a potentially unified farm bloc.
However, top-down, state-controlled organizations such as the agricultural
cooperative were created to insure that a politically docile countryside
could be harnessed to the industrialization drive.

Organizational structure and state cooptation

How Korean agriculture was harnessed to the broader development
project is quite evident in two key structural dimensions of agricultural
cooperative organization: the standardized service areas of the basic, local
organizational unit (the primary cooperative), and the multipurpose busi-
ness activity scope of these units (as well as the federation).

While primary cooperatives were initially organized at the village level
during the Rhee era, consolidation was mandated following the establish-
ment of the NACF in 1961, and by the early 1970s all primary cooperatives
were reorganized into multi-village service areas coterminous with the
lowest level local government unit, the township (myŏn). Economic effi-
ciency reasons provided the official justification for this reorganization,
and certainly there were problems with economies of scale in the village-
based primary cooperatives. But a more important underlying rationale
for reorganization rests in the fact that the agricultural cooperatives were
now linked directly to the lowest government administrative unit. This
meant that it was easy to “second” the staff of the primary cooperatives to
work on state rural development initiatives that were directed at the local
level from the township administrative offices. These local government
units were direct agents of central government authorities (the Ministry of
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Home Affairs) – i.e., implementation units rather than governing bodies
with autonomous policy-making powers. Not only did this structural
arrangement make it easy for the state to appropriate the primary cooper-
ative organizational apparatus for state policy implementation purposes,
but it also minimized possibilities for individual primary cooperatives to
mobilize collectively in the pursuit of member interests, as the township
was not a natural social unit like the village in Korean rural society.

These primary cooperatives were empowered to deal with the entire
gamut of agricultural services required of a modernizing agricultural
sector: marketing, agro-input supply (fertilizer and machinery), agricul-
tural credit, and other banking services. While the multipurpose structure
made sense economically in the context of a homogeneous smallholder
agriculture, the fusion of all agricultural service activities under one
administrative umbrella configured the organizational field in the
rural/agricultural sector in ways that thwarted pluralist social, economic,
and political development. One dominant multipurpose organization was
more easily manipulated by the state than several specialized organi-
zations catering to somewhat different clientele with different interests.
Prospects for a more robust associational network in the South Korean
countryside were not enhanced by this centralized approach to the provi-
sion of agricultural services.

The inclusion of a “rural guidance” department in the primary cooper-
ative organizational structure reveals the extent to which the agricultural
cooperative became a tool for state policy implementation and for ruling
party political mobilization in the countryside (Aqua 1974; Steinberg et al.
1984). Nominally, guidance personnel were equivalent to extension
agents, providing information on cooperative programs and new farming
practices to the membership. In reality, these officials often functioned as
political operatives in national elections and referendums held for legiti-
mation purposes during the bureaucratic-authoritarian era when rural
votes were critical for ruling party victory. They could also be deployed
effectively as organizational monitors to keep tabs on villages and farmer-
members under their territorial jurisdiction. This monitoring capacity
enabled the state to penetrate deeply into the villages to orchestrate com-
pliance with state-initiated rural development campaigns.

Organizational change as development policy response

South Korea’s industrialization drive created demands for more robust
inter-sectoral linkages. These included the provision of food to the
growing urban-industrial sector, the supply of agro-inputs to increase agri-
cultural production, and the supply of consumer goods to farm house-
holds. The state harnessed agriculture to meet these needs, and the
agricultural cooperative was the center-piece of this effort. An analysis of
the organizational evolution of the cooperative thus sheds light on the
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character of South Korea’s industrial development during this era. There
were several distinct phases in the history of state policy towards the coop-
erative. In the 1960s, emphasis was placed on developing physical infra-
structure for the agricultural sector, and efforts were made to increase the
sector’s productive capacity and hence its potential for inter-sectoral trans-
fer of resources. By contrast, the 1970s was a decade of explicit import
substitution in agriculture, as protectionist policies combined with new
technology development and diffusion were promulgated to effect rice
self-sufficiency. A major objective of the rice self-sufficiency drive was to
save foreign exchange expenditures that would have been necessary for
staple food imports if significant production increases in rice production
had not occurred. Foreign exchange savings were channeled into high-
priority industrial investments. Since the 1980s, agricultural policy object-
ives have focused on sectoral restructuring efforts to deal with the
increasingly problematic mini-farm structure of Korean agriculture in a
more open, globalizing world economy and to try to mitigate socioeco-
nomic marginalization (e.g., decreasing farm household incomes and
widespread feelings of social status deprivation) occurring within the
rural/agricultural sector (Burmeister 1992; Koh 2001). The periods are
discussed in more detail below.

In the 1960s, agricultural sector policy focused on infrastructure
improvement projects to increase productive capacity. Improvement of
irrigation systems received high priority. In order to make the most of this
physical improvement, a complementary increase in fertilizer inputs on
improved paddy was required. South Korea was totally reliant on fertilizer
imports through the 1950s. U.S. foreign aid was a major funding source
for fertilizer imports (Krueger et al. 1989: 242). Given the importance of
fertilizer for agricultural production at a time when agriculture was still
the dominant sector in the south, the fertilizer industry was identified as a
priority investment target in economic plans drafted in the immediate
post-Korean War reconstruction period (Cole and Lyman 1971: ch. 9). In
response, a major import substitution industrialization project was com-
pleted in the 1960s with the construction of five fertilizer plants. This
industry was established as a public enterprise (the Korean Government
Chemical Company) with government agencies holding the controlling
interest, but with USAID loans and joint venture investments from Gulf
Oil, Skelly, and Dow Chemical playing an important role in industry start-
up (Jones 1975: 234; Krueger et al. 1989: 242). By the end of the decade,
South Korea had become a net exporter of nitrogen fertilizer. Further-
more, the fertilizer industry became the base upon which a much larger
petrochemical sector was created in the 1970s (Enos and Park 1988: 60,
91–92).

In its role as majority owner and industry promoter, the government
assumed full responsibility for the sale and marketing of domestically pro-
duced fertilizer. The NACF, with a countrywide network of outlets able to
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service Korea’s two-and-a-half million farm households, was commissioned
as the sole buying agent for all the domestic fertilizer production and the
sole distribution outlet for sales of fertilizer to farmers, with all prices
fixed by the government. Prices were fixed at levels that insured an agreed
upon profit for the joint-venture partners (Kang 1986). This was the quid
pro quo for their capital investment and technology transfer contributions
to the industry.

Thus fertilizer sales and distribution became a major business priority
of the NACF. From an organizational perspective, this arrangement bene-
fited the agricultural cooperative in a most strategic way. Government-del-
egated responsibilities for handling the fertilizer business gave the
agricultural cooperative access to a critical resource that was in chronic
short supply throughout the post-liberation period. In order to insure
access to this valuable resource, farm households had to join the coopera-
tive. This accounts for the agricultural cooperative’s high membership
rate. Over 90 percent of all farm households have belonged to the cooper-
ative since its establishment. The downside of this arrangement was that,
from its inception, the cooperative became dependent on state-entrusted
business and government-supplied resources. This legacy poses an organi-
zational adjustment problem in a liberalized market environment where
state intervention in the economy is becoming less pronounced, and the
cooperative must rely increasingly on its own entrepreneurial efforts to
serve farmer-members and to maintain economic viability in competition
with private sector agribusiness and financial services firms.

Important organizational changes in the cooperative occurred in
tandem with new state rural development initiatives in the 1970s. The
green revolution campaign to achieve rice self-sufficiency (Burmeister
1988) and the Saemaŭl movement to promote village infrastructure
improvements and income-enhancing farming and non-farm ventures
(Brandt and Lee 1979; Turner et al. 1993) required much local-level
implementation and supervision. Agricultural cooperative personnel
doubled during the period 1970 to 1975 when these two high-powered
state rural development initiatives were developed and implemented
(Burmeister 1999: 117). Personnel increases were concentrated at the
primary cooperative level of the organization (a fourfold absolute
increase), the unit having direct contact with farmers. Many of these per-
sonnel worked closely with local township authorities to insure that new
rice variety adoption targets (the green revolution campaign) and Saemaŭl
project goals were met.

The technology package undergirding the green revolution campaign
required increases in purchased inputs (e.g., fertilizer and farm
machinery). Increased productivity brought higher farm incomes, as the
government increased agricultural product prices in the 1970s to encour-
age technology adoption. As a result, South Korean farm households
became much more integrated into the cash economy for producer and
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consumer goods during the 1970s. The increased marketization of the
rural economy required an improvement in the rural banking system, as
demands for financial services increased.

The government addressed the increased marketization of the
economy by authorizing an expansion of the cooperative’s banking busi-
ness during the 1970s, strengthening the organization’s near monopoly
position in the rural banking sector. At the outset of the cooperative’s
establishment, its banking system consisted of branch banks under federa-
tion auspices located in cities, large provincial towns, and county seats.
Deposits made in these banks provided capital for agricultural loans. In
1972, the primary cooperatives were legally empowered to establish
mutual savings banks to take care of farm household financial needs.
Financial services became an increasingly important part of the agricul-
tural cooperative business portfolio. A significant percentage of the
increase in primary cooperative personnel during the 1970s was also due
to the start-up of this new mutual savings operation.

Consumer linkages between the rural/agricultural sector and the
urban/industrial sector were enhanced during this period by the estab-
lishment of cooperative chain store outlets throughout the Korean coun-
tryside. These stores sold numerous domestically produced everyday
necessities that Korean farm households purchased increasingly on a
routine basis. Agricultural policies during the 1970s generated an aggreg-
ate farm household economic surplus that helped boost domestic demand
for Korean-produced consumer goods (E. Lee 1979). The cooperative’s
dense organizational infrastructure helped to facilitate this important
inter-sectoral linkage by connecting millions of small farm households to
convenient consumer goods outlets in their localities. Consumer products
thus became a routine part of everyday modern life for more and more
people living in the rural areas of South Korea.

As in other sectors of the Korean economy, agricultural productivity
advances in the 1960s and 1970s were orchestrated through government
planning interventions (see Amsden 1989: 79–81; Hart-Landsberg 1993:
ch. 2). In order for these plans to bear fruit, implementation instruments
such as the NACF were essential mechanisms for the fulfillment of plan
objectives. In organization theory terms, the NACF was effective in this
role because its local branches, the primary cooperatives, were embedded
socially in the localities they served; that is, primary cooperative employees
were locals. As a result, they used local knowledge to adjust programs and
resource flows to meet perceived and articulated farmer-member needs
(to the extent possible in a hierarchical bureaucratic structure). The com-
bination of expansive bureaucratic scope (the NACF was omnipresent in
rural Korea) and local social embeddedness (primary cooperative
branches were staffed by local people) provided effective organizational
support for the implementation of government programs and projects
orchestrated by a central planning apparatus (e.g., the Economic Plan-
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ning Board and the ministries it coordinated). The NACF illustrates how
parastatal organizations can be the social linchpins of development-
enhancing government/society synergies (see Evans 1996).

Korea’s increasing participation in the global economy after the 1970s,
and its acceptance of the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs
(GATT) regime had important implications for agricultural policy in the
1980s. In an emergent era of pluralist capitalist modernity (see Lee, Intro-
duction, this volume), agricultural adjustment problems – external market
liberalization pressures and domestic economic and sociocultural margin-
alization – replaced production problems related to foodgrain self-suffi-
ciency as the primary sectoral concerns (Burmeister 1992). Widening
income differentials between rural and urban households reappeared as
in the late 1960s, causing potential political problems for an increasingly
unpopular Chun regime. The uncompetitive position of South Korean
agriculture in the global economy became more serious with the institu-
tionalization of trade liberalization rules in the ongoing GATT negotia-
tions and increasing bilateral trade pressure applied by the United States
after the US–South Korean trade balance tipped towards South Korea in
the mid-1980s. The resolution of these economy-of-size problems requires
structural changes in farming that often necessitate large capital outlays
(e.g., the expansion of operational farm size; further mechanization; and
specialization in high-value, income-elastic agricultural products). On the
social side, consumerism and ideas about adequate educational attain-
ment for one’s children diffused rapidly from urban to rural areas,
enhancing feelings of relative deprivation among rural residents who felt
that their socioeconomic situation foreclosed social mobility advances for
themselves and their children (KSA 1992: 136–138). Increased infusions
of capital were needed to address these economic and social dimensions
of rural/agricultural sectoral adjustment.

The agricultural cooperative response is evidenced by relative shifts in
the functional allocation of personnel and by changes in the functional
composition of business activities. In 1976, agro-input supply and market-
ing activities accounted for approximately three-quarters of business
turnover in the primary cooperatives, an indication of the importance of
the production problem at that time. However, by 1988 this percentage
had dropped to about one-third. Financial services, on the other hand,
rose from approximately one-fifth of business turnover in 1976 to approxi-
mately three-fifths in 1988. In addition, the percentage of cooperative
employees in banking job classifications increased during the same period
(Burmeister 1999: 119–120).

In the agricultural cooperative’s credit operations, the mixing of funds
provided by the state with funds raised commercially allowed the coopera-
tive to offer loans to farmer-members (“policy loans”) at interest rates
below those charged by other institutional lenders and well below those
charged by private moneylenders. Data from the late 1980s/early 1990s on
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the loan/deposit ratio of primary cooperatives differentiated by deposit
size (aggregate deposits in primary cooperative banks) illustrate the relat-
ively egalitarian distribution of credit through NACF channels, as deposit-
poor units received more policy loan funds per deposit base than
deposit-rich units (see Park 1993: 159, Table 6.4). Primary cooperatives
allocated available loan funds to villages based on number of member
households per village. Village councils then parceled out these allot-
ments to members based upon farm size criteria. Since farm size differ-
ences remained relatively small in Korea through the early 1990s, this
allocation decision rule resulted in widespread farmer-member access to
credit. The provision of subsidized loans has been the state’s most consis-
tent policy response to the serious economic adjustment problems that
faced the South Korean rural/agricultural sector in the 1980s and 1990s,
such as decreases in price supports, abrogation of most import controls,
farm size constraints, and the lack of off-farm jobs in rural areas. Without
these loans as incentives, it is difficult to envision farmer membership in
the cooperatives remaining at their present high level.

While cooperative agro-industrial linkages due to expansion of banking
business activities in the 1980s and 1990s had less evident direct inter-
sectoral development impact due to the decreasing magnitude of the
rural/agricultural sector in the overall Korean economy, it is important to
point out that cooperative banking and credit operations financed the
education of many rural children who became essential cogs in the indus-
trial workforce. Thus, the cooperative helped to foster human capital
formation at the farm household level that has been transferred to the
urban-industrial sector (Koo 1991). This underlines the critical linkages
between rural and industrial Korea, and the important point made by
Shin in Chapter 1 that we need to understand the intersections of agricul-
ture and industry to explain the roots of Korean modernity.

Regime change and organizational adaptation in modern
Korea

The post-1987 shift from military to civilian rule set in motion a process of
regime transformation in South Korea, with both political democrat-
ization and economic liberalization initiatives being implemented.
Further impetus for dismantling state/economy relations that privileged
big business groups and parastatal public enterprises (such as the NACF)
came as the result of Korean entanglement in the Asian financial crisis at
the end of 1997. Threats to parastatal organizations such as the NACF that
were creatures of the old regime were twofold. First, political legitimacy
problems emerged as more participatory and transparent modes of
organizational decision-making became normative expectations in the
society-wide movement towards a more democratic political culture.
Second, questions about economic inefficiencies and political corruption
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inherent in past state/economy relationships put in jeopardy state-
supplied resources (e.g., credit) that were critical economic lubricants of
parastatal operations.

In the wake of the post-1987 democratization initiatives and the polit-
ical and economic reform momentum they created (Han 1989; S. Lee
1993; Lie 1998), the old state/agricultural cooperative relationship came
under critical scrutiny from all directions. Powerful agencies within the
government, especially the influential Economic Planning Board (now
defunct, a result of economic reform), viewed the agricultural cooperative
as an outmoded organizational relic of state bureaucratic intervention
that needed to be dismantled. Many agricultural cooperative officials were
also dissatisfied with the status quo. They resented the fact that important
cooperative policy and business decisions were often made over their
heads in the government agencies that held oversight powers. Farmer-
members also had good reason to complain about the current situation.
They had never been privy to institutionalized channels of influence in
primary cooperative affairs. While primary cooperatives practiced a “soft
authoritarianism” due to local-level staffing practices mentioned earlier
(Sorenson 1988: 76–77, 85–88), possibilities for real interest representa-
tion for farmer-members were foreclosed by the NACF’s subordinate rela-
tion to the state administrative hierarchy. Anti-government critics, among
them dissident farm groups such as the Catholic Farmers’ Organization,
complained that the dubious legal foundation of the agricultural coopera-
tive and its past exploitation of farmer-members posed fundamental prob-
lems for its continued existence (Center for Research on Rural Society
1989). In this way, with the country ending three decades of military rule,
Korean farmers began to articulate their vision of Korean democracy and
modernity.

This widespread dissatisfaction with the status quo provided the
impetus for an important organizational reform. A revised cooperative law
was ratified by the National Assembly in late 1988 following a series of
public hearings earlier that summer. Henceforth, primary cooperative
presidents would be elected directly by farmer-members, and the federa-
tion president would be elected by these elected primary cooperative pres-
idents (NACF 1998: 2–3, 51–54). In addition to electoral reforms, the
revised law included provisions that, on paper at least, gave agricultural
cooperative officials more power over organizational operations (C. Lee
1991: 263–265; Suh 1989: 71–72). In particular, the system of governmen-
tal oversight of agricultural cooperative business activities was changed to
a post facto reporting system, where, in principle, the agricultural cooper-
ative did not have to solicit prior government approval of its business and
policy decisions. These reforms institutionalized farmer-member voice in
cooperative affairs, and provided NACF officials with more policy-making
independence vis-à-vis government agencies.

The reforms opened the door for the agricultural cooperative’s active
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involvement in agricultural politics. The election process forced candid-
ates to proclaim publicly policy positions that reflected preferences of
their farmer-members (e.g., high rice prices and other protectionist meas-
ures). For the first time in its history, the agricultural cooperative began to
take policy stances at variance with official government positions.

These actions marked initial efforts by agricultural cooperative officials
to transform the organization into a bona fide interest group representing
farmer-members, a move that signified an important shift away from its de
facto position as a government implementation agency. This transition is a
difficult one to effect, given the cooperative’s ongoing dependence on
resources such as policy loan funds supplied by the government and legal
foundations provided by the state that undergird its privileged organi-
zational position within the rural/agricultural sector. The difficulties
became clear when the first elected federation president, Han Ho-sun,
opposed government stands on such issues as rice market opening, rice
price levels, government negotiating strategies in the GATT talks, and the
Kim Young Sam administration’s “New Agricultural Policy” initiative. In
the wake of overt cooperative opposition to state policies and positions
orchestrated under Han’s leadership, he was charged with corruption
during his re-election campaign for the federation presidency (a cam-
paign he was favored to win). While all the particulars in the case are diffi-
cult to sort out, many commentators viewed Han’s prosecution as a
payback for his strident anti-government positions and his attempts to
make the agricultural cooperative an independent force in agricultural
politics (Han’guk Ilbo 1994).

Government officials used the Han corruption case as the backdrop to
float legislation for further restructuring of what they perceived to be a
flawed agricultural cooperative. In an amendment to the cooperative basic
law (the legal foundation for the cooperative), the following organi-
zational changes were proposed: (1) the present agricultural cooperative
would be divided into two independent business entities, an agricultural
cooperative bank and an economic services (agro-input supply and agri-
cultural marketing) cooperative; (2) a reduction in the power of elected
cooperative officials over business operations, with professional managers
in charge of many business decisions previously under the formal jurisdic-
tion of elected presidents; (3) indirect election procedures would be insti-
tuted for primary cooperative presidents; and (4) existing primary
cooperatives would be merged into larger units (Dong’a Ilbo 1993).

Agricultural cooperative leaders opposing the reforms outlined above
were able to thwart the Kim Young Sam administration’s top-down reform
attempt, mainly through the exercise of political power in rural areas
gained through their new status as elected farmer-member representa-
tives. Renewed challenges to NACF operations appeared after Kim Dae
Jung was elected President in 1997. His new Minister of Agriculture, Kim
Sung Hoon, was an outspoken dissident university professor who led a
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nationwide campaign against the Uruguay Round agricultural trade liber-
alization proposals in the early 1990s and frequently voiced criticisms of
the agricultural cooperative. Minister Kim singled out ineffective market-
ing operations as the prime focus of his attack on agricultural cooperative
operations. He charged that cooperative marketing margins were too
high, preventing farmer-members from realizing a higher price for their
produce. He argued further that the cooperative’s quasi-monopoly over
the rural banking system gave the organization an easy cash cow, dulling
cooperative officials’ interest in the improvement of the efficiency of mar-
keting and value-added processing services provided to farmer-members.
Once again high government officials started to talk about removing
banking from the agricultural cooperative’s business portfolio, thus
forcing it to concentrate on the provision of income-enhancing services to
farmer-members.

A window for significant government-directed organizational change
was opened with the prosecution of Han’s successor to the NACF presi-
dency, Won Churl-Hee, on embezzlement changes in 1999 (Korea Herald
1999a). His conviction was the climax of government investigation and
prosecution of a widespread scandal involving scores of cooperative offi-
cials charged with accepting bribes in return for loan approvals (K. Lee
1999a). In the scandal’s aftermath, a government-directed merger of the
NACF with the National Livestock Cooperative Federation and the
National Ginseng Cooperative Federation (whose officials were also
charged with corruption) was legislated in 2000 (FAS 2001; K. Lee 1999b).

The merger advanced important principles of the cooperative reform
agenda laid out in both the Kim Young Sam and Kim Dae Jung adminis-
trations. Administrative rationalization and economy-of-scale consolida-
tion are easily justified as farm household numbers plummet even more
rapidly due to demographic impact of an aging farm population and the
economic impacts of market liberalization are felt on the farm household
economy (Bae 2003a). The scandals over kickbacks for loans reinforced
the government’s arguments for professionalizing management to insu-
late economic operations from politics. Modest steps in this direction had
already been taken with the formal separation of banking and economic
services divisions at the federation level, with each division directed by its
own CEO (NACF 1998: 52). A recently announced MAF policy requiring
that formal farm business plans be filed with policy loan applications
exemplifies an ongoing trend of business rationalization within the NACF
(Yoo 2002).

Yet resistance to business rationalization and depoliticization measures
remains strong among many primary cooperative officials and farmer-
members. Farmer-members often express satisfaction with their newly
acquired voice in primary cooperative affairs due to electoral reforms.
Consolidation of township-level primary cooperatives into much larger,
remoter units is generally opposed by farmer-members, who dislike the
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increased physical and social separation from particular localities that
widespread consolidation would entail. Farmer-members and primary
cooperative officials fear formal division of the NACF into separate
banking and economic service cooperatives. The ability to subsidize eco-
nomic services from banking profits in a multifunctional cooperative
system is viewed as a continuing strength of the present NACF organi-
zational structure in a very turbulent economic restructuring environ-
ment. Strong opposition to both primary cooperative consolidation and
federation separation into banking and economic service cooperatives
accounts for the present “go-slow” approach within the NACF to these big
reform issues. Recent pronouncements from NACF Federation President
Chŏng Dae-Kŭn suggest a modest primary cooperative consolidation
agenda, and do not reveal further measures to increase banking and eco-
nomic services’ organizational separation (Bae 2003b).

In spite of the depoliticization pressures mentioned above, the NACF
has maintained an organizational political profile unknown in pre-reform
days. NACF political action has been quite evident in international forums
including participation in the anti-WTO activities in Seattle, involvement
in efforts by food-importing countries to modify the WTO rules in the
name of food security and other goals, and as a coalition advocate of “mul-
tifunctionality” policy alternatives to current WTO agricultural disciplines
in the Doha Round WTO negotiations (Korea Herald 1999b; NACF 1999;
OECD 2001). Recently the NACF has joined an alliance with grass-roots
farm organizations (such as the Catholic Farmers’ Organization) to
further common agricultural policy agendas in response to Korea’s nego-
tiation of a free trade agreement with Chile and to the current Doha
Round of WTO negotiations. The negotiations threaten further erosion of
agricultural trade barriers that the NACF and other farm groups fear will
result in collapse of the Korean farm economy. These high-profile interest
group representation activities, which coincide with farmer-member
policy preferences and South Korean public opinion, reveal the ongoing
struggle of the cooperative to become an “actor-for-itself,” taking its place
among other interest group organizations that have staked out political
representation roles in a more open South Korean polity.

Conclusion: agricultural cooperative adaptation and South
Korean agricultural futures

The struggle between the government and the agricultural cooperative
over organizational changes highlights ongoing controversy over the
future of South Korean agriculture. The top-down reform initiatives that
the Kim Young Sam and Kim Dae Jung governments tried to impose on
the NACF promoted agribusiness rationalization and the depoliticization
of agricultural cooperative operations. These reform initiatives contra-
dicted the democratic cooperative (minju nonghyŏp) thrust of the earlier
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direct election reforms which finally gave farmer-members at least some
voice in cooperative affairs. The government still has many powerful cards
to play in the tug of war over cooperative restructuring, the most import-
ant of which are the financial resources, especially policy loans, that they
continue to channel through the organization. On the other hand, the
agricultural cooperative, with elected primary cooperative presidents
serving in nearly every South Korean township, provides a local organi-
zational base for opposition to government initiatives that threaten the
interests of local NACF officials and/or farmer-members.

Increasing differentiation of Korean agriculture (D. Kim 2003), pro-
moted in the 1990s by the government’s selection of promising farm
enterprises to receive special assistance to increase the economic scale and
to upgrade the technical infrastructure of their operations, means that
farmers as a group may now be more heterogeneous in terms of policy
preferences. Commodity groups (e.g., dairy and livestock farmers) and
other farm organizations (e.g., the Farm Successor Association) have
formed in recent years to provide support for the interests of particular
farmer subgroups. Some of these organizations were formed in the
nexus of earlier anti-government social movements in the bureaucratic-
authoritarian era; others have emerged in the new era of civil society inter-
est group mobilization. In either case they have often been critical of
NACF operations. How these other farm groups relate to the NACF (and
vice versa) poses an important organizational adaptation question for the
NACF in an era of civil society development.

There are also important intra-organizational conflicts within the
NACF that will influence organizational development, as tensions over
further organizational restructuring exist between NACF employees
located at different levels in the organization. For example, among federa-
tion employees working in the banking division, there is sentiment for the
formation of a separate agricultural cooperative bank. The agricultural
cooperative’s banking sector, they argue, must be freed from subsidizing
the cooperative’s farm business sector if it is to compete in a new world of
financial deregulation, a reform goal for the South Korean economy as a
whole. In addition, separation would force a specialized farm business
cooperative to concentrate on those business activities, thus improving ser-
vices provided. It is argued that the present multipurpose cooperative
structure, while appropriate in an earlier period of national development,
mitigates against economic adjustments needed at this point in time.
While this line of reasoning focuses on “objective economic” rationales for
continued organizational restructuring, it should also be noted that many
federation banking employees see significant enhancement of wages and
social status in the event of banking separation. As noted earlier, primary
cooperative officials are strongly opposed to this separation given that
the financial strength of the NACF system currently lies in its banking
portfolio.
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Such differences in views among farmer-members (due to increasing
structural differentiation in agriculture) and within the NACF reflect
debates about future directions for the rural/agricultural sector in South
Korea that have characterized policy deliberations of the successive gov-
ernments in the 1990s. An agribusiness model of capital-intensive, larger
scale, technologically advanced, highly specialized agricultural production
enterprises that can compete in international agricultural commodity
markets was the favored mode of adjustment in the highest state policy
circles during the Kim Young Sam administration’s globalization initiative.
The Kim Dae Jung government, by contrast, took a more nuanced view of
South Korea’s rural/agricultural sector future. Concerns existed about
whether economic efficiency rationalization to enhance competitiveness
in the global marketplace is a sensible comprehensive policy approach.
The view that agriculture should be supported on the basis of wider social
goods provision and food security concerns is found in recent legislative
initiatives, and in South Korea’s position on the codification of revised
WTO agricultural policy disciplines. The promulgation of the Sustainable
Agriculture Promotion Act and the scheme for environmentally friendly
agro-food products marks a significant “green turn” in domestic agricul-
tural policy (Morredu 1999: 65–66; OECD 1999: 130). The South Korean
government is actively supporting a multifunctionality option to WTO
neoliberal policy reforms. Undoubtedly, the “Sunshine Policy” rapproche-
ment initiative of the Kim Dae Jung administration has sensitized many
South Korean policy-makers and the general public to the grave agricul-
tural situation in the north, and the demands that will be placed on the
peninsular food system in the event of some future north–south accom-
modation or collapse of the regime in the north. In the eyes of many, the
current north–south situation accentuates agricultural sector displace-
ment risks associated with neoliberal, comparative advantage restructuring
policies. There is real concern about whether South Korean agriculture
could ever compete against the major agro-exporting countries in a truly
global “free trade” environment and what would happen to peninsular
food supply potential if market-opening measures seriously erode produc-
tion capacity in the south.

The new Roh Moo Hyun government’s approach to these challenges is
difficult to discern at this point. The realities of globalization and inter-
national trade rules (that Korea formally acknowledges as a WTO
member) will make it difficult for the new government to pursue agricul-
tural protectionist policies aggressively. Farm groups have already spoken
harshly of Roh’s statements promising additional trade liberalization
measures in a recent diplomatic visit to the United States (K. Kim 2003;
Oh 2003).

The major agricultural cooperative reform issues remain on the table:
the separation of banking and economic services, federation and primary
cooperative relations, primary cooperative consolidation, and the roles
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and authority of elected federation and primary cooperative presidents. In
line with Roh’s promises to foster a “participatory government,” it is con-
jectured that grass-roots farm organizations and other groups in civil
society will be invited to provide more substantive input into the agricul-
tural policy-making process than in the past (Cho 2003).

In summary, organizational changes within the agricultural cooperative
are occurring in the context of continuing uncertainties and controversies
over what the future holds for South Korean agriculture. What is happen-
ing also reflects contradictions embedded in cooperative enterprises in a
globalizing world capitalist economy that threatens organizational forms
which were institutionalized in an earlier, more nationally focused capital-
ist epoch (Mooney et al. 1996). The transformation of the NACF into an
agricultural cooperative where both political representation and collective
economic self-help attributes are brought together under one organi-
zational roof may ultimately depend upon the extent to which globaliza-
tion forces generate counter-responses within Korean society (as happened
in previous capitalist eras when the social costs of unfettered capitalist
development reached unacceptable political levels). Two possible counter-
response catalysts are now on the horizon in contemporary South Korea
(e.g., social movements that coalesce around social amenities produced by
agriculture that would be lost in the event of South Korean agricultural
sector displacement by cheap imports and/or social movements that focus
on food security (and perhaps related cultural identity) issues associated
with north–south rapprochement on the Korean peninsula).
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Part II

Business and industrial
transformations





3 Causes, consequences, relevance
Korea’s industrialization

Paul W. Kuznets

A major feature of the post-World War II era has been the transformation
of colonies into autonomous states, each free to establish its own course of
development. Economic development in South Korea, a former Japanese
colony, has been distinguished since the mid-1960s by unusually rapid
industrialization and, more broadly, by especially rapid economic growth.
Such growth has attracted widespread attention in recent decades, gener-
ated a substantial English-language literature on Korea’s economic
performance, and raised a host of issues that have yet to be resolved.
Among these are issues of what has been responsible for rapid growth,
how this growth has affected people’s lives, and the extent to which the
Korean experience is relevant for Korea’s future or for other countries.

Such issues are too complex to be wholly resolved, so the goal here is
more modest: to examine the questions that inevitably arise when explor-
ing issues of causes, consequences, and relevance. We know that industri-
alization is shaped by institutional, political, and social factors as well as by
economic factors. This raises a first question of how to weigh non-
economic factors in explaining economic processes. Answers will depend
upon one’s field or comparative advantage and will vary according to the
importance attached to ultimate as opposed to proximate influences.
Emphasis here is on the proximate or economic causes.

Before examining this and other questions, however, there is a prior
question of what has happened in Korea. The following section therefore
deals with macroeconomic indicators of output growth, production struc-
ture, and expenditure allocation. As quantitative, summary measures,
these necessarily abstract from the detail, the variation, and the institu-
tions that mold economic affairs. They are used, nevertheless, because
they permit generalization, allow comparison with experience elsewhere,
and have independent explanatory power.

The economic record

Consistent, reliable economic data, available only since 1953, show slow
GDP growth following the Korean War until the mid-1960s, then much



more rapid growth afterward. This growth increased real per capita GDP
over sixfold after 1970, almost thirteenfold since 1953 (see Table 3.1).
Such growth is rare. Recent World Bank World Development Reports
show, for instance, that of the 112 countries whose GDP growth rates are
given for 1980 to 1990, only China’s growth was faster. Korea’s growth was
still in the top 10 percent of the 133 countries shown for 1990 to 2000.
Such growth, combined with declining rates of population increase, has
raised incomes so that the average, adjusted to reflect differences in pur-
chasing power, was over $17,000 by 2000. (The comparable figure for a
developed country such as Canada was $27,000.) Unlike averages in many
countries, this one does not conceal a highly unequal income distribution.
Inequality has increased, which is not surprising, and distribution is not as
egalitarian as is popularly believed, but inequality has been relatively low
by international standards (Yoo 1990: 381).

Rapid industrialization not only brought high rates of growth in output
and incomes but also created major changes in economic structure and
population distribution. Data on GDP by sector of origin show a sharp
decline in agriculture’s share, a sharp increase in industry’s share, and a
moderate increase in services’ share (see Table 3.2). These output
changes have a counterpart in employment with a major decline in agri-
cultural employment after 1963 and a sharp expansion of the industry and
service shares of total employment (Table 3.2). In addition, since changes
in output and employment shares have been associated with rapidly rising
totals, they have been responsible for much of Korea’s urbanization and
population redistribution.1 Census estimates show, for instance, that in
1955 only a quarter of the population lived in urban areas; by 2000 the
figure was 88 percent.

These indicators reveal the rapidity of growth and the large size of
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Table 3.1 Gross domestic product, 1953 to 2000

GDP in 1990 prices Average annual Population GDP/capita 
(billion Won) growth rate (%) (thousands) (thousand Won)

2000 326,140 47,008 6,938
6.2

1990 179,539 42,869 4,188
9.4

1980 73,311 38,124 1,923
8.1

1970 33,693 32,241 1,045
8.4

1960 15,036 25,012 1,601
3.8

1953 11,573 21,526 1,538

Sources: Bank of Korea, Economic Statistics Yearbooks, National Statistical Office, Korea
Statistical Yearbooks.



structural changes. Korea is also distinguished by its pattern of expendi-
tures or demand structure. In particular, the public sector has been relat-
ively small. Government consumption has averaged 8 to 10 percent of
GDP in recent years, which is well below World Bank averages. While
there is conflicting evidence on the relation between growth and govern-
ment size, the reason for Korea’s small public sector is clear: less is spent
on health, housing, social security, and welfare than in most countries
(see Kuznets 1994).

Table 3.2 also shows Korea’s high investment ratios. Large outlays for
factories, equipment, inventories, and infrastructure are required to
expand the capacity needed to increase output. This is confirmed by the
ubiquity and clangor of construction in Seoul and elsewhere in Korea. If
there is a real supply-side economics, it is this investment–capacity–output
nexus that was a staple of development economics well before the Reagan
presidency.2 Heavy investment has important implications for saving, effi-
ciency, and profitability. It means, in particular, that interest paid and
income increases are both high enough to encourage private saving.
Conservative fiscal policy has also generated government surpluses rather
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Table 3.2 Structure: output, employment, expenditure, 1953 to 2000

A. Output and employment

Year % of GDP % of total employment

Ag. Ind. Serv. Ag. Ind. Serv.

2000 5 31 64 11 20 69
1990 9 30 61 18 28 54
1980 15 40 45 34 29 37
1970 26 29 45 50 17 33
1960 40 19 41 63a 11a 26a

1953 49 12 39 – – –

B. Expenditures (% of GDP)

Govt Gross Export
Dom. I

2000 10.1 28.2 44.8
1990 6.6 36.9 30.0
1980 8.0 30.1 36.6
1970 10.5 26.9 14.3
1960 14.6 11.0 3.4
1953 8.0 15.6 2.0

Sources: Bank of Korea, National Income in Korea; Economic Planning Board, Korea Statistical
Yearbooks; National Statistical Office, Korea Statistical Yearbooks.

Note
a�1963.



than deficits. Investment must have been sufficiently profitable to attract
investors or, alternatively, efficient enough to generate worthwhile
returns.

The export ratios (exports/GDP) shown in Table 3.2 illustrate a third
way that Korea’s demand structure is unusual. Although Korea is a large
country in terms of population and GDP, and large countries have low
export ratios, Korea’s ratios are well above the norm. The multiple expan-
sions of exports, from less than $100 million in 1963 to over $172 billion
in 2000, have played important roles in Korea’s industrialization. One
such is to pay for the imported machinery and materials needed to
expand capacity and output. Another has been to raise efficiency by
increasing output in areas of comparative advantage and exchanging their
product for other products which cannot be produced domestically or
produced only at great cost. Yet another role has been to assure foreign
lenders that the foreign exchange needed to repay them would be forth-
coming. Foreign loans were particularly important in financing invest-
ment prior to the mid-1970s and in coping with oil shocks.

Causes

Korea’s pattern of slow growth prior to the mid-1960s and subsequent fast
growth raises questions of why growth was slow at first, what accelerated
growth, and why rapid growth was possible in recent decades. The first two
questions may be answered simply by examining events following libera-
tion in 1945 and the new policy set adopted from 1963 to 1966. The third
and most important question cannot be answered simply, however, and so
the discussion below concentrates on causes of Korea’s recent high-speed
growth.

South Korea, as part of a formerly unified country that had played a
specialized role in Japan’s colonial empire, suffered from severe economic
dislocation in 1945. Separation from the north left the south with little
heavy industry and insufficient electric power. Dissolution of the empire
and departure of the Japanese cut off export markets and input sources,
and drained the country of technicians and high-level manpower. The
situation was so bad that the American military government which ran the
country had to concentrate on relief rather than development. An
independent Republic of Korea was established under Syngman Rhee in
1948 but the Korean War began less than two years after Rhee’s inaugura-
tion and devastated most of the Korean peninsula. The war’s legacy was
not only death and destruction but also a pre-eminent army.

Dislocation and war are not the stuff of economic development and
neither, ultimately, were Rhee’s economic policies. These were designed
to maximize the inflow of American assistance and thus made it imposs-
ible to devalue the overvalued currency. Rhee also tried to industrialize
through import substitution. Import substituting industrialization (ISI)
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was widely accepted in newly independent countries and worked well as
long as the new industries supplied established demand, suited domestic
factor endowments, and employed existing technology. ISI in Korea was
also motivated by a desire to end continued dependence on Japan (see
Woo 1991: ch. 3).

One problem with ISI is that once easy substitution for consumer non-
durables gives way to substitution for intermediates (such as the “three
whites”: cement, sugar, and flour), it absorbs scarce capital and typically
creates excess capacity. Another problem is that substitution requires pro-
tection for infant industries, which raises domestic prices. Price increases
serve to overvalue the currency, while the exchange controls needed to
protect the overvalued currency warp economic incentives. Profits are
made by avoiding controls rather than by increasing output, improving
quality, or lowering costs. These problems were compounded in Korea by
the regime’s absorption with survival, at the expense of economic policy,
and by political turmoil which culminated in the student revolt of 1960
that overthrew Rhee, and the military coup in 1961 that deposed the suc-
cessor Chang government.

The new military regime under Park Chung Hee inherited a stagnant
economy, a public demanding better economic performance, and a failed
economic strategy that depended on American economic aid to cover
fiscal and trade deficits. When the U.S. announced that aid would be
reduced and then ended, a new strategy was clearly needed. This began
with a stabilization program that ended government deficits (1963–1964),
devalued the won (1964), reformed (raised) interest rates (1965), and
improved tax collection (1966).3 Export promotion also intensified. Park
and his successor, Chun Doo Hwan, both stressed economic performance
and adopted “growth-first” strategies. They did this to satisfy public
demand, to claim legitimacy for their governance since both had seized
power by coup, and because they recognized the political and strategic
benefits of good economic performance.

While the stabilization program was the proximate cause of growth
acceleration, it cannot explain why rapid growth continued for the follow-
ing three decades. Any explanation for this is multivariate and might
include Korea’s political situation, the role of the state and bureaucratic
discipline, the institutional inheritance, the effects of a Confucian tradi-
tion, and external developments. Other factors to consider include
resource possession, existence of excess capacity, productivity-raising vari-
ables such as technical expertise, scale economies, and advances in know-
ledge, and economic policy choice.

Some of these, particularly technical expertise, advances in knowledge,
and policy choice, are associated with education and training. A combina-
tion of literacy campaigns after liberation, early expansion of primary
schooling, and an unusually high proportion of graduates going on to
higher levels gave Korea an education profile by the early 1960s that
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resembled those of rich countries rather than similarly poor ones (see
McGinn et al. 1980: 60). One cause of rapid industrialization was undoubt-
edly this early investment in education and its subsequent pay-off in pro-
ductive skills and in the capacity “to judge opportunities correctly . . . and
to act vigorously” (Lim 1978: 191).

Political instability, social turmoil, and war have all slowed down eco-
nomic development. The Korean War was a prime example, but there
have been other, less extreme examples in Korea. One was the shift in
ruling party policy and leadership in 1958, reflected in the new National
Security Law that was followed by recession in 1959 to 1960; another was
the riots and the President’s assassination in 1979 which contributed to
the economic reversal of 1980; more recently, demonstrations and strikes
in 1987 to 1989 significantly reduced output and exports. Unlike many
coup-prone Latin American countries, however, Korea has benefited
economically from long periods of political stability under authoritarian
rule (1963–1987) and, since 1987, democratic governance.

Two notable features of Korea’s economic development have been the
state’s economic leadership and, since the 1970s, the rise of giant con-
glomerates or chaebŏl. State leadership is part of Korea’s colonial inheri-
tance since the 1930s when the Japanese colonial administration used
private banks and the Industrial Bank to direct resources toward heavy
industry with war potential, particularly in the north under the new
zaibatsu (Woo 1991: 24–25, 31–33). The chaebŏl are today’s zaibatsu analog
while the colonial state’s use of finance to direct industrialization reap-
peared in the 1970s when the Park regime employed “priority” loans to
establish heavy and chemical industries with war potential.

State leadership cannot be taken for granted, even in authoritarian
states, and so something more than colonial precedent must be invoked
to explain the phenomenon. Leadership follows from a desire to catch up
with Japan and other advanced industrial countries, from the success of
tightly focused industrial policy, and from a culture that allows the govern-
ment to impose policies which provide future as opposed to present bene-
fits. It also follows from particularly strong policy implementation, a
product of leaders’ military training, and of a hierarchical command
system where “officials can seldom afford to act in a manner that seriously
obstructs . . . leadership commitment to growth” (Jones and SaKong 1990:
139).

In addition, though the zaibatsu provide a precedent for the chaebŏl,
they were Japanese, not Korean enterprises. There were, however, promi-
nent Korean enterprises during the colonial era whose close ties with the
state, concentrated family ownership and management, and mutual par-
ticipation in joint ventures and other networks are strongly reminiscent of
the present chaebŏl.4 And large conglomerates, whether zaibtsu or chaebŏl,
possess features that have contributed to their longevity and inspired gov-
ernments to use them as instruments of economic policy. One is that large
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size and a proven track record go together. Conglomeration also reduces
the risk of entering new, and therefore risky industries. Large firms have
advantages unavailable to small ones as well. They benefit from scale
economies, particularly in management, as Kwon and Suh make clear in
Chapter 4; they can benefit from economic use of the rare entrepreneur-
ial talent needed to initiate new industries and production processes; and
they have workers who are sufficiently motivated, because of relatively
high pay, to master new and unfamiliar production processes (see
Amsden 1989: 209).

Political stability, state economic leadership, and emergence of the
chaebŏl are not the only features of the Korean scene associated with rapid
growth. For instance, Korea’s ethnic homogeneity, compact geography,
and intermediate population size all favor growth because these factors
tend to reduce potential social conflict, ease transport and communica-
tion, and permit scale economies. The country’s lack of natural resources,
paradoxically, has a similar impact. Demand for resources and resource-
based goods is inelastic, it is argued, and therefore their export is subject
to wide, destabilizing price fluctuations. More importantly, economic
rents from producing such goods encourages rent seeking rather than
output expansion and production for export (Lee and Naya 1986; Ranis
and Fei 1988: 106–111). In addition, resource possession, like access to
foreign assistance, allows policy-makers to postpone the reforms needed
to accelerate development.

Two other possible reasons for growth can be dismissed. One is the
large-scale U.S. economic and military assistance that Korea has received.
Although economic aid had long-term positive economic benefits to
Korea, when growth accelerated in the mid-1960s, economic assistance
was already being phased out. And, despite continued military assistance,
defense expenditure has been well above international norms so that assis-
tance has not simply substituted for Korea’s own outlays. If the U.S. con-
tributed to Korea’s economic success, it was mainly by providing major
markets for Korean exports.

The other reason is that favorable initial conditions, especially the
accelerated increase in global trade in the 1960s, allowed the export
expansion that was critical for Korea’s rapid growth. If acceleration had
occurred in the 1970s or 1980s, some have argued, growth would have
been hampered by the slowdown in world trade and the protectionism
triggered by earlier floods of exports from countries such as Korea (Cline
1982). While world export volume more than doubled in the decade prior
to the first oil shock in 1973, and rose only 3 percent a year during the
following decade, Korea’s exports increased eighteenfold between 1963
and 1973, and more than tripled from 1973 to 1983. Success was evidently
less a matter of demand expansion than of rising market shares. In addi-
tion, the earlier success of countries such as Korea did not spoil markets
for those who followed. Export growth of a dozen “newly exporting
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countries” in the 1970s surpassed that of Korea and their other immediate
predecessors (Havryshin and Alikhani 1982).

A major source of Korea’s swift industrialization has undoubtedly been
a set of Confucian cultural values that contribute directly by emphasizing
perseverance, thrift, and the legitimacy of hierarchy. They contribute indi-
rectly by allowing policy-makers to employ growth-oriented policies which
sacrifice present for future consumption (see Gray 1996). Other, tradi-
tional elements of Confucianism such as the distaste for commerce or
excessive spending on ceremonies detract from rather than contribute to
industrialization. However, these have been displaced over time in coun-
tries like Korea so that they no longer slow down modernization and eco-
nomic development.5

While culture can influence economic performance in many ways, of
particular interest in Korea are the cultural roots of state economic leader-
ship, the chaebŏl, and the relationships between government and big busi-
ness. An ethic that promotes responsibility and loyalty should limit
opportunistic behavior and encourage identification with large organi-
zations such as government and the chaebŏl. For instance, emphasis on
harmony and management identification of national welfare with chaebŏl
interests is used to promote public support and instill discipline among
employees (Jannelli with Yim 1993: ch. 3).

State leadership, as noted earlier, has been facilitated by bureaucratic
discipline within a hierarchical structure. It also stemmed from Confucian
tradition in which the government was the senior, and business, the
junior, partner. This partnership requires direct relations between the
chaebŏl and economic ministries through discussion groups and other
organized meetings. These relations substitute for policy implemented at
arm’s length through the market mechanism and so are sometimes seen
as suspect on efficiency grounds. Government–chaebŏl relations constitute
a form of “quasi-internal” organization, however, and this form “favored
by Confucian culture . . . can be efficient because it reduces information
costs and increases specialization in decision making” (Cho and Lee 1989:
462–464).

Economic causes of Korea’s high-speed industrialization might include
high investment levels, export expansion, competition in labor markets,
and a “developmental” state. The list is not meant to be exhaustive. Since I
have dealt with these causes at length elsewhere, what follows will be brief
(see Kuznets 1994).

The importance of investment for the added capacity needed to
increase output was mentioned above, as were the supply-and-demand
factors that have contributed to Korea’s unusually high investment ratios.
Similarly, we have discussed the significance of the multiple expansion of
exports and the different roles exports have played in paying for capital-
goods imports and increasing efficiency. Another feature noted earlier
was the radical change in employment structure and its correlate, urban-
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ization. These changes, and increased labor absorption as employment
grew half again as fast as the working-age population, are evidence that
labor markets have been competitive and have functioned efficiently.

Competition and efficiency cannot be taken for granted because wage-
setting institutions, such as minimum wage laws, public-sector wage leader-
ship, labor unions, and protective legislation, have often pushed wages
above market-clearing levels and restricted absorption (Fields and Wan, Jr.
1989). Both increase in labor inputs and better labor utilization have been
major sources of Korea’s industrialization (see Kim and Park 1985:
60–66). This is no surprise because post-liberation Korea was the epitome
of Arthur Lewis’s celebrated model of economic development with unlim-
ited supplies of labor. In this model, development depends upon shifting
workers from traditional work, where they suffer from “disguised unem-
ployment” or low productivity, to high-productivity, modern-sector jobs.

The impetus for heavy investment, export expansion, and labor market
competition has come from Korea’s developmental state. “Develop-
mental” because economic development gets top priority and is achieved
by implementing “growth-first” policies where the state leads and private
enterprise follows. This statement must be qualified because there is more
– and less – to developmentalism and because it has changed over time.

Monetary, fiscal, and exchange-rate measures are universal instruments
of macroeconomic policy, so developmentalism requires more than the
use of such measures. What is developmental about the Korean state,
rather, has been a set of five-year plans that established an industrial
policy. This policy typically targeted a few new industries which would be
developed by one or two of the chaebŏl. The conglomerates were given
access to cheap credit while the government licensed the necessary
technology imports to improve chaebŏl bargaining power, supervised con-
struction to insure that design standards were met, and then pushed for
cost reduction. The latter allowed the government to end protection for
the infant industry and, eventually, made the industry sufficiently
competitive to export its products.

Three aspects of the state’s industrial policy are noteworthy. One is that
intervention has been justified on grounds that technology markets are
imperfect (because information is asymmetric), infant industries require
protection, and even the chaebŏl sometimes lack the resources needed to
produce new products and/or master new technologies. Another is that
much of what Korea now exports was either imported or only started pro-
duction fifteen to twenty years ago. Finally, industrial policy reached its
apogee in the 1970s with the drive to establish the heavy and chemical
industries. It is now less significant because the HCI drive violated the
need for a tight focus and sparked disruptive inflation, because costs were
found eventually to outweigh benefits, and because the pendulum of eco-
nomic fashion has swung from interventionism to increased reliance on
market mechanisms.
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Consequences

The high-speed growth shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 has had a measurable
impact upon Korea’s GDP, per capita GDP, and economic structure. It has
also redistributed the population, altered economic welfare, and affected
the quality of life. The latter two are multivariate and difficult to measure
but are in many ways the real counterparts of the economic aggregates.
Poverty estimates, where poverty is defined in absolute terms to include
any income below that corresponding to the minimum necessary food
consumption level, show that in 1965 41 percent of all Koreans were living
in poverty. By 1982 the figure was less than 8 percent (see Suh 1985). Life
expectancy, often used as an indicator of the physical quality of life,
increased by twenty years from age fifty-three in 1960. Consumption pat-
terns have also changed for the better. In 1972 urban families spent about
two-thirds of their income on basic needs like housing and food; by 2000
this figure had dropped below 40 percent.

Since development should reduce poverty and increase longevity,
Korea is not unique. A study of how per capita income relates to poverty
and life expectancy for thirty-four countries in the 1970s shows, however,
that Korea was one of the countries that performed best in reducing
poverty (both absolutely and relative to per capita income) but was not
among the best in increasing longevity (Sen 1980). These results are con-
sistent with the state’s growth-first policies, relatively low government
expenditure on health, housing, social security, and welfare, and the Con-
fucian emphasis upon the family’s responsibility for its members’ welfare.

Other features of rapid growth have not been so favorable. A combina-
tion of heavy rural-to-urban migration, the consequent rapid urbaniza-
tion, and government policies that discriminate against residential
construction has created housing shortages. These inspired the sixth five-
year plan (1987–1991) to include a housing target of 1.7 million new units
for low-income families. This would have raised the housing–supply ratio
(units/households) from 58 percent in 1985 to 72 percent by 1991, but a
burst of construction-sparked inflation eventually forced the government
to restrict all construction in late 1991.

Housing shortages have been coupled with traffic congestion and rising
levels of pollution in Korean cities. These latter are by now classic
common property problems where markets impute too little cost to
private sources of the problem and therefore generate excess social costs.
Such failure justifies intervention, but intervention has so far been ineffec-
tive without draconian measures. Maoist China, which achieved rare
success in curbing congestion (if not pollution), did this only by requiring
residence permits, food-ration coupons, and “rustification” where urban
school-leavers were banished to the countryside.

Rapid industrialization has not only influenced economic welfare and
the quality of life but has also changed the course of economic develop-
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ment. Cases in point include the economic causes of high-speed growth
that were discussed earlier: high investment ratios, export expansion,
labor market competition, and state leadership. These changes, though
incomplete, are as much a consequence of the Korean experience as any
change in welfare or quality of life.

The enormous increase in investment in recent decades, both absolute
and relative to GDP, has reached levels where further increase is unlikely.
There are other reasons to expect this besides the difficulty of maintain-
ing increments on ever larger bases. One is a long-term increase in the
investment share of residential construction. This investment has an
unusually long stream of returns and therefore a less immediate impact
upon GDP than most investment. Another reason has been a sharp
increase from 1989 in direct foreign investment by Korean firms, mainly
to move production of labor-intensive manufactures offshore and to estab-
lish trade outlets in EC and U.S. markets. Like housing, these investments
have a less immediate impact on GDP than most. Finally, recent five-year
plans call for increasing expenditure on research and development, estab-
lishment of science parks, and “reinforcing education . . . in basic sci-
ences” (Government of the Republic of Korea 1986: 59). Although outlays
for education, research, and development are as much “investment” as
outlays for physical capital, they are excluded from investment by
national-accounting convention.

Like high investment, export expansion is subject to the difficulty of
maintaining growth in ever larger totals. Except where trade is restricted
for political or strategic reasons, exporting is a function of comparative
advantage and the commercial policies of trading partners. Rapid indus-
trialization and development have shifted Korea’s comparative advantage
from labor-intensive manufactures to capital-intensive goods, and more
recently to more technology-intensive products. These bring Korea into
competition with firms in advanced industrial countries which, because
they fear boomerang effects, have proven unwilling to share proprietary
technology with their Korean rivals. Such unwillingness, in turn, is one
reason for the increased emphasis upon research, development, and the
basic sciences in Korea itself.

A major threat to continued export expansion has been rising protec-
tionism, Korea’s greater visibility in export markets, and the emergence of
regional trading blocs such as the European Community and NAFTA. U.S.
protectionism has been particularly troublesome because America took
one-third of Korean exports as late as the mid-1980s. By 2000 the collapse
of the Soviet Union, further opening up of China’s trade, and efforts to
diversify had reduced the U.S. share to less than 20 percent. The combina-
tion of growing protectionism and difficulties in shifting comparative
advantage has led to a new export pessimism, as revealed in the sixth plan’s
goal of reducing “dependence on exports for growth” and “expanding the
domestic economy” (Government of the Republic of Korea 1986: 38).
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Labor–market competition, particularly prior to 1975 when labor was
abundant and underutilized, undoubtedly provided more jobs and more
productive work than would have been the case without competition.6

Competition was achieved, unfortunately, by repressing unions during the
Park and Chun presidencies (see Choi 1989). Repression ended in early
1987 when Chun needed labor votes to elect his chosen successor, Roh
Tae Woo. Two years of strikes and rapid wage escalation followed. These
demonstrated the need for a new labor-management system and encour-
aged producers of labor-intensive goods to invest in countries where labor
is cheaper and more docile.

The developmental state’s economic leadership has been challenged by
two features of industrial policy, and, from 1987, by democratization. One
challenge emerged from the allocation of loans to “priority” investments,
and the other was allocation that favored the chaebŏl. The first burdened
the banking system with non-performing loans. These slowed down finan-
cial reform so that finance has become a bottleneck in Korea’s develop-
ment. Non-performing loans – and inadequate prudential regulation –
combined in spectacular fashion to undo the Korean economy during the
Asian financial crisis of 1997 to 1998. The second concentrated resources
in the chaebŏl. This increased their monopoly power while the benefits of
this organizational form were eventually outweighed by debt-heavy capital-
ization which, when combined with overexpansion, resulted in bankruptcy
or near bankruptcy.7

Although democratization, unlike weak banks or the chaebŏl, cannot be
attributed directly to industrialization, it is tempting to argue that eco-
nomic success increased the desire for political reform and so contributed
to democratization. Whatever the relation between the two, state develop-
mentalism and economic leadership have diminished since 1987. One
reason for this is that elected officials are hostage to previously disenfran-
chised economic interest groups, as witnessed by the wave of strikes that
began in 1987. Another is that the state can no longer limit chaebŏl power
by dropping financial support because the cost in unemployment and
market disruption would be too great.8 In addition, economic policy-
makers are less insulated from executive and legislative influence or
public pressure than they were earlier under authoritarian governments.9

This is particularly undesirable because Korea’s economic policies, crafted
by highly trained technocrats, have been better than economic policies in
most countries.10

Relevance

The discussion thus far has left issues of the relevance of Korea’s industri-
alization unanswered: to what extent is the experience of rapid industrial-
ization relevant for Korea’s future economic development? Is Korea’s
experience relevant for other countries? Although the Korean experience
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has distinctive features, and it is no “model for total emulation,” it can be
instructive about what to do or not to do in pursuing development in
Korea’s future or elsewhere (see Steinberg 1982: 103).

The past is usually invoked when trying to predict the future. Or, to put
the point differently, expectations are typically regressive. This fits well
with the view that much is to be learned from the past and that history is
marked by continuity, but Korea’s experience since the mid-1960s makes
extrapolation particularly hazardous. One reason for this is that changes
in Korea’s economic structure and performance have been so large that
projecting them into the future produces nonsensical results. Another is
that industrialization has itself brought changes so that causal variables
such as investment, exports, labor markets, and state leadership no longer
operate as they once did. Nevertheless, the past, particularly the problems
that have been recognized in public documents such as the seventh five-
year plan (1993–1997) and President Kim’s New Economy Plan (NEP),
should be relevant for the future.

The unusually high levels of investment and export growth that sup-
ported rapid industrialization are, as noted earlier, likely to decline. This
suggests that GDP growth is likely to drop too. Democratization, which
ended labor repression, has brought higher wages, a shift in labor-
intensive manufactures offshore, and the NEP’s call for labor–
management cooperation (see Cha 1994). One consequence of wage
escalation, though not apparent at the time, was that it hastened the sub-
stitution of capital for labor and thus raised labor productivity.

Productivity is particularly important because future economic
performance will depend more on increasing total factor productivity
(which includes capital as well as labor productivity) than it has in the
past. Growth in Korea and other East Asian countries (Taiwan, Singapore,
and Hong Kong) has been driven much more by a dramatic increase in
factor inputs than by productivity increase, which has been no higher than
in OECD and Latin American countries (Young 1995). Since high rates of
absorption have eliminated surplus labor in Korea, future growth will have
to come mainly from capital deepening and productivity increases. This
has been recognized since the early 1980s when the revised fifth plan
(1984–1986) proposed to raise outlays for research and development and
expand the supply of scientists and engineers, both of which promote pro-
ductivity increases.

Challenges to state economic leadership from the chaebŏl and other
economic interest groups are likely to continue. In the 1980s, govern-
ments responded with statements on the proper economic role of the
state in the fifth plan (1982–1986), which said that the government would
reduce its intervention in the market mechanism, and a sixth plan
(1987–1991) assertion that governmental economic management was to
be conducted so as to promote private-sector initiative. In the seventh
plan (1992–1996), the emphasis was upon indicative rather than directive
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planning, while the NEP (June 1993) promised to reduce regulation and
intervention so that the private sector would propel development while
the government played “only a supplementary role” (Young 1995: 519).
However, the government still wanted to encourage investment in indus-
tries expected to gain comparative advantage (fifth plan), build housing
for low-income households (sixth and revised sixth plan (1988–1991)),
and restrict borrowing to encourage chaebŏl specialization (NEP). Such
contradictions between word and deed are consistent with Korea’s tradi-
tion of government leadership. It also indicates that despite challenges,
the tradition lives on.

The relevance of the Korean experience for other countries depends
on whether causal factors exist or can be reproduced elsewhere. Among
those mentioned earlier are political stability, state economic leadership,
strong policy implementation, and national characteristics such as ethnic
homogeneity, compact geography, lack of natural resources, and a Confu-
cian cultural heritage. These are either not reproducible or not easily
reproducible. Also included were the state’s priorities (economic growth
first), and its focus on industrial policy in a basically market setting. These
latter distinguish South Korea from North Korea, which shares the south’s
non-reproducible attributes, and shows that neither the south’s success
nor the north’s failure are historically or regionally specific.11

If any causes of Korea’s rapid industrialization can be reproduced or
generalized, it is the policy causes. Export expansion, high investment
ratios, and labor market competition have been achieved by adopting pol-
icies to promote exports, assist investors, and encourage market wage
determination. Establishing a developmental state, or state economic
leadership focused on industrial policy, is another matter. This requires
that economic growth be given top priority, that it have political backing,
and that public servants be sufficiently capable and disciplined to
implement economic policies. If anything reduces the relevance of the
Korean experience for other countries, it is that they do not meet these
requirements.

The World Bank makes the same point in The East Asian Miracle when it
says that many countries lack “the high level of institutional capacity”
needed for “highly directed interventions” (World Bank 1994: 25). Indus-
trial policy has been the main “highly directed intervention” in Korea but
the World Bank is skeptical of intervention because it violates the
accepted view that because intervention cannot be incentive-neutral it
must be inefficient. The success of East Asian economies like Korea con-
tradicts this view, so the Bank argues that success occurred despite inter-
vention, or because intervention has been “market-friendly” since it has
been selective (i.e., highly directed) and designed to correct market fail-
ures or enhance competition (World Bank 1994: 84–86).

The controversy over industrial policy should not obscure the fact that
the World Bank’s developmental states have built the institutions and
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adopted the policies needed to implement rapid industrialization. “The
East Asian Miracle” is mistitled because there is nothing miraculous about
rapid industrialization in East Asian countries like Korea. What is relevant
is their long-term commitment to economic growth, generally consistent
and correct policy choices, and capacity to focus on and solve economic
problems. Korea has met these requirements, which is all too rare, and
has done so by hard work and foresight without the aid of any miracles.

Notes
1 There is relatively little industry or service activity in rural areas. See Ho (1982:

973–990).
2 For instance, United Nations (1960: ch. 2).
3 For more details see Kanesa-Thasan (1969: 257–276).
4 McNamara provides case studies of leading Korean entrepreneurs during the

colonial era which illustrate these points (see McNamara 1990). Note that par-
allels between today’s chaebŏl and Korean colonial enterprise are not simply a
matter of inheritance. Only three of the twenty largest chaebŏl in 1986 were
founded under the Japanese (see Fields 1995: 33).

5 These points are made in more detail by Metzger to explain Taiwan’s industri-
alization, but apply to Korea as well (see Metzger 1989: 141–195).

6 The “turning point” from surplus to shortage probably occurred in 1975 (see
Bai 1982: 117–140).

7 For more on the financial bottleneck and Korea’s experience during the Asian
financial crisis, see “Symposium on the Korean Financial Crisis: Causes and
Challenges” (1998: 609–670). It is concentration, or domination of particular
markets, not size, which allows exercise of monopoly power. In addition, esti-
mates to show size exaggerate when they use sales rather than value-added.
Sales of one affiliate to another are counted twice while the contribution of
non-affiliated suppliers is included in chaebŏl sales when it should not be, and
differences between sales and value-added can be substantial. In 1978, for
example, combined sales of the top ten chaebŏl equaled 30.1 percent of GNP
(see Fields 1995: 37). Value-added by the top ten equaled only 10.9 percent
(see Jones 1987: 98).

8 This poses a “moral hazard” faced by any large debtor, namely that if bank-
ruptcy is no threat, there is little incentive to undertake the difficult steps
needed to avoid the problem.

9 For further discussion of this point, see Haggard and Moon 1996: 210–237,
esp. pp. 230–237.

10 The results have certainly been better, which may be attributed to bureaucratic
discipline, strong implementation, and better training as well as to insulation.
Although mistakes have been made (see Kuznets 1982: Supplement), insula-
tion has allowed a particularly able group of technocrats to advance good pol-
icies and avoid bad ones. They do not deserve to be labeled “eremites in ivory
towers” (Woo 1991: 191) or “A-TKEs” (American-trained Korean economists)
who have swallowed free-market theory and are applying it uncritically to
Korean circumstances (see Amsden 1994: 87–125).

11 This point contradicts the view that “the development ‘successes’ of Taiwan
and Korea are historically and regionally specific, and therefore provide no
readily adaptable models for other developing countries” (Cumings 1987: 81).
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4 Transformations in Korean
capitalism
A case study of the Hyundai
Business Group

Seung-Ho Kwon and Chung-Sok Suh1

Chaebŏl managerial capitalism in comparative perspective

The historical evolution of large-scale capitalist business entities is a fre-
quently canvassed topic of research across a variety of related disciplines,
including economics, business history, and management. Most research,
however, has focused on multinational enterprises in the West and Japan.2

Relatively little attention has been paid to these enterprises in the newly
emergent capitalist economies of Eastern Asia, especially South Korea.3

This is surprising, given the dominant role of family-controlled conglom-
erates, the chaebŏl, in the course of Korea’s rapid industrialization, and the
position of Korea in the world economy.4 In Chapter 3, Paul Kuznets high-
lighted the chaebŏl as one of the significant institutions of Korean capital-
ism which helped propel the country’s economic and societal
transformation. The chaebŏl are also integral to our effort to uncover the
dynamics of capitalist modernity in contemporary Korea. In this chapter
we take a case study approach to understanding the historical trajectory of
a large Korean conglomerate, the Hyundai Business Group, focusing in
particular upon its relationship to the Korean state, and the unique char-
acter of its managerial organization within the capitalist world after 1945.

One of the prevalent themes in the study of large corporations is the
evolutionary nature of capitalism. Many scholars have sought to under-
stand the relationship between the emergence and development of multi-
national enterprises and the logic of the capitalist transformation.
Pioneering work in the field came from Alfred Chandler, who published
Strategy and Structure in 1962 and The Visible Hand: The Managerial Evolution
in American Business in 1977. Chandler charted the transformation of Amer-
ican capitalism from the period when it was dominated by single entrepre-
neur-owned and controlled enterprises to the era of stock-exchange listed
companies governed by professional managers.5 He contended that in
response to increasingly complicated and expanding business systems and
highly competitive market forces, single family-owned controlled firms
developed professional management systems to run their companies. This
critical strategic innovation laid the foundations for growth of large-scale,



multi-divisional industrial corporations. In the process, ownership and
management of the company became separated. While the owners were
listed on the stock-exchange, managerial control of the company was taken
over by the professionals. Chandler applied the term ‘managerial capital-
ism’, to describe this development in American capitalism (Chandler,
1990a, 1992; Chandler and Daems, 1980).

Over time, the traditional nature of business activities regulated by free
market forces was replaced by oligopolistic enterprises which had grown
to economies of scale and scope and were thus able to take advantage of
reduced transaction costs. This resulted in increased productivity and a
stable supply of resources for production. In the course of developing
such enterprises, the levels of strategic activity and the structural units
themselves became more diversified. Chandler (1990a) argued that in
order to achieve economies of scale and scope, managers pursued diversi-
fication strategies which led to the creation of horizontally combined and
vertically integrated companies. To control complicated managerial activ-
ities, the corporations established a centralized managerial control unit,
what Chandler termed ‘the M-Form structure’ (Chandler, 1982).

Chandler’s studies have been a major force behind the rise of the study
of large-scale industrial enterprises in other advanced countries. Some
analyses focusing on European capitalism have provoked controversy by
asserting that variations in the timing, degree, and forms of growth
between European and American firms gave rise to somewhat disparate
enterprise and country-specific paths of capitalist transformation
(Schmitz, 1993: 28–48). However, other scholars have shown that the
American pattern was not unique, and that somewhat similar patterns of
capital transformation have occurred in Europe.6

By contrast, social scientists have emphasized the unique character of
the historical transformation of industrial capitalism in Japan. Most have
pointed to the distinctive role of the state in Japanese capitalism. In the
pre-1945 era, the imperial state played a fundamental role in developing a
brand of family-controlled oligopolistic industrial capitalism within the
empire. In the postwar era, however, the American military government
forced the restructuring of the zaibatsu (Chandler, 1982: 21–22). Lazonick
(1991) identified a pattern whereby ‘collective capitalism’ eventually
superseded the family-controlled zaibatsu. He argued that ultimate control
by family members of the business was lost to the top management of the
core companies in the conglomerate. These managers then established
vertically integrated business systems across the core and satellite com-
panies of the former zaibatsu in order to obtain competitive advantages for
business activities (Lazonick, 1991: 36–43).7 Japanese conglomerates diver-
sified their companies through further expansion and by founding
more satellite companies. In the US and Europe, on the other hand,
diversification occurred more often through merger or acquisition
(Church, 1993: 36).
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Three propositions from the literature on big business and global
capitalism provide signposts for the chapter. Our first marker relates to
the nature of the external environment which shapes the pattern of the
transformation. As we have seen above, different external forces produce
variations in the characteristics of local capitalist development. How, then,
did Korea’s external environment shape the evolution of the chaebŏl and
what implications does this have for our study of the Hyundai group?
Specifically, what role did the Korean state play in shaping the evolution
of the chaebŏl? Our second proposition arises from Chandler’s thesis about
the strategy, structure, and evolution of American firms. Chandler noted
that the long-term economic and managerial strategies of firms led to
significant structural changes in the firm’s organization and business, and
that these changes provided companies with additional leverage and com-
petitiveness in domestic and international markets. We therefore ask the
question: In what ways has the Hyundai group organized its business
enterprise to deal with the increasing complexity and range of products
and services offered by its companies? Our third proposition relates to the
role of professional managers as agents in the transformation of enter-
prises from small family businesses to large-scale industrial corporations.
In American and Japanese firms, the initiative of managers stands out as
one of the distinctive features of modern capitalism. ‘Managerial capital-
ism’ distinguishes modern corporations from family businesses of the past,
and the use of professional management results in a separation between
the ownership and managerial control over the large industrial enter-
prises. To what extent did Hyundai follow the path which led to profes-
sional management of the company?

The following three sections examine the historical transformation of
the Hyundai Business Group, focusing on its three major subsidiaries,
Hyundai Engineering and Construction Company (HECC), Hyundai
Motor Company (HMC), and Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI). The
analysis is divided into three chronological periods which follow the dis-
tinctive stages of growth patterns of the Hyundai conglomerate. These
eras are the mid-1940s through to the late 1960s and early 1970s, the
decade from 1972 to 1982, and 1982 to the 1997 economic crisis. We also
compare the evolution of Hyundai with that of other Korean chaebŏl in
order to identify distinguishing characteristics of Korean capitalism. The
concluding section discusses the implications of the findings in this
chapter for our understanding of ongoing changes in the structure of
chaebŏl following the 1997 economic crisis.

Family business and patriarchal control at Hyundai: 1946 to
the 1960s

Hyundai had its origins in a rice wholesale business established by its
founder Chung Ju Yung in the 1930s and in an automobile repair shop
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established in the early 1940s. The Hyundai Engineering and Construc-
tion Company was founded in 1947, but its business was negligible until
the mid-1950s. Until that time it operated mainly as a small civil engin-
eering subcontractor, and undertook mostly simple maintenance and
repair work (Park, 1982: 68–69). In the decade following the mid-1950s,
the small family business was transformed into a modern industrial enter-
prise engaged principally in construction activities. This section will
explain some of the underlying reasons for the company’s success in the
late 1950s and 1960s. To do this, we should have a better understanding of
the role of the state in South Korea’s post-1945 economic development.

The dominant theme running through most literature on Korean
capitalism is the role of the state. The Korean government’s ‘developmen-
talist’ (Amsden, 1989) and ‘interventionist’ (Wade, 1990) approach to the
economy has been a major factor in the country’s rapid industrialization
in the latter half of the twentieth century. State-guided economic policies,
such as the five-year plan described by Kuznets, influenced the growth
strategy and structure of the chaebŏl in such a way as to help them obtain
oligopolistic or monopolistic conditions in the domestic market. This was
done to sharpen their competitive edge in domestic and international
markets. In this way, the Korean government played a vital role in the
transformation of Korean companies from originally small, family capital-
ist enterprises in the late 1940s, to large-scale industrial conglomerates of
today. But because of their similarities with Japanese companies in the
areas of state–business relations, family ownership, managerial control,
and the oligopolistic nature of business practices, the chaebŏl are often
compared with the pre-war Japanese corporation (Jones and SaKong,
1980; Kang, 1990; Kim, 1997; Kuk, 1988; Rhee, 1994; Yang, 1991).8 As Paul
Kuznets pointed out, the chaebŏl are a Korean variant of the colonial
zaibatsu. The evolution of Korean conglomerates has often therefore been
interpreted as a permutation of the Japanese model of corporate capital-
ism. We agree with some elements of this argument, but also place
emphasis upon the distinctive features of the Korean chaebŏl. In particular,
a dominant and singular aspect of the Hyundai Business Group is that
the chaebŏl’s business operations and governance have remained under
the direct control of family owners since its inception. Given that this
tendency exists in other chaebŏl, we conclude that Korean capitalist moder-
nity has evolved in the broader context of a state-sponsored family
corporatism.

The close ties that Hyundai’s founder developed with the state were a
major factor in the chaebŏl’s transformation in the 1950s and 1960s. HECC,
for example, obtained a series of contracts with the American Military
Forces in Korea (AMFK) during the Korean War (1950–1953), and
emerged after the conflict with well-established political ties and as one of
Korea’s leading construction companies. It joined a construction cartel,
whose members were awarded the government’s major war recovery
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construction projects which were implemented under foreign aid
schemes.9 The government awarded HECC with the First Han River
Bridge Reconstruction Project in 1957. Worth 32 million won, it was one
of the largest national projects, and HECC soon became Korea’s sixth
largest construction company (Kong, 1994: 221–222, 236; Lee, 1985:
102–107; Lee, 1994: 107–109, 127–138).

Despite engaging with other leading chaebŏl in corrupt business activities
during the 1950s, HECC was treated as a favoured construction company
by the Park Chung Hee military government (1961–1979).10 Other large
construction companies, such as Daedong and Chungang, had a less
favourable relationship with the government. HECC’s privileged position
allowed it to secure a position of market leadership. During the first
(1962–1966) and second (1967–1971) five-year plans, the company suc-
ceeded in obtaining a series of large national infrastructure construction
projects, such as highways, dams, power plants, and factories, thus creating
a framework for rapid expansion. The vital role of the state is readily appar-
ent in an analysis of the contribution that government projects made to the
total value of contracts obtained by HECC. Their contribution to HECC
earnings grew from 41 per cent (732 million won) between 1953 and 1961
under the Rhee government to 88 per cent (44,555 million won) between
1963 and 1971 (HECC, 1982: 579, 638–639, 1096–1143). This enabled
Hyundai aggressively to diversify its businesses and to achieve economies of
scale and scope in production and market share in the heavy and
machinery industries from the 1970s onward. In the process, the manager-
ial structure of the company was formalized to underpin the founder’s
continuing control over business and managerial activities.

Once it was well established at home, HECC entered the overseas con-
struction market with the Pattani Narathiwat Highway project
(1966–1968) in Thailand. The company then went on to projects in
Vietnam, Guam, Papua New Guinea and Australia. Its participation in the
economic boom associated with the Vietnam War contributed much to
the growth of the corporation. The annual earnings of HECC grew from
1,500 won in 1947 to 200 million won in 1959, and then to 19,000 million
won in 1969 (HECC, 1982: 588–590, 614). The international experience
and profits provided by the war accelerated the company’s expansion into
the Middle East construction market in the 1970s, and resulted in HECC
becoming Korea’s leading construction exporter.11

Vertical integration of Hyundai’s construction businesses

During the late 1950s and 1960s, Hyundai’s growth strategy was premised
on a ‘one set’ approach. This constituted a typical diversification strategy
for Korean chaebŏl, the objective of which was to vertically integrate related
businesses in order to obtain a combined competitive advantage. In the
case of Hyundai, the core company, HECC, generated a sizeable demand
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for building materials in connection with the large-scale construction con-
tracts it obtained. Hyundai met this demand internally by establishing
seven subsidiaries in the 1960s, six of which were dedicated to the produc-
tion, for internal use, of various construction materials such as slate,
cement and concrete. These subsidiaries supplied construction materials
to HECC at a lower cost than those obtainable from external suppliers.
Hyundai Motor Company (HMC), established in 1968, was also incorpo-
rated into the ‘one set’ system to augment the heavy construction equip-
ment capacity of HECC, and to meet the construction needs associated
with greater use of complicated heavy construction equipment. Although
this ‘one set’ approach to construction had certain built-in structural
rigidities, it was vital to sustaining the leading position of HECC in the
construction market.

Formal patriarchal control

Until the mid-1950s, the management of Hyundai was typical of a small-
scale single-family business employing less than 100 workers. Its manager-
ial structure was informal, organized around Chung Ju Yung’s kin, his
friends, business associates and engineering experts. Chung was intimately
involved in daily management decisions, and managers were assigned
tasks by him directly (Chŏn, 1984: 62–85; HECC, 1982: 141, 539–551, 561;
Kim, 1991: 259).

This protean, idiosyncratic managerial style yielded to a more formal
managerial structure, but one also largely based on kinship. Thus, when
the company adopted a professional managerial system in 1950, Chung’s
two younger brothers and one brother-in-law were placed on the manage-
ment board, along with four of Chung’s friends. This formalization of
management paralleled the growth in the scope and size of the business.
By the mid-1960s, the sectional organization of HECC had largely been
converted to a department-oriented one.12

The continued expansion of the business was the major factor which
contributed to the continued evolution of HECC’s organizational structure
(HECC, 1982: 544–550, 573–574, 627–628; Monthly Chŏngkyŏng Munhwa,
December 1984: 150–151). The number of top executives increased from a
single person, President Chung, in 1950, to eleven in 1964, and to seven-
teen in 1968 (see Table 4.1). The expansion of hierarchical positions at the
top management board level was accompanied by the adoption of a chair-
person system. Chung appointed a member of his family to manage each
of Hyundai’s subsidiaries.13 This kinship strategy was instrumental in allow-
ing him to maintain effective and efficient control over the increasing
number of subsidiaries in the various areas of the business of Hyundai and
HECC (Chŏn, 1984: 91; HECC, 1982: 623–625).14

The executives selected for the data were based on employment con-
ditions. Those who were appointed by the shareholders’ meeting were
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selected here, and other managers whose employment conditions were
determined by company regulations were excluded (HECC, 1982:
549–550, 572–573, 623–625).

The emergence of a cadre of professional managers within a structure
dominated by the family hierarchy was a significant development. Of
twenty-two managerial executives hired in 1970, eleven were products of
the so-called ‘Open Recruitment System’ (ORS), begun in 1958 for four-
year university graduates. These recruits were internally promoted from
their entry point at the bottom rung of the white-collar employees’ ladder.
They were supervised by the founder’s kin and personal associates. The
professionalization of management effected a significant advance in the
scope and quality of decision-making. A typical example was the evolution
of planning functions. The first formal planning body emerged in the
form of a section in 1965. To support the strategic decisions of the top
managers, it evolved into a HECC department in 1967. In conformity with
the rapid growth of HECC and Hyundai, the department became a plan-
ning management office organized with four sections in 1969, while its
function and size further expanded to cover various policy developments
in business planning, personnel and finance (HECC, 1982: 627). This
allowed Hyundai management to maintain more effective and senior
levels of control over its rapidly diversifying businesses. Hence, direct
supervision of operational workplace matters by top management was
gradually transferred to a professional management class. As a result,
various aspects of Hyundai’s business activities, including work methods,
employment and union relations, were gradually rationalized. Although
there were problems in company managerial strategy, restructuring and
rigid subordination of businesses within the conglomerate, the manage-
ment structure and business practices employed by Hyundai during this
period functioned sufficiently well to allow the company virtually to
monopolize key products of the construction industry by the 1970s.
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Table 4.1 Changes in managerial structure of HECC by number of position
holders, 1950s to 1960s

Year 1950 Late 1950s 1964 January 1968 1970

Chairman – – – – 1
President 1 1 1 1 1
Vice-president – 1 1 1 5
Chunmu – 3 2 4 2
Sangmu – 4 7 11 6
Yisa a 6 n/a n/a n/a 7

Total 1 9 11 17 15

Note
a Yisa was excluded in the total number due to its inconsistent data.



Oligopolistic capitalism: patriarchal and managerial
hierarchy at Hyundai, 1972 to 1982

In the 1970s and early 1980s the state continued to play a critical role in
the evolution of the company. David Kang (Chapter 7, this volume) notes
that during the Fourth Republic, Park Chung Hee used his executive
authority to promote big chemical and heavy industries. His government
designed a strategy to prompt chaebŏl to diversify aggressively into these
fields. Hyundai expanded the operations of its car company and moved
into the shipbuilding industry in 1974 by establishing Hyundai Heavy
Industries. The diversification strategy built upon the successful construc-
tion business of HECC, which took on projects requiring heavy and indus-
trial machinery, thereby creating an internal market for such equipment.
To this end, the existing ‘one set’ approach, which had been created for
low-cost market competition, was revised to suit the various heavy and
machinery industries in which Hyundai was now engaged. The heavy con-
struction works of HECC, the automobile production of HMC and the
shipbuilding of HHI became the dominant businesses of Hyundai, and
the conglomerate soon developed an oligopolistic production and market
position in certain key products of the Korean economy. To this extent,
the ‘capitalist pluralism’ of this period was one characterized by the near
monopoly of chaebŏl-produced heavy industrial goods. The ‘pluralism’ was
thus an externally oriented one; domestic markets were heavily regulated,
not only from external competition, but from potential internal chal-
lenges as well.

Although HECC faced financial insolvency at the end of the Vietnam
War, the decline in overseas contracts was compensated for by obtaining a
series of large-scale government construction projects which were part of
the third and fourth five-year economic development plans in the 1970s.15

HECC’s most important new business, however, was in the Middle Eastern
construction market. The Arab Shipbuilding and Repair Yard project in
Bahrain was a critical contract for the company. Worth US$114 million, it
lasted from 1975 to 1978. With its success in this benchmark project,
HECC soon expanded its market position in the region, winning various
large and heavy industrial contracts, including the Jubail Industrial
Harbour project in Saudi Arabia (1976–1982), which was worth US$940
million. This entry into the Middle East construction market had import-
ant implications for the growth of HECC and Hyundai. This market
expansion enabled HECC to become an international construction
company no longer dependent on its domestic market, which had up
until 1975 accounted for over 80 per cent of the corporation’s projects.
Between 1976 and 1981 the Korean market accounted for less than 30 per
cent of company projects. Even so, Korean contracts remained important
for the overall well-being of the company.16 Given the chaebŏl’s internal
vertical structure, the significant expansion of Hyundai’s heavy industry
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companies created a large internal demand for materials. This, in turn,
enabled the conglomerate to enhance its monopolistic position in the
local construction scene during the 1970s (HECC, 1982: 706, 735, 913,
1088–1089).

The evolution of Hyundai’s car and shipbuilding industries

In 1968, HMC, like existing Korean automobile companies, began to
operate as a completely knocked down (CKD) assembler. Under assembly
and technological cooperation agreements with the Ford Motor
Company, car parts were imported and assembled, but not produced in
Korea. In early 1973, the partnership between HMC and Ford ended over
disagreements regarding managerial control of HMC.17 In 1974, the
company developed and produced the ‘Pony’, a low-cost, small-sized pas-
senger car. Technological support and 10 per cent of the capital for the
project came from Mitsubishi Motors of Japan. Based on the success of the
first model, the initial stage of a mass production system was established in
1979. It was designed to produce 100,000 passenger cars annually (HMC,
1987: 34–38, 1992: 362–547; Monthly Chungkyeong Munhwa, February 1986:
166–167).

But Hyundai’s expansion was hit by the second oil price hike, a crisis
from which it recovered with the assistance of the industrial restructuring
policies of the new Chun Doo Hwan military government (1981–1988),
which granted a monopoly to the company for the production of small-
sized passenger cars. Internally, HMC changed its production strategy
from a focus on the domestic market to an emphasis on export. A good
example of this new era of thinking was the company’s decision in 1983 to
produce cars in Canada. As a result of the success of the company’s mass
production system, overall sales increased sharply from 528 million won in
1968 to 26,092 million won in 1976 and to 430,149 million won in 1982
(HMC, 1992: 418, 548–628, 1084, 1099; Lee Ho, 1993: 121).

The establishment of Hyundai Heavy Industries in 1974 was a signific-
ant milestone in the history of the Korean economy and the turning point
for the company’s entry into large-scale shipbuilding. The industry was a
critical target of the government’s economic strategies in the 1970s.
Thereafter, whenever the shipbuilding industry was in crisis, the state
intervened to protect it.18 In the years following the 1974 oil shock, for
example, HHI received more state assistance than any of the other ship-
building companies, gaining 67.2 per cent of all government-backed
orders between 1975 and 1980. The growth of HHI was also associated
with the expansion of HECC into the Middle East construction market.
HECC functioned as a supportive base for the shipping industry because
of its requirements for various heavy industrial products, including off-
shore steel structures and barges. HHI sales increased rapidly from 58,840
million won in 1974 to 992,876 million won in 1983. In that year the
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company became the world’s largest shipbuilder (HHI, 1992: 391–392,
459, 461–463, 547, 1487).

Overall, the total sales of the Hyundai conglomerate increased more
than one hundredfold in the period from 1973 to 1984, from 5,200
million won to 69,792 hundred million won. Between 1978 and 1980 its
contribution to the national economy increased from 8.56 per cent to 9.5
per cent of South Korea’s Gross National Product (Kuk, 1988: 67; Lee,
1990: 16; Park, 1979: 364). Table 4.2 shows the rapid expansion of
Hyundai and the leading roles played by HECC, HMC and HHI. Owing to
the intensive diversification practices of Hyundai away from a base domin-
ated by the construction business and into large-scale heavy industries (see
Table 4.2), the role of the three main companies in Hyundai’s total sales
actually declined in the mid-1970s and early 1980s. This does not imply
that the role of the three companies had been replaced by others. Rather,
it shows the increased role of Hyundai’s other subsidiaries, which
developed as a result of the systematic organization of monopolistic pro-
duction and market strategies in the heavy and machinery industries from
the late 1970s onward. It is to this latter point that we shall now turn our
attention.

Vertical and horizontal integration of Hyundai’s heavy and
machine industries

In the 1970s and 1980s Hyundai revised its vertically integrated ‘one set’
managerial approach in order to permit the chaebŏl’s heavy machine
industries to benefit from economies of scale. The strategy entailed the
establishment of new companies to supply common materials and parts.
By 1985, a total of eleven such support businesses had been set up. Inchon
Steel, for example, supplied steel at low internal prices for heavy industrial
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Table 4.2 Total annual sales of Hyundai, HECC, HMC, and HHI, selective years
from 1968 to 1980 (Unit: 100 million won)

Year 1968 1973 1977 1978 1979 1980

Group total (A) 129 520 14,799 19,049 22,428 32,620
HECC 124 315 5,360 6,353 6,173 10,517
HMC 5 179 5,930 2,158 2,690 2,249
HHI n/a n/a 4,309 4,013 2,051 3,751
Total (B) 129 484 10,500 12,424 10,914 15,751

Ratio (%: B/A) 100.00 93.07 70.95 65.22 48.66 51.35

Source: Derived from You (1991: 67); Park (1979: 364); Lee (1989: 19); HECC (1982:
1088–1089); HHI (1992: 1487); HMC (1992: 1084); Maeil Economic Newspaper (1985: 802).

Note
Total sales amount in 1968 is calculated by only those of HECC and HMC due to absence of
other data.



structures made by HECC, ships constructed by HHI and automobiles
manufactured by HMC. Integration, however, extended beyond the
support and core companies. Among the top three companies, businesses
were closely managed and tightly integrated under the direct control of
top management. Table 4.3 shows changes in the sourcing of HECC pro-
jects over a twenty-year period and the increasing internal business coop-
eration between HECC and other Hyundai companies, especially in the
latter part of the 1970s.

The ‘one set’ approach played an important role in helping the
three major companies secure a sizeable, often dominant, share of
domestic and international product markets. In 1977, for example,
Hyundai produced sixteen products which had monopoly or semi-mon-
opoly status in the domestic market, including automobiles, slate, steel,
pipes and ships (Cho, 1991: 193). Between 1977 and 1981, HECC
obtained over 20 per cent of the total value of projects undertaken by
Korean construction companies in overseas markets (HECC, 1982: 659,
836). HMC’s share of the domestic motor vehicle market increased from
19.4 per cent in 1970 to 62 per cent in the second half of the 1970s
(HMC, 1992: 116).19 HHI held 77.4 per cent of the domestic ship con-
struction market between 1976 and 1978, and its share of the inter-
national shipbuilding industry almost doubled from 1.7 per cent in 1973
to 3 per cent in 1974.

As a result of this rapid growth, by the late 1970s Hyundai had become
the leading chaebŏl in Korea. Its annual average growth rate, as measured
by total sales, was over 11 per cent between 1980 and 1984. Samsung and
Daewoo grew at less than 9 per cent (Kim, 1986: 175). The expansion of
Hyundai’s heavy and machinery industry businesses resulted in a substan-
tial increase in its workforce, and a regional concentration of its produc-
tion also occurred, particularly in the Ulsan industrial area of South
Kyongsang province where by 1982 50,695 workers were employed in
eighteen Hyundai companies (Lee, 1989: 15, 35).
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Table 4.3 Changes in the internal sourcing of HECC industrial projects, 1961 to
1981 (Unit: million won, %)

Period 1961–1970 1971–1975 1976–1981 Total

Projects
Total number 15 15 27 57
Internal source 1 6 21 28

Contract amount
Total (A) 4,042 633,635 84,233 151,910
Internal source (B) 1,780 2,132 56,438 60,342
B/A (%) 44.0 33.0 66.9 47.9

Source: Derived from the construction lists of HECC in HECC (1982: 1096–1165).



Combining patriarchal and managerial hierarchies

In response to the sustained growth of the corporation, and as part of a strat-
egy to maintain and consolidate the central authority of Chung Ju Yung, his
kin and his associates, the company restructured its management. Profes-
sional management groups, especially those in HECC, were reorganized to
form a second-tier position in a revised hierarchical structure which under-
pinned the central control of top managers. Unlike American or Japanese
companies, Hyundai developed a unique style of ‘managerial capitalism’. In
particular, the chaebŏl combined a managerial hierarchy with its older patriar-
chal authority, but in a way that strengthened the power of Chung and his
associates. Moreover, the unique character of management–ownership rela-
tions at Hyundai evolved at a time when one might expect, based on Japan-
ese and American case studies, that management would gain a stronger
controlling hand in the everyday running of the company. That this did not
happen was a function of the determination of the Chung to maintain his
influence over the corporation and to the willingness of a new generation of
his family to take on leadership positions in the business.

The first major structural change began in the latter part of the 1970s,
and involved the replacement of the existing department system with divi-
sions. The size of departments had rapidly increased over the course of
the decade. This forced a new division of responsibilities within larger
managerial units. For example, the number of executives in HECC rose
from twenty-six in 1975 to ninety-five in 1982. Similarly, there were twenty
executives in HHI in 1976 and forty-eight in 1982 (Kwon, 1997: 91). All in
all, the introduction of a division structure constituted a formal bureau-
cratization of the large-scale division system. Figure 4.1 simplifies the man-
agerial structure of Hyundai which developed from this time.
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Figure 4.1 Formal managerial structure of Hyundai since 1979 (source: drawn
from the analysis by the authors).



Important changes also occurred at the top decision-making level. A
chairperson system and a Group Planning Office were established in 1979.
Three years later, all chairperson positions with the exception of the chair
of HHI were held by the founder. This enabled Chung to be formally
involved in every aspect of the business and management of the chaebŏl’s
three biggest companies in its subsidiaries. The Group Planning Office
grew out of the planning office which had been set up in HECC in the
1960s to develop a management science capability, and to support top
management in the creation, implementation and monitoring of long-
term business plans (HECC, 1982: 627, 776, 786; HHI, 1992: 533). The
role of the new Group Planning Office was critical to Hyundai’s ability to
derive benefits from economies of scale and scope and from the system-
atic integration of its businesses, or what Ansoff describes as the ‘synergy
effect’ (Ansoff, 1969).20 From his position in the Group Planning Office,
Chung was able to maintain oversight and control of Hyundai’s busi-
nesses.21

In addition to creating a centrally controlled managerial structure,
Chung continued to place his kin in top managerial positions. In the
1970s, his brothers were given high-ranking posts in strategic subsidiaries.
The organizational chart of Hyundai for 1979 reveals that four of Chung’s
brothers were appointed presidents of subsidiary positions, and that a
brother-in-law was appointed Chairman of HHI (Kim, 1985: 269–270;
Park, 1979: 360). While the major companies presided over by Chung’s
four brothers were legally separate from Hyundai, they nevertheless func-
tioned as satellite chaebŏl through an interconnected business structure
and exchange of senior executives. Hyundai products were supplied to the
satellite chaebŏl; and Mando Machinery Company, a subsidiary of the
Hanra Group, which itself had close ties with Hyundai, supplied auto parts
to HMC.

The kinship structure, which was unique to global multinational com-
panies, expanded further with the emergence of a second generation of the
founder’s family in the early 1980s. Younger members of Chung Ju Yung’s
family who had been employed as middle or senior managers in the 1970s
gradually took over key positions in the managerial structure. In the context
of a Confucian socio-cultural tradition in which the father and the eldest
son are given authority in decision-making, a strong patriarchal kinship
system was effective in securing the authority of Chung’s power in Hyundai.
In this sense, cultural values favoured Chung, the eldest brother and father,
in managerial decision-making (Chang, 1988: 51–57; Chŏn, 1984: 436–444;
Chŏng, 1989: 291; HECC, 1982: 1081; Kim, 1985: 269–270, 290–291; Kim
and Kim, 1989: 27–46; Monthly Chosŏn, September 1980: 281–283).22

But kinship alone was not enough to guarantee Chung’s power. Many
professional managers who had been loyal to the family for decades, espe-
cially those from HECC, were also promoted. The initial diffusion of pro-
fessional managers into management positions during the 1960s was
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accelerated in the 1970s with the rapid expansion of Hyundai as a whole.
In the organizational chart for 1981, of sixty-one top managerial execu-
tives in sixteen Hyundai subsidiaries, twenty-eight executives came from
those who had been hired in the late 1960s under the formal recruitment
system and who had served for over ten years in HECC.23 With such
service, they in effect supported the kinship structure and central author-
ity of top management (HECC, 1982: 1081–1082).

Several factors contributed to the emergence of HECC-backed profes-
sional executives at Hyundai. Historically, HECC had functioned as the
parent company in executing the corporation’s overall growth strategy.
The diffusion of HECC-backed managers to other companies was neces-
sary due to the growth in interrelated business operations between HECC
and other branch companies. These executives were mostly middle man-
agers who had worked for a long time under the direct supervision of the
founder in the 1960s, a relationship which was crucial for the continued
implementation of the founder’s managerial decisions. The experience of
the founder in construction work led him to prefer HECC-backed man-
agers, but these executives also helped to extend the patriarchal aspects of
managerial control during these years. As the professional management
class was regarded as a means of enforcing the central authority of top
management, so employment conditions extended to control the mass of
production workers. In this way, central control by the founder combined
with a kinship structure in the family hierarchy and the diffusion of
HECC-backed executives. The founder was thus able to maintain manage-
rial control of a large, rapidly expanding conglomerate.

Crisis at Hyundai: managerial strategies, 1982 to 1992

The increasing dependence of Hyundai upon large-scale heavy and
machinery exports made the company vulnerable to changes in the inter-
national supply and price levels of natural resources. A series of crises
beset the company in the 1980s, and these were exacerbated by the emer-
gence, from the mid-1980s onwards, of a mass, independent trade union
movement.24 These developments undermined the conglomerate’s low-
cost market approach and competitiveness. Politically and economically,
the state also became less well disposed towards the monopolistic capital-
ism of the chaebŏl. Yet, as David Kang discusses,25 chaebŏl successfully
fended off state efforts to ‘rationalize’ the car and power industries. From
the mid-1980s, Hyundai redirected its investment from heavy and
machinery industries to technologically intensive, high value-added indus-
tries such as microelectronics and services. The three major companies,
HECC, HMC and HHI, reorganized their business strategies to accommo-
date these changes.

In the early 1980s, HECC faced a number of political and economic
challenges. It suffered a sharp decline in its Middle East construction
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contracts as a result of adverse political and economic developments in
the region. Outdated construction technologies limited its potential
expansion into more advanced construction projects, such as nuclear
power plants. Consequently, from 1982, the company adopted a new long-
term growth strategy, focusing on high value-added engineering designs
and the development of advanced construction technologies. To over-
come its regional concentration in the Middle East, especially Saudi
Arabia, HECC made a concerted effort to increase its market penetration
in the Middle East, Asia, Africa, and Central and South America (HECC,
1982: 882–883, 913–916).26 This new strategy led to additional construc-
tion contracts overseas, including a hydro power plant in 1988 in Pakistan
worth US$680 million, and a polythene factory in 1990 in Libya valued at
US$330 million. At the same time, to maintain low labour costs, HECC’s
Korean construction workers were replaced by those from other develop-
ing world countries. Non-Koreans increased from 30 per cent of overseas
project workforce projects in the early 1980s to between 70 and 80 per
cent in the late 1980s (Chungang Economic Newspaper, 7 June, 10 July 1990,
6 July, 18 May, 24 October 1993, 28 February 1994; Korea Economy News-
paper, 24 March 1992; Monthly Chungang, October 1988: 378–381; Monthly
Chungkyŏng Munhwa, April 1983: 346).

At the time of HMC’s entry into mass production in the late 1970s, the
Korean automobile industry experienced a recession caused by a domestic
political crisis and the second oil price shock. To enable it to recover, the
new Chun Doo Hwan government (1981–1989) granted HMC a mon-
opoly on small-sized passenger cars. Into the late 1980s, then, the military
government continued to provide significant favours to Hyundai. Follow-
ing a recovery, HMC expanded its mass-production capacities with the
goal of dramatically increasing sales in the international market. Produc-
tion grew from 110,000 cars in 1979, to 300,000 in 1985, and to 890,000 in
1990. HMC also developed various models in the small (under 1,500cc)
and medium (under 2,500cc) classes of passenger cars through continued
technological cooperation with Mitsubishi. The success of its first effort to
export overseas – to Canada – enabled the company more easily to extend
its operations into the United States, which it did in 1986 with its competi-
tively priced Excel.27 This expansion into foreign markets, however, was
constrained by barriers of entry and rising production costs at home.

In the domestic market, HMC’s monopoly of small sized cars was
broken by Daewoo and Kia Motors in 1986. Domestic competition further
intensified with the entry into the car-manufacturing business of two other
chaebŏl, Ssangyong and Samsung. In response to these events, by 1993
HMC had developed a long-term business strategy known as the ‘Global
Top 10’. This aimed to make HMC, the twentieth largest car manu-
facturer in the world in 1992, one of the ten largest global car-makers by
2000. To achieve this goal, HMC accelerated its effort to increase export
markets, and further decentralized and localized production. Plants in
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Korea were to produce 800,000 cars annually; in Southeast Asia and South
America new and existing plants would build 320,000 units. HMC also
regionally diversified its exports in order to reduce its dependence on the
US market. In 1986 Hyundai Motors exported to sixty-five countries, but
by 1994 the number had risen to 141. This represented a dramatic
increase in the scope of the globalization of the company’s activities since
the 1970s (HMC, 1992: 592–754; Chosŏn Ilbo, 21 July 1993, 4 January, 6, 7,
9, 15 December, 1994; Chungang Ilbo, 18 July 1995; Dong’a Ilbo, 24 Novem-
ber 1995; Monthly Observer, November 1991: 292–304).28

Among the three largest Hyundai corporations, HHI suffered most seri-
ously from the 1979 worldwide recession. The Korean government,
however, once again used its power to help the chaebŏl. This time Chun’s
regime provided HHI with additional financial support and a monopoly
over the production of marine engines in excess of 6,000 horsepower. To
gain additional orders, HHI also adopted a low-cost market approach, and
in 1986 the company received contracts for twenty tankers and nine very
large crude carriers (VLCCs) out of a total of fifteen new VLCCs offered
on the international market. The impact of the recession was thus short-
lived, and HHI’s international market share increased from 3 per cent in
1974 to 18 per cent by 1986 (HHI, 1992: 514–535, 686–690; Korean Ship-
building Industries Association, 1991).

Even so, HHI’s shipbuilding business had inherent structural deficien-
cies related to its new low-cost market practices and its labour-intensive
mode of production. These features of its business also contradicted
industry trends. From the late 1970s, competitors had gradually moved
from large-scale, bulk carrier ship construction to micro- and technologi-
cally intensive product carriers. In addition, after the mid-1980s HHI’s
new mass trade unions demanded higher wages, and this ran counter to
the company’s low-cost market advantage. This problem was aggravated by
the emergence of shipbuilding in other developing countries such as
Brazil and China which had low labour costs. HHI’s market position
declined in the mid- to late 1980s. From 1986 to 1989 its domestic market
share went from 74.4 per cent to 31.4 per cent, and in the international
market its share went from 18 per cent to 10 per cent (HHI, 1992:
532–535, 544–547, 617–624, 730–735; Monthly Economic Review, September
1987: 73–86).

By the late 1980s, therefore, HHI was under pressure to abandon out-
dated production methods and to adopt a growth strategy based on the
production of high value-added ships that required an advanced level of
marine engineering. With assistance from the government and Hyundai
research and development institutes, the company automated production
lines and introduced new shipbuilding technologies. These efforts helped
boost the average value of ships constructed from US$30 million in 1981
to US$60.5 million in 1990. By 1993, production included the most tech-
nologically advanced ships, the liquefied natural gas carriers (LNG). In
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order to reduce its dependency upon the shipbuilding industry, HHI also
diversified into other heavy industrial goods, including marine products,
industrial plant and industrial robots. In the process of diversification,
Hyundai Steel Tower (1987), Hyundai Industrial Robots (1987) and
Hyundai Heavy Machinery and Equipment (1988) became independent
subsidiaries of HHI (HHI, 1992: 594, 659–665, 786, 961, 984–985; Chun-
gang Ilbo, 21 July 1995).

Product diversification: 1980s to early 1990s

In response to the structural problems resulting from its overdependence
upon heavy and machinery industries, Hyundai began to diversify into
higher value-added industries such as microelectronics and services. Of
the corporation’s fifty-four subsidiaries in 1994, twenty-five were estab-
lished after the mid-1980s as part of this strategy (Hyundai Group Public
Relations Office, 1994: 80–81). A typical example of the new companies
was Hyundai Electronic Industries (HEI), founded in 1983 to produce
semi-conductors and various microelectronic products such as computers,
automotive electronic products and telecommunications systems. Once
again, the switch into these fields was encouraged by the government. In
its economic policies that favoured technologically intensive industries,
the government gave special attention to helping companies produce the
semi-conductor.

Using market demand in Korea – in designing automotive electronics
for HMC, for example – HEI started on a path designed to make the
company a leading international electronics firm. To that end, HEI suc-
ceeded in developing the 4M Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM)
in 1989, the 16M DRAM in 1991, and the 64M DRAM in 1993. These were
collaborative research and development projects involving the Korean
government and other semi-conductor companies, including Samsung
and Lucky Goldstar. These and other inventions helped increase HEI
sales from three million wŏn in 1984 to two trillion (2,075,000 million)
wŏn in 1994 (Hyundai Electronics Industries, 1994; Chosŏn Ilbo, 24 July
1994; Shin Dong-Ah, February 1987: 340–348). During this period, the rela-
tive importance of HECC, HMC and HHI for Hyundai’s profits declined
(Table 4.4). While the total sales of Hyundai products grew, the depen-
dence of the conglomerate upon the profits made from its three core
companies decreased. In 1977 the ‘big three’ accounted for over 70 per
cent of earnings, while in 1993 they accounted for only 31 per cent. Figure
4.2 also shows the burgeoning structure of Hyundai in 1994. It outlines
the expansion of a wide range of business areas, from the production of
resources, to manufacturing, the retail sector, mass media, banking, and
the knowledge-based service industries.

A significant change also occurred in Hyundai’s globalization strategy,
which now called for the transplanting of production systems in Southeast
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Asia, Europe, and North and Central America. This new strategy was a
function of an effort to overcome market protection and to maintain low-
cost production. These considerations led HEI to establish a US$1,300
million electronics plant in the USA in 1996. In the same year HHI set up
a number of heavy construction machinery factories in China. Labour-
intensive industries were prime targets for relocation to developing coun-
tries such as Vietnam, China and India (Kong, 1994: 46–47; Chungang
Economic Newspaper, 25 May 1994; Chosŏn Ilbo, 29 September 1995; Maeil
Economic Newspaper, 29 July, 19 August 1991, 19 January 1993).

From patriarchal to patrimonial hierarchy

In contrast with the phase of rapid expansion in the 1970s, the managerial
structure of Hyundai in the 1980s reflected a more stable period of
growth for the three core companies (Table 4.5). In the 1980s and early
1990s, however, there were significant changes in the role of the Group
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Table 4.4 Changes in total sales of Hyundai and contribution of HECC, HMC, and
HHI, 1977 to 1993 (Unit: 1,000 million won)

Year 1977 1980 1983 1985 1987 1989 1990 1993

Group (A) 1,479 3,262 6,879 13,594 14,648 17,284 31,939 39,742

HECC 1,536 1,075 1,764 1,988 1,521 1,372 1,978 2,774
HMC 1, 93 1,224 1,577 1,047 2,840 3,806 4,655 7,181
HHI 1,430 1,375 1,922 1,164 1,955 1,978 1,480 2,568

Total (B) 1,059 1,674 3,333 4,119 5,316 6,156 8,113 12,523

B/A(%) 70.95 51.35 49.09 30.29 36.29 35.61 25.40 31.51

Source: Kwon (1997: 108).

Note
The total sales of Hyundai may be changed according to one’s use of the definition ‘sub-
sidiary’. The amounts listed above were chosen to ensure consistency: total sales are only for
those subsidiary companies of Hyundai for which Chung Juy-ung and his family have owned
over 50 percent of total shares.

Table 4.5 Annual changes in the total number of executives

Year 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

HECC 84 86 99 102 90 102 89 85 n/a 86 101
HMC 21 29 33 38 44 46 52 54 51 35 73
HHI 52 67 69 84 91 92 93 108 76 79 81

Source: Derived from Maeil Economic Newspaper Company, selective years (1983–1993).

Note
The executives selected for the data were based on employment conditions. Only those exec-
utives who were appointed by the shareholders’ meeting were selected for the data.



Planning Office in providing support to top management at the company.
The Office’s operations have been extended to encompass long-term
managerial policies of the diversified, conglomerate business at Group
level. Between 1982 and 1990, the Group Planning Office was expanded
from twenty-five employees and a vice-presidentship to forty employees
and a presidentship.29 The managerial hierarchy of Hyundai which was
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HECC-related
1947 HECC
1974 Engineering
1976 Koryo Industries
1977 Industrial Development
1977 Wood
1983 Industrial Services
1984 Elevator
1987 John Brown Engineering
1989 Construction Equipment

Service

Banking and finance service
1970 Kwangwon Bank
1977 Securities
1978 KKBC International
1983 Marine and Fire

Insurance
1993 Auto-Finance

Trade and retail service
1971 Keumkang Industrial
1976 Hyundai Co.
1977 Keumkang Air (Travel)
1993 Hanmu Shopping
1993 Seil Petroleum

Distribution
1994 Youngjin Petroleum

 Distribution

HEI-related
1983 HEI
1985 Magnetics
1988 Robot Industry
1988 Media Service
1989 Alan Brandly
1989 Tech. System
1989 Information Technology

Resource and material-related
1978 Inchon Iron and Steel
1990 Resource Development

Transportation-related
1976 Merchant Marine
1972 Suneal Shipping
1984 Korea–Russia Shipping
1993 Donghae Shipping
1993 Distribution

HHI-related
1973 HHI
1974 Mipo Dockyard
1977 Precision and Industries
1978 Heavy Electric
1986 Generator
1988 Steel Tower
1989 Construction Equipment

and Machinery

HMC-related
1967 HMC
1974 Car Service
1987 Kepico

Common sectors
1973 Aluminium of Korea
1975 Pipe
1987 Aluminium

Petrochemical-related
1988 Petrochemical
1993 Oil Refinery

HECC

HEI

HHI

HMC

Other supportive groups
1983 Keumkang Advertisement; 1986 Research Institute; 1988 Investment Management; 1990 Munhwa
Ilbo Newspaper; 1993 Technology Development

Figure 4.2 Growth structure of Hyundai in 1994 by type of business with founda-
tion year (source: Kwon and O’Donnell 2001: 109).



established in the 1970s and 1980s did not change during this period. The
upgraded service functions of the office continued to support the central
authority of the corporation’s top management. For example, the Group
Planning Office has been involved in a revision and consolidation of per-
sonnel and labour management policies and practices at Group level in
close liaison with the personnel and labour sections of the subsidiaries
(HECC, 1982: 627, 766, 786; HHI, 1992: 533; Monthly Observer, July 1990:
175–176; Shin Dong-A, September 1991: 257).

Important changes also occurred in the character of the kinship and
HECC-dominated structure of Hyundai top management. As we saw
earlier, the conglomerate’s patriarchal leadership structure had been
formed in part through the promotion of Chung Ju Yung’s sons to key
decision-making positions in various subsidiaries. Their positions were
strengthened with the official retirement by the founder from the group
chairmanship in 1987. Hyundai remained subject to his indirect control
through his kinship networks and his links to professional executives with
HECC backgrounds. In effect, Chung’s retirement meant that the
company moved from a patriarchal dominated hierarchy to a patrimonial
one. Although the number of non-HECC-backed professional managers
gradually increased, by 1994 managers with HECC backgrounds were still
dominant in the Hyundai hierarchy.30 The centralized authority of
Hyundai’s top management, many of whom were related, remained a key
institution of control. In 1994, ten of the seventeen chairmen in the
company had kinship ties.

Family proprietary and managerial capitalism in the Korean
chaebŏl

So far, this chapter has sought to identify and explain the three develop-
mental stages of Hyundai from its inception in the 1940s to that of a large-
scale conglomerate in the 1990s. We have explored three distinctive
features of Hyundai’s transformation. First, government support for the
chaebŏl, as part of rapid industrialization strategies, underpinned and
facilitated the expansion and diversification of Hyundai businesses.
Second, through the ‘one set’ growth strategy, the chaebŏl achieved vertical
and horizontal integration of its diversified businesses in the construction
industry (1950s to 1960s), heavy and machinery industries (1970s to early
1980s), and the electronics and service industries (the mid-1980s
onwards). The most critical goal behind the deployment of this ‘one set’
strategy was to reinforce market competitive advantages obtained from
economies of scale and scope. Third, in spite of Hyundai’s transformation
and growth, there was no separation between managerial control and
ownership, which remained under the leadership of the owner-founder,
Chung Ju Yung and his family members. To retain central authority within
the family, the governing structure of Hyundai businesses was modified
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over time from informal patriarchal control of the founder, to a com-
bined hierarchy of patriarchal and managerial control. With the emer-
gence of a second generation of family members and the retirement of
Chung, the chaebŏl developed a patrimonial structure with a subordinated
managerial hierarchy. This does not deny the significant role of profes-
sional managers, who have played a critical role in sustaining the
company’s evolution and growth. The three aspects of the company’s
transformation are summarized in Figure 4.3, which highlights the main
characteristics distinguishing each developmental stage.

Given that Hyundai has emerged as one of Korea’s leading chaebŏls, it is
not unreasonable to make the assumption that  its historical development
provides a model for understanding a number of aspects of Korea’s
capitalist transformation. Indeed, such evidence as is available suggests
that other chaebŏl have followed a somewhat similar path of development.
As mentioned earlier, existing work argues that the state was a major
factor in leading Korea’s industrialization and shaping the strategic
decisions of the large corporation.31 The main characteristics of the diver-
sification strategy of the conglomerates were, to a greater or lesser degree,
similar to the one set systems of Hyundai. For example, into the late 1990s
the businesses of Samsung or Daewoo included textiles, electronics, auto-
mobiles and shipbuilding industries. Furthermore, other chaebŏl have
evolved similar central governing systems as Hyundai. The company’s
Group Planning Office, which implements strategic decisions of the family
and top management, is typically characteristic of other big businesses in
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construction industry

Single company
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Formalization of
patriarchal control

State-guided economy
Rapid industrialization

Monopoly capitalism
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heavy and machinery
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Conglomerate structure
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managerial heirarchy

Transition to less
regulated market
economy

Transition
>One set = system in
diverse industries

Transitional character
Small business groups

Development of
patrimonal and
managerial hierarchy

Figure 4.3 Developmental patterns of Hyundai since its inception in 1946 (source:
drawn from the analysis by the authors).



Korea.32 In relation to changes in the dimensions of family ownership, in
1990 among the forty-nine top chaebŏl, the second generation of twenty-
one succeeded the managerial control of the founder, while twenty-eight
chaebŏl were still controlled by the founder’s family members (Monthly
Chosŏn, February 1990).

Hyundai in comparative perspective

In a number of ways, the growth strategy employed by Hyundai to diversify
and expand was similar to American, European and Japanese industrial
enterprises, as it aimed to achieve economies of scale and scope for
competitive market advantages. Yet there were also important differences
between Korean, American, European and Japanese corporations. Our
point is that the post-1945 development of Korean chaebŏl, or at least that
of Hyundai, in many ways constitutes a distinctive element in the history of
global capitalism.

In association with the development of its large-scale conglomerate
businesses, Hyundai devised a central governing system, the Group Plan-
ning Office, which enabled top management to maintain control over
their interlinked businesses. This is similar to what occurred in compara-
ble American firms, which functioned under a central administration
designed to obtain the profit advantages associated with the horizontal
and vertical integration of diversified businesses (Chandler, 1982).
Although the Group Planning Office is similar to the central administra-
tive unit of Western companies and Japanese holding companies, its
organizational character is substantially different. The Group Planning
Office is neither a unit in the managerial structure of a company, nor an
independent holding company. As each subsidiary of Hyundai has oper-
ated with independent legal status, the ad hoc unit, the Group Planning
Office, was designed by Chung and his kin centrally to control all aspects
of the management of subsidiaries.

In relation to the external environment, unlike Western capitalist
states, the Korean government provided critical incentives and rewards to
those companies in its favour. The role of the state in Korea was thus
unique compared to the state’s role in Western capitalism, yet it was
similar to other developmental state models, particularly Japan’s. In the
West, the continued growth of enterprises depended upon how they uti-
lized advanced technologies, capital, distribution channels, natural
resources and production capacity. Given the limited resources in these
fields in Korea, the state played a leading role in controlling resources for
the rapid industrialization of the economy. The state–business relation-
ship, and not market forces, has historically been the most critical exter-
nal source for the growth of the large industrial conglomerates. This has
been a defining feature of Korea’s capitalist modernity.

The growth strategy and structure of Korean chaebŏl are distinctive from
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those which evolved in the West and Japan. Korean conglomerates are
unique in the extent to which they collectively dominate a wide range of
product lines. The chaebŏl has been described as an octopus’ arm which
operates across industrial boundaries (Kim, 1991: 16–25). Hyundai’s own
businesses range from shipbuilding to mass media, finance, and chemi-
cals. Similarly, the Lucky Goldstar Business Group produces a wide range
of goods, including toothpaste, clothes, semi-conductors and heavy
machinery. In 1997, the top thirty chaebŏl owned an average of 27.3 sub-
sidiaries in 19.8 unrelated industries (Chosŏn Ilbo, 23 January 1998).

Korean companies have also been unique in the sense that their trans-
formation from family-based corporations to more impersonal institutions
of managerial capitalism has not yet taken place. Family capitalism
remains a dominant feature of Korean chaebŏl and Chung Ju Yung’s family
members have maintained close control over the Hyundai conglomerate’s
business activities. This is not to say that we should underestimate the role
professional managers played in the historical transformation of the
chaebŏl. These managers underpinned the hierarchical managerial struc-
ture, which in turn enabled the Chung family to retain central control of
increasingly extensive and complex businesses (Kwon, 1997: 25–26).

These conclusions should be understood in conjunction with one
another, as they are interrelated and interdependent. External conditions
influence the dynamics of strategy and structure. Policies adopted by the
Korean government changed the strategies and structures of Korean
chaebŏl. The fact that a separation of power between owners and managers
has not taken place may reflect the relatively short history of Korean
capitalism, but this is also a function of government policy.

A new era for Korean capitalism?

The extent to which the future of Korean capitalism will continue to be
dominated by the chaebŏl is uncertain. Questions also surround issues con-
cerning ownership and control, and whether there will be a degree of con-
vergence with the model of managerial capitalism predominant in
Western countries. To help understand possible directions for Korean
capitalism, this concluding section will discuss structural changes in
Korean chaebŏl and capitalism since the 1997 economic crisis.

The Korean economy was severely affected by the 1997 financial crisis.
The banking system was unable to repay its large external debt or to main-
tain the stability of the currency. The causes and implications of this crisis
may be understood within the context of the distinctive features of Korean
capitalism summarized in this chapter.

The origin of the crisis lay in the close relationship between the chaebŏl
and the state, which controlled the banking sector. The ties between the
two resulted in widespread corruption, and provided the chaebŏl with ready
access to state support during difficult times. To rescue strategic indus-
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tries, the government created market demands or provided generous
financial options for companies which took over financially insolvent
firms.33 The government–chaebŏl relationship also influenced the dynamics
of strategy and structure within firms. The non-performing debts held by
Korean banks and conglomerates increased considerably. The average
debt ratio of the top thirty corporations (excluding the finance and
banking sectors) reached 4.5 times (247.6 trillion won) their capital size
(55.1 trillion won) by December 1997 (Hankyorae Shinmun, 24 March
1998). The four largest companies, Hyundai, LG, Samsung and Daewoo,
accounted for more than half of Korea’s debt. In addition, while they were
pursuing the ‘one set’ growth strategy, firms within each chaebŏl cross-guar-
anteed the debts of other firms. These debts totalled about 33 trillion won
among the top thirty chaebŏl (Korea Herald, 13 February 1998). This debt-
driven growth strategy was workable during the period of rapid growth.34

The expansionist strategy by all chaebŏl across the board was indeed pos-
sible due to the tight control of the owner managers over the entire group
through their group planning offices. However, when the economy
turned to crisis and experienced decreases in sales and increases in inter-
est rates, this growth approach was confronted with serious financial prob-
lems (Business Review Weekly, 6 April 1998).

The inability of the chaebŏl to handle their debts caused a crisis in the
Korean banks and the Korean economy. In this context, former President
Kim Young Sam requested urgent financial support from the Inter-
national Monetary Fund (IMF). In return for financial assistance, the IMF
demanded that the Korean economy be opened up to increased foreign
competition, that the chaebŏl be pressured to restructure and that the
Korean labour market be deregulated to increase flexibility (Chosŏn Ilbo,
13–18 November, 1–9 December 1997).

As a result of the crisis, the growth rate of the Korean economy
decreased from 7 per cent in 1997 to almost �7 per cent in 1998. This was
accompanied by an unemployment rate of over 7 per cent, high for
Korea. However, the restructuring process was more important than the
short-term effects of the crisis. The economic situation called for radical
changes both in the government and in the Korean corporate sector. The
ramifications of these structural changes may be summarized as follows.

There has been a critical change in the role of the state since the 1997
presidential election. The long-repressed opposition leader, Kim Dae
Jung, was elected and his government aimed to achieve ‘harmony of
democracy and market economy’ (Korea Economic Weekly, 2 March 1998).
The emergence of the Kim government inaugurated the end of state
authoritarian practices and the growth of a more genuinely democratic
approach to governance. Hence, the authoritarian state-guided economy
was targeted for change and the removal of other corrupt business prac-
tices became a focus of policy-makers.

The new government pressured the chaebŏl to restructure their ‘octopus
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arm’ business practices. They were forced to focus upon a small number
of key subsidiaries which possessed competitive advantages. Other sub-
sidiaries were then required to be sold off in order to meet the govern-
ment’s control programme of reducing total chaebŏl debt from 450 per
cent to 200 per cent by the end of 2002. In addition, consolidated finan-
cial statements became compulsory, and accounting practices have been
revised to secure more transparent managerial operations of the conglom-
erates. To minimize economic and ownership concentration, the govern-
ment also banned the cross-guaranteeing system and capital investments
among chaebŏl subsidiaries by revising the Fair Trade Act in February 1998.
It also levied higher tax rates on inheritance income, a policy which was
designed in part to target the owners of the chaebŏl.

In response to this unfavourable politico-economic environment, the
chaebŏl strove to modify the state’s new economic policies through their
collective organization, the Federation of Korean Industries (FKI). This
effort resulted in some moderation of the aggressive government
approach to the chaebŏl – an example of the ‘mutual hostage’ scenario
described by David Kang (see Chapter 7, this volume) – but it was
accompanied by public criticism of the chaebŏl for their responsibility for
the economic crisis. To rebuild or enhance their competitiveness, the
Korean conglomerates began to slim down their excessively diversified
and vast business enterprise to a few strategic businesses. For example, the
Hyosung Business Group, the seventeenth largest chaebŏl ranked by sales
in 1997, massively reorganized its twenty-four businesses into six sectors
with five major subsidiaries. Hyundai’s newspaper corporation, the Muhwa
Ilbo, was the first to be separated from the business conglomerate due to
its financial debt and unrelated business nature. Ssangyong, the sixth
largest chaebŏl in 1997, sold its automobile company, Ssangyong Motor, to
Daewoo Motors in 1998 (Hankyore Sinmun, 10–19 January 1998). Daewoo
Motors went bankrupt in 2000 and was bought out by General Motors,
which now has a controlling interest of just over 42 per cent of the
company.

Globalization of business was one of the characteristics of the chaebŏl’s
growth strategy in the 1990s. Among others, Daewoo’s inter-
nationalization strategy was noticeable. The company’s international
operations, before Daewoo Motors went bankrupt, included thirty-two
domestic subsidiaries, and 590 overseas business sites. They employed
320,000 people in 110 countries with revenues which reached US$80
billion in 1997 (Hankyorae Shinmun, 28 December 1997; Business Review
Weekly, 6 April 1998). The globalization drive of the Korean chaebŏl initially
slowed down somewhat as a result of the 1997 economic crisis, but global-
ization remains an indispensable option for the Korean corporations as a
way of overcoming increasing domestic production costs, global competi-
tion, and the market protection of OECD and Asian economies.

As a consequence of state pressure to change managerial structures,
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restructuring of central administration units has occurred. In some cases,
the work of the various planning offices has been divided up and taken
over by the mother company of the chaebŏl. At Hyundai, the major func-
tions of the Group Planning Office have been transferred to HECC. The
work of Samsung’s planning office is now shared between Samsung
Company and Samsung Electronics. In line with these changes, family
owners and their immediate family members have been appointed to key
executive positions in the major subsidiaries of their chaebŏl group. Before
Chung Ju Yung passed away, his eldest son, Chung Mongku, was
appointed to senior managerial positions in six of Hyundai’s key sub-
sidiaries (Chosŏn Ilbo, 24 January and 8, 16, 27 February 1998; Hankyorae
Shinmun, 19, 26 February 1998; Korea Economy Weekly, 23 February 1998;
Sisa Journal, 19 February 1998).

In the process of restructuring their businesses, the chaebŏl have been
decentralized into a number of smaller business groups managed by
founders’ sons.35 These smaller business groups are likely to function as
satellite groups cooperatively, as looser versions of the ‘one set’ system, in
order to continue to promote collective growth in uncertain politico-
economic environments. In the increasingly competitive, globalized busi-
ness environment, professional managers will likely play an expanding
role in governing the chaebŏl, though they will probably still be subject to
contingent managerial oversight and the dominance of family ownership.
In all, the structural changes in the chaebŏl since 1997 imply that the large-
scale conglomerates are likely to be further decentralized and reconfig-
ured to some indeterminate extent within a patrimonial mode of
managerial capitalism.

The impact of the 1997 crisis required a substantial realignment of
strategies by both the government and the business sector. Accordingly,
the business sector has redefined its policies and established new internal
structures befitting its revised goals and external constraints. As the role of
owner-managers decreases, the role of professional managers will become
increasingly important. The Korean business sector is thus at an important
crossroads.

The evolution of the Hyundai chaebŏl provides significant insight into
the evolution and structure of Korean capitalism in the postcolonial era.
The complex corporate networks of power that emerged out of the close
state–chaebŏl relationship and the continued control over the company
structure by Chung Ju Yung and his family have been defining elements of
Korea’s corporate modernity. It is also important to underline the ten-
sions and conflict which accompanied modernization in industry. Labour
unrest took the form of strikes, as in September 1974 when shipyard
workers went on strike for three days to protest against the hiring of con-
tract workers. In Saudi Arabia in 1977 another strike revolved around
poor benefits, low wages and accelerated production schedules (Kwon
and O’Donnell, 2001: 94–95). These strikes were generally unsuccessful,
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and the Korean state strengthened its restrictive labour laws and inter-
vened to weaken the union movement. It was not until 1987 that an
independent union movement appeared at Hyundai, and it succeeded,
unlike its predecessors, in achieving important concessions and wage
increases from the company. Between the early 1980s and the mid-1990s
workers’ wages increased five times. However, as Kuznets noted, the
success of the democracy movement has also resulted in a shift of jobs off-
shore, to other areas of the developing world where Korean companies
could regain some of the competitive advantages lost at home. Such is the
character of the dialectic of power in an era of ‘flexible capitalism’. It is
thus clear that the complexities of Korea’s capitalist modernity will con-
tinue to challenge Korea’s new democratic polity. The state’s role may no
longer be to serve the interests of the chaebŏl, but to serve the interests of
society, and to try to forge a more egalitarian regime, based on the plural-
ist civil society that transformed so much of the country since the 1980s.

Notes
1 This is a modified version of a paper previously published; see Seung-Ho Kwon

and Chung-Sok Suh (2003) ‘The Chaebŏl and Korean Capitalism: the Hyundai
Business Group,’ in Moonjoong Tcha and Chung-Sok Suh (eds). The Economic
Crisis and The Korean Economy at the Crossroads. London: RoutledgeCurzon, pp.
127–152.

2 See, e.g., Chandler, 1962, 1990a; Fligstein, 1990; Lazonick, 1991; Prais, 1976;
Schmitz, 1993.

3 For a sampling of some of the literature see Kim, 1997; Kwon and O’Donnell,
2001; Steers, 1999.

4 The top thirty chaebŏl contributed over 90 per cent of Korea’s gross national
product (GNP) in 1991 (Bank of Korea, 1990) and employed about 18 per
cent of the total Korean workforce in 1987. Total trading volume of Korea
reached U$153.4 billion in 1991 and by the early 1990s, Korea had become the
eleventh largest exporter in the world economy (SaKong, 1993: 248). In 2002,
according to the World Trade Organization, Korea was the twelfth largest
exporter in world merchandise trade. http://www.wto.org/english/res_e/
statis_e/its2003_e/its03_overview_e.htm.

5 For a further definition of entrepreneur capitalism, see ‘family’ capitalism, in
Church (1993: 1), and ‘proprietary’ capitalism, in Lazonick (1991: 25–27).

6 For arguments of variations in the historical transformation, see British case
studies in Elbaum and Lazonick (1986), and of similarities, Chandler (1990a);
Chandler and Daems (1980); Lazonick (1986); Schmitz (1993).

7 For further details of strategy and structure developments of zaibatsu in the
pre- and post-Second World War period, see Nikagawa (1976), esp. Part I.

8 See, e.g., Tamio (1986). In this chapter, Korean surnames precede given
names. However, in the case of Korean authors writing in English, I use
Western name order.

9 This is the so-called ‘Chayudang (the Liberal Party) Five Main Contractors’,
which was initiated by Daedong Manufacturing Co., whose owner was chief
officer in the party’s political finance department. Usually 10 per cent of the
total amount of the contract was donated as political funds to the Rhee govern-
ment (1948–1960) (Lee, 1994: 107–109, 127–138).
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10 The Kyŏngbu Highway Construction project (428km in length, 1968–1970) con-
stitutes a classic example of HECC and government links and their style of
doing business in this period. President Park Chung Hee personally asked
Chung Ju Yung to provide the government with a fully budgeted plan of the
construction project before the government called for tenders. The project, as
awarded to HECC, was worth 9,442 million won, and was the largest in the
history of Korean construction at that time (HECC, 1982: 655–656, 1410).

11 For example, between 1966 and 1973, 43 per cent or US$281.9 million of total
overseas construction sales by the fifteen largest Korean companies went to
HECC (HECC, 1982: 588–590).

12 The ‘section’ stands for an organizational unit located hierarchically between a
department (Pu) and subsection (Kae). It is usually organized by five to eight
members including a manager.

13 Chung In Yung, the first brother, was appointed President of HECC in 1968;
Chung Se Yung, the third brother, was appointed President of HMC in 1968;
Chung Sun Yung, and the second brother, as President of Hyundai Cement in
1970.

14 For example, Chung Sun Yung (Vice-President, management), Chung Hee-
yung (Leesa, a younger sister, Tokyo Branch) and her husband, Kim Young-ju
(Vice-President, heavy machinery, 1970). This kinship pattern has remained to
this day. Hence, the term ‘top management’ or ‘Hyundai top management’
implies the founder, Chung Ju Yung, and his family appointees.

15 In the 1970s, construction projects from government included an iron and
steel mill for Pohang Steel Corporation (1970–1980), a series of Kori Nuclear
Power Plants (1971–1978), subway projects (1972–1980), and chemical indus-
trial plants in Ulsan Industrial Park (1972–1974).

16 It increased from 54,540 million won in 1975 to 135,048 million won in 1976
and to 1,659,215 million won in 1981.

17 This was an inherent conflict with Ford, which cooperated with HMC under its
international market strategy to confine HMC to its regional domestic market
as a distributor.

18 For this aspect of government assistance, see Amsden, 1989.
19 The market share of HMC is calculated by the total amount of domestic sales

of passenger cars of four major Korean passenger car companies, Hyundai,
Daewoo, Kia and Ssangyoung.

20 This kind of internal structure was defined as an M-form industrial group by
Chandler (1982: 3–23).

21 A distinctive feature of the pre-eminent managerial position of the Group
Chairman and Hyundai’s Group Planning Office was that they had no formal
legal status vis-à-vis the legally independent subsidiary companies of Hyundai.
Their de facto existence as managerial control mechanisms was a consequence
of the kin ownership concentration (i.e. 40 to 50 per cent of the total capital of
subsidiary companies was held by Chung Ju Yung and his family). Their total
shareholdings of some companies was less than 50 per cent, but other sub-
sidiary companies owned the rest, leaving Chung Ju Yung in control. This con-
centration of ownership allowed Chung Ju Yung – on a de facto if not a de jure
basis – to be involved in every aspect of the management of Hyundai sub-
sidiaries. Thus, notwithstanding the legally independent status of the sub-
sidiaries, the Group Chairman and Group Planning Office systems were
developed to control centrally a large-scale and complex conglomerate which
utilized the ‘one set’ approach.

22 For the principles of Confucian values and implications in managerial activities
in Korea and other NICs countries, see Hofstede and Bond (1988: 5–21),
Chang (1988) and Kim and Kim (1989).
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23 Here, top managerial executives refer to those held over the Sangmu position,
which is equivalent to the position of a president in a Western company.

24 For details of the independent trade union movement at Hyundai workplaces
and its impact upon the conglomerate’s businesses, see Kwon (1997) and
Kwon and O’Donnell (2001).

25 See Chapter 7, this volume.
26 Changes in the number of HECC’s overseas branches, in part, showed its

efforts in HECC’s regional diversification in the 1980s. These increased from
thirty-four in 1982 to fifty-three in 1988, covering from Asia to North America
(Maeil Economic Newspaper, 1982, 1986, 1988).

27 With the Pony, HMC sold 79,072 cars, or 7 per cent of the Canadian small pas-
senger car market in 1985. With its second model, the Excel, HMC sold
168,882 cars, the third largest number of sales in the small-sized and imported
passenger category in the USA in 1986 and in 1987.

28 In 1988, 88 per cent of its total export sales were to the USA (HMC, 1992: 751).
29 In the course of implementing the new growth strategy, its previous public rela-

tions and research functions were transferred to the Keumkang Advertising
Agency and Hyundai Research Institute which had been established in 1983
and 1984 respectively to enhance the provision of such professional services to
the subsidiaries.

30 In 1994, out of a total forty-four presidents in Hyundai, twenty-five came from
non-HECC backgrounds (Hyundai Group Public Relations Office, 1994:
80–81). This implies a gradual evolution in the second level of top manage-
ment away from dominance by Chung Ju Yung and his subordinates.

31 See, e.g., Amsden (1989); Jones and SaKong (1980); Kang (1990); Kuk (1988).
32 For further details of the Group Planning Office systems in the Korean chaebŏl,

see Park (1992).
33 In 1974, Park’s ‘New Policy for Heavy and Chemical Industries’ was meant to

offset the loss of exports through generous loans and tax policies. Government-
backed shipbuilding orders also helped to overcome the first oil shock crisis of
Hyundai shipbuilding business. In 1981, the Kukjae Business Group, which was
the sixth largest chaebŏl, was bankrupted by the Chun government because the
group failed to gain political preference from the Chun government and thus to
obtain financial support when it was in crisis. Its subsidiaries were taken over by
other chaebŏl on very generous financial terms: ten years’ delay on the outstand-
ing debts of the firm with no interest (Monthly Chosŏn, December 1988: 312–315).

34 In 1996, the top fifty chaebŏl had profits of only US$32 million on sales of
US$274 billion (Business Review Weekly, 6 April 1998).

35 In August 2003, Chung Mong-hŏn committed suicide. Hyŏn Chŏng-ŏn, his
wife, replaced him as chairperson of the Hyundai group.
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5 What makes us great
Chaebŏl development, labor
practices, and managerial ideology

John Lie

Faced with the phenomenal growth of the South Korean economy, many
observers pointed to the large business conglomerates – chaebŏl – as the
principal engine of economic growth. William Overhold, an American
businessman, stated that chaebŏl constitute “the most efficient economic
machine the world has ever seen” (Stephens 1998: 193). Most scholars are
more circumspect in singing their praises but many nonetheless equate
chaebŏl growth and economic dynamism (Amsden 1989; Steers et al. 1989).
In this view, Samsung, Hyundai, and other business conglomerates
embody the spirit of entrepreneurship and efficiency.

In this chapter I challenge the celebratory accounts of chaebŏl that
dominated the scholarly discussion in the 1980s and 1990s. I begin by pre-
senting a brief overview of chaebŏl development which underplays the
significance of private entrepreneurship and instead highlights the role of
state patronage in propelling conglomerate growth. Next, I criticize the
received view that portrays large South Korean corporations as highly effi-
cient. I use ethnographic examples, drawing on my work experience in a
large South Korean conglomerate in the late 1980s, to suggest that, at
least for some white-collar workers, there was very little of the fabled Con-
fucian work ethic in evidence. However, a distinct labor regime existed for
blue-collar workers, which was shaped more by the military rather than by
Confucianism. Chaebŏl managerial ideology is Confucian and familial but
it serves principally to justify managerial interests.

State patronage and chaebŏl development

In order to promote rapid industrialization the South Korean state accen-
tuated capital concentration, and in so doing caused chaebŏl to become a
commanding presence in the South Korean economy. Given the
omnipresent character of chaebŏl in South Korean life, some writers have
argued that they are unique to South Korea, if not to East Asia (e.g. Kirk
1994: 32–35). However, large family-owned corporations are prevalent in
other countries, whether overdeveloped or underdeveloped. In the early
1990s, for example, the Salim Group accounted for 5 percent of Indone-



sian GNP. More importantly for our purposes, many observers depict
chaebŏl as bastions of entrepreneurship: “The success of the chaebŏl can
largely be attributed to aggressive and ambitious entrepreneurship” (Koo
1994: 157). Indeed, in the mid-1980s, the founders of Samsung, Hyundai,
and Daewoo wrote bestselling narratives of their rags-to-riches trajectories.
The retrospective celebration of the hero-entrepreneur is well-nigh uni-
versal among capitalist societies. But the individualistic and hagiographic
perspective misses the salient and unifying characteristic of all the major
chaebŏl: the crucial role of state patronage and social networks. Chaebŏl
were followers rather than leaders, at least until the late 1980s; they largely
executed the industrial policy conceived by the state. Furthermore, per-
sonal connections often framed the flow of state-controlled resources.

State patronage

State patronage was crucial for corporate success. As Chapters 3 and 4
have shown, the state shaped the very possibility and contours of corpor-
ate growth and formed the institutional framework of corporate
opportunities. “Investment licenses” granted monopolistic privileges over
selected commodities to favored corporations. In 1972, for example, each
of the ten largest conglomerates had one or more exclusive investment
licenses (Kim 1987: 111–117). International opportunities were also
meted out by the state. In the very profitable Middle East construction
boom of the 1970s, for example, the top ten businesses garnered 16
percent of aggregate sale (Kim 1987: 196–201). The state designated ten
General Trading Companies (in effect, the ten largest chaebŏl), which were
given special privileges and loans in conducting foreign investment and
trade. It also offered significant financial incentives to corporations oper-
ating in the targeted import-substitution industries (Suh 1975: 214).

Suh and Kwon’s findings regarding Hyundai’s strategies for building
subsidiary companies hold true for chaebŏl in general: corporate diversifi-
cation followed the state-shaped structure of opportunities. Given the priv-
ileged position afforded to select corporate groups, it was in their interest
to expand into as many monopolistic spheres as possible. Riding on the
wave of South Korean economic growth, corporate diversification, in
other words, was the most effective way to achieve growth and to accumu-
late wealth. The state in this regard sold state-owned enterprises (Chŏng
1989: 183–184), and facilitated the acquisition of small and medium-sized
firms (Koo and Kim 1992: 135–136). The result was corporate diversifica-
tion and development. While only thirty-four subsidiary companies were
founded or incorporated by the top ten conglomerates in the 1960s, the
number rose to 114 in the 1970s (Kuk 1988: 116).

State financial control was an especially powerful instrument to
promote – and in some cases to demote (see Kang, Chapter 7, this
volume) – corporate ascent in the domestic and international markets
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(Woo 1991: 159–169). The state turned on and off the spigot of capital
and credit. It controlled foreign loans, and other sources of credit, such as
the National Investment Fund. In times of capital shortage, access to
credit determined the difference between expansion and stagnation.
There was a high correlation between the amount of debt a corporation
could generate and its corporate success (Kuk 1988: 120–121). Chaebŏl in
South Korea were heavily leveraged. Given the corporate dependence on
loans, state disfavor could lead to decline or even bankruptcy.

The primacy of social networks

The play of social networks shaped the beneficiaries of state patronage.
The most crucial ties were those forged between the president and chaebŏl
owners. Personal connections to Park Chung Hee in the 1960s and 1970s
and to Chun Doo Hwan and Roh Tae Woo in the 1980s provided business-
people with the royal road to corporate success in South Korea. Personal
networks between the successive presidents of South Korea and chaebŏl
owners provided access to capital and credit on the one hand and monop-
olistic privileges on the other hand. The former Deputy Prime Minister
Lee Hahn-Been remarked:

You name one hundred [of the] largest or most conspicuous projects
or plants in the sixties and seventies. Whatever they may be, the final
decisions were made . . . at the top of the regime. . . . The primary job
of the bureaucrats was to prepare justifiable rationale for the
decisions made . . . at the top of the regime, and to implement these
decisions.

(Kim 1987: 109)

Beyond the “top of the regime,” ties to relevant officials, whether in the
Ministry of Construction or the Ministry of Finance, generated business
favors and, equally important, prevented bureaucratic obstacles.

The visible hand uniting political and business elites spawned a torrent
of social criticism. Kim’s (1973: 222) complaint is exemplary:

The vicious circle continues in which the entrepreneur must obtain
government support to start a business; to obtain this he begins by
buying the goodwill of officials and ends with a substantial “token” of
his appreciation for favors rendered. Entertainment must be offered
only at first-rate restaurants.

Critical writings on chaebŏl focus on the pervasive personalistic ties that
constituted the political–business nexus (Janelli with Yim 1993: 82–88).

Family, military, school, and regional ties favored some individuals over
others in gaining Park’s or bureacrats’ favor. In particular, former military
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and government officials often joined chaebŏl management and forged ties
between corporations and the state (Hattori 1984: 183–184). Regional
affiliation became significant, as those from the Kyŏngsang provinces
(where Park, Chun, and Roh all grew up) were disproportionately
represented among the successful military, state, and business elite, while
the neighboring Chŏlla provinces became underdeveloped (Chon 1992:
155–158). Prized above all was the TK mark (referring to the city of
Taegu and Kyŏngbuk High School), which became a royal road for the
political, military, and business elite. Both Chun Doo Hwan and Roh Tae
Woo belonged to the TK tribe. Traditionally more powerful were gradu-
ates of elite schools such as Kyŏnggi High School or Seoul National Uni-
versity, who also populated the government and business elite in South
Korea.

In stressing the significance of state patronage and social networks, I do
not mean to dismiss the significance of personal initiatives altogether.
There was a cultural and social foundation for entrepreneurship in the
post-Korean War South Korea when the traditional Confucian disdain for
commercial activities declined. The disappearance of the landed oligarchs
created a pool of overeducated elites seeking new sources of wealth and
power (Hattori 1988: 153–156). The new structure of business opportun-
ities was seized by the ambitious – not only the scions of the landed gentry,
but also some who raised themselves by dint of their talent and diligence.
There was a meritocratic moment in South Korea from the end of the
Korean War to the consolidation of chaebŏl in the 1970s when enterprising
individuals could make a fortune. Like the fictional protagonist of the
Horatio Alger novels, however, it was not just sheer hard work but connec-
tions to the powerful that ensured success.

Chaebŏl development

The four crucial modes of chaebŏl growth were: (1) taking over Japanese-
owned plants; (2) processing the “three whites” (cotton, flour, and
cement) in the 1950s; (3) riding on the Vietnam War-generated boom;
and (4) following Park’s industrialization plan. In all four ways, state
support was crucial. Essentially, successful chaebŏl ascended the ladder of
high value-added production – a microcosm of the South Korean
economy’s rise toward higher value-added production. It was in the 1970s,
however, that the most dramatic growth occurred. Consider in this regard
that by 1973 less than 10 percent of the total industrial capital stock was
from before the Korean War (Hong 1976: 22). The recent provenance of
contemporary large conglomerates should be clear from comparing the
seven largest chaebŏl in 1966 with those in 1985. In 1966, the largest corpo-
rations were Samsung, Samsang, Samyang, Kaetong, Tong’a, Lucky, and
Taehan; by 1985 they were Samsung (established in 1952), Hyundai
(1947), Lucky Goldstar (1947), Daewoo (1967), Sunkyung (1953), and
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Ssangyong (1948). Samsang, Samyang, Kaetong, Tong’a, and Taehan
declined or had disappeared by the 1980s. By the mid-1980s, only two
major corporations (Ssangyong and Daelim) could trace their lineage to
the colonial period. Furthermore, only two of the ten largest corporations
in the mid-1980s were targets of the 1961 Illicit Accumulation Law. State-
led development and chaebŏl growth cannot be separated.

Case studies of chaebŏl highlight the significance of state patronage and
social networks. Ssangyong’s founder Kim Sŏng-gŏn’s first business
venture was to make soap in 1940, but his first large enterprise, Kŏmsŏng
Textiles, was taken over from a Japanese textile factory in 1948. Its flag-
ship cement company, which was established after Kim sold his textile
company in 1967, proved to be profitable. Ssangyong’s inclusion in the
ranks of the largest corporations came about as Kim and his successor
entered oil, construction, and other heavy industries. Ssangyong’s growth
may be traced to Kim’s intimate personal ties with Park Chung Hee and its
role in fulfilling the demands of South Korean state-led growth (Lie
1988).

Samsung’s initial economic success after its founding in 1953 was inex-
tricable from the founder Lee Byung-chull’s close tie to Rhee. Samsung
expanded rapidly by processing the “three whites.” Although sheared of
its vast banking concerns in the early phase of Park’s rule, Samsung
managed to regain close ties to the governing elite (Hattori 1988:
244–245). Its continued well-being relied on Lee’s successful effort to
follow the state-led trajectory of South Korean industrialization, especially
during the period of the Vietnam War-related economic boom (Pak 1993:
131–134).

Although founded in 1948 by Chung Ju Yung, Hyundai only began to
distinguish itself in the 1960s as a construction company by gaining U.S.
military contracts and by undertaking major state projects, including the
1970 completion of Kyŏngbu Highway (see Chapter 4, this volume).
Hyundai’s growth continued through its heavy involvement in Vietnam-
related businesses, the Middle East construction boom, and Park’s heavy
industrialization plan, which included highway construction and ship-
building. Hyundai created thirteen companies during the Third Five-Year
Plan, following the contours of state economic priorities. The founder-
entrepreneur was close to Park, leading the media to dub Hyundai a Yusin
chaebŏl.

As these examples suggest, state patronage propelled corporate growth.
Exceptions prove the rule. Major corporations, such as Lotte and Kolon,
that did not rely initially on close state ties, were founded by
Korean–Japanese entrepreneurs. More significantly, opposing the state
was often disastrous. Consider the example of Samhak, a major distillery
and one of the largest conglomerates in the late 1960s. The owner backed
Kim Dae Jung in the 1971 presidential election. Several months later, tax
inspectors convicted Samhak of tax evasion and the corporation was
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forced into bankruptcy (Shim and Sherry 1995: 71). As the later examples
of Yulsan and Kukje suggest, the state penalized not just poor performers,
but also those that defied it (Clifford 1994: 219–226).

In summary, state patronage and social networks shaped chaebŏl growth.
It would be misleading to highlight the individual initiative of the
founder-entrepreneurs of major South Korea chaebŏl in explaining con-
glomerate growth. They were undoubtedly bright and diligent, but their
entrance to the ranks of the chaebŏl during the 1960s and 1970s depended
on their ability to cultivate political favors.

Chaebŏl labor practices

In explicating chaebŏl labor practices, it is important to distinguish
between office, or white-collar, workers, and factory, or blue-collar,
workers. Needless to say, these two strata of workers experienced signific-
ant wage differentials. Equally important, however, was the qualitative dif-
ference in working conditions.

White-collar workers

When I worked at a chaebŏl in the late 1980s, I was struck by how many
people went around saying “I am busy” in lieu of ordinary greetings.
Although they were busily pacing to and fro or conspicuously shuffling
papers at their desk, I noticed over time that their punctuality and overt
expressions of diligence masked a variety of efforts to avoid work. Manage-
rial gaze targeted discernible features, such as tardiness, early departure,
or relaxed demeanor. The constant refrain of “I am busy” not only
reminded superiors and colleagues about their busy-ness (and therefore
their excellence) but also warded off additional business that would other-
wise be foisted upon them.

Although many office workers claimed repeatedly to work very hard,
their concrete actions often belied their rhetoric. For example, it was not
uncommon to find employees taking several hours off during the day to
go to movie theaters or to relax in a sauna. Many male employees were
groggy as they sought to recover from their hangovers – a consequence of
a drinking binge from the previous evening. The nocturnal carousing was
expressed as part of their all-important work, but they in fact offered very
little in the way of promoting business. Participation was either mandated
by a superior or the desire to avoid group ostracism.

My year-long work experience, in short, yielded very little evidence in
the way of hard work. To be sure, some employees, especially women who
did a great deal of substantive tasks, worked long and hard. However,
given the long hours mandated by the company, hard work was a product
more of impression management than actual exertion (cf. Janelli with
Janelli 1993: 9–10). Ironically, the most “diligent” person in my office was
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the vice-president who spent much of his time reading the Confucian
classics. This latter-day literati spent much of the day musing on the Con-
fucian character of South Korea while being oblivious to corporate goings-
on. In the early 1970s, Donald Christie (1972: 142) found that “the men
in our section were not working but were reading English novels or a
newspaper or just chatting with one another.”

In spite of the generally lax pace in the white-collar workplace, the
nature of managerial authority was strikingly authoritarian and demanded
unquestioned obedience. One-man, top-down managerial style was the
norm (Lie 1990). There were very few overt cases of rebellion against the
hierarchy and the rare offender was frequently forced to resign or to be
demoted. In other instances, harsh scolding – screaming and threats of
physical violence – ensued.

Nonetheless, it is important to contextualize the nature of managerial
authoritarianism, which was despotic in character, but without effective
infrastructural power. Michael Mann (1986), in another context, draws a
distinction between despotic and infrastructural power. Translated into
the workplace context, a manager with despotic power may be able to fire
a worker at will, just as a sovereign may be able to execute a rebel. Yet the
same despotic manager and sovereign may lack the infrastructural power
to elicit effective and efficient work from their subordinates. The manager
may not be able to generate much work when workers are beyond his
gaze, just as the sovereign may not be able to collect taxes.

Indeed, hierarchical control and symbolic dominance characterized
direct encounters in the workplace. The very ability to go home was dic-
tated by a department or section chief (cf. Janelli with Janelli 1993:
203–210). Numerous rules and regulations sought to govern employees.
The company I worked for mandated, for example, that every male
employee wear long-sleeved shirts, even in the hot and humid summer
that characterizes Seoul.

The general recitation of the “busy-ness” discussed above is generated
by a condition of high despotic but low infrastructural managerial power.
In instances of face-to-face encounters, absolute power reigned. Outside
the narrow perimeter, however, form, not substance, denoted largely
nominal or rhetorical obedience to managerial authority. It was not rare
for employees to mutter angry invectives about their superiors or to
engage in “silent” resistance by going off to the movies or the sauna. In
other words, South Korean managers did not exercise hegemony over
white-collar workers. The very lack of control accounts in part for the
explicit emphasis on employee training, which sought to promote obedi-
ence and loyalty (cf. Janelli with Janelli 1993: 140–144).

The authoritarian managerial style accounts for the problematic
information flow in the South Korean corporate hierarchy. Many routine
decisions required top management’s consent. To decide on a cover of a
publication, for example, all the division and section chiefs were called
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upon to deliberate for several hours. In another instance, I found out to
my horror that none of the mail that I had entrusted to the man in charge
of office mail had been delivered. I came to realize that I had, because of
my foreign correspondence, exceeded the mail budget for my section.
Because I was ranked higher than he, however, he did not want to inform
me of this “bad” news or to requisition more money from his immediate
supervisor. In order to ensure the status quo, he simply hid my mail in his
drawer!

A particularly memorable experience was symptomatic of the way in
which managerial inefficiency overlapped with managerial authoritarian-
ism. One day my boss asked me to write a report for the president.
Although I had finished a draft soon thereafter, it was ignored for weeks
until the night before it was due. Just before I was about to head home,
the boss asked me, as well as about a dozen others, to stay behind to work
on it. After strenuous hours of rewriting we finished our task at around
3a.m., at which point the boss insisted we go out to celebrate. After a few
rounds of drinks he put his arm around me and asked, “Dr. Lie, do you
know why we [South Koreans] developed so quickly?” Without waiting for
my reply, he exclaimed triumphantly: “Because we work so hard! Because
of our Confucian heritage!”

I do not want to insist that no one worked hard. The desire for upward
mobility prompted some to work efficiently and effectively. Many women
employees, as I mentioned, were diligent. However, it would be problem-
atic to equate white-collar workplaces as the site of the fabled Confucian
work ethic in action.

Blue-collar workers

The nature of chaebŏl labor management practice was qualitatively distinct
for factory workers.1 The dominant mode of labor control was not only
despotic but it also relied on systematic surveillance. Although managers
often claimed that a corporation was like a family, it in fact operated more
like a platoon or a prison. Blue-collar workers were monitored more
closely and extensively than their white-collar counterparts.

The fundamental reason for disciplining factory workers was the imper-
ative of export-oriented industrialization. In order to undercut global
competition, chaebŏl firms needed to maximize on their comparative
advantage, low labor costs. Hence, the state and corporations pursued a
strikingly anti-labor policy. The state curtailed the right of workers to
organize, and corporations sought to quell dissent and to maximize labor
exploitation (Choi 1989; Lie 1998).

Nonetheless, it would be misleading to stress simply the condition of
cheap labor. An effective factory requires adequately trained and motiv-
ated workers, which is lacking in most non-industrial societies. As Alexan-
der Gerschenkron (1962: 9) argued:
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[The] overriding fact to consider is that industrial labor in the sense
of a stable, reliable, and disciplined group that has cut the umbilical
cord connecting it with the land and has become suitable for utiliza-
tion in factories, is not abundant but extremely scarce in a backward
country. Creation of an industrial labor force that really deserves its
name is a more difficult and protracted process.

As E.P. Thompson (1991) argued, the disciplined workers must acquiesce
to the mandates of modern industrial production. They must be able to
execute commands, deal with the new machinery, and cooperate with
other workers. In other words, it is not adequate to have low-paid labor;
managers must seek a trained labor force. This insight has been clear to
management scholars: “Management is the principal factor determining
the productivity of labor if we assume that capital and raw material inputs
are the same” (Harbison and Myers 1959: 27).2

In South Korea, a literate and disciplined labor force was in large part a
product of the post-liberation education system and the military. In
particular, the military played a crucial role in transmogrifying South
Korean men into industrial workers. The military literally disciplined the
entire male population, since nearly every man spent three years in the
service. By imposing homogeneous training on South Koreans from every
status and regional background, the military contributed to national
integration and cultural homogeneity. The life in the military became a
common cultural and organizational reference point. The military drilled
the skills and habits of modern industries (Clark 1954: 172). It forced
every soldier to meet the dictates of modern institutions:

hierarchical regimentation, punctuality, and so on. The quasi-natural
rhythm of agrarian life was replaced by the mechanical exactitude of
modern life. No single institution was as crucial as the military in
delivering the modern to South Korea. We cannot come to an ade-
quate understanding of contemporary South Korean society without
grasping the centrality of the military in forging a virtual cultural
revolution. Although there were some colonial-period continuities,
the U.S. military influence was paramount (Martin 1973). The U.S.
military entrenched its administrative management ideas and prac-
tices through military contacts as well as through shaping academic
curricula.

(Bark 1984: 274–275)

The pervasive military influence contributed to managerial authoritarian-
ism; there was a smooth transition from the barracks to the factories. Cor-
porations imitated the military by institutionalizing managerial hierarchy
and discipline. The isomorphism of the military and the factory was
ensured by the transfer of military officers as corporate managers and by
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the reference of military conscripts as factory workers. Hyundai, for
example, systematically preferred workers with ROTC training (Kearney
1991: 156). The South Korean sociologist Kyuhan Bae (1987: 37) relayed
the following impression of Hyundai’s Ulsan factory: “When I visited the
factory, many things reminded me of my experiences in the military
service.” The reminders included the mandatory uniform and name tag,
regulations that pervaded every sphere of life, and the predominance of
young males. Given that many manufacturing workers lived in company
dormitories, factories resembled hyper-disciplined barracks (Bae 1987:
37–8).

The militarization of factory life manifested itself in stern discipline,
often degenerating into violence. However, it is important to note that the
U.S. influence was not unremittingly negative. A sociological survey of
heavy-industry workers found that many workers had “American” or
“materialistic” orientation (Bae and Form 1986). Quite clearly, the man-
agerial rhetoric of “Koreanness” or the Confucian ideal did not penetrate
the labor force. What prevented the demands for labor participation or
higher wages was not ideological indoctrination but the intensive and
extensive surveillance and discipline of the working population.

Needless to say, South Korean blue-collar workers did not all work at a
fevered pitch. My contention is rather that, much more than white-collar
workers, militarized management succeeded in ensuring infrastructural
power over them. In this regard, the active policy of the state to dis-
organize workers and to quell unions robbed the workers’ ability to resist
managerial dictates. Hence, labor exploitation in South Korea was, in
all its brutality, quite “successful.” Militarized management is a major
factor in accounting for the success of South Korea’s export-oriented
industrialization.

The Confucian managerial discourse

Very few scholars have discussed the inefficiency of white-collar work or
the impact of the military upon South Korean labor management.
Instead, in the 1980s, Confucianism dominated the discussion of South
Korean management. Authoritarian managerial practice was widely
viewed as an expression of traditional Korean or Confucian culture
(Chang and Chang 1994; Sin 1984). This is puzzling because the early
South Korean management literature consisted largely of rehashing
American, and to a lesser extent, Japanese, verities on business manage-
ment. Only in the 1980s did Confucianism become a popular topic for
South Korean business scholars and managers. One could hardly read
through company pamphlets or founders’ writings without coming across
the themes of Confucianism and the family. South Korean managers
invoked Confucianism as the source and stressed the family as the quin-
tessence of South Korean management. My inebriated superior was far
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from unique in equating Confucianism, diligence, and South Korean
development.

Confucian ideals did in fact color South Korean managerial values.
However, we should not confuse reality with ideology. The values of Con-
fucianism and the family informed the dominant South Korean manager-
ial ideology.

It is no secret that any ideology should draw upon existing traditions;
this is no different for management ideologies (Bendix 1956). Confucian-
ism was the ruling ideology during the Chosŏn Dynasty period. The family
is in most, if not all, societies a very popular institution and ideal. Hence,
it should not be surprising that corporate ideologists seized on the tradi-
tional themes of Confucianism and the family. The use of family ties in
employment recruitment – even if largely for social control, as I argue –
articulates well with the regnant personalistic ethic (Chang 1991). Roger
Janelli (1993: 108) remarks in this regard that the company he studied
“offered an embarrassment of ideological riches.”

The emphasis upon the family ideal was mandated in part because
South Korean corporations, as I have implied, departed so much from it.
Corporate loyalty was weak, as evinced by high inter-company mobility.
Hence, the family ideology sought to buttress corporate loyalty. Chaebŏl
trained workers and attempted to instill a sense of loyalty. For example,
many corporations gave employees gifts on holidays, as parents might give
presents to their children. Another manifestation of the familial ideology
was the Factory Saemaŭl (New Community) Movement, which was an off-
shoot of a rural development program. It sought to enhance industrial
productivity by propagating the ideology of labor–capital harmony in the
1970s (Choi 1989: 181–190). A typical slogan urged: “Treat employees like
family; Do factory work like your own personal work” (Choi 1989: 183).
Nonetheless, the effort to transform a corporation into a family foundered
on the simple fact that most corporations recklessly exploited workers.

Furthermore, social control became important in the late 1980s, a time
of turbulent labor–management relations. Government officials and man-
agers lambasted Western individualism for inciting labor militancy and
appealed to the conservative Confucian ideology – with its stress on hier-
archy and order as normative ideals – to achieve labor–management
harmony. The ideal of the family functioned as a means of employee
control. A corporate personnel manager told Robert Kearney (1991: 157)
that he was looking for “the most normal people. If the office is a family,
then those from ordinary families can easily adapt, but those who have
had trouble giving up will be likely to encounter trouble in the office.”
Hence, the corporate personnel office searched employees’ parental
marital status as an indicator of employee adaptability. Companies
recruited workers through employee networks, which ensured a web of
responsibility that disciplined workers and prevented subversive activities
(Bae 1987: 44). Four-fifths of the Hyundai factory workers whom Bae
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(1987: 44) studied were “recommended by their relatives or friends” in
order to be hired by Hyundai. Should a worker take part in union activ-
ities, for example, not only would her or his parents be informed of their
child’s “communist” activities, but her or his relatives in the same
company would be prevented from winning internal promotion (Lee
1988: 142). The theme of social control extended well beyond the corpor-
ate managerial ideology. As Lucian Pye (1985: 227) argues: “Moderniza-
tion has thus brought increasing tensions to [South] Korean society,
which the government seeks to alleviate by appealing to traditional senti-
ment.” He continues: “The government advanced the doctrine that as a
Confucian society [South] Korea did not need the ‘wasteful’ confronta-
tions of Western labor–management relations” (Pye 1985: 226). In the
context of labor militancy in the 1980s, South Korean management theo-
rists and practitioners invoked Confucianism as a normative ideal to attain
labor–management harmony. The president of the company I worked for
constantly discoursed on Confucianism whenever he deemed that his
workers were not being diligent or loyal. In this context, perhaps the vice-
president was doing important work for the company by rereading the
Confucian classics.

Finally, the Confucian managerial ideology justified family ownership
and management, and countered constant criticism not only in the media
but also among employees. Family ownership and control characterized
virtually all the conglomerates in the 1970s and 1980s (see Chapter 4, this
volume). Family ownership and management stem from the importance
of trust in corporate management. As late as 1984, only two out of the fifty
largest conglomerates were headed by professional managers (Kuk 1988:
128). Family and kinship networks provided the personnel to staff chaebŏl
expansion. Especially in the 1970s, patrimonial ties constituted the
corporate hierarchy. In addition, former military officers, politicians, and
bureaucrats staffed chaebŏl managerial hierarchies (Lim and Paek 1987:
26). Donald Christie (1972: 219) writes of the “Korean way” to promotion
as not “through hard work, but through conniving and connections” (see
also Hattori 1988: 116). When I worked at a chaebŏl, many mid-level execu-
tives complained constantly about the family “mafia” that controlled the
corporate group (see also Janelli 1993:199–200). Against the meritocratic
ideology they espoused, family ownership and management was not only
repugnant, but was also widely believed to be inefficient. The Confucian
family ideology sought to justify family ownership and management.

The prevailing and popular discourse tends to reproduce itself. I was
present on many occasions when foreign scholars and policy-makers
visited the corporation I worked at in order to study South Korean man-
agement and economy. The president of my company would inevitably ask
me to tell the visitors about Confucianism and the family. The foreign
pundits in turn readily and eagerly articulated their assent, and wrote art-
icles and books expressing the truths they found in South Korea.
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Conclusion

In this chapter, I criticized the celebratory accounts of South Korean
chaebŏl development and managerial practice and ideology. I stressed the
importance of state patronage in shaping corporate success and down-
played the role of entrepreneurship. I suggested that white-collar work-
places were far from efficient and effective, while factories were
characterized by militarized management. Finally, I argued that Confu-
cian managerial philosophy is fundamentally an ideology – a set of ideas
to justify power relations.

In closing, I would like to stress that most blue-collar workers did work
long and hard, goaded in large part by militarized management. Indeed,
South Korean workers were the veritable and essential fuel of the eco-
nomic engine. Nonetheless, their exploitation often remains beyond the
purview of many scholars who purport to explain South Korean economic
development. This is the supreme irony of so many accounts of the South
Korean “miracle.” The South Korean workers, whose blood and sweat pro-
pelled the economy, were neglected in the pages of history and social
science books. Instead, their “masters” got all the credit. The world is
patently unfair.

Notes
1 Just as there are significant differences between white-collar and blue-collar

workers, there are also major distinctions between male and female workers or
workers in the heavy and light industries. In this section I am referring primarily
to male workers in the heavy industry in the 1980s. Hence, I pass over distinc-
tions based on historical periods, sectors, gender, and so on.

2 Harbison and Myers (1959: 87) also note: “An almost self-evident proposition in
our analysis, therefore, is that the capacity of a country to industrialize is
dependent upon its ability to find, develop, commit, and effectively utilize the
high-level human resources required by modern industrial enterprises.”
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Transformations in the
state





6 Development without democracy
The political economy of US–South
Korea relations, 1958–1961

Steven Hugh Lee

The late 1950s and early 1960s was a formative era in the history of South
Korean politics and economic development. Between 1958 and 1961
Korean society experienced significant social and political turmoil associ-
ated with increased tensions in US–Korea relations, the violent end of
Syngman Rhee’s administration, the formation of a democratic govern-
ment under Prime Minister Chang Myŏn in August 1960, and the over-
throw of that regime by the instigators of the May 1961 military coup.
During these years, policy-makers and bureaucrats in the republic also
established some of the foundations for the longer term accelerated
integration of the peninsula into the capitalist world system, a process that
has been described as Korea’s “globalization.” For US officials, the late
1950s marked the start of a transition in policy away from a primary
reliance on American bilateral aid to prop up the Korean state toward
strategies designed to foster multilateral political and economic ties
between Korea and the United States’ “free world” allies.

Our knowledge of Korea’s political economy in this era has grown con-
siderably in recent years. The literature has outlined the import substitu-
tion industrialization (ISI) strategies of the Rhee government, the Liberal
Party’s proclivity to hand out business favors to enhance its political
power, the importance of the pre-1961 period in understanding the
origins of the Park Chung Hee regime’s long-term economic planning
bureaucracy, and the quantitative differences in growth between the Rhee
and Park eras (Ahn 1992; Cumings 1981; Haggard 1990; Haggard and
Moon 1993; Haggard et al. 1991; Lee 2002; Yi 1998). In addition, there is a
general consensus that the United States played a major role in shaping
Korea’s five-year plan and its rapid development in the 1960s. Stephan
Haggard and Chung-In Moon have written that “American influence was
crucial” in determining the outcome of President Park’s economic
reforms, while Bruce Cumings has noted that South Korea’s “export led
program was decided by the US” (Haggard and Moon 1993: 864; Cumings
1981: 70).1

Historians and political scientists, however, have not been sensitive
enough to the underlying political conflict between successive Korean and



American administrations over economic issues. Although state depart-
ment policy-makers had emphasized since 1948 the importance of improv-
ing Japanese–Korean relations, and had pressured Korean bureaucrats to
adopt a non-inflationary stabilization program and a more realistic
exchange rate for the overvalued Korean currency, attaining these object-
ives became more important after 1958, as economic considerations came
to play a more prominent role in United States diplomacy toward North-
east Asia. Korean officials were concerned about tensions in the bilateral
partnership as they viewed healthy Korean–American relations as an
important source of internal legitimacy and stability. Sustained US pres-
sure for Korean economic reform sent signals to Korean politicians that
the United States might ultimately be willing to support a different
Korean government.

Protracted US–Korean disputes over economic issues thus contained
significant implications for the political stability of the first and second
republics. A particular source of discord was the dollar–hwan exchange
rate. One of President Rhee’s cardinal financial policies was the mainte-
nance of an overvalued hwan relative to the American dollar. This was
done partly to keep Korean expenditures on American aid goods as low as
possible, but it was precisely this form of perceived dependence upon aid
that US diplomats tried to weaken in the late 1950s. In the context of a
growing crisis in Korean–American relations, they used economic reform
as part of a broader strategy for restructuring the internal political dynam-
ics of Rhee’s government. The Chang regime inherited some of the mone-
tary practices of the Rhee era, but articulated a different philosophical
approach to development. Chang’s high-ranking advisers drew their key
ideas about economic growth from Walt Rostow’s modernization theory.
Their goals were to engage American bureaucrats, to attract US support,
to maintain the flow of aid, and to utilize a modern development model
to gain greater credibility for their regime. Despite these efforts, the
momentum which emerged in the Eisenhower period to reshape Korea’s
political economy carried over into the diplomacy of the Kennedy admin-
istration. Washington officials remained critical of Korea’s monetary pol-
icies and unsympathetic to the political dilemmas that economic reforms
signified for Prime Minister Chang.

Prior to the 1961 military coup, then, Korean governments faced
increased external pressures from American policy-makers who made it
clear that they preferred a modernization ethos which combined
conservative monetary policy with strong elements of state dirigisme. US
planners rejected the Rhee regime because its internal corruption threat-
ened to radicalize the Korean public and to initiate a period of significant
social conflict in the republic from which the Left might benefit. By 1961,
officials like Walt Rostow viewed Chang’s government as ineffective and
unable to implement economic reform. They accepted the military
regime because they believed its authoritarian style of governance would
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be more efficient than the second republic in mobilizing the nation’s
resources for development. The US–Korean partnership remained close
for the rest of the Kennedy and Johnson years, not only due to shared
cold war ideals, but also because the two allies believed the main priority
of the Korean government should be to foster economic growth. Building
a democratic state remained a secondary objective of the leadership of
both countries, and development in the absence of democracy became an
enduring aspect of Korea’s capitalist modernity during the Park era and
after. This chapter examines the period leading up to the coup as a way of
understanding the historical roots of this story. We begin our analysis with
an overview of the political economy of American–Korean relations in the
decade following 1948.

State-building: US–ROK relations, 1948–1958

In the early cold war, American and Korean officials were primarily con-
cerned with preserving the integrity of the new South Korean state. In light
of the ongoing violent clashes between Leftists and Rightists in the South,
President Rhee declared in early 1950 that “national security [was] the
most important problem facing the Republic” (United States National
Archives [hereafter USNA] RG469E-80 1950). The Truman administration
included Korea in its foreign aid programs in order to sustain Rhee’s anti-
communist stance. National Security Council document NSC 8/2,
approved in the late winter of 1949, articulated the United States’ major
objectives vis-à-vis Korea. It argued that the pro-Western orientation of the
ROK could be maintained if the US continued to provide military aid to
the regime. The goal was to integrate South Korea into America’s global
security and economic nexus, and in the long term to ensure that the ROK
would be capable of sustaining itself without substantial amounts of foreign
aid (Lee 1996: 187–191; United States Department of State 1976: 975–978).

The Korean conflict increased South Korea’s dependence on the US
but it also resulted in a tremendous expansion of the Korean army – from
a force of about 95,000 at the outbreak of the war to 655,000 by March
1954.2 Partly as a result of the increased global costs of military assistance
and the consequences of negotiating an armistice in Korea, the US govern-
ment reorganized its relief program for the peninsula in August 1953. The
new set-up reflected a desire to underwrite Korea’s military power as the
first priority of economic assistance. The Commander-in-Chief of the
United Nations Command (CINCUNC) became responsible for overall
relief, reconstruction, and rehabilitation of the ROK economy, and a civil-
ian administrator was appointed to his staff to ensure coordination of US
aid with Korean resources. The principal Washington agency for delivering
assistance was the newly established Foreign Operations Administration,
which became the International Cooperation Administration (ICA) in
1955 and the Agency for International Development (AID) in 1961. In
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addition, the United Nations Korean Reconstruction Agency planned
reconstruction projects in areas such as power, mining, fisheries, educa-
tion, and industry (Lee 2002; United States Information Agency 1956).

By the mid-1950s the American government was spending more than
US$500 million annually in support of Korea’s armed forces (United
States Department of State 1993: 315–316). Korean recruits were much
less expensive to maintain than US troops, and the United States designed
the new proxy army to help carry America’s global containment burden.
Nevertheless, the weight of this military establishment had tremendous
implications for the Korean economy. Although it facilitated the import
substitution strategies of the government to some degree, it also drained
resources which otherwise could have gone into development programs.
The Rhee government, dissatisfied with the armistice, criticized the
foreign assistance program for being inefficient and for spending too
much in Japan on the procurement of goods for Korea. Officials also
urgently insisted on an additional fifteen to twenty divisions for the army –
a doubling of existing force ceilings – with the hope that they could restart
the war against the north and carry out the military reunification of the
peninsula. Although these demands have been seen by historians in mili-
tary terms, they also reflected prevailing assumptions in the republic
about the limited capacity of the South Korean economy, and a belief that
unification would re-create conditions under which a strong economy
could emerge. Minister of Foreign Affairs Pyŏn Yŏng-t’ae supported the
President’s desire to attack North Korea, saying at a meeting with US offi-
cials in January 1954 that it was his government’s wish to have a “bal-
anced” military force of thirty-five divisions. Unless this were done, South
Korea might “eventually fall of [its] own weight and be incorporated in
Communist Korea” (USNA RG59 1954).

Many American bureaucrats were similarly pessimistic about South
Korea’s economic prospects. In October 1956, Walter Dowling, the Amer-
ican ambassador stationed in Seoul, reviewed America’s aid programs to
Korea. He wrote that “Korea can become self-supporting only when the
country is unified.” In light of this, it was important to “develop in the
economy an ability to contribute to its own support and provide a basis for
a minimum rate of growth.” Much of his report emphasized the import-
ance of expanding Korea’s primary agricultural and mineral export poten-
tial. He showed only a passing interest in industrial development, though
his analysis did express concern about the balance of payments deficit: in
the 1956 fiscal year Korea imported $95 million in goods while exporting
only $17 million (USNA RG84 1956b). Policy-makers like William Warne,
the UNC economic coordinator, were more experienced and know-
ledgable about the difficulties Korean manufacturers faced in inter-
national markets, but we should be careful not to exaggerate the ability of
American officials to provide solutions to the challenges of Korean devel-
opment in the 1950s and 1960s.
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Korean policy-makers also took their own economic initiatives, and in
the mid-1950s began to develop longer range economic plans. Although
the Korean economy in the 1950s is sometimes portrayed as stagnant,
recent work has demonstrated that industrial production grew signific-
antly for a number of years in the latter part of the decade (Woo 1991: ch.
3). The period from 1955 to 1958 in particular was one of relatively low
inflation, price stability, and accelerated industrial production. Even so,
the country had a very high unemployment rate – as many as 1,135,000
people in a population of twenty-two million were without jobs in 1956. In
the context of this critical unemployment problem, Korean officials
pushed for more help from the US. In March 1956 the economic coordi-
nator, Paek Tu-chin, told secretary Dulles and other high-ranking officials
that the war had caused $5 billion in damage, and that additional assis-
tance should accompany a long-range plan for the economy. He revealed
that the Korean government was currently working on such a plan, and
that bureaucrats estimated that the economy would need an injection of
$2.4 billion over the next five years. Citing Korea’s high unemployment
and underemployment figures, he stated that “the five year plan did not
take into account military requirements.” Paek’s request for economic
support was thus also designed to raise the level of American military aid.
Dulles made no commitment to the proposal, but warned that “American
economic aid was not accorded on the basis of friendship but as a contri-
bution to winning the cold war” (USNA RG84 1956a). The United States
soon cut its assistance program to Korea.

By 1956, the Eisenhower administration was under significant pressure
to reduce its budget and foreign aid programs. Economic conditions in
the US, and American’s position in the global political economy, now
shaped the government’s response to Korean initiatives. In June 1956, the
Chair of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, Democratic congressman
James P. Richards, told House representatives that the changed inter-
national situation since the end of the Korean War had required signific-
ant cuts to the administration’s Foreign Assistance Bill. Although he
supported the mutual security program as a means of reducing America’s
overall national security expenditures, he pointed out that there were
several “situations in the world which make it clear that we should not
continue to spend money in the same old way or in the same old places as
we have in the past” (United States Congress 1956: 9668).

Congressional dissatisfaction with the high costs of aid influenced the
Eisenhower administration’s diplomacy toward Korea. In 1957 and 1958
the United States began to revise the framework in which its economic aid
to the country operated. While renewing their emphasis on achieving an
economically viable state, officials now called for decreases in the size of
the ROK military. In January 1957, Secretary of the Treasury George
Humphrey told the National Security Council that “[we] must clearly
realize that the United States cannot go on for another ten years, as it had
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for the past ten years, spending our resources on military aid programs
currently in effect. Such a course would be suicidal for the United States.”
He recommended that “the Council fit Korea into a general program
which would notably reduce the size and expenditures for our military
assistance programs world-wide.” Secretary of State John Foster Dulles
agreed with Humphrey’s arguments. In August he stated that “the United
States was not in a position to sustain the costs of supporting the present
level of the South Korean forces to the tune of $700 million a year. Con-
gress was going to insist on a very sharp cut in our military assistance and
defense support programs world-wide” (United States Department of State
1993: 397, 483).

A new national security report on Korea, NSC 5702/2, embodied this
revised thinking. Adopted in August 1957, the document reflected a strat-
egy of “getting more for giving less.” It recommended reductions in Korea’s
armed forces and new strategies for dealing with economic problems. These
included “reducing Korean dependence on U.S. assistance and making
greater progress toward the ultimate goal of a self-supporting economy.”
The Korean government should use aid more effectively to implement
“sound economic and fiscal policies,” to direct growth into investment
rather than into consumption, and to stimulate private investment. In addi-
tion, the US should “encourage the ROK to take the necessary steps toward
normal commercial relations with other Free World countries, particularly
Japan” (United States Department of State 1993: 493–495).

Until the late 1950s, Korea’s economic performance had fostered a
belief that more time would be necessary before the country could be
firmly integrated into the Northeast Asian political economy, but pressures
to link Korea and Japan were increasing in the face of Japan’s growing eco-
nomic productivity. Linking the Japanese and South Korean economies
into an Asian anti-communist regional nexus was a crucial part of
America’s global containment strategy. Although ROK–Japan relations in
the period 1958 to 1960 were poor, partly due to the Japanese decision to
return ethnic Koreans living in Japan to North Korea, Japan’s increasing
prosperity and its new presence in international forums such as the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade contributed to the Eisenhower
administration’s decision to intervene more decisively in Korean economic
issues. Secretary Dulles told the Chiefs of Mission Conference in 1958:

we have the feeling that Japan has tended to resume, for the first time
since its defeat in World War II, its role as a major power of the world.
We also feel that U.S. policy will be furthered by accepting that role
rather than by trying to maintain Japan in a somewhat secondary or
subservient position. . . . Japan has already started to play a role in the
balance of power in the Far East and we think it likely that they would
be disposed to orient their policies further in that direction.

(USNA RG84 1958a)
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Such strategic and economic thinking became a significant source of
conflict between the Rhee and Eisenhower administrations. President
Rhee was very critical of a policy he perceived as undermining joint
Korean and American interests. In the summer of 1958, for example, the
President told several reporters:

We Koreans have not forgotten. Neither have other free Asians and
neither should Americans. Nor should we forget the Japanese atroci-
ties of a historical era that is so recent. . . . Neither have I heard the
Japanese Government nor the Japanese people publicly express regret
for the great crimes committed against their friendly ally of today, the
United States of America.

(Republic of Korea Washington Embassy 1957)

ROK officials also publicly expressed their suspicions of Japanese diplo-
macy toward the communist world. They believed that the Japanese
government’s willingness to normalize relations with the Soviet Union, to
trade with communist China, and to negotiate with North Korea
demonstrated that it was not fully committed to fighting the cold war. In
May 1958 Korea’s ambassador in Washington, Yang You-chan, warned a
group of political and social scientists in Philadelphia that Japan “is
working out its own mode of ‘neutralist’ relations with the Communist
nations. . . . The Communist countries offer what seems to the Japanese
commercial interest an attractive alternative” (Republic of Korea Washing-
ton Embassy 1958).

By 1958 American officials had rejected South Korean arguments about
the need for immediate unification, increased economic assistance,
expanding the size of the ROK military, and strategy toward Japan. Fur-
thermore, they were now inclined to take a more direct role in shaping
Korea’s economic policies. At the March 1958 Chiefs of Mission Confer-
ence ambassador Dowling reported that the United States government
should now place more emphasis on dealing with Korea’s economic prob-
lems. US assistance packages would work properly only if local govern-
ments pursued strategies consistent with development, and it was now
appropriate for the US to “encourage recipient governments to adopt
sound policies.” American aid programs should be used “when possible, as
leverage in getting them to institute necessary reforms.” Dowling was “con-
vinced that if more of our energies were devoted to these internal policy
questions, the overall effectiveness of our efforts would be substantially
increased” (USNA RG84 1958b).

Although there had been significant policy differences in Korean–
American relations prior to 1958, this year was a turning point for the
Eisenhower administration’s diplomacy toward the peninsula. It now
became increasingly hostile to the Rhee regime, and tensions escalated
when officials decided in 1959 and 1960 to push harder to achieve a set of
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economic stabilization reforms associated with the dollar–hwan exchange
rate. To understand the political dimensions of these events, we need
briefly to examine how American officials viewed the question of Presid-
ent Rhee’s succession and how the Korean Liberal Party used the aid
regime in the 1950s to strengthen its internal political position.

US economic planning for Korea in the 1950s was bound up in the
question of what the government should do in the event that President
Rhee passed away. The issue of succession was first raised in a significant
way during the 1952 political crisis when the Korean government used
intimidation tactics and coercion to persuade the national assembly to
pass a constitutional amendment which permitted the President to run for
reelection. At the time, Army Chief-of-Staff Lee Choung Chang
approached Counselor H. Allen Lightner with a plan to use UN and
Korean military forces to depose Rhee and to set up an interim adminis-
tration. The temporary government would stay in power until free elec-
tions were held (see Keefer 1991; Lee 1994). In Washington, a decision
was taken not to depose Rhee, largely because no secure political altern-
ative was thought to be available. Initially the events of 1952 seemed to
confirm the importance of maintaining US support for Rhee. After the
war, American officials believed that no other Korean leader had the
ability or legitimacy to maintain the country’s political stability. In the
mid-1950s, however, much thought began to be given to the question of
Rhee’s successor. In February 1956, Secretary Dulles remarked:

with respect to the problem of President Rhee’s death, this could con-
ceivably end up in a situation which would enable the United States to
deal more rationally with the problem of Korea. . . . [If] Rhee should
die and we could get through the immediate crisis which would
follow, we might end up with a better situation. Until then, it was hard
to see what else we can do in Korea than what we are doing.

(United States Department of State 1993: 218)

At the time, American diplomats hoped and believed that the speaker
of the national assembly, Yi Ki-bung, would succeed the aging president,
but this scenario became complicated when Chang Myŏn, a member of
the opposition Democratic Party, was elected to the vice-presidency in
1956. Yi’s health also began to decline in the later 1950s. By 1958, on the
eve of the extended crisis in Korea–US relations, American officials were
upset by Rhee’s persistent efforts to go against America’s containment
strategy for Northeast Asia and yet uncertain about who could replace him
without seriously threatening political stability. The frustration was per-
sonified by Secretary Dulles, when, at a meeting of the National Security
Council on 8 August 1958, he “expressed some frank and unflattering
views of President Rhee.” President Dwight D. Eisenhower and Secretary
Dulles both held negative and stereotyped images of Rhee. Dulles even
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referred to the Korean President as an “Oriental bargainer” and a “master
of evasion” (cited in Cumings 1997: 306). As late as 30 January 1959, the
Director of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs, Howard J. Parsons,
argued that “With respect to Presidential succession in the ROK . . . we are
uncertain that Yi Ki-bung could succeed, but do not know who would take
his place” (United States Department of State 1993: 485).

In 1959 and 1960, concern about who would replace Rhee became sec-
ondary to the larger problem of finding a way to deflect the government
from pursuing policies which the US feared might lead to its overthrow
in a potentially violent and unpredictable revolt. Officials expressed exag-
gerated worries that “communists” would take advantage of popular
unrest and bring a Leftist government to power. This would significantly
limit the United States’ influence in Korea and weaken America’s global
prestige.

The political economy of corruption and the emerging
crisis in US–Korea relations, 1958–1959

In the 1950s, major benefactors of the Korean government’s foreign aid
regime and low exchange rates were Korean companies that produced
goods based on imports from the US. These businesses included various
sugar, flour, and textile corporations, some of which, like Samsung’s Cheil
Sugar, began to dominate the Korean market in this era. The overvalued
hwan provided the Liberal Party with significant kickbacks, as licenses to
import US goods could only be issued by the Korean government
(Haggard et al. 1991: 854). Since the state also controlled reconstruction
contracts, the government played a very large role in determining which
companies received the benefits of US rehabilitation projects. Contracts
were often a function of political dealings, and businesses frequently paid
money to the ruling party after receiving government favors. After the col-
lapse of the Rhee regime, one businessman reflected: “Just by saving what
I used to give the Liberals in bribes . . . I can re-equip my plant within a
year” (cited in Lie 1998: 33–34).

The financial benefits which the Liberal Party received from America’s
extended aid program in the mid-1950s were thus significant. In the
context of declining American aid to South Korea after 1957, however,
members of the party began to consider other methods of retaining
power. They soon began to intimidate and persecute their political
opposition and to consider using fraudulent means to fix elections.

An initial indicator of this corruption appeared in early 1958 when the
Korean government arrested Cho Bong-am, chairman of the Korean Pro-
gressive [Socialist] Party and prominent opponent of the President. The
state charged Cho with violating the ROK National Security Act. Cho was a
strong contender for the 1960 presidential race, and the reason for his
arrest was political: to weaken the Progressives in the national assembly
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prior to the spring elections, and to eliminate opposition to President
Rhee.3 US diplomats were concerned about the domestic and inter-
national implications of the arrest and trial of Cho, but their representa-
tions made no difference and he was hanged on 31 July 1959 for
espionage.

In November 1958 the ROK government took another step toward
repressing the opposition by submitting a new national security law to the
national assembly. The bill included a clause stating that “anyone who has
benefited the enemy by disturbing the people by reporting or spreading
false facts or distorted news” could be punished (USNA RG84 1958c). The
hardliners who believed a stronger national security act and state repres-
sion would sustain them in power included Home Minister Ch’oe In-gyu,
a major organizer of the election fraud in 1960, National Police Director
Yi Kang-hak, and Justice Minister Hong Chin-ki. One person who stood to
gain from their policies was Yi Ki-bung, the vice-presidential candidate in
the 1960 elections, and would-be successor to Rhee. Given his ongoing
health problems and physical weakness, Yi may also have been a conve-
nient figurehead for the machinations of the other hardliners in cabinet.
In the aftermath of the violence and fraud of the 1960 elections Yi and his
family committed suicide.

The increased state repression in Korea was closely monitored by the
United States Embassy in Seoul. An alarmed Ambassador Dowling wrote
Washington in late 1958 that if those who wanted to rig the 1960 election
succeeded in dominating the Liberal Party, there would be a steady deteri-
oration in the political situation over the coming year. If, on the other
hand, the hardliners failed, the more moderate elements of the party
would be able to reassert themselves. According to Dowling, the outcome
of the struggle would be “decisive for [the] political future of Korea”
(USNA RG84 1958d).

The ambassador’s prognosis for US–Korea relations soon became more
pessimistic. On 22 December he wrote the State Department that if the
National Security Act amendment was passed, it would “set in motion
series of actions resulting in complete discredit ROK Government on
international scene, and which will require active opposition of U.S. at
one stage or another. . . . I fear that we run grave risk of serious loss of
influence here if ROK government persists in enactment present version
of amendment, and then ‘gets away with it’” (United States Department of
State 1994: 519). Two days later, the government pushed through the
amendment to the law by forcibly preventing opposition members from
attending the national assembly meeting and by locking them in base-
ment rooms.

In Washington, Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs
Walter S. Robertson met with the Korean ambassador to the US, Yang
You-chan, to express his displeasure with the tactics and decisions of the
Korean government. Yang agreed that the methods used to pass the law
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were “not good” but implied that they were needed to prevent the govern-
ment from being overthrown by “its enemies.” To this, Robertson replied
that “the type of action which was taken on 24 December is the kind that
can lead to the eventual overthrow of the Republic of Korea by giving
ammunition to the real foes of Korea” (United States Department of State
1994: 528).

At this point the American Embassy in Korea recommended that addi-
tional pressure be placed on the regime to alter its policies. In late January
1959 Dowling wrote to Robertson:

When President Rhee is no longer on the scene (he is now 84 years
old), the Liberal Party will probably be unable for long to maintain
control even by continued use of forceful measures . . . to adopt a
passive role will mean that we must face a constantly deteriorating
situation leading almost certainly to civil turmoil – a situation the
Communists will be quick to exploit.

He recommended that American journalists be sent to Korea to report on
political events; that prominent members of Congress be encouraged to
moderate the position of Rhee and the dangerous elements of the Liberal
Party; that further economic aid be withheld; and that the US government
formally protest the failure of the ROK to enact sound economic reforms
(United States Department of State 1994: 537–540). The courses of action
recommended by Dowling to deal with the internal situation in Korea
were approved somewhat reluctantly by Secretary Dulles on 27 January
1959 (United States Department of State 1994: 540 fn 3).4

Significantly, US policy-makers now associated economic progress with
political stability. In 1959 they began to put pressure on the Korean
government to alter its financial policy as part of an effort to weaken the
position of the hardliners and to demonstrate American dissatisfaction
with the regime’s corrupt and authoritarian practices. In this way eco-
nomic modernization was linked to efforts to sustain US political influ-
ence on the peninsula. A key US objective was the promotion and
emergence of a moderate leadership group who would sustain the confi-
dence of the Korean public and maintain a strong commitment to anti-
communism. Diplomats couched their arguments in terms of the need to
protect and develop Korea’s democratic values, but their primary fear was
that the US might not be able to preserve the political viability of their
alliance partner. J. Graham Parsons, Assistant Secretary of State for Far
Eastern Affairs, wrote:

the failure of democracy in Korea at this critical juncture can only
lead to the disillusionment of the Korean people, not only with
democratic principles and practices, but with the United States to
whom these people for over the past decade looked for leadership
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and guidance. In the ensuing vacuum, we fear that only extremist
solutions can result.

(United States Department of State 1994: 592)

Indeed, a political catastrophe in Korea, defined as continued authorit-
arian rule leading to the emergence of a Leftist government susceptible to
“communist” influence, would be a disaster for US policies throughout
the developing world. According to Parsons, “the failure of democracy in
Korea would be considered by many nations as the total failure of the
applicability of our system for the nations of Afro-Asia, with the sub-
sequent decline of American influence and prestige within this area”
(United States Department of State 1994: 590). Ultimately, American
policy-makers were more concerned with stability and their global prestige
than with democratic practice.

Parsons believed that the United States had the capability of dealing
with Korea’s “flagrant abuses of democratic institutions” provided it chose
its “weapons carefully and employ[ed] them firmly but discreetly. Such
actions would have the support of the majority of the Korean people and
moderate leadership groups even within the Liberal Party and Govern-
ment” (United States Department of State 1994: 591). But who were the
moderates in Rhee’s government? What interests did they represent?
There never seems to have been any sophisticated analysis of the “moder-
ate” and “hardline” factions in the Rhee government. Those people whom
the United States associated with more moderate positions included the
ex-Minister of Reconstruction and current Minister of Finance Sŏng In-
sang, Defense Minister Kim Chung-yuk, Minister of Reconstruction Shin
Hyŏn-hwak, and Minister of Commerce Kim Yong-chan. Many of these
officials were defined as moderates because they were sympathetic to
America’s plans for Korea’s economic development, including reforms of
the hwan–dollar exchange rate.

Economic reform, the exchange rate, and the 1960 political
crisis

Ambassador Dowling’s recommendations to stabilize the Korean political
situation were implemented by the Department of State over the course of
1959 and 1960. However, some of these policies threatened America’s
short-term partnership with the “moderates” in the Rhee Cabinet. The
problem facing US officials was that the moderate faction played a politic-
ally marginal role in Cabinet and were therefore vulnerable allies. Up to
1960 the Rhee government had needed the moderates to maintain power.
Sŏng In-sang, for example, represented a symbol of limited cooperation
with American objectives in Korea. As long as there had been some
Koreans willing to go along with US advice, American policy-makers had
been prepared to accept ROK economic inefficiencies and political
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authoritarianism as the price of political stability. Between 1958 and 1960
that implicit political bargain between the US and the ROK began weak-
ening, and in 1960 it fell apart, since the US government was prepared to
sacrifice moderates as part of a broader strategy of shifting the balance of
power away from hardliners in the Korean Cabinet.

The major reform which US policy-makers began to consider in late
1959 dealt with the exchange rate. The ROK–US stabilization programs of
the mid-1950s had not been aimed at undermining the so-called “rent-
seeking sector” of the Korean economy, associated with the use of foreign
aid to build up the power of the Liberal Party. The United States now
decided to attack the abuses of that system to indicate its discontent with
the political strategies of the regime. Throughout the next three months
the Secretary of State and the Northeast Asian Affairs Bureau showed no
willingness to compromise with the Rhee government. This policy
reflected the decline in the Korean–American partnership and showed
that the US was unconcerned with the significant political dilemmas
which economic reform caused in Korea. In short, the American govern-
ment was indicating that it wanted changes in the political direction of the
Liberal Party, and indeed the government as a whole.

A 1955 agreement between South Korea and the United States had
pegged the exchange rate at 500 hwan to the dollar, and in 1957 the two gov-
ernments agreed that the rate would remain the same so long as the Seoul
wholesale price index did not increase more than an average of 25 percent
over a six-month period – January to July, or July to December – compared
to the index for September 1955. In the second half of 1959 the wholesale
price index averaged 30 percent above the 1955 prices, and on 18 December
1959 Washington told the embassy in Seoul to inform the Korean govern-
ment that, following the arrangements made in 1957, the hwan–dollar rate
should be changed to 650–1 before 20 January 1960. In addition, negotia-
tions with the Korean government should begin for a 1,200–1,400 rate for all
UNC expenditures. “Tourists” – that is, American civilians and officials in
Korea – should also receive this rate, though the US government was pre-
pared to settle for a 1,000 hwan rate for both the UNC and civilians. The
ROK could have a six-month grace period to implement the 650 hwan adjust-
ment if it agreed before 20 January to a minimum exchange rate of 1,000-1
for the UNC and for US personnel in Korea (USNA RG84 1959c).

In economic terms, American pressure in 1960 to alter Korea’s
exchange rate underlined a stronger US determination to encourage
Korean exports. A lower-valued hwan would make Korean goods more
competitive in foreign markets. At the same time, the new rate would help
the executive branch deal with Congressional criticism, since it would
raise the amount of counterpart funds available for aid projects decided
jointly by the Korean and American governments. Every dollar of US aid
would thus generate more hwan for Korean development. The Korean
government, however, opposed the American initiative.
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Since his appointment in 1955 to head the new Ministry of Reconstruc-
tion, Sŏng In-sang had worked closely with American diplomats. In early
1960 he became subjected to a major political battle between the Rhee
and American governments. The Korean government viewed the
exchange rate as a critical element of its economic program, and, in the
context of the upcoming general elections, hardliners saw the US
demands as a threat. Sŏng met with embassy officials on a number of occa-
sions from December 1959 to February 1960 to discuss exchange rate
reform. In these meetings the Minister expressed his surprise about the
US position and warned that it could create a crisis in the relationship
between the two countries (USNA RG84 1960a). He suggested that if the
ROK, at US insistence, honored its economic commitments under the
1955 agreement, the government would then not be willing to alter the
UNC and “tourist” rates. At a meeting with the new American Ambas-
sador, Walter P. McConaughy, Sŏng said the 500-1 rate was the “corner-
stone” of the President’s economic policy and that the rate problem was
“particularly sensitive from both political and economic viewpoints.” He
queried why the US had suddenly shifted its position. Change should
come gradually, he opined, “not by pushing hard at the front door.” An
adjustment would require a major amendment to the new budget and
would give “political advantage” to the opposition party in the forthcom-
ing election. Bureaucrats in Washington anticipated this link between the
elections and the exchange rate. Privately, embassy officials believed that
the Minister was sympathetic to the US position but that he was in a diffi-
cult position due to his inability to convince the President and other
Cabinet members of the correctness of the American recommendations
(USNA RG84 1960b).

Ambassador McConaughy initially supported Washington’s new negoti-
ating position. Although he recognized that US pressure would hurt the
bilateral relationship in the short term, and might even result in the resig-
nation of Sŏng, he believed the exchange rate was “so basic to achievement
of our economic objectives in Korea that it should not be avoided any
longer. To do so would mean prolonging and aggravating disruptive eco-
nomic effects of present rate, continuing payment excessive costs mainte-
nance U.S. forces in Korea, and obtaining less than fully effective use [of]
U.S. aid.” The Ambassador also acknowledged that the increase in counter-
part funds resulting from a rate change would increase America’s “voice in
ROK financial affairs” and that this would probably not be welcomed by
the Rhee regime. The chances of maintaining price stability after the elec-
tion would be enhanced if Rhee was in office, and his “effective and highly
centralized control of government apparatus would be instrumental in
achieving successful transition to new rate” (USNA RG84 1960c). Officials
in Washington, however, were more concerned with altering the relative
power balance in the Rhee government than was McConaughy, and this
became more evident in late January and February.
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During a series of meetings with embassy officials early in 1960 Sŏng
made several compromise proposals to the United States government. On
28 January, for example, he suggested a delay in implementing the 650
hwan rate until after the elections in return for an agreement to set the
tourist rate at 1,000-1 and to expand Korean service contracts with the
UNC by several million dollars. McConaughy now recommended that
Washington accept Sŏng’s compromises, saying they represented import-
ant concessions that met American economic demands. An agreement
now would also save the Minister’s career and keep US–Korea relations on
a good footing (USNA RG84 1960d). He also argued that the events
surrounding Cho’s execution and the passing of the National Security
Law were not representative of wider trends in the relationship between
the Korean executive and the legislative branches of government. Over
the past several years, he noted, the Korean executive had developed a
“healthy respect for legislative prerogatives.” Since the proposed revision
to the exchange rate also related to taxation issues which were a preroga-
tive of the national assembly, pushing forward with the exchange reform
would create angry accusations that the executive was overstepping its
power and undermining legislative prerogative (USNA RG84 1960f).

Washington bureaucrats dismissed these arguments and demanded
that Korea meet its full obligations under the 1957 agreement. On 24
January, Secretary Herter wrote that “If Minister Song [is] expendable on
this issue he may be expendable whenever it suits ROKG purposes”
(USNA RG84 1960e). The department also cited its concerns about con-
gressional reactions. These factored very heavily in its deliberations.
Accepting the ROK position would put the executive branch in the unten-
able position of telling Congress that it agreed to postpone action on the
exchange rate “merely because of possible effect on ROK elections”
(USNA RG84 1960h). On 29 January, during the ongoing negotiations
with the Koreans, the American Embassy in Seoul, under directions from
Washington, issued a unilateral declaration stating that commencing on
29 January the official exchange rate would be 650 to 1. President Rhee
then issued a statement saying his government would uphold its inter-
national agreement but that negotiations with the Americans over
exchange rate issues were still underway (USNA RG59 1960b).

The United States government’s willingness to compromise had been
severely eroded by the ROK government’s political policies since
1958, and state department officials were no longer concerned about
the political impact of a breach in US–ROK relations. For Washington
planners, the exchange rate issue became a larger symbol of the ROK
government’s willingness to assume more responsible economic and
political positions. US pressure to change the rate would demonstrate
a new-found seriousness to US negotiating strategy, and would contribute
to a wider policy of confronting the hardliners. Since Sŏng was forced
to negotiate on the basis of hardliners’ arguments, Sŏng’s own position
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in the ROK government became temporarily expendable. He was not to
be used by the existing government to escape changes in the exchange
rate.

From Washington’s point of view, McConaughy’s arguments failed to
see that lessening the pressure at this time would be a concession to the
hardliners in the Liberal Party, whose plans to win the next election
through fraudulent means might lead the country into chaos, and possibly
revolution. Now, more than ever, it was important to make the ROK a
viable economic entity, capable of operating in the long term without con-
tinued substantial amounts of US aid. On 11 February Secretary Herter
wrote McConaughy that “ROKG failure to make immediate adjustment in
direction of major reform would be evidence ROK did not intend to con-
tribute to its own economic development and stability and assure
maximum effectiveness of U.S. aid” (USNA RG84 1960h). His message
had the support of top officials in the Departments of State, the Treasury,
Defense, and the International Cooperation Administration. Herter “fully
appreciated” the position of the embassy but South Korea had lost
support both in the administration and Congress as a result of the “events
of past year beginning with December 24, 1958 incident involving passage
of national security law” (USNA RG84 1960g).

Ultimately, Rhee was not prepared to create a breach in his govern-
ment’s relations with the United States, and on 23 February Sŏng
announced his government’s decision to devalue the hwan to 650–1.
Negotiations would be held later in the year to discuss a more realistic
exchange rate. Washington’s strategy had achieved its immediate eco-
nomic goals, but the crisis in US–ROK had not yet reached its peak. The
balance of power within the Rhee government remained the same. The
defeat of the hardliners on the exchange rate issue did not prevent them
from organizing fraudulent elections.

On 3 February, amidst the intense negotiations over the exchange rate,
the Korean government announced that the presidential election would
be held on 15 March 1960, and not in May or later as had been hoped by
the opposition Democratic Party. May elections had been an established
practice in the ROK, but even before the winter of 1959 President Rhee
had spoken publicly about the possibility of moving the date forward to
1960. By January and February 1960, the tenor of discussions over the
exchange rate could only have reinforced in party officials’ minds the
advantages of holding early elections.

The rise in the exchange rate adversely affected those who were
dependent upon imported aid goods from the United States. This
included farmers, whose fertilizer was supplied indirectly through Amer-
ican aid provided by the International Cooperation Administration. In
announcing the revised rate on 23 February, Minister Sŏng stated that it
would have a “significant effect on the rural economy” and that the
government was considering measures to deal with problems which would
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arise in the countryside. Partly to compensate for the increased costs of
purchasing fertilizer, the Korean government requested the Americans to
allow counterpart funds originating from ICA fertilizer purchases to be
calculated at the old 500–1 exchange rate. This request was rejected by
the United States Operating Mission in Seoul in late February (USNA
RG59 1960c). Several weeks later, the Rhee administration adopted a new
bond program which provided long-term loans with low interest to people
engaged in farming and fishing. Although the program was only
announced on 4 March, the government intended that the first round of
bond sales, worth 2.5 billion hwan, would end by 10 March, only five days
before the election (USNA RG59 1960d).

By this time, the Democratic Party leaders were accusing the Liberals of
planning to hold fraudulent elections and of using intimidation tactics
against voters. The Democratic Party had itself been significantly penal-
ized by the calling of the early elections. At the time the elections were
announced, party leader Cho Pyŏng-ok was undertaking medical treat-
ment in Washington for cancer, and it was unclear when he might
recover. He subsequently died on 16 February, leaving the party leaderless
in the election. This meant that the real contest in the upcoming vote
would be for the vice-presidential position, and the candidates for that
were the incumbent Chang Myŏn and Yi Ki-bung. On 1 March, the Demo-
cratic Party exposed a plan by Liberal Party members to rig the election so
that it would appear that 85 percent of the vote had gone to President
Rhee and Yi Ki-bung. To do this the party would stuff ballot boxes with
forged votes, permit double-counting by Liberal voters, prohibit known
opposition party supporters from casting a ballot, and turn various anti-
communist youth groups against the opposition. American officials con-
tinued to express their deep concern about events on the peninsula. A
memorandum from the acting Secretary of State, John M. Steeves, to
Herter on 10 March pointed out that reports that the Liberal Party
planned “to perpetrate massive election frauds” might be authentic.
Steeves concluded that the elections would cause a “serious setback” to
democracy in the ROK, undermine the two-party political system, weaken
Korea’s international prestige, undermine the US Congress’s willingness
to support Korea’s economic aid program, and make the Rhee regime
even more intransigent in its relations with the US (United States Depart-
ment of State 1994: 602).

Riots which broke out in Masan city on the day of the election con-
firmed the administration’s worst fears about the consequences of govern-
ment corruption. Just two days after the election the embassy
recommended economic sanctions and reported that “if we define basis
US objective in Korea as the encouragement of a politically stable and mil-
itarily strong nation which is pro-US and anti-Communist in character,
then these objectives fundamentally threatened by direction of current
events” (United States Department of State 1994: 609). After several weeks
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of persistent demonstrations against the Rhee regime, McConaughy
warned Washington:

there is growing atmosphere of popular resentment which could sud-
denly take most dangerous turn leaving situation wide open for Com-
munist manipulation. Severe repressive ROKG measures to control
such situation would only deepen popular antagonism, blacken
ROKG reputation before world, and leave this nation even more sus-
ceptible to Communist subversion.

(United States Department of State 1994: 618)

On 19 April Rhee declared a state of martial law in Seoul. On that day
alone, clashes between civilians on the one hand, and the military and
police forces on the other, resulted in 115 deaths and 773 injuries in
urban areas across the country. In the United States, President Eisen-
hower spoke with Secretary Herter aboard the presidential yacht Augusta.
“We just have to get tough with Rhee,” Eisenhower admonished, “and tell
him that we fought for the freedom of South Korea and that unless Rhee
permits free elections and the people are given the right to vote, there is
just no sense in our being in Korea.” Herter replied: “while we are techni-
cally interfering with the internal affairs of Korea, there are special justifi-
cations in this case” (United States Department of State 1994: 623).
Washington instructed the embassy in Seoul on the same day to meet with
“responsible” ROK leaders and to inform the Rhee government that it
must repeal the controversial articles of the National Security Law, reopen
the offices of the newspaper associated with the opposition Democratic
Party, the Kyŏnghyang Sinmun, remove officials responsible for election
fraud, and give the Korean people an opportunity for free elections
(United States Department of State 1994: 624–626).

The Eisenhower administration now told Rhee to hold new elections.
In the face of tremendous American and public pressure, Rhee ordered Yi
Ki-bung to resign; Ambassador McConaughy effectively secured the
President’s resignation during a meeting with him on 26 April. This was a
logical end to a policy which had been emerging in the United States
since 1958. Top officials in the Department of State, including Under-
Secretary of State for Political Affairs Livingston Merchant, and Assistant
Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs J. Graham Parsons, acknowledged
this in April when they approved a telegram instructing McConaughy to
maintain a firm stance against Rhee “in light what Dept considers to have
been effective results new policy adopted last January.” Only by getting the
Korean government “to pursue constructive programs both domestically
and internationally” could the US avoid the risks of a “gradual deteriora-
tion” or even a “disintegration” in the longer term Korean–American rela-
tionship (United States Department of State 1994: 635). In a similar vein,
Loy Henderson, Deputy Under-Secretary of State, wrote to McConaughy:
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“we had concluded here that time had come for Rhee to step down if
public confidence in ROKG was to be restored and even more explosive
situation susceptible Communist exploitation prevented from develop-
ing.” Now that Rhee had resigned, “real new vistas in entirely new era
US–Korean relations open before us which will require our best imagina-
tive efforts on priority basis” (United States Department of State 1994:
645–646).

Henderson’s optimism was misplaced. The economic challenges which
faced the Republic of Korea in 1959 and 1960 remained following Rhee’s
removal from power. Furthermore, there was a high degree of continuity
in US diplomacy. While American plans for Korea were rooted in eco-
nomic and strategic factors which challenged the global power of the
United States in the late 1950s, the willingness of American officials to
press for reform was also intimately linked to their experiences in the final
year of the Syngman Rhee regime, and to a fear that unless they involved
themselves deeply in the affairs of Korea, they might lose their influence
over “the Republic of Korea,” an erstwhile ally and cold war partner.

It is true that by early 1960 the broad framework around which the
American government would try to shape Korean economic development
in the next three years was in place. Renewed emphasis on exchange rate
reform, improved Japanese and Korean economic relations, emphasis on
an export economy, and closer linkages between economic aid programs
and Korean fiscal and monetary policy – all these themes would be
stressed with greater vigor after 1960. But Korean planners had their own
forward-looking plans for the economy. In February 1960, for example,
the Ministry of Commerce and Industry submitted proposals to improve
Korean exports to the ROK Balance of Payments Committee. The recom-
mendations included the creation of an export-import bank, tax exemp-
tions for companies engaging in export, the creation of an export
promotion corporation, and improving Korean commercial and sales
knowledge (USNA RG59 1960a). Officials also developed a three-year
plan which envisaged large increases in exports and high GNP growth
rates. These were criticized by members of the United States operating
mission for being too high, but they were a reflection of ambitions which
Korean bureaucrats articulated for their economy (USNA RG59 1960e).

The second republic, Walt Rostow, and modernization
theory

The Chang Myŏn regime, which came to power in the summer of 1960
after the newly formed second republic held democratic national elec-
tions, adopted many policies which American officials had sought to
achieve in the late Rhee era. The platform of the Democratic Party had
been articulated amidst the growing tensions in American–Korean rela-
tions in the late 1950s, and had been designed to demonstrate to the
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United States the party’s disillusionment with the economic and political
strategies adopted by Rhee’s administration.

In 1958 and 1959 Chang Myŏn and others in the Democratic Party had
tried to convey to American officials that they would be better allies to
work with than the existing government. In February 1959, party represen-
tatives met with William H. Draper, a former general and a key figure in
designing America’s global economic and containment strategies. He had
been economic adviser to General Lucius Clay in occupied Germany, and,
in 1948, as Under-Secretary of the Army, had played a leading role in
rehabilitating the Japanese economy and launching the “reverse course.”
In 1959 he visited Korea as part of a broader investigation into America’s
Mutual Security Program in Asia. His presence in the republic reflected
the changing circumstances in which American aid programs were operat-
ing, as well as a new sense of urgency in Washington to streamline aid pro-
grams and to make them more productive.

A group of Democratic National Assemblymen led by Dr. Cho Pyŏng-ok
met with Draper. The representatives told the visiting senior statesperson
that Korea should negotiate more realistic exchange rates, place greater
emphasis on long-term planning, and develop its export industries (USNA
RG84 1959a). Draper understood well the connection between exchange
rates and exports, and was sympathetic to the delegation’s recommenda-
tions. Indeed, one of his major findings was that more serious considera-
tion should be given to improving Korea’s ability to export. During a
discussion with high-ranking officials in the Department on 28 February
1959, he argued that “it was a long haul toward viability in Korea, [but]
more effort should be made and a long range plan for exports is needed”
(USNA RG84 1959b).

Party officials also informed American policy-makers of their desire to
normalize relations with Japan. Democrats criticized the Rhee regime’s
handling of Korean–Japan relations and hoped to improve ties with
Korea’s neighbor as a way of increasing ROK trade and generally amelio-
rating the country’s economic prospects. A couple of months prior to
becoming Prime Minister, Chang told the Korean press that the Demo-
cratic Party would overcome the problems in the bilateral relationship
caused by Japanese “deportation” of Koreans to North Korea by conclud-
ing trade and fisheries agreements with Japan (USNA RG84 1960i). The
interim government of Huh Chung also took concrete steps to improve
relations with Japan by releasing Japanese fishermen who had been
arrested by the ROK Coast Guard for fishing within the “Rhee Line”
(USNA RG84 1960j).

A further indication of the regime’s hopes for a close working relation-
ship with America was its appointment of Cabinet members who
embraced Walt Rostow’s modernization “theory.” The theory began
gaining adherents in the late 1950s, and bureaucrats in Chang’s govern-
ment were among the first to accept a number of its key tenets. Walter
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Rostow had been Professor of Economics at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and a speech writer for Senator Kennedy prior to joining the
Kennedy administration in 1961 as Deputy Special Assistant to the Presid-
ent for National Security Affairs. Although Rostow became famous for his
1960 book, The Stages of Economic Growth: A Non-Communist Manifesto,
several articles he published in the 1950s, including “The Take-off into
Self-sustained Growth” (1956), and “The Stages of Economic Growth”
(1959), anticipated the book’s conclusions. In these essays Rostow postu-
lated his “theory” that all modern economies had gone through five stages
of development. Economic growth began in “traditional society,” which
could then develop the preconditions for a period of rapid compressed
economic growth. Once a “take-off” occurred, a further drive toward
“mature” growth, and then an era of mass consumption ensued. For
Rostow, the decisive period was the “take-off” stage, which could “usefully
be regarded as centering on a relatively brief time interval of two or three
decades when the economy and the society of which it is a part transform
themselves in such ways that economic growth is, subsequently, more or
less automatic.” The “take-off” required a high rate of investment –
around 10 percent of national income – a significant manufacturing base,
and institutions which exploited the sustained growth and made it self-
sustaining. Unlike later dependency theorists who argued that production
of raw materials for export reflected structural and imposed inequalities
in the international system, Rostow believed that the export of resources
could contribute to the take-off. He also postulated that states needed to
invest heavily in infrastructure and housing, what he called “social over-
head capital.” Thus:

whatever its strategic role, the proportion of investment required for
growth which goes into industry is relatively small compared to that
required for utilities, transport and the housing of enlarged urban
populations. And foreign capital can be mightily useful in helping
carry the burden of these overhead items.

(Rostow 1956: 25, 32, 40)

Rostow’s writings influenced Korean policy-makers, and partly account
for the willingness of the Chang regime to support exchange and utility
rate reform, as well as its efforts to get more American aid from the
United States. ROK government planners presented a summary of their
economic policies to the Eisenhower administration in late August 1960.
A draft aide-mémoire addressed to the President argued that Korea, in “a
new spirit,” declared its intention to negotiate in good faith to resolve “all
outstanding issues” in the economic field between the two countries.
These included the exchange and utility rates, and Japan–Korea relations.
Chang promised to work closely with the US in implementing the aid
program and in steering the country’s development (USNA RG84 1960k).
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The final version of the aide-mémoire reflected the strong influence of
Rostow’s modernization theory. Although many of the themes in the doc-
ument were not new – the Rhee government, for example, had called for
more monies to develop Korea’s productive capacity – references to
investment, “social overhead costs,” maintaining “self-sustaining growth,”
and a projected “take-off” for the Korean economy all showed that Korean
planners had digested Rostow’s writings and were now trying to get Amer-
ican planners to support the “modern” economic planning that was occur-
ring in the new republic.

The memo argued that the time had come “to shift the emphasis of the
aid program away from rebuilding and maintaining consumption to acceler-
ating investment and expanding production.” Korean planners listed a
dozen aid projects which were deemed essential “to achieve self-sustaining
growth and a viable economy.” Many of these related to infrastructure, and
included railway construction, highways, telecommunications, harbors, and
waterworks projects. The successful design and implementation of these pro-
jects would break Korea’s “vicious circle of poverty” and provide a base for
“internally generated development.” The country needed a “crash” program
to “elevate the Korean economy to the ‘take-off stage’ of development.”
Since it was unlikely that the southern part of the peninsula would in the
near future be able to become financially strong, or even be able to provide
for its resources, continued US aid was necessary (USNA RG59 1960f).

Dr. Tchah (Ch’a) Kyun-hi, the Vice-Minister of Reconstruction, was
one of the key officials who helped prepare the document. On 12 October
Tchah told acting Secretary of State Douglas Dillon that additional Amer-
ican economic aid, distributed over five years, would spark a Korean eco-
nomic “take-off.” Such an aid program would save the United States
money over the long term and permit Korea to contribute its share of the
costs of economic growth (USNA RG84 1960o). Another official who used
the rhetoric of modernization in his discussions with Americans was Minis-
ter of Commerce and Industry, Chu Yo-han. In late August 1960 the direc-
tor of the US operations mission to Korea, Raymond T. Moyer, pointed
out that the phrase “take-off stage” appeared “to be becoming a fixed part
of the policy of the present government.” Minister Chu had recently “said
that his party was committed to special attention to economic develop-
ment with a view to reaching the ‘take-off’ stage within two or three years”
(USNA RG84 1960m).

Korean policy-makers’ embrace of modernization theory sheds light on
the wider genealogy of the developmental state, and shows that Korean
bureaucrats drew upon several different economic “models” to help
define their own policies and agendas. Thus when planners considered
the experience of Japan as an exporting nation, they could also reflect on
the even more recent history of Hong Kong: “As positive measures we will
concentrate our efforts to utilize the industrious and intelligent labor of
Korea to produce commodities for export, as successfully demonstrated by
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Japan in the early stages of industrialization and by Hong Kong more
recently” (USNA RG59 1960f). Koreans drew lessons from the history of
late industrializers such as Japan or Hong Kong, but they also turned to
contemporary American social science for explanations of how and why
states could modernize their economy. When Rostow wrote that a success-
ful economic take-off could not happen until “a definitive political trans-
formation occurs – which harnesses national energies, talents, and
resources around the concrete tasks of economic growth,” Chang and his
advisers saw their own history unfolding (Rostow 1956: 6–7). Indeed, the
regime said as much in its October memo to Herter:

The burning desire of Korean people to win democratic freedom has
been well manifested by the spontaneous April uprising which
resulted in the downfall of the archaic and dictatorial regime of
Syngman Rhee. The new government, with the support of the people,
is resolved to adopt a bold new program of action directed toward
accelerated growth.

In short, for a brief period in Korea’s postwar history, development and
democracy were pursued with enthusiasm and hope by government officials.

Unfortunately for the Chang regime, however, neither Rostow nor
other officials in either the Eisenhower or the Kennedy administrations
viewed the situation in Korea in 1960 and early 1961 in these terms. One
paragraph from Rostow’s (1959) article sums up the perspective in Wash-
ington during this period:

While a reactive nationalism has been a powerful engine of modern-
ization it also posed problems for economic development; for it did
not immediately and directly prepare men to face and handle the
homely economic tasks of the preconditions and the take-off. On the
contrary, when a new national government was achieved – in the face
of the colonial power, the traditional society, or both in combination
– its leaders were tempted to go on with the familiar game of politics
and power rather than to turn promptly to the domestic tasks of mod-
ernization. There were real or believed external wrongs and humilia-
tions to be righted; there were still rear-guard actions from elements
in the traditional society to be dealt with; and much energy and
resource could be allocated to the political – and sometimes military –
problem of consolidating the power of the centre over the old
regional forces.

(Rostow 1959: 6)

In short, the 1960 revolution had failed, and the “definitive political trans-
formation” which would lead Koreans to turn “wholeheartedly to the tech-
nical tasks of economic growth” had not yet occurred (Rostow 1959: 6–7).
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The end of modernity: toward military dictatorship

The response of the Eisenhower and Kennedy administrations to the
Korean government’s new economic initiatives was lukewarm, ambiguous,
and equivocal. Policy-makers welcomed the long-range planning in which
the republic was involved, yet believed that requests for more economic
aid were not viable solutions to the problems at hand. They continued to
emphasize the importance of getting the Koreans to be less dependent on
American aid in developing their economy, and used the meetings in
Washington in the fall of 1960 to push forward with earlier efforts to get
the Korean government to alter its exchange rate and to adopt other
reforms. The Director of the Office of Northeast Asian Affairs, David
Bane, told Vice-Minister Tchah on 11 October that it was important to
adopt as soon as possible those “exchange and related reform measures so
necessary for Korean economic development and social stability.” The US
executive branch of government was limited in what it could do by “the
overall appropriation limits set by the Congress.” Since the aid program to
Korea was the largest in the world, the ROK government should use the
maximum amount of its own resources to deal with the economy. In addi-
tion, normalizing relations with Japan “should pave the way for Japanese
economic assistance so necessary, in our view, to supplement U.S.
resources available for Korean economic development over the coming
years” (USNA RG84 1960n).

South Korean officials viewed American demands for immediate
reforms with concern, not because of a lack of desire to develop the
country, but because the proposals created significant economic and polit-
ical difficulties for the government. The Prime Minister had expressed his
worries about his government’s ability to hold on to power in an interview
with Ambassador McConaughy as early as 25 August 1960. Chang stated
that the “old faction” of the party might “engage in obstructionist and
harassment tactics in [an] effort [to] weaken his Administration.” Such
tactics were not based on “principle or conscientious objections” but were
simply an “effort to block and embarrass his government.” Efforts to
improve Japanese–Korean relations were vulnerable to such attacks, and
his adversaries were “trying to brand him as ‘pro-Japanese’.” These kinds
of methods might work in bringing public opinion against the regime.
Marshall Green, the Deputy Chief of Mission in Seoul, agreed with
Chang’s assessment, noting that party infighting “will undoubtedly
serve to inhibit Chang Myon from getting too far out in front on question
long dear to his heart of improving relations with Japan” (USNA RG84
1960l).

The US decision in 1960 to cut back its defense support aid from $180
million to $165 million also greatly worried the Koreans. In October,
Tchah told State Department diplomats that if the US aid amounts were
revealed to the Korean public, the government would receive a “death
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sentence.” Chang would lose power and the country might be taken over
by the communists (USNA RG84 1960o).

Enacting exchange rate reform could similarly be dangerous for the
government. Although Finance Minister Kim Yong-sun agreed with the
importance of altering the exchange rate, he felt that the American
demand to change the effective rate to 1,300 hwan to the dollar was too
extreme. Instead, he favored a temporary 1,000 to 1 ratio since that was
the rate at which the government had prepared the 1961 government
budget. Any alteration of that rate before the end of 1960 might result in
a motion leading to the withdrawal of the budget bill and to the defeat of
the government in the legislature (USNA RG84 1960p). On this issue the
Americans were frustrated with Korean policy-making, as they had been
earlier in the year in their negotiations with Sŏng and the Rhee adminis-
tration. Marshall Green wrote to the State Department that the embassy
could find nothing in the Korean constitution which would automatically
result in a non-confidence motion in Parliament if the budget were with-
drawn from the National Assembly. In short, Chang was being too cau-
tious in his approach to Parliament and should take firmer action (USNA
RG84 1960q).

In late October American and Korean officials negotiated a deal.
Under-Secretary of State Douglas Dillon and Minister of Finance Kim
Yong-sun agreed that if South Korea followed through on exchange, trans-
portation, and electricity rate reforms, “rationalized” certain aid-
supported industries, and negotiated a new bilateral aid agreement, the
US would provide $20 million to Korea to help deal with the con-
sequences of the change in the exchange rate, $5 million in additional
defense support aid, and $10 million for imported agricultural commodi-
ties from the United States. In this way the United States used its eco-
nomic aid program to get the South Korean government to make
economic decisions which were seen to be beneficial both for the United
States and Korea (USNA RG84 1960r). The letter to the Korean Prime
Minister which outlined the details of this agreement subsequently
became known as the “Dillon letter.”

Between October 1960 and March 1961, Chang Myŏn showed his good
faith by implementing the reforms required by the Dillon letter: the 1,300
hwan to $1 exchange rate was in place by the beginning of March 1961,
the government negotiated a new bilateral aid agreement, and it substan-
tially increased electricity and transportation rates. The US released the
promised additional funds to the Korean government just before the mili-
tary coup in 1961.

Over the course of late 1960 and early 1961, however, American policy-
makers began to grow more concerned about the ability of the Prime
Minister and his Cabinet to govern the country effectively and efficiently.
On the issue of exchange rate reform, for example, Washington appeared
to be willing to push the Chang government as far as it had the Rhee
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regime. In early December 1960, Chang requested a one-month extension
on meeting the conditions of the October 1960 agreement, citing recent
problems which his government had encountered in the legislature over
power rate increases and the budget (USNA RG84 1960s). In response,
Secretary Herter wrote that the Korean government “should be made
understand failure fulfill conditions outlined Dillon letter will mean loss
of $35 million supplemental aid with all that implies politically for exist-
ence Chang Myon Government” (USNA RG84 1960t). Although the
ambassador and other American diplomats in Korea had shown more
support for the Chang administration, in Washington, Chang’s govern-
ment was seen as potentially expendable, months before the military coup
in May 1961. The telegram reflected an underlying belief that progress in
economic reforms could override considerations of democratic gover-
nance. Indeed, it demonstrated an arrogance and insensitivity toward the
fledgling democracy that Prime Minister Chang was trying to build.

American officials’ growing frustration with the second republic was
evident in a number of telegrams produced during the period. In Decem-
ber 1960, for example, Hugh Farley, Assistant Director for Technical Coop-
eration in the US operating mission, told former interim Prime Minister
Huh Chung that the April revolution had “torn the veil” from the previous
pattern of corruption in government and society, and that there had been
“great hopes” that Korea “would move on the necessary great reforms.” It
was becoming increasingly clear, however, that these reforms might not be
initiated. Rather, “the tie between money and politics, between public life
and private profit seemed as strong as before.” In spite of the high hopes
for reform, “it was beginning to look as though the Chang Government was
getting deeper and more inextricably involved in the old fabric of behav-
ior, was powerless to shake free [of it]” (USNA RG84 1960u).

Official perceptions of events in Korea did not change after the
Kennedy administration took office in January 1961. In mid-March, Walt
Rostow, now Kennedy’s deputy Special Assistant for National Security
Affairs, wrote the President that “all hands agree that the situation in
Korea is not good; and American policy in Korea requires a fresh look.”
What was required, argued Rostow, was to find a way “to get our massive
aid to Korea shifted around in a way which would not merely keep Korea
from going down for the third time, but would begin to get Korea moving
forward.” He felt that there might be some Koreans who could help out in
this project, but that there was no guarantee of this, and they could also
“turn against us” (United States Department of State 1996: 428).

A special national intelligence estimate produced the same month
came to a similar conclusion: “little real progress has been made in the
past year on the basic social and economic problems which confront the
ROK Government and people . . . there are mounting signs of frustration
and resentment directed at the government and, increasingly, at the US,
over the slow pace of reform and progress in South Korea” (United States
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Department of State 1996: 431). Washington’s distress over events in
Korea was conveyed in a State Department telegram to Seoul approved by
Avery Peterson, the deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Eco-
nomic Affairs. The telegram referred to fears in the department that the
situation in Korea might facilitate the spread of communism: “When suffi-
ciently revolted by apathetic drifting and by illegal gains for the elite, the
totalitarian aspects of communism appear less fearsome and its austerity
and determined purposes may become positively attractive.” The Chang
regime had “too often . . . plotted its course from old landmarks . . . and
has failed to recognize the commanding importance of youthful element
in the political spectrum which accomplished the April revolution.” As a
result of this a “bemused ROKG” failed to see that it needed to improve
the economic and social prospects of the Korean youth. “Otherwise it
might be replaced by some political element equally myopic which if in
turn overthrown could leave a highly volatile dangerous situation in which
the appeal of unification of the country might be so great as to tempt the
South Korean people to enter the Communist crab pot” (United States
Department of State 1996: 436–437).

There were thus significant elements of continuity between the Eisen-
hower and Kennedy administrations’ policies toward Korea: officials were
most concerned with preventing Koreans from turning to communism as
a solution to their political and economic ills. These same fears motivated
those in Korea who were plotting the overthrow of the Chang regime: they
worried that North Korea’s economic strength relative to South Korea’s
“weakness” could lead over time to communist domination of the penin-
sula. Given the Kennedy administration’s general disillusionment with
Chang and the second republic, and the wider history of Korean–
American relations in the late 1950s and early 1960s, it should not be
surprising that the American government did so little to find ways to back
Chang in the aftermath of the coup d’état in May 1961. Part of the difficulty
lay with the Prime Minister himself, who made no contact with the Amer-
ican authorities in the immediate aftermath of the coup. But Washington
officials were willing quite early on to accept the new military regime, even
though they recognized that the military government would likely not be
as willing to work with them as the Chang Myŏn regime had been. Wash-
ington was mainly concerned with economic development, and issues of
democratic governance were of secondary importance. A more sympa-
thetic view of the second republic by the United States government would
have helped to shore up the Chang regime’s position domestically. On the
other hand, the early decision to work with Park Chung Hee helped to
ensure that Korea’s future would emphasize modernization and develop-
ment over democracy.

Given Korean policy-makers’ decision to adopt the broad tenets of
modernization theory, it is ironic that Rostow criticized the Chang regime
and supported Park’s military government, since, indeed, within the
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Kennedy administration, Rostow was one of the key supporters of the new
military junta in the immediate weeks following the coup. At a meeting of
the National Security Council in mid-June 1961, President Kennedy
“expressed the view that the economic and political situation in and about
Korea were such as to present a hopeless situation.” Walter McConaughy,
now promoted to the position of Assistant Secretary of State for Far
Eastern Affairs, shared the President’s pessimism, but Rostow disagreed
with these opinions, arguing that there were three factors in Korea which
allowed for “a certain degree of optimism.” These were the establishment
of “new effective economic and social planning,” the emergence of
“young, aggressive, capable people in government,” and “better relations
with Japan” (United States Department of State 1996: 481). This position
was consistent with Rostow’s interpretation of economic and political
development in Asia. As early as 1955 Rostow had written, in collaboration
with Richard Hatch, that the presence of mass illiteracy and “traditional
cultures” in Asia meant that “initiative must come from the top down.” In
Asia, “private capitalism” was “much less automatically an adjunct to
democracy. . . . Generally speaking, we must expect a more powerful and
especially more direct state control of economic activities in Asia than in
the United States” (Rostow, in collaboration with Hatch 1955: 10–11). In
mid-1961, then, it appeared to Rostow that the new Korean leaders could
now meet a number of his requirements for achieving an “economic
takeoff.” But his support for the military regime also reflected the contra-
dictions and limitations in his own theory. For many decades after 1961,
Korean economic development came at the price of political freedom.
This seems a logical yet also tragic conclusion to the modernization theory
postulated by Rostow in the 1950s, as the Korean state took on a develop-
mental ethos, but one without a democratic base.

Notes
1 Cumings argues that Taiwan’s export program was also heavily shaped by

United States government policies. See also Satterwhite 1994.
2 In November 1954 Korean and American representatives negotiated an “Agreed

Minute of Understanding” which authorized the size of the Korean armed
forces at 730,000 men.

3 In the 1956 presidential election Cho had received 2.1 million votes while Rhee
had received 5 million. The presidential candidate for the Democratic Party,
Shin Ikhi, died just before the election.

4 On 20 March 1959 President Eisenhower directed that all ambassadors be held
responsible for coordinating the distribution and implementation of US aid. For
Korea, this meant a weakening of the power of the CINCUNC, though the Com-
mander retained the authority to control the distribution of military aid. It also
meant that the ambassador had more control over the decision-making process
regarding US economic aid. In August, several months after John Foster Dulles’
death, and in anticipation of Ambassador Dowling’s impending departure and
replacement, Howard J. Parsons requested a reassessment of the Korean polit-
ical situation. Dowling’s subsequent recommendations to the State Department
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reiterated those he had made in January, and they were forwarded to the new
Secretary of State, Christian Herter, in late October 1959. There is no indication
that Herter formally approved them, but US policy toward Korea between the
fall of 1959 and the spring of 1960 indicates that they were accepted and imple-
mented by the administration.
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7 Cut from the same cloth
Bureaucracies and rulers in South
Korea, 1948–1979

David Kang

Introduction

Chapter 6 demonstrated that the South Korean bureaucracy worked
closely with the state in formulating economic policy and in shaping
Korea’s capitalist modernity. This chapter will re-examine the role of the
bureaucracy in light of another prominent field of inquiry in this volume:
the workings of Korea’s developmental state (see Amsden 1989; Evans
1995; Haggard 1991; Johnson 1982, 1987; Önis 1991; Wade 1990). The
existing literature on this subject postulates two major arguments. The
first is that the state was largely, although not completely, autonomous
from society.1 The second central tenet follows from the first: shielded
from politics, a technocratic Weberian bureaucracy designed efficient
policies and pursued a national agenda of development.2 In the classic
explication of the developmental state, Chalmers Johnson argued that in
Japan politicians reigned while rulers ruled: “the elite bureaucracy of
Japan makes most major decisions . . . and is the source of all major policy
innovations in the system” ( Johnson 1982: 20–21; see also Najita and
Koschmann 1982). Along with Japan and Taiwan, during the period of
high growth, Korea is often portrayed as a relatively depoliticized state
which was run by austere technocrats and stern military leaders who
focused on national economic development as a priority.

Is this picture accurate? What role did politics play in influencing the
direction of state policy? Given the centrality of the bureaucracy in discus-
sions of the developmental state, detailed studies are surprisingly rare.
New, primary information about the bureaucracy in Korea challenges the
consensus about the developmental state and shows that political and
technocratic considerations were closely intertwined. I argue that techno-
cratic views of public administration ignore the political milieu within
which bureaucrats operated and that political calculations were a central
feature of Korea’s developmental state. The organization of the bureau-
cracy was much less significant in explaining Korean policy-making than
the nature of the political leadership that sat atop that bureaucracy, and
the social forces it sought to organize or disorganize in order to maintain



power. In short, the state was not very autonomous, meritocratic appoint-
ment was not common, and the bureaucracy had relatively little protec-
tion from societal interests. These were thus key features of Korea’s
capitalist modernity even in the period of high economic growth in the
1960s and 1970s.

The significance of this chapter lies in its explication of the political
bases of the developmental state and the evolution of Korean capitalism.
The developmental states of Asia were not divorced from society, floating
above politics and making disinterested decisions. To understand further
both how the process worked, and why these states were successful, we
must first realize that the bureaucracy was politicized, and not a neutral
site of technocratic mediation and compromise.

This chapter addresses two key issues that relate to the organization of
the Korean state and the character of the policy-making process. First,
identifying organizational attributes does not allow us to make ex-ante pre-
dictions about the developmental efficiency of a particular state. I take the
central aspect of the institutionalist argument – the role of the bureau-
cracy – and subject it to empirical scrutiny. Korean rulers have reigned
and ruled, and the bureaucracy has not been autonomous from political
regime interests. We witnessed aspects of this relationship between the
state and bureaucracy in Larry Burmeister’s discussion of the integration
of the National Agricultural Cooperative Federation into the state’s devel-
opment project (Chapter 2). My argument, which complements Burmeis-
ter’s conclusions, is that policy decisions reflected regime interests
designed to reward good coalitional partners and to punish potential
opponents. The developmental statist wisdom about growth is built on the
premise that the Korean state under Park was structurally different. But
clientelism and corruption existed to an astonishing degree even in the
1960s. Reviewing the ex-ante measures of independent variables associated
with Weberian bureaucracies, I thus provide a revisionist account for
Syngman Rhee, South Korea’s first leader (1948–1960). Indeed, most
work on the Rhee period has characterized the bureaucracy as weak and
laid blame for slow development and incoherent economic policies
squarely on the shoulders of Rhee.3 Lee (Chapter 6) showed that after dif-
ficult bargaining, the Rhee regime was willing to make compromises with
the Americans on the exchange rate issue. I examine the institutional con-
straints that Rhee faced, and show that in most ways his ruling style and
relations with the bureaucracy were similar to those of Park Chung Hee.
Many of the supposed reforms under Park were less fundamental than the
literature has recognized.

Second, policy choices reflected political, and to an extent, develop-
mental priorities. We need a better understanding of the political incen-
tive structure within which actors make economic decisions. In this
context, I discuss Park’s use of policy and patronage for the purposes of
building political coalitions. The real action of Korean development
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supposedly occurred in the government’s guidance of business, and in
that arena the conventional wisdom is that politics was scrupulously
avoided. This, unfortunately, was not the case. The use of exports as an
indicator of success, the willingness of Park to let poorly managed firms
fail on economic grounds, and the objectivity of the entire process was far
less prevalent than is currently believed. Political leaders used pork and
public goods strategically: neither pork nor policy is preordained, and
both have political benefits and costs.

The natural question that follows from my study is how growth and
politics are related. Elsewhere I directly address this question, arguing
that under certain, specifiable conditions, corruption may be growth-
enhancing.4 Here my goal is more modest: to focus on the institutions of
the state. Indeed, any explanation about why Korea developed has given
the bureaucracy pride of place, and it thus makes sense to begin by closely
examining the state itself.

This chapter is organized in three sections. I begin with a discussion of
the theoretical literature, and show how a more explicit consideration of
politics will refine our understanding of the developmental state. The
second section compares Korea’s first two rulers, Syngman Rhee and Park
Chung Hee, and argues that many of the supposed reforms under Park
were less obvious than might be expected. The final section examines the
policy-making process. It demonstrates that political considerations mat-
tered as much as efficiency in determining developmental policy.

Towards a micro-foundation of the state

In this section I introduce politics to the propositions found in the
developmental state. While the statists emphasize efficiency in policy
choices and autonomy in the organization of the state, a political explana-
tion focuses on the politician’s incentive to control the bureaucracy and
the use of policy to create coalitional support. Woven into more general
discussions of the developmental state lies the argument that the organi-
zation of bureaucracies has a direct influence on development strategies
and success. Scholars argue that autonomous and insulated bureaucracies
are more effective, initiate major policy innovations, and implement their
development policies in an objective and rational manner. This “Weber-
ian” bureaucracy is insulated from social demands, internally coherent,
relatively uncorrupt, staffed with far-sighted technocrats who put the
national welfare above their individual needs, and yet it retains ties to the
business community with which it must interact. In many instances this
bureaucracy has a single “pilot” agency that takes the overall lead in
guiding and leading development.

From this viewpoint, many scholars have focused on the period of rule
by Park Chung Hee (1961–1979) and its strong state – its relatively uncor-
rupt, autonomous, and insulated bureaucracy, its rational economic plan-
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ning, and its unselfish leadership – as central to South Korea’s economic
development. Among many who hold this view, Peter Evans has argued
that “the internal organization of developmental states comes much closer
to approximating a Weberian bureaucracy. Highly selective meritocratic
recruitment and long-term career rewards create commitment and a sense
of corporate coherence” (Evans 1995: 2). Alice Amsden has also written
that “economic success in Korea challenges the assumption . . . that
government intervention degenerates into ‘rent-seeking’.”5 Some authors,
including Chalmers Johnson and Jung-en Woo, have emphasized the cen-
trality of external threats in some successful developers (see Johnson
1982; Kang 2002; Woo 1991: chs 3 and 4). This does help explain the dif-
ferences in preferences across states; but preferences are only part of the
story: we need to look at how preferences are translated into policy, and
that means we need to look at institutions.

In the literature, the actual organizational attributes of the develop-
mental state remain relatively understudied. This is surprising, given its
centrality to the literature. While the Korean state is often cast as an
important actor in explaining both economic policy and the politics
behind policy choices, few systematic studies of the internal workings of
the state are available. To the extent that the literature examines the state,
it tends to imply that bureaucracies and policy choices in South Korea
have been shielded from political influences.

However, the role of the bureaucracy within the state is unclear in the
statist literature. Do politicians allow technocrats to work alone, without
guidance or sanction? If so, why is this possible? Why would technocrats
care about the national interest? If bureaucrats have better information
and are insulated from politics, why do they not use informational asym-
metries to maximize budgets at the expense of larger developmental
goals? Alternatively, how do rulers control and sanction bureaus? Do
rulers force the bureaucracy to comply with their wishes? In the abstract it
is possible to pose two mutually exclusive hypotheses. The first explains
why rulers might rationally delegate critical control over policy-making to
bureaucrats, while the second explains why rulers might wish to retain
control in their own hands.

The first hypothesis involves a scenario in which industrialists and other
social coalitions may be skeptical that the ruler has a genuine commit-
ment to implementing efficient economic policies and reform. Thus the
ruler’s predicament is to convince these groups to support the ruler’s
development strategies. One way the ruler can communicate a sincere
desire to reform is institutional. This strategy involves the voluntary dele-
gation of political authority to disinterested technocrats: a “tying of
hands” by political elites that will restrain their ability to interfere for polit-
ical reasons in the formulation of economic policy.6 In a political restate-
ment of the developmental state, Robert Bates and Anne Krueger have
argued that delegating authority to a disinterested and technocratic elite
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can have positive feedback. They argue that sophisticated politicians may
possess a response to this dilemma: the creation of new agencies to which
politicians delegate the responsibility for a particular policy domain.
These public institutions’ mission is to defend the collective welfare rather
than the private political interests of particular politicians (Bates and
Krueger 1993: 464; see also Bawn 1995; McCubbins and Schwartz 1984:
165–179; Moe 1991: 102–129). Policies can be chosen on the basis of effi-
ciency, rather than on the basis of political calculations. In this manner
rent-seeking behavior is minimized.

There is, however, a competing hypothesis. In this scenario, no matter
what their motives, be they venal or altruistic, rulers need to retain power.
The ruler presumably also has some idea of the direction in which he
wishes to lead the country. In this case, the ruler has preferences over the
use of political resources and the pursuit of substantive goals, and the
bureaucracy and policies are powerful political resources. The more
closely he can control bureaucrats, the more likely the ruler is able to
implement his desired preferences and also retain power by providing
benefits to important social coalitions.

This alternative hypothesis calls into question the meaning of bureau-
cratic autonomy. Prima facie, it seems hard to imagine what, exactly, an
“autonomous” bureaucracy is, since bureaucracies are hierarchically
ordered organizations that are nominally controlled by political superiors.
At issue is whether, how, and from whom bureaucracies gain autonomy
and independence. Thus the problem is not merely one of “freedom”
from political interference. The problem of shirking by bureaucrats also
exists, and both issues need combined as well as separate treatment (see
Ramseyer and Rosenbluth 1994). Given no direction or oversight, agen-
cies may well develop their own internal agendas aimed at maximizing
budgets, lifetime tenure, or other unproductive (from society’s viewpoint)
activities, while excessive political interference can limit the agency’s initi-
ative and goal orientation.7

In addition, government policy is a powerful tool that enables rulers to
reward supporters and punish competitors. Policies used wisely can
enhance coalitional support, disrupt the opposition, or lure a fence-sitter
to one’s side. Rodden and Rose-Ackerman argue that “In order to stay in
office, leaders must respond to the institutional incentive structures set up
by party organizations, electoral rules, campaign finance laws, and a host
of other structures. Even authoritarian leaders must protect their posi-
tions by pleasing party, bureaucratic, and military constituencies, by build-
ing coalitions, and by staving off costly riots and unrest.”8 Politics is active
and constant: rulers struggle to cobble together supporters and coalitions
and to fend off enemies. Politics and policy become deeply intertwined in
such an environment.

These competing hypotheses point to opposite results, and it is thus
possible to test them empirically against one another. The following sec-
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tions focus on two key variables about a developmental state. Did these
states have an autonomous and meritocratic bureaucracy? Did political
influences operate in economic decisions, or did an autonomous bureau-
cracy initiate policy? In looking for evidence of internal cohesion and
strength, I focus on personnel policies and institutional reform. In exam-
ining policy, I focus on who received preferential treatment and why.

Personnel policy and the organization of the Civil Service in
South Korea

Authors of all stripes have labeled the Rhee period (1948–1960) as “weak”
and the Park Chung Hee period (1961–1979) as “strong.” In general, this
perception has arisen due to economic performance; South Korea under
Park experienced rapid economic development; therefore Park must have
presided over a strong state. By contrast, due to poor economic outcomes,
Syngman Rhee has been criticized in the literature for using the bureau-
cracy as a place for his patronage appointments, and for subordinating
bureaucratic consistency to political expediency (see, e.g., Bark 1982; Kim
1991; Lee 1982). For example, Peter Evans writes that “Rhee’s depen-
dence on private-sector donations to finance his political dominance
made him dependent on clientelistic ties with individual businesspeople”
(Evans 1995: 52).

Ironically, while Western scholars have focused on the meritocratic and
competent Korean bureaucracy, Korean scholars have emphasized the
theme of corruption during the twenty years Park was in power (see, e.g.,
Bark 1961; Cho 1968; Chŏng 1987; Jung 1989; Yi 1966; Yoon 1994).
However, when we compare the political institutions under Park and
Rhee, the supposed ad hoc cronyism of the latter appears less great than is
generally believed. Many of the indicators that seemingly indicate compre-
hensive reform of the bureaucracy under Park Chung Hee are ambiguous
at best. Rhee was creating a nation, and filling an entire bureaucratic
apparatus from scratch, and the few bureaucrats who had worked under
the previous Japanese administration tended to be low-level functionaries,
unsuited to running bureaucracies.9 Rhee needed to fill the rest of the
bureaucracy with appointments, as the exam system could not provide suf-
ficient numbers of civil servants to fill the entire apparatus. Let us first
examine the issue of continuity of Cabinet appointments under Rhee and
Park.

Cabinet composition

As evidence of incoherence in Rhee’s policy-making, scholars have often
criticized the “revolving-door” character of Rhee’s political appointments.
Too much turnover in policy-makers leads to an absence of stability
and short time-horizons. Table 7.1 shows the average tenure of Cabinet
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ministers under both Rhee and Park. What is most striking is the absence
of a clear trend. While Rhee’s Ministers of Foreign Affairs, Finance,
Health, Education, and Communication served longer average terms than
their counterparts under Park, the Ministers of Home Affairs, Commerce
and Industry, and Agriculture and Forestry had markedly shorter average
tenures under Rhee than under Park.

Examination procedures

Another aspect of the developmental state that has received attention is
the use of the Civil Service examinations for entry into the higher Civil
Service. Again, the differences between Rhee and Park are not as clear as
might be expected. Table 7.2 provides the data for the exams from 1949
to 1979, the most important to us being the Public Administration exam,
or haengsi. During the period of Rhee’s rule (1949–1960), an average of
twenty-two aspirants passed each exam. The competition ranged from a
low of nine attempts per each successful exam-taker in 1951 (probably
due to the disruption of the war); to a high of 315 aspirants per each suc-
cessful exam-taker in 1957. Under Park we also see a clear trend: in the
first decade of his rule, from 1961 to 1970, the numbers are only slightly
higher than Rhee’s. From 1961 to 1970, an average of 36.9 aspirants
passed each exam, while the difficulty ranged from a low of twenty-two
attempts per each exam-taker in 1966 to a high of seventy-three aspirants
per each successful exam-taker in 1967.

However, in 1971 there is a clear jump in the number of successful
exam-takers. In 1971 alone, 188 aspirants passed the haengsi, or more than
half of the entire number of aspirants who had passed the exam in the
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Table 7.1 Cabinet turnover under Rhee and Park (average tenure in months in
parentheses)

Syngman Rhee Park Chung Hee

Foreign affairs 6 (23.5) 11 (20.0)
Finance 9 (15.6) 16 (13.8)
Health 6 (23.5) 10 (22.1)
Education 6 (23.5) 14 (15.7)
Communication 8 (17.6) 14 (15.7)
National defense 7 (20.1) 10 (22.1)
Transportation 8 (17.6) 12 (18.4)
Justice 9 (15.6) 13 (17.0)
Prime Minister 8 (17.6) 8 (27.6)
Commerce and industry 10 (14.1) 10 (22.1)
Agriculture and forestry 16 (8.8) 14 (15.7)
Home affairs 20 (7.0) 14 (15.7)
Construction – 15 (14.7)

Source: Compiled from Ministry of Governmental Affairs.



preceding decade. From 1971 to 1979, an average of 111.5 aspirants
passed each exam, while the difficulty remained similar; a low of 18:1 in
1971 and a high of 93:1 in 1976. What might explain these outcomes? The
small number of initially successful applicants is not surprising; as I have
argued elsewhere, in the late 1940s there was a complete lack of educated
and qualified Korean aspirants for the Civil Service; this is reflected not
only in the smaller numbers of successful examinees, but also in the
higher number of teukche, or special appointments (see Haggard et al.
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Table 7.2 Higher Civil Service exam, 1949 to 1979

Year Absolute no. accepted Attempts per success

1949 5 100
1951 38 9
1952 16 14
1953 24 22

9 75
1954 13 74
1955 58 29
1956 11 214
1957 7 315
1958 27 65
1959 36 47
1960 20 154
1961 72 21
1962 38 42
1963 40 37
1964 24 62
1965 28 25
1966 50 22
1967 24 73
1968 45 32
1969 55 36
1970 38 43

27 70
1971 188 18
1972 41 94

47 71
1973 96 43

116 36
1974 47 92

68 59
1975 100 44

101 44
1976 73 93
1977 55 92

131 38
1978 250 31
1979 248 41

Source: Ministry of Governmental Affairs.



1997: 873). This is also shown in the lower educational achievement of the
Rhee bureaucracy, and the inevitably higher numbers of external promo-
tions: by 1960 even the first of those bureaucrats recruited at the samug-
wan, or Grade III level, had had only twelve years within which to rise
through the various ministries. Park Chung Hee’s regime benefited from
the growing number of educated Koreans, as well as the chance to
promote more bureaucrats through internal means.

Internal promotion

Tables 7.3 and 7.4 include interesting data regarding the promotion pat-
terns within the Rhee bureaucracy. The data are mixed. Table 7.3 com-
pares Rhee and Park in their recruitment and promotion of higher civil
servants. For the highest levels, the numbers are almost reversed: under
Rhee, about 64 percent of Grade I civil servants were special appoint-
ments, while under Park, about 65 percent of Grade I appointments were
internal promotions. At the entry level (Grade III-B) under Rhee only 4
percent of appointments were through the haengsi exam, while over 20
percent of Park’s entry-level appointments were through the exam. Again,
however, it needs to be remembered that the typical bureaucratic career
path in Korea takes about ten years to go from Grade III-B to Grade III-A.
Another decade winnows out membership at Grade II, and leaves a few
who rise to Grade I. Thus under Rhee it was impossible that by 1960
internal promotions could have filled much of the bureaucracy, whereas
Park benefited from the thirteen years preceding him. This is not to say
that the only differences between Rhee and Park were structural. Such dif-
ferences did, however, exist, and they clearly created constraints for Rhee
that did not exist for Park.

Table 7.4 shows the pattern of recruitment under Rhee. Grades III-B
through II are the “heart” of the bureaucracy – Grade III-B is a subsection
chief, Grade II bureau director. It is interesting that by 1960 fully 78
percent of the Grade II (bureau directors) had been promoted from
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Table 7.3 Pattern of recruitment and promotion of higher civil servants under
Rhee and Park (by grades, in percentages)

1948–1961 1977–1980

Hengsi Special Internal Hengsi Special Internal

1 – 63.9 36.1 1 – 34.5 65.5
2 – 52.9 47.1 2A – 6.8 93.2

– – – 2B – 6.5 93.5
3A – 39.8 60.2 3A – 8.1 91.9
3B 4.1 30.6 65.3 3B 20.6 10.8 68.5

Source: Ministry of Government Affairs. Quoted in Byung-kook (1988: 101).



within the bureaucracy, and almost 9 percent of those bureau directors
had risen from below the rank of Grade II-B. In addition, almost 80
percent of Grade III-A civil servants were promoted from below, and 80
percent of Grade III-B civil servants were promoted from below.

Graduates of four-year colleges accounted for 29.9 percent of all
bureau directors in the Korean bureaucracy in 1960; all bureau directors
at the Ministry of Reconstruction, by contrast, had completed college. The
Ministry of Reconstruction, the Ministry of Finance, and the banks were
also the major beneficiaries of the US program in public administration
that exposed government officials to overseas training. Of 225 people
trained in the program through 1961, thirty-nine came from the Ministry
of Reconstruction, fifty-nine from the Ministry of Finance, and forty-one
from the banking community (a total of 139).10 The training of these
people in the United States may help account for the American influences
in Korean planning which were discussed in Chapter 6.

Other evidence of differences between the two systems is also unclear.
In the Korean bureaucracy, internal promotion was always based more
on seniority than on any type of merit; for example, it is simply impossible
to find a forty-year-old Grade II civil servant. Ministers do not rotate
through various ministries and gain varied expertise; rather, they
rise through a single ministry in their entire career. As their class
rises through the bureaucratic ranks, they begin slowly to fall off for
various reasons. After ten years or so they can expect to rise to Grade III-A
level, and after another decade to Grade II. By the time one of their
members of their class is eligible for a political post at vice-minister level,
their ranks have thinned. When one of them is successful in rising to the
political appointment, the rest then exit the bureaucracy and retire to
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Table 7.4 Pattern of recruitment and promotion of higher civil servants (by grades,
in percentages)

Process of recruitment and promotion Incumbents as of January 1960, occupying 
positions of:

Grade III-B Grade III-A Grade II

Grade II
Originally recruited at Grade II – – 21.1
Promoted from below – – 78.9

Grade III-A
Originally recruited at Grade III-A – 20.4 43.7
Promoted from below – 79.6 35.0

Grade III-B
Originally recruited at Grade III-B 19.4 28.8 26.2
Promoted from below 80.6 50.7 8.8

Source: Bark (1961: 206).



other posts. They will not remain after one of their cohort has risen too
high.

Thus to conclude that Syngman Rhee’s personnel policies were con-
sciously clientelistic in nature is unfair; he faced a number of constraints
on reforming the bureaucracy that Park did not face. At the same time,
the evidence does not reveal that Park Chung Hee was interested in
reform.

Monitoring and enforcing bureaucratic compliance with Rhee and Park

One difference between Rhee and Park concerns the method by which
these rulers monitored and enforced bureaucratic compliance with top
political leadership’s goals. There is a large literature on how political
principals control bureaucratic agents. Matthew McCubbins and Thomas
Schwartz have identified two generic strategies: police patrols or fire
alarms (1984). “Police patrols” is a regular, routine, information-gathering
exercise whereby the principal learns from the agent about various activ-
ities that have taken place, while “fire-alarms” involves the principal
waiting until someone pulls the cord and says out loud that there is a
problem. For Rhee, oversight involved the use of fire-alarms, and his
leadership style was hands-off until certain actions had been taken. Park,
on the other hand, made extensive use of “police patrol” systems, whereby
he regularly met with bureaucrats and made instant decisions about what
to do.

Did Rhee interfere? My research corroborates Lee’s work on this
period. Sŏng In-sang told me that “Rhee gave me three rules, and then he
left me alone (as Reconstruction Minister): first, keep trade with Japan as
small as possible. Second, defend the Exchange rate. Finally, never, ever
sign anything in English until Rhee had read it first. My English was not
very good at that time!”(Author’s interview, 17 October 1996).

Far from Park Chung Hee creating an independent and neutral
bureaucracy, the evidence suggests that Park conducted regular police
patrols of the various bureaus. This included the monthly trade promo-
tion meetings, “on-the-spot” guidance, and episodic purges. Under the
military junta, the “Extraordinary Measures for National Reconstruction
Law” allowed the suspension of all civil rights. Under this law, 2,000 mili-
tary officers, including fifty-five generals, were dismissed on charges of fac-
tionalism and corruption (Henderson 1968: 183). After the coup, 4,000
civil servants were dismissed or arrested on various charges (Huer 1989:
97). The Revolutionary Tribunal was enacted in July 1961 and within ten
months had prosecuted 901 trials, involving 1,474 persons. The Political
Purification Law of 1962 barred 4,369 persons from political activity. The
junta ended up dismissing 35,684 civil servants on various charges (Yi
1966: 310). Even when Park’s rule was relatively consolidated, under the
Yusin (Revitalizing Reform) constitution, Park dismissed 331 officials in
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April 1974 for corruption, including fifty-two holding posts higher than
section chief (Jun 1985: 63). In March 1977, 420 employees were purged.
In 1976, 15,000 officials were reprimanded and sanctioned for corruption.

Virtually no one believed, however, that Park was engaged in purges in
order to clean up society. Declaring politicians and other leaders to be
corrupt, promulgating lists of men deemed unfit to hold office, and pun-
ishing alleged wrongdoers was a legitimizing tactic used by Korean mili-
tary dictators to justify coups d’état: Park did it in 1961 and again in 1971
when he declared martial law preparatory to promulgating the Yusin con-
stitution. Chun imitated his predecessor in 1980. Although this allowed
both leaders to present themselves as simple and pure soldiers intervening
to punish the corrupt and rescue the nation, the main thrust was legit-
imization of the new regimes and neutralization of their political oppon-
ents. Most Koreans believed that the purges were motivated by an attempt
to divert public attention away from larger political problems, and that
even so, the purges targeted small fry and rarely prosecuted the major
infractions.11

Such monitoring and enforcement created a bureaucracy that
responded quite clearly to regime interests. Both major and minor policy
decisions were reached at the highest levels, and then justified by the
various ministries. Even though Park supported and protected the eco-
nomic technocrats in his government from other branches of government
and from certain social pressures, it is a mistake to see the technocrats as
independent from the executive. The decision to launch the Heavy and
Chemical Industry Plan and the Saemaŭl Undong (New Village Movement)
in the early 1970s provides examples of how the short-run political object-
ives of the executive could prevail over and ultimately circumvent the
bureaucracy. In both instances, existing bureaucratic structures were
bypassed and new ones directly responsible to the President were created.12

Thus the bureaucracy’s role was to justify and implement economic
choices made by politicians. In an interview, Hahn-been Lee told me that
“Of course the political leadership made all the major decisions about
projects. We were there to provide a rationale for the decisions the regime
had already made, and then to implement them. The approval guidelines
were there to help, but were not strictly enforced” (author’s interview,
22 October 1996).

This evidence suggests that Park was more interventionist than Rhee,
and his bureaucracy clearly paid close attention to the wishes of political
superiors. An autonomous or insulated bureaucracy is not one where the
agent keeps close tabs on what the principal wants. By most measures,
Rhee and Park look similar. Far from delegating responsibility and auto-
nomy to a technocratic elite, the evidence shows that Park kept a very firm
grip over the entire state.

A full discussion of Park’s political choices is beyond the scope of this
chapter. Clientelism and patronage are far more subtle than either/or
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propositions, as are the issues of embeddedness, delegation, rent-seeking,
and policy choice. It should be clear from this discussion that the full story
of how elites managed political coalitions and bureaucrats and policy
choices is extremely complex, and requires a level of empirical detail that
is still generally lacking in the extant literature. If this is true, the question
naturally arises as to how political control affected the second major statist
claim, that policy-making was relatively divorced from politics. It is to this
issue that we now turn.

Korean balancing and mutual hostages

Can we now begin to flesh out a political story which might explain the
choices that actors made? Economic policy choice is only one of many
issues about which political elites must concern themselves. A political-
economy explanation must focus closely on how preferences emerge and
the institutions that direct the implementation of those preferences. Such
an explanation must be sensitive to the nature of the political coalition
that supported the elites, to the nature of intra-elite rivalries, and to the
resource constraints and vulnerability that elites faced. Given that elites
must constantly be concerned about retaining power, corruption and
policy access can be powerful political tools.

Political considerations had always been important in Korean policy-
making, and Park Chung Hee was no exception. Our task is to describe
the policy-making process and to explain “why who got what.” After
showing that economic and political elites balanced each other in a
process that limited their ability to the advantage of the other, I then show
why the large chaebŏl valued size over efficiency, and why the decision-
making process in the Korean state also emphasized size over efficiency.

In the Park regime, government intervention was subject to political
influence in a number of ways that reduced both rent-seeking on the part
of the entrepreneurs, and transaction costs for the politicians and bureau-
crats involved in monitoring the policy process. While the “strong state”
has been the focus of much of the literature, the surprising strength of the
business sector has received less attention. State control over the financial
sector had enormous consequences for the organization and conduct of
business in Korea (Chang 1994; Cole and Park 1983: 173; Jones and
SaKong 1990; Woo 1991). Suh and Kwon have discussed the important
role the state played in shaping the fortunes of the Hyundai corporation.
The state could, in fact, control business through its control over the flow
of finance. Since Korean companies were highly leveraged, these were
vulnerable to state control. Paradoxically, this weakness became a source
of strength relative to the state. The Park regime – intentionally or unin-
tentionally – actively encouraged the centralization and enhancement of
economic power in the chaebŏl. From Park’s initial decision in 1961 to
pardon the “Illicit Wealth Accumulators” to the bail-out of highly lever-
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aged firms in August 1972 to the 1976 decision to promote General
Trading Companies,13 there have been continuous policy moves by the
state to encourage the rise of the chaebŏl.

If the state has control over various policy instruments, can control or
manipulate the judiciary and the legislature, and can redesign the terms of
any agreement it makes at will, the problem will be that no action it takes
will be credible. The far-sighted ruler who realizes that his state is at risk
will take action to infuse greater confidence. One way the state can make a
believable commitment to various policy initiatives is by fostering domestic
sources of power in specific areas – power centers that would be tremen-
dously costly to overcome. A “mutual hostage” situation exists whenever
two actors have significant vulnerability relative to each other. This can
arise from either an explicit or an implicit exchange of hostages. In so
doing, each side thus has an incentive both to continue the relationship,
and also to limit taking advantage of the other party. Exchanging hostages
as a generic strategy involves exposure to the potentially affected party.

By encouraging the formation of conglomerates that accounted for
large percentages of the Korean economy, the state and chaebŏl in effect
became “mutual hostages” with each other (See Tables 7.5 and 7.6). Each
needing the other, neither able to gain fully the upper hand, state and
chaebŏl were forced to work together. This view emphasizes the continuing
collaboration between big business and the state, the state’s reliance on
the chaebŏl for political funds, and the inability of the state to push too
strongly in directions that the chaebŏl did not wish to pursue (Lew 1992;
Park: 1982).
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Table 7.5 Mutual hostages, Part I: Chaebŏl value-added, 1973 to 1975 (% of non-
agricultural GDP)

Chaebŏl (ranking) 1973 1974 1975

Top 5 5.1 5.6 7.1
Top 10 7.9 8.5 10.7
Top 20 10.9 11.8 14.7

Source: Jones and SaKong (1980: 268).

Table 7.6 Mutual hostages, Part II: Debt/equity ratio of manufacturing firms in
selected countries, 1972 to 1984 (%)

Year Korea U.S. Taiwan

1972 313.4 – –
1975 339.5 60.6 99.3
1980 487.9 177.0 82.5
1984 342.7 134.5 110.1

Source: Adapted from Leipziger (1988: 128).



Thus, mutual hostages constrained collusion between political and eco-
nomic elites. Firms rushed headlong to become larger as a way of both jus-
tifying continued cheap money and also of making themselves so large
that the government would have no choice but to bail them out. A flow of
political payoffs to politicians cemented this pipeline of easy money. For
politicians, the need for political funds to run elections and other political
activities, as well as a natural proclivity towards greed, gave them no incen-
tive to sanction companies unless the business managers were utterly
incompetent.

Why bigger was better

In the context of an authoritarian regime that is selectively handing out
favors, size is always an advantage. Given the Korean state’s total control
over the financial sector in the 1960s and 1970s, there was naturally
intense interest on the part of business in gaining access to the enormous
rents that accrued to a chaebŏl if it received a low interest rate loan.

Historically, the chaebŏl have always been heavily indebted. Rents
accrued merely from the interest differential between state-sponsored
loans and the real interest rate. Capital was so scarce in developing Korea
that the curb (or informal) market interest rate in 1964 was 61.4 percent
per annum. The opposition party in the National Assembly concluded
that of the ten largest creditors, eight were “disguised curb market loans”
(Yi 1985: 273–274). In 1970, estimates of the size of the curb market
exceeded 345 billion won, which was 80 percent of the money supply (M2
basis) and 34 percent of the outstanding domestic credit held by the
banking sector (see Ministry of Finance 1978: 155). Thus having access to
low-interest government loans was a license to print money.

In fact, the Economic Planning Board had advocated a “more is better”
approach to foreign borrowing during the 1960s. It was common for firms
to borrow foreign funds in order to “gain construction materials to build a
factory, run the factory, and repay the debts” (Economic Planning Board
1983: 88), in a circular pattern of borrowing.

In addition, debt provided a number of economic benefits that raising
capital by other means did not (see, e.g., Williamson 1988). Debt is
cheaper than equity, because there are generally tax write-offs for interest
payments. With high inflation, as existed in the 1960s in Korea, the real
interest rate actually could become negative, making debt a superior form
of financing. In addition, taking on debt is more secure than equity: the
businessman retains control of the company, and loans create fewer trans-
action costs than equity. Debt also allows more political pressure on banks,
and with good political connections debt was relatively easy to acquire
from the government. Finally, larger political needs had an influence: the
Koreans were generally quite worried about the Japanese coming in and
buying up their entire country, but with debt there is no foreign control.
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So as a practice of restricting foreign influence, debt is far superior to
equity financing or FDI. Creating equity markets is also much harder than
taking on debt: capital markets require a legal and institutional infrastruc-
ture that is far more nuanced and sophisticated than merely borrowing
money on the international market. With personal guarantees made by
close political connections, debt also lowered transaction costs of monitor-
ing and enforcing agreements. Debt also gives the politicians a measure of
control over the chaebŏl: raising capital through issuing equity would have
severed that connection. Debt financing has thus acquired a very critical
place in the story of Korea’s capitalist modernity.

There were also political reasons why government intervention favored
the largest chaebŏl in a number of other ways. A capitalist who had already
acquired a license to invest in a project was at a great advantage in acquir-
ing further credit allocation from the government. Since there were only a
small number of capitalists who had shown their ability to produce in the
past, they stood out.

Given the bureaucrat’s innate disposition to avoid risky decisions and
to rely on past performance as an indicator of future success, “the rich got
richer.” The few large firms were considered better risks, regardless of the
quality of the actual business plan submitted to the government. In addi-
tion, most decisions were made at the highest levels. Thus, having “smoky,
back-door” access through personal connections as to precisely what offi-
cials at the top of the regime desired meant that some chaebŏls were able to
submit applications designed specifically to fit the regime’s political and
economic goals. This became a reinforcing cycle, where bigger was better,
the rich got richer, and political connections were thus a very important
factor in getting decisions. Park Byung-yoon noted that:

If a high-ranking bureaucrat made a decision to support a less-well
known small applicant, rather than an established chaebŏl, there fol-
lowed invariably public suspicion: “Even large chaebŏls couldn’t get it.
How could a small unknown man get such support? There must have
been a hidden reason or bribery.”

(Interview, quoted in Kim 1987: 110)

In addition, bureaucrats attempting to advance along their own career
paths had their progress closely monitored by Park Chung Hee and the
political leadership. The best way to advance was to be successful, and
spreading scarce government-allocated capital around many small firms
was less likely to be impressive than picking proven winners. Monitoring
and enforcement were much easier with smaller numbers than with larger
numbers. In addition, the larger chaebŏls were more likely to give the
bureaucrat a job upon retirement. In Korea, though perhaps not as exten-
sively as in Japan, amakudari, or “descent from heaven” also occurs. Table
7.7 shows that of 231 Chairmen or Vice-chairmen of Federation of Korean
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Industry member companies in 1989, fully 20 percent had had a previous
career in the executive branch of government.

All these factors combined to make it politically more wise for bureau-
crats to reward size. Thus bureaucrats were more likely to approve projects
based on track record, personal connections, and historical background
rather than on the pure merit of the proposed project.

Finally, social and political strength came from size: profitability was
not nearly as important as survival and growth. Most Korean firms have
had lax accounting procedures, and siphoning off funds was very easy to
do. In addition, much of the conspicuous consumption was for social pur-
poses. Having a limousine, driver, and money for entertaining was the way
to political and social success. As long as the firm did not go bankrupt,
there was always a way to get discretionary cash. Thus a number of factors,
both economic and political, led to the enormous indebtedness of the
chaebŏl in Korea and a focus on expansion as rapidly as possible.

Political connections: inmaek and honmaek14

It is almost a cliché to point out that personal connections are important
in Asia. Our task is to show that these connections mattered to the point
of overriding efficiency concerns. Not surprisingly, size correlated with
close personal relations. Park Byung-yoon points out that in 1964, 40
percent of total bank loans – 44 percent of M1 money supply – were given
to only nine chaebŏl (1982: 198–199). The largest borrowers of foreign
capital were Ssangyong, Lucky, Korea Explosive, Shinjin, Samho, Kolon,
Panbon, Hanil, and Samchuk Samup, all of which had family members in
powerful positions in the ruling party or in the bureaucracy (1982: 210).
The quid pro quo? During the 1960s, the expected “donation” in order to
receive loans became an informal norm of between 10 and 20 percent of
the value of the loan (for more information, see Kang (2002); Kim
(1985)). Figure 7.1 shows a very selective map of relationships among the
political and economic elites in Korea. Most of the major businessmen
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Table 7.7 Previous careers of officers of FKI member companies, 1989

Previous career Chairman and President and Managing Director
Vice-Chairman Vice-President

Executive administration 46 (20.0) 84 (12.6) 47 (8.6)
Military 3 (1.3) 44 (6.6) 15 (2.7)
Banking 28 (12.1) 102 (15.3) 60 (11.0)
Business associations 55 (23.8) 55 (8.2) 5 (0.9)
Academia 27 (11.7) 41 (6.1) 20 (3.7)
Other 72 (31.1) 342 (51.2) 399 (73.1)

Total 231 (100) 668 (100) 546 (100)

Source: Kang et al. (1991: 77).
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have marriage relations with major political figures, and all assiduously
cultivate personal relationships.

However, there existed a downside to close relations with Park, as well
as a positive side. Those who fell foul of Park were in exposed positions,
and Park was not afraid to use his power to destroy those who had
angered him. Before the US Congress, Kim Hyung-wook testified that:

Mr. Park imposed severe pressures and sanctions on businessmen who
did not give him their undivided loyalty. In many cases, charges were
fabricated and these individuals were sent to jail. In addition to
imprisonment, the businesses of these individuals were often confis-
cated. Some of the business companies that were destroyed or taken
over were Yonhap Steel Co., Sinjin Automobile Co., Chungang Indus-
tries and Builders, Tongkwang Business, Koryo Shipbuilding Co.,
Kwang Myong Printing Co., Koryo Food Co., Kyungnam Business Co.,
Tachan Transportation Co., and the Cheju Bank.

(US House of Representatives 1977: 11)

Since bigger was better and led more easily to rewards, and since per-
sonal connections and size were a mutual reinforcing virtuous cycle, many
firms either massaged or fabricated their export data during the period of
high growth. While it is true that firms in Korea did export a large percent-
age of their production, those numbers were frequently inflated. In addi-
tion, most applications for government support did not require the type of
financial accounting and transparency that are well known in the West,
and past performance and being a past recipient of government aid was
used as a means of selecting those companies that might succeed in the
future. Thus numbers about the Korean economy should be regarded with
care. A businessman who worked out of the chairman’s office of one of
Korea’s largest chaebŏl told me that the numbers they reported to the Bank
of Korea, the World Bank, and to major publications such as Fortune were
all highly inflated. “Of course we made them [the trade figures] up. I
would wait for the Chairman to let me know what the numbers were sup-
posed to be and then find a way to make it so” (personal interview with a
member of the Chairman’s secretariat of a major chaebŏl, 14 March 1993).

There is also independent confirmation of this process. Table 7.8 shows
the over-invoicing of Korean exports. This table was compiled by taking
Korean export statistics and comparing them to US import statistics, on
the assumption that the US both had more legal rules in place to force
accurate reporting, and no inherent incentive to inflate the numbers. The
discrepancy shows that throughout the 1970s and 1980s, South Korean
companies overestimated their exports by hundreds of millions of dollars,
a result that squares both with the anecdotal evidence told to me by actual
managers who inflated the numbers to please their superiors, and the
sense that the Korean state was not as successful as it claimed it was.
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Overcapacity

The state’s inability to control firms and their growth led to endemic over-
capacity. Firms rushed willy-nilly to expand at all costs, whether or not it
was economically feasible. The result was that in most major sectors of the
economy there was excess capacity, and overlapping and duplication of
efforts as each chaebŏl tried to be the biggest.

The car industry serves as a good example. Despite numerous attempts
to rationalize the automobile industry and force domestic firms to concen-
trate on core competencies, throughout the 1970s Korea had more capac-
ity and more players than was considered economically feasible (see Table
7.9). To return to Hyundai for a moment, in 1969 Hyundai motors oper-
ated at 49 percent of capacity, and in 1972 at only 25.8 percent of capac-
ity. The rest of the industry was no better. Even by 1979, after the
rationalization efforts had begun, total Korean passenger car production
was operating at 48.6 percent of capacity.

On the other hand, observers of the automobile industry have noted
that continuous attempts by the government to impose a unitary automo-
bile producer in Korea (beginning with the 1963 “unitarization plan”)
have been singularly unsuccessful, due to the ability of local capitalists to
resist government intervention. An effort by Kim Jong-pil, then head of
the Korean CIA, to assemble Nissan vehicles, collapsed in 1963 in part due
to protests from Korean parts manufacturers that imports of Nissan parts
would eradicate the home market. When Park Chung Hee attempted to
consolidate industry around Shinjin as an assembler of Toyotas, he failed
as well. Park Byung-yoon argues that industry has seen the government as
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Table 7.8 Overestimation of Korean exports, 1970 to 1985 (million US$)

Over-invoicing of exports

1970 87
1971 145
1972 174
1973 396
1974 93
1975 206
1976 123
1977 403
1978 921
1979 1,172
1980 1,128
1981 2,073
1982 2,764
1983 3,650
1984 4,354
1985 2,597

Source: Gulati (1987: 72).



ineffective and “a weak organization that lacks the will and resources to
implement its own policy. If the government had tried to enforce policies
against the interests of industry, the government could not have done any-
thing to make the business community comply with its program” (1979:
76, quoted in Lew 1992).

Finally, between August and October 1980, the Korean government
ordered the automobile industry to “merge by decree.” The objective was
to create more financially sound companies which were more willing and
able both to compete in export markets and to assemble foreign-designed
cars in Korea. The plan was to merge Hyundai Motors with Daewoo’s
Saehan subsidiary and to produce passenger cars, while forcing Kia indus-
tries out of the passenger car market. The government did not succeed
(Lew 1992; see also Choi 1989: 129–130).

In fact, the influence of the automobile chaebŏl on Korean develop-
mental plans has been so pervasive that one scholar has termed the
policies “inconsistent and incoherent.” Lew (199: 145) writes:

the lack of insulation in the policy-making process, from the business
circle or the political circle, contributed to the oscillation and the
incoherent character of automobile industrial policies. . . . Career
bureaucrats did not exercise any decisive influence on the develop-
ment of the South Korean automobile industry in the 1960s.

Why did these plans fail? The mutual-hostage situation, while allowing
collusion between business and political elites, also eliminated coercion as
an option. As Choi Byung-sun (1989: 132) writes:
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Table 7.9(a) Production and capacity of Hyundai Motor Company, 1969 to 1972 (%)

1969 1970 1971 1972

Passenger cars 52.0 19.6 20.0 21.8
Trucks 62.0 33.1 3.9 7.5
Buses 17.5 67.2 53.5 68.3

Total 49.0 27.3 22.2 25.8

Source: HMC (1987: 138).

Table 7.9(b) Passenger car production and capacity, 1979 (%)

Production/capacity

Hyundai 61.8
Saehan/Daewoo 24.6
Kia 55.4

Total 48.6

Source: KDB (1980: 114–115).



Paradoxically, the fact that the government controlled credit alloca-
tion weakened, rather than strengthened, the force of the govern-
ment’s commitment to discontinue financing, because private
investors knew that terminating financial assistance would be disas-
trous not only for themselves but probably more for the political
regime. In sum, Korean government’s extraordinary measures to
restructure excessive heavy industrial investment projects failed.

Essentially, a non-incredible threat is the same as a credible commitment.
Controllers of domestic capital knew that the state could not credibly
expropriate their wealth and thus did not need to worry.

Other industries were also able successfully to resist merger decrees
(Choi 189: 126–127; Kim 1987: 238). Hyundai Yanghaeng (Hyundai
Power) was in deep trouble in the late 1970s. The business fell far
below the capital–asset ratios agreed on by the World Bank and the EPB.15

And yet, because the process of creating a power plant had had
such significant sunk costs, Hyundai was reluctant to abandon the project.
Daewoo and Samsung also made power, and the government attempted
to rationalize them in the late 1970s into one main group; but the
Park Chung Hee government was not able to rationalize the power
industry.

The government’s proposal was not accepted by the rival business
groups, although the former group had made some progress toward a
merger. The Hyundai group pleaded for various kinds of government
support and privileges, almost all of which the government grudgingly
granted. Nonetheless the merger attempt was unsuccessful in the end.

(Choi 1989: 128)

Thus the mutual-hostage situation limited the state’s ability to control
the chaebŏl. Korean government control over capital gave it a non-credible
threat to cut off credit to the chaebŏl, because all actors knew that it would
hurt the regime as much as the conglomerate. Indeed, whether or not
there existed a market rationale for expansion of the firms’ activities,
there certainly existed a profit rationale when combined with the proper
political connections. Far from limiting and controlling chaebŏl expansion,
the Park era saw the opposite result. Table 7.10 shows the year of incorpo-
ration or establishment of subsidiary companies for the ten largest chaebŏls
in 1984.

Sixty percent of the expansion of the chaebŏl occurred during the 1970s,
resulting in tremendous overcapacity. The entire heavy and chemical
industries project was one of massive expansion and very little oversight.
The argument that the Korean state was performing an effective role in
organizing and restraining chaebŏl growth does not appear to be supported
by the data.
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Bail-outs

The incentive to become heavily indebted and to focus on expansion
instead of efficiency had predictable results: firms borrowed whether they
needed to or not. Many firms expanded far too quickly and without ade-
quate management expertise or planning, but because there were so few
chaebŏl, it was politically dangerous to allow them to fail. As a result, the
Korean state did bail out weak companies, and rewarded political rela-
tions, not necessarily economic success. Far from imposing performance
standards, the Korean government was continually forced to bail out inef-
ficient firms that had overextended themselves. Table 7.11 shows the
changing debt–equity ratios of major Korean chaebŏls.

Indeed, as far back as 1971 the United States government alerted South
Korea to the problems it faced due to the personalistic manner in which
foreign aid and loans were disbursed. At a meeting on 30 March 1971
between EPB officials and US Treasury and State Department officials, the
Americans stressed that

insolvent industries, caused by political favoritism in earlier years,
represented a major problem. They stressed that foreign banks looked
closely at the prevalence of favoritism towards basically unsound com-
panies. [EPB vice-minister] Lee acknowledged the problem and indi-
cated that President Park had directed that these companies be
“rationalized” in the near future through a process of changing prin-
cipal investors and mergers where appropriate.

(US House of Representatives 1978: 189 and fn. 120)
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Table 7.10 Year of incorporation or establishment of the subsidiary companies of
the ten largest chaebŏl in 1984

Total 1949 1950– 1960– 1970– 1980– Missing
1959 1969 1979 1984

Samsung 30 1 3 6 11 8 1
Hyundai 32 1 2 4 20 1 4
Lucky Goldstar 24 1 2 5 10 3 3
Daewoo 24 0 0 0 21 3 0
Sunkyung 14 0 1 1 7 3 2
Ssangyong 14 2 1 3 6 2 0
Korea Explosives 18 0 1 5 8 3 1
Kukje 18 1 0 5 7 0 0
Hanjin 12 1 0 5 7 0 0
Hyosung 20 1 2 5 12 0 0

Total 206 8 12 34 114 23 15

% – 4 6 18 60 12 –

Source: Kuk (1995: 116).



However, the firms were rarely rationalized in the manner promised by
Park.

Perhaps the best example of inefficient but large and politically con-
nected firms receiving government aid is the 3 August 1972 “Presidential
Emergency Decree on Economic Stabilization and Development” (inform-
ally known as the pal-sam decree or the 8-3 decree) when Park Chung Hee
decided to freeze high-interest informal (“curb”) market loans and
replace them with long-term bank loans. By early 1972, many highly
indebted firms were facing economic difficulties, and the FKI was meeting
daily in order to deal with the problem of excessive indebtedness to the
curb market.

The Chairman of the FKI finally decided to ask the President directly for
help with the problem. After two personal meetings in June with the
President, Park Chung Hee told his Chief-of-Staff, Kim Chung-nyum, along
with Presidential Secretary Kim Yong-hwan, to prepare an emergency
decree.16 Designed by Park Chung Hee to alleviate the curb market, the 8-3
decree had the effect of saving the bigger chaebŏl, because they were more
valuable to the state and had thus received more support. The decree
essentially placed a moratorium on new loans, and old loans were resched-
uled to be paid back over five years, after a three-year grace period. Special
Finance Bonds up to two billion wŏn were be issued in order to alleviate the
debt burden of major corporations, and the government established a loan
interest and long-term Industry Rationalization Fund.17

This case is instructive for two reasons. First, the FKI was in fact able to
appeal directly to the President and to exert some influence, because this
was a situation in which the FKI was able to speak for all the chaebŏl
(Eckert 1993: 108). Second, those companies that had been most poorly
managed and hence heavily indebted were those that gained the most
from the 8-3 decree.
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Table 7.11 Debt/equity of the ten largest chaebŏl, 1970 to 1983

Ranka Chaebŏl 1970 1975 1980 1983

1 Hyundai 2.9 6.1 3.7 3.0
2 Samsung 3.2 2.5 7.4 8.0
3 Daewoo 7.0 4.9 3.7 6.1
4 Lucky Goldstar 1.6 3.9 5.5 4.7
5 Ssangyong 2.4 2.8 7.2 5.5
6 Sunkyong n.a. 6.1 11.5 5.4
7 Korea Explosives 3.2 7.1 7.7 3.2
8 Hanjin 3.8 17.5 10.5 5.1
9 Kukje 4.7 3.7 5.5 9.5

10 Daelim 1.8 1.6 2.2 3.2

Source: Kim (1987: 106).

Note
a Ranking based on total assets, sales, and capital in 1983.



The picture of policy-making I have presented here complements and
in some ways supersedes the pattern described by the statists. The bureau-
cracy was marginal, political connections were central, and little oversight
was undertaken. Corruption was rampant, allowing political leaders to
finance their parties and retain power. Large firms benefited at the
expense of small firms, and the resulting overcapacity and high indebted-
ness has been an endemic feature of Korea’s political economy well into
the 1990s.

Maintaining rule while still reigning effectively

In this final section I discuss how Park Chung Hee managed his clientelis-
tic relations with his military cronies. In Korea, the “state” under Park
Chung Hee was an amorphous entity that comprised the ruling party
(DRP), the military, the KCIA, the bureaucracy, the national assembly,
and the executive and judicial branches. A conventional wisdom exists
that the military officers who descended upon the South Korean bureau-
cracy after the coup d’état in 1961 provided a more principled focus on eco-
nomic development, a rationalistic and goal-oriented perspective, in
contrast to the corrupt and inefficient civil servants. This vision of Korea,
for example, informed Walt Rostow’s perceptions in 1961. In addition, the
military allegedly possessed organizational skills honed during the war
(see, e.g., Huer 1989: 80–81). These beliefs are so accepted an article of
faith that the assumptions underlying them are rarely questioned: Why
would military officers, trained in the arts of war, have any better idea
about how to manage an entire national economy than the civilian
bureaucracy? It is also not clear why officers who had retired from the mil-
itary would be less inclined than bureaucrats to use their position to line
their pockets. Indeed, Park compensated for a lack of economic expertise
by keeping military cronies out of important fiscal bureaus. This strategy
was evident to domestic capitalists, and allowed Park a measure of
freedom in his dealings with both the military and the capitalists.

Park carefully orchestrated bureaucratic appointments in order to
allow for both patronage and reform. Initially, Park Chung Hee needed
military support in all sectors of the bureaucracy as a means of consolidat-
ing and keeping control; yet he gradually phased out the military’s influ-
ence in some areas, thereby creating more efficient bureaucracies. This
allowed Park to achieve domestic control by buying off supporters, and
also to create pockets of efficiency that were oriented towards promoting
defense and development.18

Table 7.12 shows a ministry-by-ministry breakdown of the origins of
ministers and vice-ministers. The “fiscal” ministries (EPB, Finance, MTI)
had relatively little military infiltration. By contrast, ministries not directly
related to development were staffed heavily with ex-military officials. For
example, the Ministry of Construction, widely regarded as one of the most
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Table 7.12 Career backgrounds of vice-ministers and higher (1963–1983)

Bureau Total number Prior career

Military

Prime Minister 11 3

EPB
M 13 1
VM 13 0

Presidential Secretary
Chief Secretary 8 2
Economic Secretary 9 0

Finance
M 14 0
VM 18 0

Trade and Industry
M 11 2
VM 9 0

Agriculture and Forestry
M 15 0
VM 11 0

Energy and Resources
M 7 1
VM 3 0

Construction
M 15 6
VM 10 2

Transportation
M 16 11
VM 13 2

Defense
M 9 9
VM 9 6

Home Affairs
M 13 9
VM 13 3

KCIA
Director 9 7

Source: Kim (1988: 119); Ministry of Governmental Affairs.

Notes
M: Minister; VM: Vice-minister.



corrupt ministries in Korea, saw a large number of military appointments,
eight out of a possible twenty-five. In South Korea, public works contracts
and construction in general are poorly controlled.

In addition, Park Chung Hee was assiduous in creating what one ex-
bureaucrat called a “three-levels-deep” political network in all the min-
istries. “Don’t forget that Park was also using a criterion of skill; if you
didn’t perform, he always had an assistant Vice-Minister and a Planning
Coordination Officer in the wings, waiting for their chance. So it wasn’t
just patronage, it was effective competition for Park’s favor that induced
such responsiveness” (author’s interview with a bureaucrat who wishes to
remain unidentified). Cronies who had become dangerous or lost their
favor were sent to ambassadorial posts in second- or third-rate countries,
far away from the action.

In fact, Park’s networks comprised a set of concentric circles around
him. For political purposes, the most important posts were the Seoul
Defense Command (Sudokyŏngbi-sa) and the heads of the CIA and the
National Defense Security Command (boansa, which Chun Doo Hwan
would later command). The headquarters of the Seoul Defense
Command is located next to Kyŏngbokgung, and the commander was one
of the few generals who had instant and direct access to Park. This was a
military regime, existing under the shadow of war with the north. Thus,
for Park, managing the Civil Service was only one aspect to the larger
political problem of maintaining rule while leading the country in the
direction he wished.

The point of this section has been to show that the military and patron-
age appointments under Park Chung Hee, while prevalent and necessary
for means of political control, were also selectively implemented. Park was
able to create a bifurcated bureaucracy, directing patronage appointments
to domestic “service” ministries, while maintaining the professionalism of
the “fiscal” ministries.

Conclusion

Understanding the political bases of the developmental state not only fur-
thers our empirical knowledge, it also provides us with a better explana-
tion for how and why these states developed. If the criterion is “growth of
the chaebŏl” then Park Chung Hee was more influential in the rise of the
few major conglomerates than was Rhee. Whether or not intentionally,
under Park the largest firms benefited enormously, often at the expense
of the smaller firms. If the criterion is “consistency of political appoint-
ments,” again, Park and Rhee look remarkably similar. Under Park,
neither patronage appointments nor the consistency of Cabinet-level
appointments shows any clear difference from Rhee in terms of either
length in office or of type of personnel. If the criterion is “insulating the
bureaucracy and allowing it to develop initiatives,” again Park and Rhee,
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although with different styles, look very similar. Neither Park nor Rhee
allowed the bureaucracy to operate independently of political control.

This chapter has argued that new questions need to be asked about the
development of the Asian economies and the evolution of Asian capitalist
modernity. Substantively, I have focused on an empirical argument that
revises some of our stylized facts about Korea. However, my work builds
upon – rather than negates – the spate of new theoretical work in the
field.

New developments in micro-economics, sociology, and anthropology
have underlined the role of institutions in East Asia’s economic perform-
ance (see, e.g., Chang 1993). Rather than seeing markets as the friction-
less intersection of supply and demand curves, markets are being
reinterpreted as complexes of principal–agent relationships in which
problems of imperfect and asymmetric information, contracting and cred-
ibility are ubiquitous. The smooth functioning of markets is not simply a
matter of getting policies, incentives, or prices right, but of public and
private institutions that facilitate market exchange from the legal system
and a clear delineation of property rights; to the public provision of
information; and to social networks that build trust. This theoretical work
is absolutely essential; yet it is not by itself sufficient for the field to move
forward. It is important that we remember to combine theoretical work
with careful and intensive empirical detail. The controversy in the discip-
line over the role of area studies and theory is largely misguided –
both are critical to the intellectual process. In this chapter I begin the
process of creating a theory that looks inside the state, and provides
micro-foundations for individual behavior. The approach offered here
suggests that we shift our attention away from broad notions of the state,
and also away from the role of individual personalities, and look for
empirical and theoretical micro-foundations of how leaders, bureaucrats,
social coalitions, and institutions interact with each other.

Notes
1 For example, Peter Evans writes that “the internal organization of develop-

mental states comes much closer to approximating a Weberian bureaucracy.
Highly selective meritocratic recruitment and long-term career rewards create
commitment and a sense of corporate coherence” (Evans 1995: 12; see also
Geddes 1990: 217–234; Muramatsu and Krauss 1984: 126–146; Schneider 1993:
331–350).

2 Alice Amsden’s celebrated work has emphasized the economic rationale for
state discipline over big business by examining “two interrelated dimensions:
(a) penalizing poor performers; and (b) rewarding only good ones” (Amsden
1989: 15).

3 Jung-en Woo’s Race to the Swift finds a “method to Rhee’s madness” (see also
Moon and Rhyu 1997).

4 For work that directly addresses the question of growth, see Kang (2002).
5 Amsden (1989: 327). For other specific instances, see Evans (1995: 51–53),
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Fields (1997: 126–128), Johnson (1987: 152–155), Önis (1991: 114), Rhee et al.
(1984), and Schneider and Maxfield (1997: 17).

6 Chalmers Johnson’s discussion of the Japanese developmental state implicitly
uses voluntary delegation of power to the bureaucracy as the basis of the Japan-
ese success (see Johnson 1982: 21).

7 See Bendor (1988: 365). In an intriguing study of machine politics in Chicago,
Steve Erie notes that the Irish “machine” reformed certain sectors of the
bureaucracy with an eye toward efficiency. Such reform allowed the machine to
capture the resulting efficiency gains for itself. See Erie (1988).

8 Rodden and Rose-Ackerman (1997: 1535). Much of the literature in American
politics uses only the assumption that politicians want to be re-elected. The
classic work is by Mayhew (1974).

9 For more detail on the Japanese period, see Haggard et al. (1997: 867–881).
For those who see the Japanese influence as positive or even formative, see
Kohli (1994).

10 Under Park, the reverse brain drain truly began. The first wave of Koreans to
study in the US in the 1950s began to return to Korea in the 1960s, many going
on to play key roles in the bureaucracy under Park. See Ahn (1990) and Kim
(1991).

11 Personal communication with John Duncan, 12 October 1997. For similar
skepticism, see Rahman (1986: 122). For a detailed account which argues that
Park’s moves in 1961 were a cynical propaganda attempt to justify a coup, see
Satterwhite (1994).

12 For a more detailed discussion of how political interests overrode the techno-
crat’s suggestions in South Korea, see Kang (2002) and Yong (1985).

13 On Chonghap sangsa (GTCs), see Cho (1987), and Jo (1991).
14 “Personal connections” and “marriage relations.”
15 By 1978, Hyundai Yanghaeng had invested $200 million in a huge integrated

machinery plant, and needed $200 million more to finish the project. Capital
asset ratios were 8 percent by December 1978, far short of the target levels: 30
percent by 1979 (EPB 1981: 1149–1173).

16 Lee (1985). See also Kyŏnghyang Ilbo, 31 August 1991. This account, too, has
contradictions. Lew (1992: 162) notes that Kim Yong-hwan argues that the
preparations for the 8-3 Decree began in February 1971, long before the FKI
became involved.

17 For these details, see the Seoul Kyŏngje Sinmun, 3 August 1972.
18 For a good overview from American politics that examines the electoral con-

nection in policy-making, see Shepsle and Weingast (1994), and the sub-
sequent articles in vol. 19. See also Frieden (1991); Przeworski and Limongi
(1993).
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Part IV

Transforming culture
and ideology





8 Confucianism, democracy, and
the individual in Korean
modernization

Uchang Kim

1

In his Age of Extremes, Eric Hobsbawm calls the recent transformation of
South Korean society “as spectacular an industrial success story as any in
history” (Hobsbawm 1994: 362). There have been attempts to understand
the circumstances of this emergence of Korea and other societies, in its
initial phase grouped together as the newly industrializing economies
(NIES), and understood as industrial economies, if not democratic poli-
ties. Studies have been made of the processes of industrial development;
explanations have been offered to identify the forces that have driven and
characterized this development, for example, workable political organi-
zation, shrewd industrial policies, and fortunate conjunctions of various
factors in the world economy as well as cultural causes.

Understanding the case of Korea and other new industrial societies in
terms of Confucianism has also been tried. This is useful for societies situ-
ated in East Asia – the area formed, broadly speaking, under the Sinitic
influence, whose chief cultural orientation was shaped by Confucianism.
Confucianism is certainly relevant in the case of Korea. It had indeed
been the hegemonic ideology in Korean society more than in any other
Asian society, and must have been an important factor in Korea’s modern
transformation. It was adopted as the state ideology for 500 years from the
founding of the last dynastic regime in 1392, and was systematically
imposed upon Korean society through to the end of the nineteenth
century. Dynastic Korea was perhaps a unique case in pre-modern times of
a state created and destroyed, somewhat similar to the Soviet state, by a
systematic and secular ideology. In Korea’s case that ideology was Confu-
cianism. It is therefore natural to look to Confucianism to explain Korea,
from its past supremacy to its present influence. But in trying to relate
Confucianism to the modern situation, academics have mainly considered
Korea’s industrial development. Does Confucianism also apply to Korea’s
development as a nascent democracy?

To answer this question, empirical studies in the political arena need to
analyze the Confucian legacy operating in contemporary culture, society,



and the economy. What I propose to do here is to approach this question
from a philosophical angle, trying mainly to compare essential aspects of
the development of the Western ideal of democracy with democratic
development in Korea. Do ideas, especially philosophical ones, have any-
thing to do with democracy or political regimes? The question suggests
itself in view of an assumption, naïve and yet widely held by politicians,
that importing good ideas could develop a democratic regime in tradi-
tional societies. Of course it would be equally naïve to hold that ideas do
not count, even the ideas of an abstruse philosophical kind. But if they do
count, it is crucial to understand how ideas insinuate themselves into
political reality; what is important is to locate the conjunction of the logic
of ideas and that of political processes. Nevertheless, ideas also serve
heuristic purposes in understanding more complex phenomena resistant
to their influence.

There are some obvious words that express certain political ideas
important in the conception of democracy: liberty, equality, rule of law,
and so on. Then there are ideas of a more philosophical kind; ideas that
could constitute a philosophical anthropology concerning the nature of
human beings as individual and social beings and, inevitably, the place of
humans in the larger scheme of things. Even if we do not subscribe to the
idea that there could be found in the buzzing, blooming confusion of the
lived world a more or less logical order susceptible to rigorous philosophi-
cal analysis, in the world of political practice some ideas appear to be at
work, grounded philosophically. The idea of Cartesian subjectivity seems
to be, for instance, such a constitutive idea in Western democracy, since it
concerns the process by which the individual and the world are simultan-
eously institutionalized. In Cartesian reflection, the individual, retreating
to his or her interior, becomes the subject of thought, but also the master
of the world, for the subjectivity of the thinking self also founds the world
as an objective order which can be commanded. But the condition
attached to this process is that the individual finds his or her essence in
being the purified carrier of reason. The formula can be simplistically
applied to the democratic political order, and it seems possible that the
Western democratic order is the working out of this co-foundation of the
individual and the world in political institutions. There cannot be a demo-
cracy without the recognition of the individual as a being, by principle,
irreducible to the collectivity to which he or she belongs. It is this recogni-
tion that marks a democratic order, while primacy of collectivity over the
individual characterizes more traditional non-democratic societies. In
addition, of course, there cannot be an orderly polity without ways and
means by which these individuals would come together in a collectivity.
This is done mainly through public and rational debate, which is then
institutionalized by law into a system of government.

The important point here concerns the co-foundation of the two poles
of a democratic polity, the individual and the collectivity, through the
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mediation of rationality. This is what was foreshadowed in Descartes’
philosophical procedures. If we assume that this institution of Cartesian
subjectivity is necessary as the basic constitutive principle of Western
democracy, do we need a new institution of Cartesian subjectivity for
Asian democracies? Is it possible to have democracy without this? It is also
possible to ask: In the Asian tradition was there something equivalent to
Cartesian subjectivity even before the advent of Western discovery and
influence?

These are questions we would like to consider here. However, a prelim-
inary survey of more familiar problems of democracy in Korea will be
necessary to provide some context: a rough review of the modernization,
and the democratization of Korea. This survey would involve cataloging
the political economy of development, which would apply not only to
Korea but also to many other similar societies in today’s world. But at the
same time it will be seen that Korea’s cultural heritage, especially in the
form of Confucianism, played a unique role in bringing Korea to its
current capitalist and democratic state. Confucianism has lent a dynamic
force to its modern development, no doubt. However, the main question
we will be asking is: What role has it played in the construction of a new
polity, and in history? This point concerns whether some kind of subject-
ivity was posited in Confucianism and, if so, how it was constituted and
how it was distinct from Cartesian subjectivity.

2

If Confucianism has played a causal or at least an accessory role in indus-
trial development, similar to Weber’s Protestantism in the rise of Western
capitalism, its role in the political development of Korea must have been a
very complex one, and not simply because of its oblique or negative char-
acter in relation to what it takes to become a modern nation. What is
often overlooked in studying the recent Korean resurgence in relation to
its cultural heritage is the fact that one of the most turbulent centuries of
Korean history had preceded it. This possibly cleared the historical slate
so that there could be a new beginning. One of the major events that hap-
pened during this interregnum was the destruction of Confucianism. If
Confucianism played a role in recent Korean development, it was as much
through the effects of its destruction as its continuation. There is, for
example, a general agreement that government initiative – in other words,
the strong state, as a political scientist put it – is chiefly responsible for this
recent development (Choi 1993). The strong state could come into exist-
ence simultaneously with the weakening of civil society, which might have
opposed it. Here, civil society means, especially in the earlier phase, the
social formation under the Confucian regime. This process occurred
through several catastrophic events in modern Korean history. Japanese
colonialism, while dealing a death blow to the prestige and legitimacy of
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the old regime and devastating Korean society as a whole, replaced it with
the rationality of colonial mobilization. Land reform in the post-liberation
era deprived the landowning class (the bearers of Confucian ideology) of
its economic and political base; the Korean War and the post-war con-
tinuation of the tension between the two Koreas helped destroy social
classes. These historical events posed the threat of equal pauperization for
all classes. Another effect of this tragic history, though mainly of the post-
Korean War tension, was the pretext given to the state to make security its
prime objective and to concentrate power in its hands. These events and
circumstances, along with the erosion of traditional ways (pried from their
institutional moorings) laid the groundwork for a strong state with the
functional rationality necessary for modern industrial development. They
prepared for a military regime which took over the reins of power in 1961
and began with military orderliness to implement its plan for economic
development.

However, by this time Confucianism had long lost its prestige as ideo-
logy. From the beginning of the modern era in the twentieth century, it
had begun, as in other East Asian countries, to decline as it became the
target of vigorous attack by political critics. If this attack was not as vigor-
ous as in other Asian countries such as China, it was because Japanese
imperialism soon became Korea’s primary enemy. From the beginning of
the modern era, it became almost the axiom of independence fighters,
patriots, and nation-builders in Korea that what the nation needed was
not the restoration of the Confucian regime but its destruction. Confu-
cianism was an obstacle; modernity could establish itself only in the place
vacated by Confucianism. The violent history of the twentieth century only
completed the practical work of destruction of an ideology that had lost its
hold on the cultural world. It is true, however, that a worldview providing
500 years of a comprehensive action program for society would not disap-
pear overnight, even under the heavy onslaught of a violent history. It
would at least survive as a tribal memory subliminally retained in mind
and practice. There have also been attempts to revive it by various groups
who have found in it a convenient resource for their own purposes. This is
especially so with authoritarian or conservative groups in power. Certain
Confucian precepts were important to Japanese militarism. The military
regimes in Korea from the 1960s through the 1980s also intermittently
dragged out the Confucian concepts of loyalty and filial piety, working
them into an attitude of deferential obedience to authoritarian rule. Even
today, filial piety, now divorced from loyalty due to the bad odor it
acquired in its association with authoritarianism, is incessantly put forward
by some conservative groups as the core of traditional morality which con-
stitutes, as it is asserted by them, the essence of Korean culture, and espe-
cially as the cure for dysfunctional social consequences of recent capitalist
development.

To consider the case of filial piety, advocated as a virtue to be protected
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in modern society, even as a private virtue uncoupled from its social
implications, it was important in the Korean understanding of Confucian
ethics, since it was a nodal point where natural affection, property rela-
tions, and authority are knotted together. Those who would like to see this
virtue as a fundamental cornerstone of the ethical life of human existence
are not exactly opposed to capitalism; indeed, they are in most cases its
enthusiastic supporters. They think that by reviving filial piety and con-
comitant Confucian virtues they can pressure capitalist development into
a form, possibly authoritarian and moralistic, free from its ill-effects. In
addition, as they conceive of it, filial piety would be adequate for the ful-
fillment of the aspirations of Korean nationalism, and in the process, they
would like to think, Confucian virtues were chiefly responsible for Korea’s
industrialization. In this respect, their thinking is more in the nature of
broader ideological apologetics as found in some American observers of
East Asian development such as Herman Kahn, Peter Berger, Roderick
MacFarquhar and others. They were, according to a recent critique
mounted by Arif Dirlik, basically looking for an alternative to Western
capitalism in crisis. In their view, East Asia’s Confucian culture made it
possible to develop a stronger kind of capitalism without the liberal values
usually associated with Western capitalism. Instead, the virtues derived
from Confucian legacy which support East Asian capitalism are, according
to Dirlik’s summary of the views of Kahn and Berger, “(1) a high evalu-
ation of education and dedication to hard work, (2) the priority given
group over individual interests, beginning with the family but extended to
social life in general, and (3) emphasis on ‘harmonious human relations’
in organization” (Dirlik 1995: 246). Dirlik’s critical view is that these Con-
fucian virtues, as the enabling cultural values for East Asian capitalism,
have more to do with the circumstances of global capitalism in search of
remedial visions than with the real dynamics of East Asian society or, for
that matter, the reality of historic Confucianism.

However, the case is a little more ambiguous and complicated. The
emphasis on collectivity or mutuality was real in Confucian ideology and
may have helped East Asian development. The collectivism, as Kahn says,
was characterized by “a sense of hierarchy” or “a sense of complementarity
of relations” (Kahn 1979, quoted in Dirlik 1995: 246). This hierarchical or
complementary collectivism goes well, in the Korean case, with the
requirement of the polity becoming the “strong state.” Besides this, there
are elements in Confucianism which may have contributed to the emer-
gence of East Asian modernity: its secularism which had given it, long
before the West, a disenchanted world and a kind of rationalism (Weber-
ian requisites for capitalist development); a strong sense of social justice,
albeit paternalistic, that helped the somewhat equitable distribution of the
fruits of economic development and thereby stimulated acquisitive and
productive motivation widely across the classes; and a concept of the
popular basis of political authority, though mixed with other ideas such as
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the idea of the mandate of heaven, which placed the origin of the political
authority of the ruler in the transcendental realm. These could all have
contributed to the strengthening of collectivity in its enterprise of
modernization.

To say that these and other past cultural forces must have helped
Korean or East Asian modernization may be correct, but this is not
necessarily to say that they are the agents of the transformation. They are
only some of the resources that could be mobilized, and the real question
concerns assessing responsibility for this mobilization by looking at the
internal and external social and political forces that fostered a directed
subjectivity of the process.

3

If Confucianism contributed to Korea’s capitalist development, whether
by its withdrawal from history or by its availability as a resource, its contri-
bution seems to consist in its enhancement of the authoritarian character
of development. If so, where does democracy fit into this scheme? The
easiest explanation for the emergence of democracy in Korea in recent
years is that liberal democracy is an inevitable consequence of a maturing
industrial capitalism. If this is the case, we may say that even if it is set in
motion by a developmental authoritarian government, as Korean political
scientists often characterize the military regime of Park Chung Hee, it has
a mechanism of reversing itself, authoritarianism completing itself in its
own dissolution, on account of historical forces generated by itself in the
form of democratic opposition.

This emerging democracy is not quite the same kind of democracy as
one would see in the West, either due to its political immaturity or differ-
ent historical circumstances. In East Asia, one would suppose that demo-
cracy retains a strong native coloration of Confucian culture, which in the
earlier phase provided support for authoritarian politics. Could this then
result in a peculiarly collectivist kind of democracy? There has been some
speculation about the possible emergence of egalitarian or communitar-
ian capitalism which some of the observers of East Asian capitalism enter-
tained. In most cases it was based on the post-1945 Japanese example,
already a mature capitalist economy and a kind of liberal democracy,
whose corporate ethos once seemed to produce a peculiarly Japanese style
of management, enviously efficient and successful while also cooperative
and caring. Taiwan, Korea, or Singapore would present different
examples. It is not unreasonable, in any case, to expect that East Asia
would produce a subspecies of democracy different from the West. This
becomes possible only on the basis of successful capitalist development,
which could then draw upon the cultural capital unique to Japanese or
other Asian traditions. In this respect history is reinscribing the past in the
present, on the basis of the strength of this present.
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It would not be entirely correct to say, however, that democracy is only
an accompaniment to capitalist development; it is even possible that it is
not a Western import if we take into account historical democratic yearn-
ings found in many societies and possibly divergent forms of government
that could accommodate them, though one can speak of the priming
effect of the Western model on non-Western developments. The historical
experience of the Korean people has its own story to tell. Apart from the
question of the putative pre-modern origins of democratic impulses, in
the modern period democracy has formed from the beginning part of the
national program in the struggle of the Korean people for modernity and
independence. In the late nineteenth century, when Koreans began to
realize the need to join the modern world and throw off its East Asian par-
ticularity, they first viewed democracy in its monarchical form. Soon after
the annexation of Korea by Japan in 1910, however, patriots working for
the cause of national independence began thinking of the future polity
of the nation only in terms of a popular government without the monar-
chical compromise. The ideal of popular sovereignty was already captivat-
ing the Korean mind. Since then monarchical restoration has never been
an issue. A Japanese reporter writing as late as the 1970s expressed his
puzzlement over the total absence of royalists or royalist sympathy in
Korean politics. Korea had been, after all, ruled by royalty for several mil-
lennia – in fact, all throughout its history except in this century (Kuroda
1993: 103–115). Needless to say, monarchy is not contradictory to demo-
cracy, but the Korean negation of its monarchical past is an indication of
the strength of the idea of popular sovereignty in the public mind. At the
time of liberation in 1945, it was taken for granted that the form of
government could only be a democratic one. In North Korea a socialist
state was established, but it was still called a people’s democracy, and was
understood as a purer and more radical form of government by the
people. Of course, neither the idea of popular sovereignty nor popular
aspiration for democracy is sufficient to make democracy a reality. If
South Korea is now considered a democracy, it has become one, not with
the formal inauguration of a republican form of government in 1948, but
through unceasing popular struggle, which has involved occasional viol-
ence and enormous sacrifice on the part of its people. Landmarks in
recent Korean history all denote the stages of the struggle for democracy.
This brief recall of Korea’s modern history highlights the aspiration and
struggle for democracy of the Korean people, despite its enormous costs.
It also makes us note the fact that democracy could become a reality, and
replace the Confucian politics of the last dynasty based on hierarchy, class
injustice, and traditionalism, though it could be considered to have
formed powerful counter-currents.

At the same time, the Confucian past provides usable resources for a
new political order, including not only industrial capitalism but also
democratic politics. Enduring arrangements of collective living, developed
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over centuries or millennia, are likely to contain provisions for doing
justice to the contradictory claims of individual and collective living. Their
ideological supports also last only if they supply resources for these provi-
sions. Past history contains motifs that can take on different meaning,
depending upon overall configurations of historical forces incorporating
them. I have already enumerated some representative Confucian values
which have putatively contributed to capitalist development: the ideal of
social harmony; the sense of justice; and the ambivalent belief in the need
for popular justification of political power. These are also obvious values
useful for democracy. There are less obvious ideas and habits that com-
prise the fund of ideas for democracy. Of these ideas, the collectivism of
Confucianism is significant in the development of democracy, since those
I have enumerated could all be subsumed into Confucian collectivism.
This would be a central issue not only in capitalist but also democratic
development. We cannot dismiss it even in our consideration of the possi-
bility of democracy from Confucian traditions. In spite of the suspicion
likely to attach to any idea of collectivism, it is hard to deny that a collect-
ive sense is the basis of any society (including a liberal-democratic one) as
a condition of state formation. We can begin by noting the formal signific-
ance of collectivism: that it enables one to conceive of society as an
ordered totality, and this conceivability itself emerges only in long histor-
ical practice. This is not a trivial observation, as can be confirmed in the
evident difficulty many new nations experience in becoming clearly
defined national entities. A total conception of society and state could, to
be sure, easily lead to an authoritarian type of political organization,
which is what happened in Korea in the past and in its military regime.
Nevertheless, the first requisite of a democratic society is the possibility of
a social order, which is often forgotten in favor of freedom, too often
taken to be the sole distinguishing mark of a democratic society. In the
case of Western societies, what often strikes an Asian visitor at first is not
freedom but the orderliness of society. There could be in this orderliness
a set of strong social and political constraints delimiting human freedom,
but one’s sense of freedom in a society is often a function of the degree of
acculturation into the social norms of that culture which makes the accul-
turated forget, but the unacculturated feel their coercive character. The
question of social constraint versus individual freedom is a relative one,
and more importantly, it exists only in a delicate balance with the possibil-
ity of an ordered collectivity.

The collectivist heritage has other implications for the emergence of
democracy. Capitalist society conceived of in the Confucian spirit is, in its
apologists’ mind, a model of society which flourishes in collective
harmony without the aggravations of individualism. What is referred to is
in reality the authoritarian capitalist state, but the virtue extolled is not
the form of the state itself but of social virtues found within it. Although
these social virtues usually play a part in the political maneuver and
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rhetoric of the ruling class, it is also true that corporatist pretension sets
some limits to the open pursuit of individualist gains, even by the ruling
class. During the period of modernization under the military in Korea,
there had been a constant collective emphasis as the government tried to
mobilize the nation for its modernization efforts. The military regime was
by definition authoritarian. It was convenient for it to employ collectivist
rhetoric, in the absence of the abdicated ideology of personal loyalty to
the monarch or to the charismatic leader. The most convenient excuse
was collective security against the communist regime to the north. There
were other sources of collectivism, in a more substantive way. For instance,
there was nationalism as the legacy of the patriotic struggle under Japan-
ese colonialism, but the Confucian idea of a just society, too – just for the
people as a whole – might have prepared the soil for all these collective
pretexts. These are all elements of collectivism, which can remain abstract,
with a strong emphasis on a totalistic conception of the nation as a whole,
but they had to be filled from time to time with concrete substance under
the pressure of the masses clamoring for a greater share of the fruits of
modernization. As the collective pretension was challenged, the abstract
rhetoric had to be turned into an idea of communitarian solidarity and a
standard against which the ruling power was asked to measure itself.
There were results, too. Evidence of this is, as has often been noted, a
smaller income gap among the classes or, more graphically, between the
salaries of the top executives and the lowest paid in the business firms
when compared with the developed West or other developing countries.
This is to say that the collective ethos of Confucianism could eventually be
modulated into the ideal of equality, an important component in the
democratic ideals as conceived of in the West.

Ideas formed in the past may be used for new politics: creating a sense
of the state as a political unity, recognizing equality in a community, or
making people into the ultimate source of legitimization or the ideal of
social justice. Yet these ideas can be mobilized for very different forms of
government. What is important is the overall configuration in the political
structure in which they are put, and also the way they are modified accord-
ing to the structure that envelops them. For example, we can take the idea
of equality, certainly an important component in the ideology of demo-
cracy. Whatever equality was achieved in the authoritarian regimes tended
to be only in the macro view, but not in the micro. Equality comes into its
own in the modern sense only when combined with the affirmation of the
individual, another important component in the concept of democracy. If
collectivism is to lead to egalitarian achievement in the modern sense, it
has to step out of an abstract corporatism and get in touch with the con-
crete content of the collectivity; articulated by individuals. Thus we come
face to face with an idea that is central to the democratic organization of
society: the individual. This is what requires democracy to play a legitimate
part in the political life of people.
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By contrast, the idea of the individual as an end in itself seems to be
one of the most difficult things to recognize, either ideologically or insti-
tutionally, in the Confucian tradition. What is involved is the historical
process giving birth to a distinctively modern form of the individual, but
one may examine the problem of discursive articulation, which differenti-
ates constitutive units of society before they can be put into its inclusive
order. This must then be included in the institutional make-up of society.
As we will see, the emergence of a certain possibility in the formal order-
ing of social relations occurs simultaneously with the development of the
individual.

To say that what is really lacking in Korean society today or in its Confu-
cian past is the clear idea of the individual is to note a crude abstract cat-
egory and to miss important distinctions in reality. In present-day Korea
there are people motivated by ideas of individual gain in spite of the pre-
dominance of nationalist rhetoric which, in the last resort, is the ultimate
coercive rhetoric of Korean politics, whether of the Left or Right. In
today’s Korea more individuals ruthlessly pursue individual aims than ever
before in Korea’s history. We cannot say that in traditional Korea no indi-
viduals acted and lived on motives coming from their own mind, not out
of deference to socially prescribed conformist norms, though their
motives would often be not material gains but inner compulsions. It is
even possible that there were more authentic individuals then than in
modern times, though cast entirely in a different mold than the individual
we think of in relation to modern democracy.

If this is the case, we must define more carefully the democratic indi-
vidual, who may be regarded as unlike the individual we see in past or
present Korea. We can only look to the Western model. This search,
however, does not necessarily assume that this is a desirable model in all
respects, since a critical examination will reveal its achievements as well as
its failures. When we speak of the individual in Western democracy, we
should note that the individual does not simply refer to a biological being,
but to a formal or normative status recognized by the formal institutions
and cultural habits of society. This status ensures a clear public space or a
space of public restraint free from religious, moral, or external social com-
pulsion. Yet this space existing within the larger space of society also sub-
jects the individual to the normative regulation of society. The individual
is free only as part of the formal institution of society, assertively recog-
nized but also definitely within the constraint of the formal arrangement
of society as a whole.

The formal nature of this status is best recognized in the legal system.
In this respect, the Western individual is foremost a juridical being, the
bearer of rights recognized by law. Charles Taylor, while discussing the
question of human rights, asserts that the West alone has had provisions
for giving strong protection to the individual as the bearer of rights: “per-
sonal rights” (droits subjectifs). This has to do with a particular tradition
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and concept of human being which the West has developed, as will be dis-
cussed below. The important point is that the rights of a person here do
not refer merely to an ethical requirement or an appeal on the ground of
moral sentiment, but to legal recognition, with the possibility of the indi-
vidual contesting interference from the public sphere by resorting to the
public institution itself. Taylor says that a fundamental law of a society may
have provisions for a civilized life, protecting a person from arbitrary
killing, imprisonment, or imposition of silence, but that society can be
without rights in the modern sense. It is fundamentally the system of per-
sonal rights that makes an individual an individual in modern democracy,
as “(a) it places limits on the actions of governments and on collective
decisions by offering a measure of protection to individuals and specific
groups; [and] (b) it offers individuals and specific groups the right to seek
redress and gives them a margin of liberty in the imposition of these
limits” (Taylor 1986: 48).

Whatever status the individual may have had in the Confucian scheme,
the rights of the individual were not yet established in Korea even by the
late 1980s; not exactly in the sense of (a) above, but, more emphatically,
not in the sense of (b). There are laws granting the individual rights
modeled after the West, but there is not yet a culture in society that would
support whatever laws exist concerning these rights, though the struggle
for democracy has gained for these laws some experiential reality (which I
hope would be further expanded in the course of time). The lack of a
solid legal base for the rights of the individual is not simply due to
the authoritarian regimes in Korea that have suppressed these rights. The
collective ethos is too strong to make room for them, especially when the
collectivity is seen as justified. We can see here that the strongest influence
of Confucianism is still very much alive. Usually the claim of morality it
puts forward suppresses the assertion of individual rights, and the Confu-
cian political ideology, relying on this aspect, makes no provision for the
freedom of the individual (that could be formally defined) separate from
the morality of any concrete case in question. The morality, in turn,
derives its authority from the claim of collectivity on the individual.

4

The individual, understood as having formal status in a polity, makes us
realize that he or she is a product of a complex historical process, and the
question concerns the cultural and social dynamic in the modernization
of Korea (and by analogy other East Asian societies) that may or may not
have produced the individual. The idea of the individual in the West is a
product of historical processes that have precipitated the whole system of
social and political institutions and cultural practices warranting legitim-
ate recognition to the individual. As Taylor points out, the Western
concept of personal rights has many historical roots. The idea of the
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priority of the individual over society was clearly articulated in seven-
teenth-century political thought; this idea was further enriched by the
Kantian ideal of the individual as an end, or the Romantic notion of full
personal development. Going further back in history, the system of rights
may be said to have its roots in feudal society. To recall this historical
background is to be reminded of the fact that Korea or any other society
cannot import a whole cultural history, even if it could borrow some frag-
mentary ideas or external trappings that stem from it. If Korea has diffi-
culty in establishing institutions providing for the rights of the individual
or the rule of law on the whole in its social practices, it is not simply due to
the inertia of the past tradition, which would have to be overcome or
removed, or lack of a persuasive advocacy of the benefits of individualism,
which will move Korea closer to the Western model of democracy. The dif-
ficulty is that of transplanting an institution from one tradition to another,
and that institution being inextricably embedded in the network of other
institutions.

To assume, perhaps for our convenience, that there could be a unitary
creative genius orchestrating various resources behind the evolution of
culture, real difficulty lies in transplanting creative resources of social con-
struction that have generated these institutions, especially a peculiar
mechanism by which the individual becomes an agent that masters these
resources for social construction, and at the same time becomes a func-
tioning part of a society now having validity in an objective world. For the
individual must emerge as a site in which the activity of cultural and polit-
ical constitution is performed, and from which the individual, polity, and
the world are born as historical realities. In this complex constructive
process, we may assume, if there is a genius of the cultural dynamic involv-
ing the individual, that epistemological reflection plays a central role as
graft-stock for this constitution in which the individual is conscious of
itself as the subject, and eventually becomes this subject of history. In
Western intellectual history, the Cartesian meditation on the cogito carries
an immense historical importance. It develops subjectivity as the epistemic
theater where this historical dynamic is protogenetically or symbolically
represented and enacted in a mysterious distillation of history, although
its full institutional realization will have to wait for a long historical unfold-
ing through the Enlightenment and various civil and revolutionary move-
ments down to the early twentieth century.

We should note that the individual emerges not simply as an active
agent – a subject – but also as a passive entity in the dynamic matrix of a
system. This double aspect emerges from a single process. A person is a
subject, his or her own agent, but if the individual is also an entity defin-
able in reference to a system of positive laws, then he or she is negated as
an active agent; the analogy is a physical object in the Newtonian universe.
However, the system itself is the individual’s achievement, which eventu-
ally restores his or her status as agency, though through a complex media-
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tion. It is precisely in epistemology that the status of the subject is worked
into this kind of necessary ambiguity. The subject is, in its epistemological
exploration, an active agent, but at the same time it is in the service of
truth – truth adequate to the object of cognition. This epistemological
operation finds its homolog in the social construction of the individual as
well. It is clear that though this relation must be more rigorously worked
out, philosophical projects of epistemological nature reveal the central
societal dynamics of reality construction, both cognitive and social. The
relation of the individual in modern Western civilization is thus worked
out in the philosophy of subjectivity, epitomizing in its essential outline
the gigantomachia in the larger arena of history.

This double process of articulating the individual in society as an active
and passive element is more clearly recognized from a critical perspective
that tries to prove that the freedom of modern Western human beings is
not really as complete as is claimed. In an interesting essay, Etienne
Balibar points out that the Western attempt at institutionalizing a human
being as the subject of his or her own life also subjected the individual to
the society that was being created by this institution. He conveniently sums
up this fateful vicissitude in terms of the changing meaning of the subject
(Balibar 1991). From Roman times to the early modern era, man1 was the
subject, defined as a juridical being, by authority or a system of laws, sub-
jected to the prince and the imperial order or spiritual authority.
However, with the rupture effected by the French Revolution he becomes
the subject in the sense that he is master of his own fate, better expressed,
in Balibar’s opinion, by the term “citizen,” a free political agent. Balibar
clearly sees this rupture enacted in Kant’s philosophy of transcendental
subjectivity. As he puts it, the moment at which Kant produces “the tran-
scendental subject” is precisely that moment at which politics destroys the
“subject” of the prince in order to replace him with the republican citizen
(Cadava et al. 1991: 39). For Kant, the subject is the bearer of the synthetic
unity of the conditions of objectivity, but the subject has no substantive or
phenomenal anchoring in the empirical world. As Balibar’s critique would
emphasize, it is simply reflexivity and self-consciousness accompanying
representations. In this Kantian formulation, Balibar finds an ambiguous
legacy which helped establish the individual as an active agent; that is,
only epistemologically, while emasculating him as a citizen, since he is
subject to the laws and institutions of the bourgeois state, reduced to the
legal subject. This, in a way, reinstates the story of the king’s subject, alleg-
ing absolute obedience to the laws of the state. This is inevitable, for
Kant’s philosophy reflects the predicament of the Western individual
defined as a free subject and at the same time as an object caught in the
collectivity constituted by the activity of free subjectivity. Balibar’s analysis
is a critique and exposé of the idea of individual freedom claimed as a
unique Western achievement. Yet it tells an essential truth about the way
the individual constructs society and then becomes subject to its rules.
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What is important here for our purpose is not the kind of freedom the
individual enjoys in the West, but the fact that the individual and society
proceed from a single epistemological and historical matrix. Although it is
not the point he wants to make, this comes out clearly in Balibar’s analysis
of the enchainment of the individual to the bourgeois state.

Now we return to East Asia. How can we understand the dynamic
involved in defining the status of the individual in East Asian society? In
asking this question, we must acknowledge that we are assuming that the
individual is, contrary to some common prejudice, an inerasable actuality
of human life, not only in the Western tradition, but also in other tradi-
tions as well, and is also constituted as subject in a different guise and dif-
ferent network of relations. Both the individual and the subject are the
product of a different process by which the world and society are organ-
ized, and the particular way they are articulated in the original philosophi-
cal project is different, with huge differential results in the status of the
individual in society and politics. If a non-Western society like Korea is to
move towards democracy based on the Western model, the move would
involve reconstitution of the human being as the individual and the
subject of social construction in its original unitary process, which remains
problematic even if it succeeds.

As a kind of preliminary exercise, we may also ask if this reconstitution
is desirable or necessary. If we accept the axiom that Western subjectivity
is not the only way of existing as a human individual, there could be other
ways of becoming the subject. It would even be possible, in view of post-
modern critiques of the Western conception of human subjectivity, to
abandon the narrowly conceived entity called subjectivity in favor of some-
thing more open and fluid. Even if we do not question the problematic
nature of the subject as conceived in the West and accept the necessity of
its installation in an alien society, it would pose a problem. It means, from
the assumption that there is always an individual and a subject in any civil-
ization, that we supplant the native subject with an alien subject, thereby
destroying its own subjectivity as the source of coherence in various cre-
ative processes of human practice. The fragmentation and disorder one
observes in many developing societies is probably due as much to the
destruction of the subjective competence in a society to create its own
world as to the lack of development according to the Western model.
Even the ugliest form of individualism or the relentless pursuit of material
advantages one may find in developing societies today is also caused by
the loss of the subjectivity that would take upon itself as part of the price
of its constitution as subjectivity some necessary restraint coming from the
discipline of mutually coherent institutions. Native subjectivity can be sup-
planted only with grave consequences.

In spite of these radical possibilities, it is realistic to accept that a recon-
stitution of the traditional idea of the individual is in order. It is occurring
already and would bring a new focus to the emerging reality of an indus-
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trial and democratic order in Korea. To recall what might have been in
the past and compare it with the Western model, we rely upon the short-
hand of epistemology. Confucianism was a system of thought acutely
aware of the dialectic of the individual and society, and directed its main
effort to understanding this. What is not often recognized is that there was
an epistemological self-reflection underlying its understanding of this
dynamic. It too had an interest in the process by which the individual was
constituted as subject; only it could not be said to have displayed the same
sophistication and acuteness in analyzing the process as in the Kantian or
Cartesian epistemology of subjectivity. But, in a way, Confucian under-
standing of the constitution of subjectivity did more justice to complex
human possibilities that could be put to use in various constructive pro-
jects, mostly ethical, of the social existence of humans, though at the cost
of theoretical thoroughness.

For the sake of comparison, we may recall briefly the basic operation of
subjectivity in Descartes’ philosophy. For him, the cogito, discovered
through the procedure of radical doubt, is the ground of certainty. In the
rigorous test of doubt, nothing can be ascertained as truth, except on the
strength of clarity and evidence as it appears to the cogito, and by rules of
reason that connect what is clear and evident in a lawful order. The world
is justified and constructed according to this procedure, and the ego
acquires self-certainty as the thinking subject, and could become the
master and possessor of the world. But the operation of the reduction
applied to the sensory manifold of the world in search of certainty at the
same time reduces the human person to the function of cogitation, that is,
reason – especially reason as a means for instrumental mastery of the self
and the world, including now the excluded passions of the soul. This
reading is what is often applied to Descartes and the evolution of his
thought in history. It would be erroneous to trace all the achievements
and failures of modern society to Cartesian origins, but the assertion is
often repeated, especially as a critique of its failures, that the instrumental-
ization of reason or a conspiracy for domination concealed in the Western
projection of reason can be traced to the philosophy of subjectivity, of
which Descartes may certainly be held as a powerful progenitor. But what
should not be overlooked are multiple possibilities in the Cartesian pro-
jection. The achievements in the legal institution of personal rights and
other social, political, and above all, scientific and technological develop-
ment, are traceable to these origins; critiques of the philosophy of subject-
ivity themselves owe their impetus to them. Beginning with epistemology
always opens up the possibility of beginning anew, though the critique
thus begun usually has limits, since it cannot go behind the fundamental
principle that moves it: Cartesian reason.

Confucian philosophy lacks the theoretical purity of Western rationalis-
tic epistemology but, as we have observed, it too has an epistemological
foundation. As is well known, the primary concern of Confucian
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philosophy is ethics or proper regulation of social relations. Central in its
ethical thought are the four cardinal principles of human conduct:
humanity, righteousness, propriety, and knowledge as the irreducible
originary points of departure for understanding human beings and their
social relations. These principles, repeated endlessly in all Confucian writ-
ings and passed into mindless clichés, appear arbitrary, lacking proper
philosophical rigor. But they have derived from a reflective exploration
into human nature. The locus classicus of the question of human nature
in Confucianism is the book of Mencius, wherein Mencius tries to ascer-
tain the baseline of the psychic endowment of humanity, from which all
thought of ethical rules must start. What is to be noted is a reflective rigor
by which Mencius tries, through a procedure of negation, to arrive at an
indubitable point of departure, defining the mind that cannot bear (burin-
jisim in Korean, burenzhixin in Chinese), the point in the working of mind
beyond which it cannot proceed without ceasing to be itself.

All men have the mind which cannot bear [to see the suffering of]
others. . . . When I say that all men have the mind which cannot bear
to see the suffering of others, my meaning may be illustrated thus:
Now, when men suddenly see a child about to fall into a well, they all
have a feeling of alarm and distress, not to gain friendship with the
child’s parents, nor to seek the praise of their neighbors and friends,
nor because they dislike the reputation [of lack of humanity if they
did not rescue the child]. From such a case, we see that a man without
the feeling of commiseration is not a man; a man without the feeling
of shame and dislike is not a man; a man without the feeling of defer-
ence and compliance is not a man; and a man without the feeling of
right and wrong is not a man. The feeling of commiseration is the
beginning of humanity; the feeling of shame and dislike is the begin-
ning of righteousness; the feeling of deference and compliance is the
beginning of propriety; and the feeling of right and wrong is the
beginning of wisdom. Men have these Four Beginnings, as they have
their four limbs. Having these Four Beginnings, but saying that they
cannot develop them, is to destroy themselves.

(Mencius in Chan 1963: 65)

Although Mencius and Descartes are truly worlds apart from each other in
time, place, and in the direction of their inquiry, there is something
similar in their resolution to arrive at a point that cannot be doubted. We
may compare, for example, the above passage with a passage where
Descartes describes his discovery of cogito ergo sum:

I resolved to pretend that all the things that had ever entered my
mind were no more true than the illusions of my dreams. But immedi-
ately I noticed that while I was trying thus to think everything false, it
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was necessary that I, who was thinking this, was something. And
observing that his truth “I am thinking, therefore I exist” was so firm and
sure that all the most extravagant suppositions of the skeptics were
incapable of shaking it, I decided that I could accept it without
scruple as the first principle of the philosophy I was seeking.

(Descartes 1985: 127)

The thinking subject ascertained by Descartes is the carrier of reason. In
fact, what he needed to ascertain was also reason as the principle of the
world. In the passage quoted earlier, Mencius ascertains the goodness of
human nature as a basis for proper rules of society and the state. The good-
ness of human nature pronounced thus by Mencius formed an indubitable
foundation of all Confucian ethics and political philosophy. Thus it formed
the cornerstone of philosophical thinking on personal and social ethic in
Korean Neo-Confucianism. Its central philosophical concern was directed
more towards the elements that constituted the originary nature of good-
ness: the four beginnings of the ethical mind. Nurturing these incipient
tendencies of the mind into maturity, especially in relation to other proper-
ties of the mind-heart (i.e., desire, hate, love, fear, grief, anger and joy)
formed the core of inquiry into moral cultivation. Self-cultivation was,
however, not only for the good of individual man; it also helped to maintain
social and political order on the correct foundation. The state was to
embody these ethical principles in its workings. At its apex was of course the
king. His responsibility was also defined in these terms: it was to perfect his
moral mind, so that he could be a guarantor of the moral order of society by
his example and administration, and take up the task, delegated by heaven,
of looking after his people through commiseration and wisdom. Toegye, for
instance, lays it out as the plan of an ethical state in his advice to the king (Yi
1972). Thus there could be an integrative order for the self and the world.

The ideal was that of a theocracy or ethicocracy. This ideal has often
ended up in a regime of repression and hypocrisy. This was the case even
in Korea. However, it is not without elements that can be carried over to
the modern age with its more liberal mind free from prescriptive moral
imperatives. What should be noted is that Korean ethical politics did not
necessarily consist in the implementation of a set of fundamentalist art-
icles of faith, at least in its philosophical rendition. The advantage of
beginning with self-reflexive epistemology is that it does not require the
positing of precepts and maxims in advance, but subscribes to a mind
open to critical investigation, though its openness tends to turn to closure
too soon. The first condition of moral cultivation is the nurturing of a vigi-
lant mind. The emphasis on it has the intention of making the moral
person constantly watch for Confucian principles. This vigilance is, instead
of an itemized examination of rules of conduct, performed more simply
by keeping the mind clear as a whole. Keeping the mind free of sub-
servience to details brings on its liberation to the original state of fluidity.
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What is important is this vigilance in itself, not necessarily its moral and
practical consequences. The vigilant mind is the ground of all, for it is not
only the guarantor of moral conduct, but also the condition of discern-
ment in Confucian self-cultivation and moral conduct, and the investiga-
tion of things, as the morality must have an underpinning of the
cosmological truths. The mind whose clarity is so important in moral
conduct is a more inclusive principle than an adjudicator of moral pre-
cepts. Clarity of the mind is not simply the same as moral purity, but an
epistemological condition. Kyŏng is, in Neo-Confucianism, a word desig-
nating the vigilant state of mind underlying all moral conduct. As may be
seen in its frequent translation into English as “mindfulness,” it often des-
ignates simply attentiveness, or it can mean more appropriately apprehen-
sive awareness. Kyŏng is also “reverence”; therefore it has associations with
deferential morality, but deeply serious attentiveness often goes along with
reverence or respect for what is being attended to. It is undeniable that,
even if it is usually coupled with a moral attitude, an unfettered mind,
moving in response to the fluidity of things, was an important object of
Confucian self-cultivation. To do so, one has to clear the mind of dog-
matic positivities and revert to the state of negativity. As Toegye puts it,
“Things, good or evil, large or small should not be kept in the mind as
positivity. Positivity means to be attached to things in an imbalanced way,
and it gives rise to the evils of a fixed mind, unfair hasty striving, profit-
seeking. Avoiding attachment [means to be] . . . in the state of apprehen-
sive awareness of things” (Yi 1982: 119). Here he is affirming Chu Hsi’s
idea that “the mind must remain centered and unitary, tranquilly unmov-
ing in the absence of things to attend to, and moving responsively when
there are things to attend to and yet stopping before overflowing into
other things, thereby ensuring the undwelling singleness of the mind
moving with ten thousand things” (Yi 1982: 117). The primary object that
emerges in the fluid attentiveness of the mind is its responsiveness to
other human beings from which the ethical principles arise, but the object
could also be other things, even performance of daily chores. Eventually
the mind must be open to minute nuances and the entirety of nature and
the world. What is assumed is the congruence between the correct percep-
tion of human needs and the nuanced perception of the things of the
world, all achieved by the act of looking inward, coinciding with outward-
looking responsiveness.

The aim of Confucian self-reflection is this congruent inwardness, the
undwelling singleness of the mind open to the world, and this was to be
the sole point of support for all constructive endeavors of Confucian
society, including the pursuit of authentic individuation, which could be
as individualist as in any other cultural scheme, though mostly within the
Confucian possibilities of human society.

In this constant concern to define the self and the world in the double-
headed single process, there is a parallel between the working of the mind
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as conceived in Confucian philosophy and the process of the Cartesian
cogito. If the Cartesian cogito is the foyer of analytical-referential deploy-
ment of the self and the world, Confucianism, too, has its epistemological
foyer in the undwelling singleness of the mind where the positivities of the
world are dissolved and redeployed in a single unitary process. Both cases
speak of a constitutive principle of the world abstracted from empirical
reality: the subject as the substratum of the synthetic unity of the world
arrived at through a process of philosophical reduction (of varying
degrees of purity and complexity). However, whether Confucian or Carte-
sian, this subjectivity is presuppositionless by principle, but in reality con-
tains the vectors of pragmatic interest originating in the empirical world.
It is not only that both subjectivities are in reality located in the empirical
ego. In the Cartesian reduction, the process of doubt and certainty
already moves in favor of mattiesis universalis and reason, and, as has been
pointed out in critiques of Cartesianism, the will to domination. In the
Confucian ascesis or the mind, the undwelling singleness of the mind is
already motivated by moral certainty and social relations ordered by indu-
bitable ethical laws, which are really a reflection of the existing order of
things in an archaic society. There is in both cases a kind of reason as the
central principle of operation, and in this reason, mathematical or ethical,
as parti pri, in turn prefigures the future fate of both Eastern and Western
societies; the instrumentalization of reason for one and the ever-rigi-
difying institutionalization of ethical reason for the other. In Asia, or more
specifically in Korea, the fluidity of the mind is easily forgotten and ideo-
logical rigor mortis sets in, as the mind deteriorates into ritual and institu-
tional details, ever refined in a scholastic exercise in futility.

5

The parallel between Cartesian subjectivity and Confucian subjectivity
brings us to the earlier observation about the difficulty of transplanting
Western subjectivity to an East Asia society. If the individual (in the
Western sense) does not yet have a normative standing in Korean society,
it is because he does not yet have legitimacy as the subject of social
processes; and this is not simply, as I have observed above, the question of
vigorous advocacy or even legislation. It is not even that we have not had
the concept of the individual, but this individual is already caught in the
dialectic of subjectivity that made it the nodal point of ethical relations,
and of cosmic relations as well, with the deepening of these relations
taken as the fulfillment of selfhood in cosmic harmony.

This, however, is not the individual or the world called for in an indus-
trial democracy. A modern individual cannot be invented overnight and
simply added on to what has existed. The terms of the whole social
process must be reset so that it can be remade along with its world on a
new basis in a syntactically binding reconstitution. The modernization of
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the past several decades has gone far in destroying the ancient regime of
Confucian subjectivity, but the new regime has not yet been established,
except in externalities.

Besides the inherent difficulty of a new instauration, another question
is whether this new dispensation would promise a better world. True,
there were many reasons why the old subjectivity had to be destroyed. One
simple fact was that it was out of phase with the movement of world
history, which was being shaped by the West. The old regime failed to
produce viable instrumentalities for survival in the modern world. There
are also old repressions, still at work, transformed as they are by the force
of a newly acquired modernity. Abuse of rights is still here, though there
has been in recent decades a great deal of progress in reducing it. The
moral paternalism of a society has a more ambiguous significance, with its
communitarian suggestions. This communitarian moralism, however,
does not change the repressiveness of institutionalized moralism (as
morality becomes here a claim on an individual by others in the political
arena, and could easily turn into a rhetorical cover for coercion). What is
called for is a new rational articulation of the relation between the indi-
vidual and the collectivity.

Nevertheless, there could be regret for excluding the principle of
moral concern at the heart of the institution of politics. Further, the
processes of Confucian subjectivity seem to reveal more insight into the
possibility of authentic individuation. If Confucianism is repressive, it is
not only because of coercion imposed from outside. It is also part of a
moral program, regrettable as its repressive implication is, demanding a
more rigorous introspection which would put a person in closer touch
with the authentic needs of the individual, and would help the person
succeed in attuning himself or herself with the needs of society. In the
best instance, perhaps it may lead to a joyous asceticism, a glad acceptance
of the pleasure as well as the responsibility of attending to things in the
world. It would call for acknowledging one’s authentic needs and also for
willing restraint of inauthentic desires, which will be needed in the work
of a more harmonious social order. This joyous asceticism cannot help but
stand opposed to the philosophy of self-aggrandizement that rules today’s
world. The pressure and lure to join this modern world cannot be greater.
It does not come simply from its material success, but this promise of lib-
eration, as conceived in the Western Enlightenment, from all regimes of
repression, political and moral, is more beguiling. Deeply involved in this
modern development is Cartesian rationalism, its preoccupation with the
instrumental mastery of the world. More disturbing is oblivion, in Carte-
sianism, of the origin of rationality in the deeper recesses of the human
interior, wherein multiple other ways of conceiving the human selfhood
and its relation to the world are located. The Cartesian subjectivity is not
the only way of being a subject in the world. To some viewpoints, Confu-
cianism, along with all the past records of repressiveness, seems to present
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a different way of being in the world, for individuals and for society,
requiring ethical restraint but promising harmony and equilibrium.

Some see in Confucianism the possibility of a new social and political
order. Tu Weiming, a philosopher of Confucian self-cultivation, believes
that Confucian communitarianism, broadly conceived to include Taoist
wisdom as well, can be an alternative social ideal with operative efficacy
even in today’s world. He writes:

The ideal state is, first of all, extremely small. (Take the Daoist vision:
the ideal state was thought to be a neighborhood community.) It is
not authoritarian. Instead, it is participatory and communal. Mencius’
ideal state is very much an agricultural community, resembling what
Marx called a primitive commune. Given the complexity of modern
or post-modern political development, that is not necessarily an out-
dated notion.

(Tu 1984, quoted in Dirlik 1995: 64)

The above quotation from Tu Weiming is from Arif Dirlik’s critique of
the modern vision of Confucian society. Dirlik’s suggestion is that the
ideal Confucian state is spurious, not per se, but in the modern context in
which in it is placed, put forward as an apology for Asian industrial author-
itarianism and for global capitalism of which it is a part. Apart from its
apologetic nature, we ought to say that Tu Weiming’s picture of an ideal
Confucian state as a small agricultural community is totally unrealistic. But
this spurious and unrealistic picture should not obscure the primary
importance conceded in Confucian thought to ethical concern and its
origins in the ontological needs of humans, whether looking for indi-
vidual fulfillment or a harmonious social order. Yun Sa-sun, a representat-
ive interpreter of traditional Korean philosophy, looks back on the
Confucian heritage, paying attention only to the ethical aspect of Confu-
cianism. He writes:

[T]he trouble with Western modernity is to conceive of human nature
in terms of individualist desire, which resulted in utilitarian philo-
sophy and the absolutizing of selfishness, destroying the foundation of
collective life, the solidary relationship with human beings.

(Yun 1996: 132)

This is to be remedied by Confucian moral philosophy. One important
element to be rescued from Confucianism is affectivity as a fundamental
mediatory agent in the relation of the human being to the world and
other humans. Especially significant is the social affectivity of reciprocity,
expressed in Confucian terms as: “Do not do to others what you do not
want them to do to you” (Analects 12: 2); and “A man of humanity wishing
to establish his own character, also establishes the character of others, and
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wishing to be prominent himself, also helps others to be prominent”
(Analects 6: 28).2

One can sympathize with this kind of restorative work from the past by
such a philosopher as Yun; but one wonders whether odd pieces from
here and there could really affect a larger social change that is progressing
according to its own logic. Even as an interpretation of the past, ideas
belonging to a larger structure of a Weltanschauung must be seen as part of
this structure, not as locally detachable pieces. They have their signific-
ance as part of the original matrix from which the individual, society, and
the world were born in a single constitutive dynamic. The original insight
into Confucianism on the responsibility of reciprocity in the relation of
humans to fellow humans and to the world lies in the possibility that
authentic needs and fulfillment of individual life require the responsibility
of reciprocity. Even in the past regime of Confucian politics and morality,
forgetting the original matrix for the generation of the individual and the
world was the beginning of its repressive turn. Morality and ethics often
come from this imposition from outside, not the fulfillment of inner
needs. Even in the case of modern Confucians, if moral remedy is pre-
scribed simply as re-importation of a collective ethic from the past, it
would end up re-enacting the repressive regime of ethicocracy of the past.

Even if it is possible for Confucianism to offer remedial measures to
modern society, these are likely to return as so many problems. The major
problem with visions of a Confucian utopia is not with the visions them-
selves but their fit with historical and modern reality. Dirlik’s critique
reminds us that what is really at issue is not the question of choice at the
level of ideas, but the dynamic of the reality of the national and global
situation today. The question is how we determine a more just and peace-
ful society, a more harmonious and more fulfilling world. If that is the
case, the choice is not simply, to use again that reductive shorthand,
between Cartesian or Confucian subjectivity. Remaining on a purely philo-
sophical level, we may say it is not without relevance to think about the
two forms of subjectivity briefly noted above as somehow involved in the
practical task of the world, even as a mere shadow play of larger historical
processes. Koreans are presented with a philosophical choice and asked to
choose Cartesian or Confucian subjectivity, however flawed they are.
Koreans are for the first time in their history beginning to experience the
ravages of the instrumental rationality in capitalism traceable, in a short-
hand fashion, to the Cartesian philosophy of subjectivity, with its objective
counterpart in this value-free Zweck-rationalitaet defined most narrowly as
economic aggrandizement. But they also feel that the progress of ration-
ality in society and politics would perhaps contribute to the containment
of these ravages; there are clearly areas of social life which could benefit
from increased rationality in society, in firmer establishment of pro-
cedural democracy and the rule of law. But the pull from Confucianism
still remains strong, not only for the authoritarian ideologs, but also for
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those who are looking for alternative ways of making history and con-
structing human existence.

In view of the strong legacy of repressive and regressive politics from
Confucianism, there must be some way of overcoming this repressive
legacy. It may be found not in getting away from it but in going back to
the origins of Confucian self-reflection – not the moral principles, but to
the condition of apprehensive awareness as the beginning of reflective
reconstruction of humans and society – without presuppositions, with no
parti pri, and above all, avoiding the traps of premature closure. This con-
dition of openness seems to coincide with the original epoch in Cartesian
cogito, suspension of positivities, soon closed off as mathematical reason.
This coincidence seems to point to a new possibility. As noted above,
Cartesian subjectivity has been the object of an intense critique from
various quarters in recent years, either for harboring a will to dominate or
for its illusory search for foundation. The same critique could be applied
to Confucian subjectivity. It is not easy to find a way between the two sub-
jectivities and beyond. Yet from comparison of the two subjectivities the
important thing seems to be to maintain this condition of reflective vigi-
lance, not veering off from it to deconstructive nihilism or to a premature
leap into positivities; to remain attentive to the scientific and practical
needs on the one hand, and to the inner and moral needs of humanity on
the other. On this foundation, also important is not abandoning the gen-
erative dynamic of subjectivity, and to consider new possibilities of a world
to come.

What is called for is indeed the fusion of Cartesian and Confucian sub-
jectivities. In this fusion, however, I would say, at least for this period of
Korean history, that Cartesian subjectivity would have a methodological
priority in that it offers a principle of a more radical and lawful construc-
tion. Only within the radical and lawful reflexivity that goes along with
constructive effort will it be possible to preserve the authority of reason as
well as the other non-rational elements of human nature that Confucian
philosophy found innate to humans, though the danger of Cartesian sim-
plification is real enough, as has been pointed out in many postmodern
philosophies. Part of the political problem with Confucian philosophy is
its insufficiency in the power of differential articulation in its communitar-
ian holism. Even if we would like to preserve a more broad-minded con-
ception of human subjectivity than in Cartesianism, we need to see this
subjectivity as based on the moment of self-reflection and self-evidence.
This moment is best guaranteed its independence and freedom within the
social institutions made possible by Cartesian rationalism.3

Notes
1 Here the male pronoun is unavoidable due to its historical accuracy.
2 All quotations from Confucius are from Chan (1963: 39, 31).
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3 The power of formal articulation seems to be little noticed as a significant factor
in the historical development of institutions, as I have hinted above. If commu-
nality of man is important, it is so not only for men as an aggregate but also for
men as differentiated individuals. An unmediated emphasis on the communality
of man seems to lead to a state where individuals cease to be, and then there is
no need to emphasize the communality. Professor Misoguchi Yuzo of Tokyo
University presented an interesting argument in his paper “Japanese Economic
Development and Traditional Elements” given at the Symposium on Eastern
Thought and Social Development, Seoul, 1996. He noted that while the Chinese
tradition always emphasized the ethics of communal solidarity with no clear
articulation of individuals, the Japanese feudal system sharply separated the two
realms of the lord, the public realm, and the subject. He contends that this sepa-
ration was an element that helped the early modernization of Japan. It appears
that modern society must be constituted as an articulated whole, not as an undif-
ferentiated aggregate.
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9 Monumental histories
Manliness, the military, and the
War Memorial

Sheila Miyoshi Jager

Our ancestors were manly men until the middle ages, but this masculine
character disappeared by the time of the establishment of the Chosŏn
dynasty. . . . Sorrow is the only reward we can get from surveying our past
history.

President Park Chung Hee, 1962, quoted in Park 1970: 167

How does one commemorate a war that technically is still not over? While
the Korean War, at least for the Americans, “ended” in 1953, the dis-
courses of commemoration about the war have not been brought to a
closure in Korean society.1 How does one bring closure to a war for which
the central narrative is one of division and dissent, a war whose history is
still in the process of being made?

In South Korea, the official commemoration of the Korean War has
always taken on an anti-North Korean stance. However, this official view
was suddenly questioned in the wake of Kim Dae Jung’s historic meeting
in Pyŏngyang with North Korean leader Kim Jong-il in June 2000. Indeed,
to the surprise (and dismay) of the hundreds of veterans who had gath-
ered in Seoul to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the Korean War
in June 2000, it was announced that most of the planned commemorative
events, including a large city parade and an historical re-enactment of the
1950 Inchŏn landing, were to be canceled.

Of course, the singular and official historical narrative of the Korean
War, including the anti-North Korean rhetoric that was embedded within
it, has always been open to question in South Korea, although it was not
until very recently that these new views, and especially new perceptions of
North Korea, have been able to be freely aired. While any commemorative
act, particularly about wars, is a form of history-making that aims to
promote and secure a particular interpretation of events while at the same
time blocking or erasing potentially contestatory readings, in South Korea,
official memory about the war has always been constituted within a dis-
course of national self-definition aimed to promote the legitimacy of the
state. In the Korean official culture of commemoration, the Korean War



has played a fundamental role in defining the masculinist language of
national self-definition and state legitimacy in South Korea. Not only has
this official commemorative culture perpetuated and generated a view of
the past in terms of a particular masculine ideal; memories of the war have
also affirmed the identification of the national subject with the authority
of these masculine images aimed to perpetuate the state’s vision of a
future reunified Korea.

The purpose of this chapter is to explore the masculinist logic of this
official commemorative culture through a detailed examination of the
War Memorial, a huge architectural complex located in Yongsan-gu,
Seoul. Conceived under the Roh Tae Woo regime in 1988, the Memorial
was opened to the public in 1994, soon after the election of Korea’s first
civilian president, Kim Young Sam, in over thirty years of military rule
(Figure 9.1). While the War Memorial glorifies the ancient or eternal
character of the nation which it links to the lost “manly” past of a forgot-
ten martial tradition, it seeks simultaneously to emphasize the unprece-
dented novelty of the modern nation which it links to the “recovery” of
ancient military values. The connection made between the military, manli-
ness, and nationalism throughout the War Memorial thus presents us with
a window to view not only how history was written by those who saw them-
selves as the privileged “subjects” of the nation, but also, and more import-
antly, how the gender ideals implicit in that history – in this case, martial
masculinity – were appropriated by the state for political ends to affirm its
legitimacy vis-à-vis North Korea. The War Memorial not only tells the story
of the manly and strong nation against the plight of its war-torn past; it
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also advocated manliness and brotherly strength as patriotic values against
the plight of its divided future.

The cult of virile (military) manhood that was expounded in Sin’s
nationalist histories and later reinforced during the Park regime is thus
essential to understanding how the legacy of Korea’s military past con-
tinues to influence civilian politics in South Korea today. During the eco-
nomic crises of 1998, for example, the recuperation of Korea’s “warrior
culture” was suggested by the Kim government as a way to get South
Koreans out of their economic slump. Moreover, the robust efforts made
by President Kim Dae Jung to honor the legacy of Park Chung Hee reveal
that the narrative about manly “redemption” that was cultivated during
the Park era is still being used as a solution to all kinds of problems.2

Sincere efforts to reproduce, memorialize, and concretize this warrior
past were made, strikingly, during a period that was witness to the historic
culmination of nearly thirty years of military rule in South Korea. Far from
being merely a poignant reminder of state military power, however, the
War Memorial is heir to the particular historical legacy of social Darwin-
ism, militarism, and nationalism that sought to link national “progress”
with martial prowess, economic “survival” with the cult of martial mas-
culinity. Moreover, as the central locus for commemorating the Korean
War, the War Memorial has played a significant role in the historization
and rehistorization of the military in South Korean society by forging a
consensus version of the events aimed to bring together military leaders
and the “people” of North Korea and South Korea. The cultural memory
of the Korean War is evoked in the context of memories about other wars,
so that the “healing” process associated with the division of the peninsula
appears to be metaphorically related to other moments of healing in
Korean history brought about by heroic soldiers and martial leaders.

The War Memorial

When the War Memorial opened its doors to the public in 1994, it created
a minor, although vocal, public outcry from certain sectors of society. To
dissident intellectuals and students, the opening of the War Memorial sig-
naled the continuation of state authoritarian power through the forced
celebration of a patriotic history imposed upon the public from above.
Spectacular and triumphant, the Memorial was deemed nothing more
than a calculated tribute to bolster state authority and established inter-
ests. Evoking feelings of insecurity and anxiety, the War Memorial, its
critics claimed, makes the visitor “feel vulnerable” in the presence of state
power (Kim 1994: 171; Chong 1994). Alternatively, compared to Stalin’s
Soviet Palace, Hitler’s Berlin Square, Mussolini’s Rome, and Mao’s Mau-
soleum, the War Memorial’s severest critics unanimously deemed it “a
wicked plot,” “a bastard that should never have been born,” “an illegiti-
mate child that should never have seen the light of day” (Yi 1997a).
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What is, of course, interesting about these criticisms, above and beyond
their attacks on the Memorial as a vehicle of state power, is the very lan-
guage in which they chose to condemn it: the Memorial as an illegitimate
child. By attacking its legitimacy in familial terms, these critics unwittingly
attacked the very basis upon which the War Memorial was founded: to
establish a link between family and nation, ancestral lineage and state
pedigree, “blood inheritance” and state legitimacy.

The idea that Korea’s war heroes, from the establishment of the ROK
Army during the Korean War era, to its deployment overseas during the
Vietnam and Gulf Wars, could be traced back to a single “patriotic”
(male) warrior lineage, beginning with the Three Kingdom period, lies at
the very core of the Memorial’s significance as a state monument and a
national museum. In this sense, the Memorial’s monumentality derives
from its latent insecurity; its aim is not only to “prove” its legitimacy in the
eyes of the public, but also to challenge other family/national histories
that may lay claim to the heroic (martial) history which the state deemed
to be its very own. The timeless past of Korea’s heroic history was thus
presented as an unbroken warrior tradition; the intent of the Memorial
is not to periodize history, but to link separated historical phases into a
continuum.

The first clue of the Memorial’s self-preoccupation with its own “blood-
line” legitimacy may be seen at the Central Plaza. A vast open area
embraced on either side by the right and left Galleries, the Central Plaza
(also called the War Memorial Plaza) is an empty space except for two
reliefs carved at each end facing the main stairway. They both reveal a
familiar scene: in Figure 9.2a, we see the belligerent poses of the common
citizens on their way to battle their Japanese colonial oppressors. In Figure
9.2b, we see the Righteous Army itself, armed in full battle gear,
accompanied with this telling inscription:

Ah, our proud Army!
Inherit the anti-Japanese Righteous Soldier’s sacrificial spirit,
Devote yourselves to restoring our national pride,
Hear the battle cry of the Independence Army and the Restoration

Army,
You are the honor restored by their souls!

Implied within the obvious link made between the Righteous Army
(ŭibyŏng), the Independence Army (tongnip kun), and the Restoration
Army (kwangbok kun) is a familiar familial code:3 the “inheritance” of the
spirit of resistance passed down through the generations. But the inscrip-
tion has other key codes that link these historical phases into a family con-
tinuum: father and son form the vanguard of the people’s army on the left
wall, a generational continuum which is reinforced by the “embracing”
presence of the left and the right Galleries which house the names of
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Figure 9.2 Relief of the Righteous Army.

(a)

(b)



South Korea’s Korean War “martyrs.” Thus visually represented is the sym-
bolic familial link between the anti-Japanese war heroes of the Righteous
Army and the Independence Army which are in turn surrounded by the
anti-communist war heroes of the modern ROK Army. Still, the reliefs in
the Central Plaza contain a third code in its narrative structure: the link
between the military and the people. To those who oversaw the planning
and construction of the War Memorial, this link was central to the legit-
imizing presence of the structure itself: military heroes as the people’s
heroes. In fact, this link is presented as soon as the visitor first steps onto
the Memorial complex. On the right-hand side of the pathway that leads
towards the Central Plaza is the following inscription, carved in granite,
which reads:

Suffused with the everlasting breaths of our noble and majestic
countrymen,

This is the living domain of the sacred spirit of national defense,
This is where one’s love of country magnificently bursts forth.

The brilliant services of the heroes,
Who protected our inherited self-respect and our land,
It is they who are responsible for the peaceful rays
of the sun and the moon over this land.

By pursuing the spirit of our martyrs who defeated invasions,
By spreading the gospel of love of country.
Here forever will be preserved the proud history of our people.

The dual purpose of the War Memorial thus becomes clear: as a
museum, its function was to educate and reform; as a memorial, its
purpose was to bless that newly acquired education with a spirit of rever-
ence. Through it, the inevitable outcome was a correct and unanimous
understanding of Korea’s patriotic history as both intimate yet eternal,
fleeting yet immortal.

The ritual honoring of “one hero every month” in the Central Hall
merely reinforced this idea of familiarity within the vast continuum of
“inherited” patriotic history. Chosen on a rotating basis from among the
fifty or so statues represented in the Hall of Heroes, the purpose of paying
homage to a new hero every month was “to laud their ethos and achieve-
ments thereby making them a shining example to the new generation”
(CCKNK 1990: 12). Thus honored, the hero stands between an immortal-
ized past and glorious future (“a shining example to the new genera-
tion”). The temporal logic of this presentation of patriotic history was to
forge a homogeneous and continuous national subject who is both unique
and yet the same, distinct yet indifferentiable. It is the spirit of patriotism,
not the hero’s particular patriotic act(s), that is being commemorated.

From this individual encounter with a single hero, the visitor walks
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down through the Hall of Heroes towards the darker recesses of the
Memorial Hall (see Figure 9.3). The Hall of Heroes is structured in such a
way that the deeper one travels down the Hall, the further back in time
one finds oneself (from the Korean War period to the Three Kingdoms
period). National history is told in flashback: it is a retrospective recon-
struction of the past from a current vantage point of repetition. Here,
Koguryŏ’s struggles against the Sui in AD 598 become the “ancestral” pre-
decessors of South Korea’s struggles against North Korean communists in
1950. By conceiving of the past in this way, history becomes a process of
the continual development of the same (Duara 1995). The visitor thus
finds himself caught between two temporalities: an ageless and glorious
past which in turn becomes the foundation for an equally ageless and
glorious future.

Here, time and space appear separated but unambiguously linked:
history and nation meet as one entity born and reborn over and over again
in one long genealogical sequence of fathers, sons, and grandsons. It is the
“spirit” of patriotism passed down through the generations, not the indi-
vidual (lost) battles themselves, that are being commemorated. And it is
precisely this historical continuum, expressed visually by the repetition of
column-like forms, which leads the visitor from the contemplative space of
the Central Hall (present), to the long walk down the Hall of Heroes
(past), and into the dark recesses of the Memorial Hall (ancient past).
While the walk back in Korea’s past is supposed to evoke the glorious past
of Korea’s triumphant history, the very monumentality of the Memorial
structure itself stands for the present and future of that patriotic history.
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The exhibitions

So what exactly is the nation’s past, and how was it supposed to be exhib-
ited? For the overseers of the Memorial, this question had everything to
do with the mythologized history of the nation’s struggle against foreign
domination and the pivotal role the military had played in Korea’s history
of national self-defense: “The primary reason why our people have been
able to turn back so many foreign invasions and maintain an unbroken
5,000 year history has been due to the patriotic (aeguk) and selfless (salsin
sŏngin) service of our national heroes” (CCKNK 1990: 11–12). Through
the sacred contemplation of past heroic deeds, the future reunification of
the nation could be realized. As the exhibition manual explains:

The object of the War Memorial is to act as a place that pledges realiza-
tion of the national dream of unification by learning from the heroes through the
presentation of their pride and love of country. In order to achieve the objec-
tive presented above, the following basic principles are established . . .:

(a) Make people aware that only the solidarity of the people, the govern-
ment and the army can help a nation withstand national suffering . . .

(b) Remind visitors that to reach our present state of national prosperity,
the armed forces had to suffer all kinds of sacrifices and tribulations. Through
this presentation, create not only a proud image of our army but also
make people realize that the army and the people are one.

(c) Foster not only trust in the military, but also firm trust in the nation by
clearly showing how nations, regardless of who they are, will stand at the cross-
roads of fate if they allow their military to become weak.

(CCKNK 1990: 11–12; emphasis added)

The recurrence of such words as “solidarity,” “unity,” “strength,” and
“trust” which either appear or are alluded to in this passage are used
throughout the entire “master plan” for the War Memorial. This repeti-
tion itself points to a predominant theme running through Korea’s
modern history: the triumph of strength over weakness, solidarity over
division, faith over distrust. The celebration of the nation’s “strength,”
which could only be guaranteed by the people’s recognition of the mili-
tary as a legitimate force in society, would also guarantee the eventual
strengthening and reunification of the nation. Just as the solidarity of the
military and the people resulted in the prosperous South Korean state, so
the happy unity of South and North Korea would eventually be realized by
the same strength evinced by those fruitful bonds.

The Chosŏn Dynasty exhibit and Admiral Yi Sun-sin

The history that was celebrated by the War Memorial everywhere por-
trayed the force of the fundamental alliance and unity between the people
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and the military as the primary condition for a prosperous (unified)
future. The nation’s victories were represented not merely as the triumph
of the military in battle, but the triumph of the Korean people over both
internal and external adversity. The message is clear: a divided people
leads to national ruin; a unified people leads to prosperity and peace
(“divided we fall; united we stand”). From this perspective, the extensive
exhibition space devoted to Yi Sun-sin’s (1545–1598) triumphant role
during the Hideyoshi invasions (1592, 1597), when Koreans were able to
overcome impending national disaster by relying on the magnetism of his
“unifying” force, becomes a clear metaphor for the present state of
national division. In each case, the historical analogy symbolically pre-
sented by the prominent display of Yi Sun-sin’s Turtle Ship becomes a tes-
tament to a past and a present of the Korean nation and the military’s vital
role in both (see Figure 9.4). According to the exhibition manual, the
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Japanese invasions of the peninsula occurred because “the nation had
fallen into distress” as a result of “a divided national opinion” (CCKNK
1990: 82–83). The aim of the display was to “lead the visitors to believe in
the necessity of the unity of the people” as demonstrated “during times of
imminent national danger by Admiral Yi Sun-sin’s leadership” (CCKNK
1990: 82–83). The exhibition manual further relates:

Make it a well known fact that the source of our 5000 years of long
history and brilliant culture, as well as the force that effectively
handled countless numbers of national crisis, arose from the manifes-
tations of the Korean’s unique love of country and of people as
demonstrated during times of imminent national danger by Yi Sun-
sin’s leadership, and the uprising of Righteous soldiers. . . . In particu-
lar, by emphasizing the uprising of the Righteous soldiers and the
many incidents of resistance, put forth the proposition that the Korean
War period soldier’s self-sacrificial ethos during that tragic internecine war
began with the martyrdom ethos of the Righteous soldiers who were willing to
sacrifice their lives for their country during a national crisis, an ethos that was
passed on to the (colonial period) Righteous soldiers and the Independence
Army in their struggle against Japanese Imperialism.

(CCKNK 1990: 82–83)

Two points are of particular interest in this passage. The first concerns
the issue of legitimacy. In tracing the “blood-line” heritage of the ROK
Army to the Righteous soldiers and the Independence Army, Japan’s
formative role in the establishment of the South Korean military is strik-
ingly absent.4 Clearly, if such a lineage had to be drawn, it was the DPRK
Army, and not the ROK Army, that had accumulated the vast majority of
anti-Japanese Independence fighters within its ranks (Cumings 1981). The
obfuscation of this fact once again indicates the present-minded vantage
point of the Memorial: the possibility of laying claim to Korea’s (anti-
Japanese) “patriotic” past could be made only by illuminating the victori-
ous state’s ultimate triumph over its enemies (Japanese imperialism and
North Korea communism) through the grandiose display of power and
prosperity embodied by the very structure of the Memorial itself. It was
precisely this assertion of ultimate victory that allowed the South Korean
State to lay claim to Korea’s patriotic tradition because North Korea (and
the DPRK military) had ultimately failed.

Furthermore, the possibility of summarizing the past as victory clearly
manifested some historical problems. In particular, the Memorial’s por-
trayal of the Chosŏn Dynasty (1392–1910) is singularly problematic. (Not
coincidentally, it was also this period of history that was given significantly
more exhibition space compared to any other period of Korea’s ancient
history.) Inventing a newer, stronger, and militarily more powerful image
of Chosŏn Korea, the War Memorial sought to rewrite the history of the
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Chosŏn Dynasty from the vantage point of military strength and not of
bureaucratic weakness. Because this period in Korean history was widely
considered to be the most “shameful” chapter in Korean history due to its
“dependence” on China, the aim of the Memorial was to lay claim cur-
rently for a stronger, more “manly,” military tradition that had been, in
reality, non-existent. This forging of a new history of the Chosŏn period
on behalf of a “victorious” present is explicitly demonstrated in the exhibi-
tion manual:

(a) Show how generals and warriors [during the Chosŏn Dynasty] pos-
sessed intellect, virtue and physical strength by explaining the Chosŏn
period military system. . . . Show how the national defense posture improved
during the Chosŏn Dynasty as a result of the soldier’s going to battle with
a strong military spirit and a firm belief in the nation. . . .

(b) Organize the exhibit to wipe out the stereotype that the Chosŏn period
had a weakened national defense as a result of bureaucracy (munch’ichuŭi) by
displaying various actual and replicated weapons.

(c) Make it possible to directly experience our ancestor’s “provid-
ing is preventing” philosophy of national defense, and their progressive
and active will to expand our territory by exhibiting how the Chosŏn
Dynasty conquered Tsushima island, a Japanese den, and how it drew
the northern barbarian Juchens out and established outposts along
the Yalu river and garrison forts along the Tumen River.

(CCKNK 1990: 82)

Portrayed not merely as a military power able to defend the nation
from external threats, but one also bent on territorial expansion, the aim
of the display was to rewrite the history of the Chosŏn Dynasty in terms
that marginalized the prominent role played by the Confucian high
literati culture during that period. Furthermore, the portrayal of the
“Great Taehan Empire” (1897–1910) which marks the end of the dynasty
was accomplished in such a way as to draw a comparative link between
Korea and other contemporary “great” imperial military powers. This con-
nection was made by the strikingly visual connection posed between
Korea’s military uniforms with those of Britain, Germany, Japan, the
United States, and China.

Ironically, the display of “The Military Uniforms of the Great Taehan
Empire” starkly contrasts with the actual events which took place during
that period of Korean history: it was during this “Great Empire,” after all,
which lasted a mere thirteen years, that the Korean people witnessed
the collapse of their nation as a sovereign state and the colonization of the
peninsula by Japan (1910–1945). Indeed, Japan’s colonization of the
peninsula is hardly discussed at all, becoming instead a mere blank period
in the genealogical line of commemorated battles and celebrated military
“victories.” (Significantly, it is the battle of Ch’ŏngsal-ri in October 1920 –
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entitled “The Great Battle at Chŏngsari” – which represented the
Independence Army’s first major military victory over the Japanese in
Manchuria that is highlighted.)

If Korea’s colonization by Japan was given only passing mention in
the history of Chosŏn Korea, its triumph over Japan 400 years earlier
was celebrated as one of Korea’s greatest achievements. Not only is Yi Sun-
sin’s victory over Japan allotted extensive exhibition space; the strategic
position of Yi Sun-sin’s Turtle Ship within the museum, situated in the
center Left Hall, was constructed in such a way that the visitor cannot help
but come across it several times during the course of a visit. As one
“travels” through the course of Korea’s ancient history, the triumphant
figure of Yi Sun-sin’s Turtle Ship, which one encounters again and again,
becomes testament to a past that is both heroic and triumphant. The stra-
tegic placement of Yi’s Turtle Ship was thus meant to create a past that
could give meaning to the present and the future: Yi’s triumph over
foreign adversity and domestic strife would become an analogy for South
Korea’s (eventual) triumph over North Korean communism and national
division. By holding up this period in the history of the nation as an
example for future generations, the War Memorial sought to legitimize
the state as Yi Sun-sin’s “filial” successor.

The Korean War exhibit

The second main exhibition area after the Chosŏn Period rooms is the
Korean War exhibition which is located on the second and third floors.
Although the exhibition downplays anti-North Korean propaganda
(“Quickly get over the fact that the Korean War was an act of provocation
by North Korea” (CCKNK 1990: 342)), the visitor is nevertheless pre-
sented with clear evidence that the War was instigated by the North
(“Present clearly with actual evidence that the Korean War was an illegal
attack by North Korean communists who received support from the Soviet
Union” (CCKNK 1990: 342)). Divided into four main rooms, the exhibi-
tion is presented in the following chronological order: (1) the back-
ground to the Korean War; (2) the North Korean invasion; (3) Defense
Operations at Nakdong River; (4) the Inch’ŏn Landing; (5) Northward
Advancement of the Armed Forces; (6) Intervention by Chinese Commu-
nists; (7) Stalemate Battle Phases; (8) and the Armistice. The last room,
created almost as an afterthought, is devoted to the UN participation in
the Korean War (which merely displays uniforms worn by UN soldiers),
wartime life and weapons. Indeed, one of the more striking features of the
Korean War exhibition is the attempt to highlight the South Korean army
as the principle (heroic) subject of the war, so that the conflict is portrayed
as being fought chiefly between the South Korean Army and North
Korean and Chinese communist forces (with little reference given to the
vital role that the US played in the conflict). Moreover, unlike the
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strategic role played by UN forces during the War, Chinese aid to North
Korea is emphasized. The exhibition manual explains:

Although the early period of the invasion was disadvantageous for our
army, present the fact that even in such a situation, our brave soldiers dis-
played a self-sacrificial patriotic spirit that arose from their love of country and
the people. . . .

By vividly showing the Battle of the Hills during the Armistice talks,
where both sides struggled to take a little more of the land, convey our
brave soldier’s spirit of national defense and make the visitors feel grateful
towards our heroes.

(CCKNK 1990: 342; emphasis added)

Two points are significant here. The first concerns the idea of history
as a righteous struggle to overcome adversity. The narrative is a familiar
one: Yi Sun-sin’s struggle against the Japanese in 1592 and 1597; the
Independence Army’s struggle against Japanese colonialists; South
Korea’s struggle against North Korean communists. As with similar wars
witnessed in the preceding exhibition spaces, the Memorial treats the
Korean War like a continuum of righteous struggle. The second point,
concerning the idea of “gratitude” (“Make our visitors feel grateful
towards our heroes”) which is linked with similar ideas associated with
“reverence” (kŏngŭi), “homage” (kyŏngae), and “piety” (kyŏnggŏn), is also
significant. Not only were the visitors to the Memorial urged to honor
their war dead; the very idea of honor was written into the history of the
post-1945 liberation period itself. The Expeditionary Forces Room, which
follows the Korean War exhibition, and displays artifacts dealing with
South Korea’s involvement in Vietnam, the Gulf War, and peace-keeping
operations in Somalia, West Sahara, and Angola shows “how we South
Koreans helped our friends in the cause of freedom” (Chang Chŏng-dŏk
1997).

Rising from the ashes of the Korean War, South Korea thus emerges as
an internationally recognized power, a loyal friend, a trusted world
partner fighting side by side with other world powers for the cause of
freedom. A nation which has fought for freedom within its borders, South
Korea also fights for freedom in the world. As an honored member of the
international community which shares its “righteous” cause, the military
once again becomes the subject of honor by the people.

The Armed Forces Room and the outdoor exhibition area

So how exactly did the planners of the War Memorial attempt to reinforce
the inherent link between the military and the people, and between
military power and national prosperity? The first step was to re-emphasize
the historical link between the modern ROK Army and its “original”
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predecessors. Once again, the visitor is confronted with the same “histor-
ical” chart, which is accompanied by this explanation of sorts:

When the military forces of the Chosŏn dynasty were forcibly dissolved
by the Japanese in August 1907, Righteous Armies arose in defiance
all across the nation. Upon the Japanese annexation of Korea in 1910,
the Righteous Armies were organized in the Independence Army to
continue their anti-Japanese struggle.

Righteous Army (ŭi byŏng)
Korean Independence Army (tongnip kunhwaldong)
Revival Army (kwangbok kun)
National Constabulary (kukbang gyŏngpidae)
ROK Army (yukkun)

The idea of the ROK Army as the subject of the linear (patriotic) history
of the Korean nation exposes one of the most persistent splits in national-
ist histories: that between the atavism of the nation and its telos of moder-
nity (Duara 1995). Here, the ROK Army is conceived of as the
end-product of the “natural” evolutionary process of the Korean nation, so
that what is considered to be the “authentic” warrior spirit of the nation is
now “atavistically recovered” as something new and entirely modern.
Hence, Duara’s point that “as the subject of History, the nation must daily
reproduce the project of recovering its national essence – to secure its
transparency as the already-always of the nation-space – especially to exter-
nal challenges to this claim” (Duara 1995: 29). In the case of Korea, this
“essence” became affiliated with a largely mythical military culture which
now served as the “master subject” of the nation, and with this assumption
of national continuity came other claims, to history, tradition, and culture
for all of “its” nation’s past and future. Hence, the War Memorial’s
attempt to privilege the military as the principal agent defining the
national community and “the people.” The modern period is thus con-
ceived of as a period of renewal – the “recovery” of a lost past even as one
forges into the future. By positing the military-people (the “people’s
army”) as the new subject of national history, the planners of the War
Memorial sought to “recover” the continuity of culture and the people
even as they fashioned the people’s “future”:

The Army has performed its duties as the army of the people during
those times when the nation faced difficulties and its people suffered
misfortunes. . . . The army became the foundation of today’s nation and
society because, not only did it provide direct support to various (civil) con-
struction projects, but because military training became closely connected to
normal day-to-day social education. . . . The Army is the object of terror
and threat to the enemy, the symbol of trust and devotion to the people, and
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the buttress of the nation’s prosperity and its (goal of) reunification. The army
builds its image as a fresh and progressive institution that is fulfilling
these roles as the army of the people.

(CCKNK 1990: 202; emphasis added)

If the “people’s army” emerged in the name of the “people,” the impli-
cation is that the people-nation had always been present historically. But
who exactly were the people? As the basis of the nation’s sovereignty, the
people were supposed to be very old. And yet, in order for the people to
partake of the “fresh and progressive” future – and particularly the future
of national reunification – they also had to be remade to fit their newly
acquired “modern” status. In order to serve as a source of legitimization of
the new nation of the “people’s army,” the “people” themselves had to be
remade. In this way, the planners of the War Memorial undertook the
pedagogy of the people in which the military now assumed a new and vital
role in the lives of the people. Serving both as a repository of traditional
authentic Korean “values” and as the vehicle of the “people’s” moderniza-
tion, the people’s army now becomes synonymous with the people-nation
itself. The “awakening” of the spirit of national self-defense was thus con-
ceived as a “reawakening” of the original people-army-nation.

We can now understand the importance the Memorial’s organizers
attached to the physical bonding between the people and the military of
the “new” people-army-nation. The Large Equipment room, but mostly
the outdoor exhibition area, invite the visitor to actually touch the
machines of war, to roam freely among them, to interact with them
(Figure 9.5). The merging on a geographically symbolic plain between the
army and the people, the people and the patriotic history of self-defense,
would also give credence to the legitimacy of the military as “the army of
the people.” The goal was to bring together state power and the public in
a familiarly intimate way. This familiar (and familial) demonstration of
military strength was calculated to illustrate the continuity of an “authen-
tic” core culture rejuvenated within modern South Korean society.

Reverence and embrace

As much as the visitor’s freedom is encouraged in the outdoor exhibition
area, however, it is severely restricted in the Central Plaza area. This vast
open space leading up to the entrance of the War Memorial was designed
to promote a “feeling of reverence” (Yi 1997b). It was within this space
that the “petty” concerns of everyday life “were supposed to be brushed
aside so that the visitor can confront the extraordinary meaning of war,
sacrifice and patriotism” (Yi 1997b). Enveloping the Plaza with its “arms,”
the visual effect of the Galleries on this space was “to imbue it with a sense
of inclusiveness, warmth, and even love” (Yi 1997b). It was within this
inclusive space that the heroic past and the glorious present, the people
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and the nation, the individual and history, were supposed to come
together in the staged dramaturgy of national unity, reverence, and
shared memory.

The repetitive placement of columns and tablets (inscribed with the
names of over 100,000 Korean dead since 1945) within the space of the
Galleries themselves merely accentuated this temporal preoccupation with
national history and memory. The historical continuum expresses itself in
the repetition of forms. This space was supposed to evoke “a quality of rev-
erence and remembrance” which was “enhanced by the calm shadows
which lengthen with the changing position of the sun, thus evoking the
passage of time” (Yi 1997b). This movement of shadows, “formed by the
columns and the tablets inscribed with the names of the dead interspersed
with sunlight which shines through the empty spaces in between them,”
was supposed to produce “a revelatory and repetitive sequence of death
and life, anger and repose, past and present” (Yi 1997b) (see Figure 9.6).

However, the idea of “embrace,” associated here with the meeting of the
people and their history, offers still another interpretation: the embrace of
all Koreans (including North Korea) by the nation’s southern Korean War
martyrs. The brotherly magnanimity of that visual embrace – accentuated
here by the building’s triumphant celebration of “manly” strength – was
supposed to underlie the War Memorial’s significance as a “monument
devoted to the peaceful reunification of the land” (Yi 1997b). The out-
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stretched and open “arms” of the Galleries, which are visually reinforced by
the statue of embracing brothers to the Memorial’s left, denote both “for-
giveness” as well as triumph, love as well as victory. The story of national
reunification is written as a narrative of brotherly reunion. Significantly, the
meeting between brothers – one strong and one weak, one elder and the
other younger – is portrayed in such a way that the genealogy of the ances-
tral blood “line” was never questioned: South Korea is the elder son, the
legitimate “heir” of Korea’s patriotic warrior tradition whose forgiveness of
his weaker, wayward brother becomes the condition upon which North
Korea is finally allowed to return to the “arms” of the family/nation fold.

Fraternal embrace

The Statue of Brothers was conceived after the plans for the War Memor-
ial had already been approved; nevertheless, its message of reunion
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through “manly” strength merely reinforces the masculine celebration of
national triumph evinced by the War Memorial structure itself. Located
on the left-hand side of the Memorial complex, the first thing which
strikes the viewer about The Statue of Brothers is the enormous discrep-
ancy in the size between the two figures (see Figure 9.7). Clasping his
smaller brother to his heart, the South Korean soldier’s emotion-laden
face stares intently at his younger North Korean brother while the latter
looks up at him with admiring, grateful, and (one imagines) tearful eyes.
The contrast between these poses is further enhanced by the fact that only
the elder brother wears a weapon; the younger one is as defenseless as he
appears weak. According to Choi Young-jeep, the statue’s sculptor, the
“forgiving” embrace of the South Korean soldier is “enhanced by the
weapon which points outwards in a non-threatening manner” (Choi
1997). Yet the very fact that he wears a rifle at all signifies that the “South
is prepared for war should the nation be ever provoked again. It is only
when nations are weak that wars become inevitable.” Furthermore, the
portrayal of the younger brother as weak and defenseless was supposed
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to show “the defeat of communism and the victory of South Korean
democracy.”

The legitimacy of the state, which became inextricably linked with this
narrative of triumphant (or failed) manhood, was therefore couched in
very familiar terms: one brother was heroic and virtuous, the legitimate
“heir” of Korea’s victorious “manly” past. The other brother was weak,
effeminate and, by extension, illegitimate. The rhetoric of fraternity was
therefore not incompatible with an extremely strict sense of familial hier-
archy. This is because the unity of the nation could be secured only by
acknowledging the true “blood-line” descendants of the original ances-
tors: South Korea as the eldest brother and, hence, the only legitimate
heir.

Reunion and rebirth

Given this reading of the Statue of Brothers, what are we to make of the
circular dome which forms its pedestal? According to Choi, the pedestal is
modeled after a Silla Kingdom tomb mound. Given the Silla’s role in the
unification of the Three Kingdoms in AD 668, the historical analogy
between the ancient past and the divided present becomes strikingly
apparent. Rising up out of the “tomb,” a reunified peninsula is reborn as a
nation of brothers. The cracks at the bottom of the pedestal become
smaller as the two figures, standing on two sides of a divided dome,
embrace each other to form one single entity (Figure 9.7). As Choi Young-
jeep remarked:

My idea of using a (Silla) tomb as a pedestal was not intended to
evoke the idea of death. On the contrary, it was intended to evoke
ideas of hope and rebirth, the cycles of history, so to speak. The two
brothers are reborn out of the womb of the past to be one again in
the future.

(Choi 1997)

The notion of national rebirth was also enhanced by the strategic place-
ment of the Statue of Brothers in relation to the other objects within the
War Memorial complex. Standing to the right of the Memorial at the
opposite end of the Statue of Brothers is a reproduction of the large
Memorial stele to King Kwanggaet’o the Great (the original stands in Jian
City, Jilin Prefecture, China), perhaps the most celebrated king of the
Kingdom of Koguryŏ. Engraved on all four sides are the mythical story of
the founding of Koguryŏ, the meritorious deeds of Kwanggaet’o the
Great, and the rules for the care of the tomb (see Figure 9.8). Erected by
King Kwanggaet’o’s son King Changsu in AD 414 in order to commemo-
rate his father’s great national achievements, the placement of the stele in
the War Memorial grounds is significant. While standing for Korea’s
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heroic national past, the monument also announces the nation’s glorious
“rebirth.” Likewise, in its celebration of a “victorious” present, the War
Memorial creates both a past and a future of a mythologized Koguryŏ
history that becomes as much a tribute to the heroic dead as it is to the
living and the unborn. The triangular placement of these objects within
the Memorial complex thus, each in their own way, stood for both the past
and present, past and future, history and national “rebirth.” Figure 9.9
shows the symbolic structure of the War Memorial complex.

The triangular scheme of this monumental complex demonstrates the
state’s vision of history and the nation on a geographic plane. Just as the
future of a unified Korea finds its legacy in the Silla (left), so the future of
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Figure 9.8 Reproduction of Memorial to King Kwanggaet’o the Great.
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Figure 9.9 The symbolic structure of the War Memorial complex.
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the vigorous (“manly”) nation-state is modeled after the Koguryŏ (right).
Past meets future in the moment of a victorious present.

The trope of brotherhood thus served the state well to fuse its two
primary concerns: the need to construct a racial community of (warrior)
men who are the “authentic” (legitimate) descendants of the original
ancestors, and the need to establish a modern society. In order to recover
the “lost” past of a glorious (primordial) military tradition, and hence
forge a homogeneous and continuous national subject, the War Memorial
had to search for alternative traditions to Confucianism within Korean
history. In the process, North Korea was symbolically subsumed by the
Memorial’s appropriation of Koguyrŏ’s history as its own. As we have seen,
this history was the story of a Korean military heritage that had, for the
most part, ceased to play a vibrant role in the past 500 years of Korean
history (1392–1910). The problem of “recovery” thus also becomes the
problem of shedding certain accretions of an “effete” middle-age. What
began as a project of commemorating the past thus turns into the familiar
project of reconstructing the nation’s (reunified) future.

War and peace

If the painful memories of the Korean War have been temporarily over-
shadowed by the startling images of Kim Dae Jung and Kim Jong-il in
brotherly embrace, what role will the War Memorial play in this drama, I
wonder, in the minds of future generations? Will its monumental tribute
to the dead and future soldiers of the nation still be read as an official tes-
timonial to peace or as an ominous prelude to yet another war? Will the
Statue of Brothers – the submissive gaze, the manly posture, the forgiving
embrace, the ready rifle – signify hoped-for reunion or future conflict?
Will the monument to the military be read as a reminder of the violent
excesses of past military regimes or will it be viewed as a symbol of inclu-
sion and peaceful transition to democracy? The ambiguity of these con-
flicting possibilities offered by the War Memorial has, of course,
everything to do with the ambiguity of the Korean War experience itself, a
war which has not yet ended, and for which no closure has yet been
reached. Couched within the powerful monumentality of its masculine
gaze is an equally powerful offering of reconciliation and peace, although
it is a peace that can only be represented by a memorial to war.

Notes
1 In July 1953, North Korea, China and the United States signed an armistice

agreement (South Korea refused to be a signatory). There was no peace treaty
signed among the participants.

2 A good case in point is the inauguration of the Second Saemaŭl Undong (New
Village Movement) and the Second Nation-building Movement (Chae 2ŭi
kŏnkuk) in 1998, both of which were modeled after successful national campaign
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movements initiated by former president Park Chung Hee in the 1970s. In addi-
tion, Kim’s ebullient praise of Park Chung Hee, which came just two days before
the thirty-seventh anniversary of Park’s May 16, 1961 coup d’etat, was viewed as a
historical revaluation of Park’s place in Korean history. Further efforts to “make
peace” with past military leaders were displayed in the dispatch of President Kim
Dae Jung’s junior coalition partner, Prime Minister Kim Jong-pil, to Kwangju for
a ceremony commemoration of the nineteenth anniversary of the Kwanjgu
Uprising on May 18, 1999.

3 The Righteous Army (ŭibyŏng) refers here to the guerrilla forces that sprang up
against the Japanese led by Hideyoshi in 1592; the Independence Army (tongnip
ŭikun) refers to the guerrilla army (also known as ŭibyŏng) raised against the
Japanese shortly after the assassination of Queen Min in 1895, and the Restora-
tion Army (kwangbok kun) refers to the Korean Provincial Government (KPG)
and Kuomintang Allied Army, whose officers later came to dominate the top
levels of the Republic of Korea Army (ROKA).

4 According to the actual record of Korean graduates from the Japanese Army
Officer Military Academy, none went to North Korea. Instead, all of those who
went on to pursue a military profession went into the South Korean military,
many of them occupying key positions in the ROK military in the 1940s through
the 1960s. See Yi Ki-dong (1982).
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10 Modernization theory, ideology,
and economic success
Putting Korea’s development in
comparative perspective

Daniel Chirot

Social theory and ideology in the twentieth century

Now that the twentieth century is over, it is time to take stock and see what
we have learned from it. It has been a century whose last quarter has pro-
duced so many unexpected outcomes that both social theory and more
broadly based social and political ideologies have not caught up and
absorbed all the changes that have occurred.

It is a platitude to say that when it comes to macro-social theory,
whether it is concerned with social, political, or economic structures,
social scientists cannot carry out the kinds of controlled experiments that
micro-theorists are able to perform. We can, at best, use a comparative
approach to produce quasi-experimental situations. The more data, be it
quantitative or qualitative, from the more cases we have, the better-off we
are, but we are unable to set up anything close to conclusive laboratory
experiments. Therefore, theoretical and ideological debates continue
long after common sense might suggest that answers to some major con-
troversies are available.

There have been many large scale attempts to create new kinds of soci-
eties in the twentieth century. None of these have met the criteria of
purely objective, controlled laboratory experiments, and many have
included elements from several ideological and theoretical traditions.
Still, they offer us an unprecedented kind of practical testing ground. By
now we have seen enough successes and failures to allow some strong con-
clusions. However, the close connection between ideology and theory,
each of which is difficult enough to judge objectively, makes the task of
drawing useful lessons from the experiences of our century difficult.

By far the two most original ideological movements in the twentieth
century were revolutionary fascist corporatism and revolutionary Marxism.
Each had an accompanying set of social theories that preceded their
coming to power. In fact, both political movements came originally from
social theories produced by intellectuals, and they were later disseminated
and popularized by activists. As social and political systems, both have
failed catastrophically. Many, though not all, of their faithful followers



who have survived have partly abandoned their original premises, though
often not their core beliefs.

The other major ideological movements of the twentieth century have
somewhat older origins than fascism and communism. One came from
the European Enlightenment of the eighteenth century, and emerged in
the nineteenth century as what is broadly called liberalism. This called for
respect for individual over collective rights, a firm faith in human ration-
ality, a conviction that on the whole individual choice expressed in open
markets (that is, political democracy and economic capitalism) should
determine most of the direction of both political and economic activity,
and finally, a belief that it is impossible to devise perfect answers to social
problems. It appeared, first, as a set of rather abstract philosophical prin-
ciples, but eventually became the basis for some powerful political move-
ments. In the first three-quarters of the twentieth century the theoretical
view of society that is linked to political liberalism seemed to be in decline,
but, in the final quarter, the success of the liberal, democratic capitalist
systems reversed this trend.1

Then there has been nationalism, but nationalism may be consistent
with fascism, communism, or liberalism, and with sentiments of ethnic
and religious communal solidarity that are far older than any of the
modern ideologies. It has to be worked into any discussion about the
major ideological trends in the twentieth century, but case by case rather
than as a complete ideology by itself. This is theoretically awkward, but
there is no way to avoid it. One thing that may be said about nationalism,
however, is that in one important way it resembles the other major ideo-
logical movements that have so upset our century. Modern nationalism
originated as a set of ideas among intellectuals, and has spread from there
to the general population.2

The major social theories constructed in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries have been tied intimately to important political ideologies. That
is certainly obvious with Marxist social theory which was the intellectual
base of communism, or with social Darwinism combined with eugenics
theory and corporatism that became the foundation of Nazism and some
other fascist movements. To take a liberal example, the same close con-
nection may be found between the evolution of neoclassical economic
theory and the legitimating ideologies that buttress free market
economies. This makes the dispassionate examination of these theories all
the more difficult, as they are firmly associated with particular political
ideologies that appeal as much to emotion and faith as they do to objec-
tive social theorizing. Yet, logically, we should make some attempt to
unbundle social theory from ideology. The failure of communism or of
Nazism may cast strong doubt on some of the social theories that sup-
ported them, but Marxist, social Darwinian, and corporatist theories
(which are actually not incompatible with each other) may still have some-
thing useful to tell us.3
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What does all this have to do with Korea? In a sense, at least from an
academic’s viewpoint, it has a lot to do with both the recent Korean past
and its future. The major social, political, and economic issue of the twen-
tieth century has been, and continues to be, how well various societies will
adapt to the immense, rapid set of changes forced on the entire globe by
the Industrial Revolution that began in Europe in the eighteenth century.
These changes have now encompassed every corner of the globe, but now,
as was the case 100 ago, the most important question to ask about any
society is: How well has it modernized and coped with all of its associated
upheavals?4

There is a contemporary literary fashion that has spread into all
humanistic studies and into many of the social sciences that calls the late
twentieth century “postmodern.” Applied to serious issues of social
change, the attempt to import notions of postmodernism is completely
misleading.5 Modernization – that is, urbanization, the rapid increase in
productivity, the increasing mechanization of every aspect of our lives,
dramatic improvements in standards of living and life spans, our ability to
transmit information ever more rapidly, and the spread of education –
these are changes that are far from being finished. Even in the most
advanced industrial countries such as those of Western Europe and the
United States, rapid change continues as a result of modernization. In
France as recently as two generations ago, peasants were the largest class
of inhabitants, and women obtained the vote less than sixty years ago, in
1946. In the United States, prior to World War II, the south, its largest
region, was still a largely agrarian, caste-based, quasi-feudal, poorly edu-
cated, traditional society. Japan, for all its bristling militarism in the 1930s,
was also a society dominated by an agrarian-feudal ethos and deep tradi-
tionalism. Postmodern? We have hardly begun the modern age, and we
barely understand its social ramifications. Only those with no sense of
history or technology think that somehow we have come to the end of the
modern age.

Korea, as we all know, has had one of the most rapid and dramatic
experiences with modernization in the second half of the twentieth
century, and, as in every other part of the world, it has had to struggle to
find a way of adapting. Its great success, which hardly anyone expected
fifty years ago, has not freed it from anxiety about what path to take in the
future. The debates about the best way of coping with continuing rapid
change, the ideological camps which have existed in the recent past, and
will exist in this new century, and the theories on which these various pro-
posed solutions are based are all matters of contention. Nothing is firmly
settled. This has been, after all, the condition of modernity for 200 years.
For that reason, theoretical conclusions we may draw from observations
about the twentieth century are directly relevant to any interpretation of
Korea’s recent success, and to the debates about its future. Korea is in no
sense unique in this respect. Weighing the validity of various competing
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social theories of modernization, and of the political ideologies and strat-
egies that derive from them, is a vital task everywhere.

What works?

In a fascinating, very widely read book by the world’s most eminent
Marxist historian, Eric Hobsbawm revealed his feelings in a way few of his
readers have seen before. In a chapter entitled “The Crisis Decades” in
The Age of Extremes (Hobsbawm 1994), he suggests that the moral and eco-
nomic decline of Western liberal societies marks the failure of free market
liberalism just as surely as the fall of communism in Eastern Europe
and the USSR marks the failure of socialism. In his concluding chapter,
Hobsbawm remarks that the failure of liberalism when it was actually
practiced in its extreme form with post-communist economic shock
therapy in Eastern Europe, or Mrs. Thatcher’s attempt to impose it upon
Great Britain, show that it is theoretically bankrupt as well as practically
impossible.

It takes a socialist like Hobsbawm, or in a somewhat different context, a
communitarian like Robert Bellah, to come up with a strange conclusion
such as this (Bellah et al. 1992). In the 1990s Eastern Europe successfully
underwent a painful transition from suffering inefficient communist
economies with depressed standards of living to having much more
competitive and better-off ones. From 1993 to 2003 the Czech Republic’s
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) grew at an average of 2.2 percent a year,
Hungary’s at 3.5 percent, Slovakia’s at 4.3 percent, and Poland’s at 4.4
percent at a time when the Euro area, on average, grew at 2.3 percent a
year (OECD 2004: 14–15). The Baltic countries of Estonia, Latvia, and
Lithuania have seen GDP growth rates averaging over 6.5 percent a year in
the 2000s. The poorer countries of Bulgaria and Romania, after going
through very difficult times during the period of adjustment in the 1990s,
have been growing, respectively, at 5.1 percent and 4.5 percent per year in
the 2000s (World Bank 2004: 14–16, 182–184). Hobsbawm is right, of
course, that absolute free market conditions were not tried, and never
could be because they are only a theoretical construct. The point,
however, is that these societies did experience a serious shock as they
moved toward a capitalist system; it was painful, but ultimately they have
benefited and shown that market-oriented reforms do work. Holding on
to the stagnant economic systems that had prevailed before 1989 would
have led to continuing decline and suffering.

The former Soviet countries (outside the three Baltic ones) have also
experienced significant growth in the early 2000s, largely due to high
energy prices that have benefited Russia’s and Central Asia’s oil- and gas-
dependent economies, even though they have not reformed nearly as
much as have Eastern Europe and the Baltic. But an interesting aspect of
this is that these former Soviet countries are following a path unlikely to
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lead to significant long-term development. A good indicator of this is that
those former Soviet countries that have remained least reformed have had
noticeable increases in poverty and hunger, whereas those that have
become capitalist democracies, namely the small Baltic countries of
Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, have had sharp drops in hunger from 1993
to 2003. For former Soviet countries (excluding the Baltic), the propor-
tion of the population that is malnourished has risen from 7 percent to 9
percent during this time, whereas for the Baltic countries it has fallen
from 5 percent to 2 percent. Even more dramatically, a look at the two
largest Central Asian countries of the former Soviet Union, Kazakhstan
and Uzbekistan (the two contain about 72 percent of Central Asia’s popu-
lation), shows that in the former the proportion of the population that is
malnourished has risen from 1 percent to 13 percent, and in the latter
from 8 percent to 26 percent (FAO 2004: 6, 38). Clearly, to end socialism
while replacing it with an autocratic, corrupt state-run economy that
remains unreformed does produce negative effects, but the critics of
capitalism are wrong to blame this on liberalization of the economy.

As for the United Kingdom and the United States, so despised by their
critics, there is very little evidence that either have been ruined by the
revival, and recent dominance of what are now called “neoliberal” eco-
nomic policies. On the contrary, all the evidence points to the robustness
of their economies which continue to grow faster and have considerably
less unemployment than the less “neoliberal” continental economies, most
notably France and Germany. From 1993 to 2003 America’s average annual
GDP growth rate was 3.2 percent, Britain’s 2.9 percent, and the Euro
zone’s was 2.3 percent. In 2004 America’s growth rate was 4.0 percent, and
Britain’s 3.1 percent, while the Euro area’s growth rate was limited to 1.8
percent (OECD 2004: 14–15; The Economist, December 18, 2004: 162).

The point is not to make too much of relatively minor differences in
the economic growth rates of very rich OECD countries, all of whom are
substantially capitalist and democratic, but to emphasize the point that lib-
eralism is very from being a failure. The same holds when the statistics for
former communist countries are compared. The situation is complex, and
it is not the formal abandonment of communism that is at issue, but the
degree to which liberal market reforms have been implemented. China, of
course, growing at about 7 percent to 8 percent a year for well over two
decades, is a case in point. It is far from being a democracy, and many of
its economic sectors are not free of state control, but it has prospered by
opening itself up to the world market, by allowing entrepreneurial activity,
and by allowing its people ever increasing amounts of personal freedom
(Lardy 2002; OECD 2003).

What offends the critics of liberalism such as Hobsbawm and Bellah is
the amorality and impersonality of markets, be they economic, cultural, or
political. Measures of economic performance could hardly convince them
to change their minds. As long as there exist any signs of economic
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difficulty (which are always easy to find in any system) the critics of liberal
capitalism will use these to support their criticism, and largely neglect the
bigger picture which shows that on the whole the more liberalized an
economy the more able it is to adapt to change, to grow, and to provide
more of its people with a comfortable life.

In judging which political ideologies and modernization strategies are
more or less successful we can turn to old-fashioned functionalist-evolu-
tionary criteria and ask simply: What has worked and what reproduces
itself successfully? Specifically, in our times, the question is: What has
allowed some societies to modernize successfully, while so many have suc-
ceeded less well or failed dramatically?

It is not possible to solve definitively the acrimonious debates about
what kinds of policies lead to rapid economic development. Is it necessary
to “get the price right” or, as Alice Amsden suggested for South Korea, to
“get it wrong,” but in the right way (Amsden 1989: 139–155)? Is a develop-
mental state necessary, or can laissez-faire handle development? Perhaps it
is best to remark, as Stephan Haggard and Tun-jen Cheng once did, that
each case history is somewhat different, and even within East Asia, much
less the entire world, it is difficult to draw clear policy conclusions from
past experience (Haggard and Cheng 1987: 128–129).

Nevertheless, a few very broad lessons may be drawn. Markets work.
Centrally planned economies, especially insofar as they are able to also
resist competitive pressures from the outside, work poorly. The more
advanced the global economy, the less adaptive socialist, closed economies
become. We could argue about the details, but this fact is so obvious that
its central validity is no longer subject to argument. An economy such as
South Korea’s may have had a high level of government involvement and
planning in its successful development, and it may continue to be substan-
tially protected from certain forms of outside competition. But if it had
sealed itself off from the global market and not become so dependent on
exporting to the rest of the world, it would have been in as ruinous a con-
dition as North Korea’s economy. Further, with continuing technological
progress in the world economy, the South Korean economy will continue
to prosper by becoming less dependent on government favors and regula-
tion, more open, and even more competitive. To go back to a more con-
trolled, less open economy would only erode some of the astounding
progress of the past fifty years.6

There is not even any strong evidence that the kind of corporatist, pro-
tectionist policy followed by the government of South Korea, and the fos-
tering of the huge corporations that dominated the Korean economy
during its period of most rapid growth, have been an important reason for
Korea’s success. Judging from the performance of some other East and
Southeast Asian economies, it is conceivable that greater decentralization
and less government control from the start might have done the job even
better. Certainly that has been the case in two of the new “little dragon”
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economies of East Asia, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. Without large amounts
of American aid following the Korean War, heavy American involvement
in training personnel in the 1950s and 1960s, and eventually an American
ultimatum in the early 1960s to force Korea to develop faster in order to
reduce the burden on American foreign aid, the South Korean model
might not have worked all that well.7

The record in East Asia is quite clear. Between 1980 and 1990 South
Korea’s economy grew at an average rate of 8.4 percent a year. From 1990
to 2002, despite the “Asian economic crisis” of the late 1990s, it grew at an
average of 5.6 percent a year. China’s comparable growth rates during this
time were 8 percent a year from 1980 to 1990, and 7.3 percent a year from
1990 to 2002 (World Bank 2004: 182–184). North Korean economic stat-
istics are not available, but there is an estimate of malnutrition in that
country. In China, the proportion of the population that was malnour-
ished in 1990 to 1992 was 16 percent, and by 2000 to 2002 had fallen to 11
percent. South Korea’s proportion fell from just above to just below 2
percent in that time. Meanwhile, North Korea’s malnourished increased
from 18 percent of the population to 36 percent, by far the highest in East
Asia and at a level above that of even most impoverished countries in
Africa (FAO 2004: 36). China is far from being an ultra-liberal country,
and even South Korea does not adhere to an extreme form of neoliberal-
ism, but the trend in both has been toward ever greater liberalization,
and, even in areas highly regulated by their government, firms have been
increasingly forced to compete in the open world market. This is what has
enabled them to adapt and grow.

If arguments persist about how much state intervention was necessary
for Korea to succeed, or for any modern economy to progress, it is easier
to conclude that the prescriptions of what is called “dependency theory”
or sometimes “world system theory” turn out to be completely wrong. Ulti-
mately, they called for some form of closure to the capitalist global
economy, because development from that point of view has to be a zero-
sum game. Any one economy’s gain is another’s loss, and the strong ruth-
lessly exploit the weak. Bruce Cumings put it nicely some years ago in a
well-known article which predicted that there was room only for one
“semiperipheral” success in East Asia, and South Korea was destined to
not be the one (Cumings 1987: 78–81).

These kinds of theoretical prescriptions, demanding closure, import
substitution, and generally eschewing the world market have actually been
turned into functioning policies in many places in the second half of the
twentieth century: all the communist countries before China began to
reform itself under Deng Xiaoping, Italy under Mussolini (his failures in
foreign policy have obscured his regime’s dismal record in promoting eco-
nomic growth), Argentina from the 1930s to the 1980s, Peru in the 1970s
and 1980s, Burma, India from independence until the 1980s, and others.
All have been long-term failures.8
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India is particularly interesting in this respect. Its average GDP growth
between 1965 and 1980 was 3.7 percent a year, but due to its high birth
rates, per capita GDP in those years grew at only about 1.8 percent a year.
As India started to open up its economy to the outside world in the 1980s,
its growth rate increased to 5.7 percent per year in that decade, and to an
average of 5.8 percent per year from 1990 to 2002. As its population
growth has slowed, another by-product of modernization, its per capita
product has been increasing at about 4 percent a year, more than double
the old rate (World Bank 1989: 164–166; World Bank 2004: 39, 183). In
2004 India’s GDP grew at the rate of 7.4 percent a year, surpassed in the
world only by China and Singapore’s growth rates for that year (not count-
ing economies whose entire GDP fluctuates wildly according to the price
of oil because they are so dependent on petroleum exports) (The Econo-
mist, December 18, 2004: 162).

It is important to remember that dependency theory originated as a
German nationalist economic theory in the nineteenth century. It was
adopted by both Marxists and corporatists in the early twentieth century.
In the period between World Wars I and II fascists applied the theory at
almost the same time as did Stalin’s Soviet Union. Later it turned out to
be compatible with the mild socialism espoused by independent India’s
first generation of leaders, and by a variety of other regimes. This shows
how carefully we must tread when discussing global ideological and theo-
retical schools of thought, especially when it may be that ultimately
nationalism has been the most enduring and potent ideological force in
the twentieth century, as well as the most threatening to liberalism.9

It has not just been the communist and some fascist-corporatist
attempts to modernize that have resulted in catastrophe. Looking across
Africa since the establishment of independent states some three to four
decades ago (but only two decades ago for the former Portuguese
colonies), one sees an almost unbroken pattern of failure. Harsh commu-
nist regimes such as those in Guinea or Ethiopia, milder socialist ones that
prevailed throughout most of the continent as in, until the late 1980s,
Ghana, Tanzania, or Zambia, or even relatively non-socialist governments
such as in Nigeria, Zaire, and the Ivory Coast (once black Africa’s most
promising experiment with capitalism) have little to boast about.
Immense, almost unbelievable corruption in places where there were valu-
able natural resources to be looted, as in Nigeria and Congo (Zaire), very
weak loyalty to existing state institutions and boundaries, a virtual absence
of strong bureaucratic traditions to guide civil servants, low levels of
modern education, and autocratic but inept political elites have made
most of the continent inhospitable to outside as well as to domestic
investors. Despite a very low standard of living, African economies have
been unable to take advantage of their low wage rates, unlike some of the
Southeast Asian economies such as Indonesia and Thailand.10

There are many cases around the world of weak, corrupt states that
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have caused economic havoc. Pakistan comes to mind, and there are
many candidates for this kind of failure among the post-Soviet states,
particularly in Central Asia. An inability to maintain a stable currency,
enforce contracts or even basic law and order, and systematic corruption
made many Latin American economies perform anemically for a long
time, and we cannot be sure that even substantial economies such as
Mexico can avoid falling back into this kind of calamitous spiral in the
future. The Philippines under Marcos may have turned in such a weak
performance for precisely these reasons rather than due to any obvious
policy error or more fundamental economic flaws. Even within otherwise
prosperous and successful modern economies we can find the same phe-
nomenon at work at the regional level. Southern Italy, for all of the bil-
lions of dollars’ worth of subsidies poured into it by the Italian
government, remains far poorer than it should be due to corruption and a
local social system unable to enforce basic norms of honesty. Corruption
and the fact that government subsidies have been used inefficiently keep
southern Italy relatively backward to this day.11

What this suggests is that it takes more than lack of government control
to produce economic success and make societies capable of adapting to
the modern world. There also need to be states strong enough to insure
domestic tranquility, protect property rights and enforce contracts, and
bureaucracies able to maintain decent infrastructures and communica-
tions. Economic growth requires, as Douglass North has been arguing for
several decades, institutions that lower transaction costs, secure property
rights, and make information widely available (North and Thomas 1973;
North 1981, 1990). States unable to carry out these functions, or ones that
deliberately block them, either for ideological, anti-market reasons or for
corruption’s sake, to be better able to steal, will slow down economic
progress. One can add a large list of desirable governmental actions,
though most of them would fall under the categories stressed by North.
The point is that no reasonable observer would deny the important tasks
that governments have to be able to carry out, but in the absence of
market mechanisms, even governments that build infrastructures, educate
their populations, and maintain law and order will fail. This is what hap-
pened in European communist states. They did everything more or less
right except that they were socialist and disregarded both internal and
world markets, or at least they tried to ignore markets until it was too
late.12

Legitimizing capitalism

This brings up another key function that modern states have to carry out.
They have to legitimize markets. Markets, like all uncontrolled evolution-
ary processes in which the successful survive and others perish or fail to
reproduce, have nothing inherently fair about them unless one considers
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utilitarianism to be the basis of an ethical doctrine. This is the principal
reason for which almost all civilized societies in the past looked down on
commercial activity as unclean money-grubbing. Honor, noble blood
lines, gracious comportment, learning, or at least skill in some obvious
physical endeavor rather than the mere ability to manipulate goods and
financial instruments always struck the upper classes in agrarian societies
as more appropriate ways of assigning rank and prestige. Among agrarian
societies, for most of their existence there persisted among the mass of
peasants a strong inclination to demand equality and to disapprove of
those who tried to forge ahead too quickly. All of this may have been quite
functional in the agrarian age that lasted until the Industrial Revolution.
It was obviously useful much earlier than that when humans lived in small
bands that had to stick together in a friendly way in order to survive, but
market societies are in flagrant violation of all the old virtues, whether of
nobles, learned officials, or egalitarian peasants. This is why, as Ezra Vogel
has pointed out, it was necessary for the old Confucian order to be thor-
oughly discredited in East Asia before economic growth could take off
(Vogel 1991: 83–84).13 Albert Hirschman reaches a similar conclusion in a
different way in his examination of why Enlightenment philosophers had
to legitimize capitalism before it existed in order to make a capitalist
order possible in Western Europe (Hirschman 1977).

The problems of legitimization of markets, of inequality, and of open
competition are not trivial, and many difficulties in modernizing societies
can be ascribed to the unwillingness of most classes to change their minds
on these issues. Yet, it must be done, and here state sponsored educational
institutions can play a major role. The absolute unwillingness to do this in
communist schools and communist regimes’ officially disseminated
culture turned out to be one of the greatest barriers to further moderniza-
tion and economic success, and now, in some of these post-communist
societies, it will take decades of work to change prevailing sentiments
which are as traditional and deeply rooted as in pre-modern agrarian
societies.

It is in this domain that intellectuals can play a particularly important
role, either in blocking or accelerating successful modernization. Many of
the theories of change popular among intellectuals, whether of the fascist-
corporatist or of the socialist variety, have contributed mightily to slowing
down modernization insofar as they have been taught in school systems.
The successes of leftist and rightist revolutionary parties in mobilizing stu-
dents and intellectuals all over the world throughout most of the twenti-
eth century are a testament to this. As has now been shown, particularly by
the pioneering work of political scientists such as Zeev Sternhell, the
common element of most of the major revolutionary doctrines of the
twentieth century was hostility to liberal individualism and to capitalist
markets (Sternhell 1995).

In short, despite the successes of a liberal approach to development, its
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future acceptance is no more guaranteed now than it was at the start of
the twentieth century, when all these lessons were already available. The
resistance to change among theorists, ideologs, and among large propor-
tions of populations everywhere has not been eliminated, though some of
the most egregiously harmful alternatives to liberal capitalist moderniza-
tion have been disgraced. If it were only a matter of Marxism, or fascist
corporatism, it would be possible to say that these have been shown to be
failures, so they will not be repeated. But anti-liberal nationalism, espe-
cially in the form of resentment against the rich and powerful nations of
the West, has in no sense disappeared. It will find new theories, neo-
Marxist, fascist, religious, or who knows what to serve as the basis of move-
ments and parties determined to resist the Western form of
modernization.

Theoretical implications

If we look at Walt Rostow’s venerable and often mocked book, The Stages of
Economic Growth: A Non-Communist Manifesto, we find that his typology still
holds up. Economic modernization begins with the establishment of
essential preconditions for an economic take-off (Rostow 1960). In the
case of Korea, this happened under Japanese colonial rule when the
necessary infrastructure was built, agriculture was marketized, and a
modern Civil Service was instituted. The somewhat strained efforts by
Korean nationalist historians to find sprouts of capitalism in pre-colonial
Korea do not prove a contrary position. At best, they suggest that Korea
might have been able to do this on its own, and that may be the case, but
for better or for worse, it was under Japanese rule that it happened.14

The same preconditions are always necessary. Rostow’s list includes
non-economic factors taken from the writings of the functionalist theorists
of the mid-twentieth century, and they remain valid today. At the heart of
all necessary changes is the spread of new aspirations and broadened hori-
zons that can tolerate, even welcome, change. Everywhere, colonialism
increased migration, monetized the economy, and promoted new forms
of social mobility, but the Japanese, in that sense, were the most thor-
oughly modernizing colonizers.

Then there was the take-off. This may have begun in the very late colo-
nial period in Korea, but what was built then was destroyed during the
Korean War, so that the real take-off dates only to the early 1960s. Here we
know that American aid contributed at a time when an unfavorable
balance of trade may otherwise have damaged South Korea’s take-off. As
such, it was a substitute for the kinds of foreign investment brought in by
the presence of exportable natural resources.15 In the 1970s and early
1980s Korea became what Rostow calls a “mature” economy, that is, a
diversified, technologically modern economy. In the late 1980s and 1990s,
it has become a high mass consumption economy.
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It was not the typology itself that was so important for Rostow, nor what
made his book so hated among his critics. What was crucial was his func-
tionalist-evolutionary theoretical base. Rostow suggested, first, that the way
in which some Western societies, primarily Great Britain and the United
States, have developed corresponded to a general pattern that had to be
followed more or less by everyone. This did not mean that France,
Germany, Great Britain, and the United States all had identical economic
histories or that they developed the same institutions, but that they had to
fulfill certain functional requirements for development.

Communist societies could create all the preconditions for take-off and
provide the investment and discipline for such a take-off, but they were
unable to run diversified, mature industrial economies because the
absence of markets blocked the signals needed to improve efficiency and
continue the pace of technological progress. This blockage made even the
wealthiest communist economies unable to reach successfully the stage of
high mass consumption.

The underlying theme of all functionalist theory is not inherently ideo-
logical; it demands only that we look at what succeeded, and draw appropri-
ate lessons. It was precisely because the British, Americans, and some other
Western Europeans thrived as their societies and economies became more
liberal and capitalist that anti-Western nationalists throughout the twentieth
century have grasped for one theory or another which would permit them
to modernize their societies without becoming too Western; that is, too
liberal and capitalist. And the fact that, inescapably, functionalist theorists
in the 1950s concluded that there must be something working in the
United States, or else it would not have become so powerful and rich, antag-
onized younger social scientists (both within and outside America) who bit-
terly resented American power and the unfairness of American society.

In a sense, in Korea we see something resembling this with respect to
the Japanese model. South Korea has, in fact, followed the Japanese
model quite closely, but this raises problems for its nationalists who would
prefer to find alternative models of development. And the fact that the
Japanese model of development has come to fruition only after it was
opened up under American hegemony has made American liberalism
suspect, too. Dependency theory, Marxism, or, for quite a time, Kim Il
Sungism seemed more appropriate for nationalist intellectuals than liber-
alism or its seeming theoretical corollaries, functionalism, and neoclassical
economic theory.

In that respect, Bruce Cumings’ analysis of Korea is perfectly correct.
North Korea, independent of American hegemony and the world capital-
ist system, has been able to follow a far purer nationalism than South
Korea. Cumings has also been right to say that the natural inclination of
many of South Korea’s elites has been similarly corporatist (because that is
what North Korea has – national socialism in its purest corporatist form).16

The very fact that South Korea was too dependent on American hege-
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mony has kept it in the world market, has opened it up to the outside, and
has ultimately allowed its democratic forces to triumph. In forcing South
Korea into this path, America’s hegemony has created the conditions that
insured its success.

It is worth noting that it was precisely because South Korea had been
transformed by American pressure into a more open, more liberal, and
more democratic society that it pulled out of the serious Asian economic
crisis that hit it so hard in 1997 to 1998. This is the lesson Meredith Woo-
Cumings draws from the astounding Korean recovery (Woo-Cumings
1999: 134).

This might suggest that dependency theory and world-system theory
have it all exactly backward. The more tightly connected a periphery
(originally, a society and economy that has not yet begun to modernize)
to a more advanced core, the more likely it is that it will be modernized
and obtain the conditions necessary for development.

We have had many cases of economic take-offs that have been aborted
or have gone off in unsustainable directions due to policies designed to
limit the power of markets and to keep out the influence of the world
system. To some extent, almost all governments have tried to do this at
one time or another during the process of modernization. But in this
respect the most successful, the most closed, the most determined to be
self-reliant, such as North Korea, have been the greatest failures.

The biggest theoretical question is: Why is this so? What is it about
open societies with open markets that makes them so adaptable?

Quite simply, any social, political, or economic system that allows exper-
iments to occur, and which permits signals about the failure and success
of these experiments to circulate and influence future decisions, will be
more successful. It is the messiness of open politics and market economies
that provides their strength, just as it was the hard-fought establishment of
key corners of intellectual freedom that allowed the scientific and techno-
logical revolution in Western Europe to flourish in the early modern age.
Immanuel Wallerstein, no matter how wrong he has been about many
other aspects of the modern world system, was right about this: the very
disunity of capitalist world economies was the key to their success (Waller-
stein 1974). Competition and the inability to impose monopolies, despite
the many attempts to do so, have remained the ultimate strength of liberal
societies. In the long run, the centrally planned, ideologically dictated,
politically unfree societies that competed with the liberal democracies in
the twentieth century proved unable to maintain the flexibility required to
adapt to changing circumstances. Messages about failed policies did not
circulate well enough; free thought, and therefore innovation, were par-
tially or entirely stifled; popular discontent did not surface until it had
become explosive; failure in the international arena, be it economic or
political, was not permitted to affect central institutions or policies until it
was too late and the failure had become catastrophic.
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All this has been known for a very long time, but enemies of liberal,
market societies continue to insist that there must be a better, fairer way
than open competition, that there must be an absolute truth in some
ideology or religion, and that open societies are too corrupt, dissolute,
and disorganized to survive much longer. The same sentiment that makes
so many opponents of modern capitalism say that there must be some-
thing more than a bottom line do not recognize that bottom lines are not
simply matters of profits, at least not when it comes to whole societies, but
of how well a society functions. The advantage which capitalist businesses
have is that they can sometimes see something measurable going wrong
with their bottom lines before the company has collapsed. If they fail to
adapt, they fail, and are replaced by those who are better adapted, but the
system never fails entirely because it consists of so many different kinds of
firms. Closed monopolies, whether they are businesses or political systems,
lack this adaptive capacity, and if an entire economy is centrally con-
trolled, catastrophic failure may occur because smaller signals of impend-
ing failure are blocked.

The dangers of utopianism, corruption, and their use by
nationalists

We have seen that it is almost impossible to disentangle social theory from
ideology; but some effort must be made.

Marxism as a theory of society brought out the importance of class rela-
tions, explained how new modes of production created different class
structures, and emphasized the fact that until utopia was reached contra-
dictions in any mode of production would slowly work toward creating the
seeds of new modes of production. But class conflict is by no means the
only or even always the primary cause of long-run social change, and in
making human thought and culture epiphenomenal, Marxism excluded
one of the other main aspects of social structure. Still, it was only when
Marxism became a prescription for policy, and its texts supposedly infalli-
ble, that it became truly dangerous. Separated from its Enlightenment
roots and turned into dogma, Marxism served as a justification for some of
the most closed, tyrannical regimes in human history. Only if it is
returned to its proper place, as a set of interesting and useful, but tenta-
tive and often quite wrong theoretical assumptions, can Marxism be reha-
bilitated.

Surely the same must be said about social Darwinism, a doctrine that
was grossly misused from the late nineteenth to the mid-twentieth century.
The original Darwinian assumption, that differential reproductive success
within an ecosystem explains evolutionary patterns, is not vitiated by the
distortions to which it was subjected by later ideologs. What works for
biology works for human societies too, in the sense that social institutions
best adapted to specific environments will survive, and over time, those
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that contribute nothing to survival, or are inimical to it, will tend to disap-
pear. As in the case of the natural world this is a brutal process, because it
means that societies with many dysfunctional aspects will suffer and ulti-
mately fail. In the past, that could easily mean famine, conquest, or at the
very least, massively disruptive events that led to suffering. It may still
mean just that, as we can witness in many parts of the world, not least of
all in North Korea.

That said, it must be emphasized that there is nothing in Darwinian
theory to justify the notion that there are superior human “races,” or that
competition between these supposed races is the mainspring of human
history. It is ironic, but important for understanding the tragic twentieth
century, that the Marxist conception of inevitable class conflict to the
bitter end, and social Darwinian ideas from the late nineteenth century
about the inevitability of racial conflicts to the death, were highly compati-
ble with each other. (Marx and Engels were great admirers of Darwin.)
These notions of inevitable conflict dominated social thought and polit-
ical ideology for much of the century, and their prevalence accounts for
more of the terrible warfare and mass persecution throughout the century
than any other phenomenon (Chirot 1995).

Evolutionary thinking does presume that there are differences between
societies in their degree of adaptability. Unlike evolution in the biological
world, however, societies can learn and change their institutions of their
own will. This is why notions of hereditarily carried cultures, or of strug-
gles between supposed human races for survival, make so little sense.

If evolutionary-functionalist thinking has important theoretical insights
to offer us, the question posed in 1990 by Douglass North in Institutions,
Institutional Change and Economic Performance still has to be answered. Why
have economically inefficient institutions survived in so many places for so
long? And why, if we live in a single, interconnected world, do such large
differences remain in social and economic institutions when it should be
that those which work best are adopted as the others fail? (North 1990: 7,
101).

The answer is at least partly Marxist. Those in power need not and
usually do not care about maximizing general social well-being. Economic
efficiency is less important to them than staying in power, and open polit-
ical and economic systems present them with a continual threat to their
dominance. It is not normal for those in power to want to allow competi-
tion against their own interests. Furthermore, as we have seen, even within
the lower ranks of most societies, and certainly all agrarian societies, resis-
tance to change and a stubborn egalitarianism prevented more efficient
institutional arrangements from emerging.

In the twentieth century, however, the progress of a few Western
societies may have served as a dramatic example that reform along
Western lines was necessary for successful adaptation. Indeed, that is
exactly what did happen, as modernizers took power in one place after
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another. Unfortunately, many of them thought it would be possible to
carry out economic and technological modernization without adopting
liberal political systems or tolerant intellectual atmospheres. In particular,
the utopian visions of the Marxists and fascist-corporatists combined with
strong anti-Western nationalist elements to offer alternative paths to mod-
ernization. Once in power, the most successful of these visionaries were
able to create alternative, though ultimately unsuccessful modernizing
systems. Stalin, Hitler, Mussolini, the Japanese military, Mao, Ceausescu,
Pol Pot, Ne Win (at least in his earlier years as ruler of Burma), and, yes,
Kim Il Sung, were not just, or even mostly, corrupt tyrants. They were men
of vision who genuinely believed that they knew better than anyone else
what their societies needed to become strong, independent, and modern.
Secure in their ideological and theoretical errors, they refused to counte-
nance competition or modification of their societies, and they destroyed
what they had wanted to build rather than surpassing or even catching up
with the hated West.17 Exactly the same thing will happen to the Islamic
extremists who want to revive a puritanical, absolutist form of early Islam.
If they seize power and push their absolutist utopian dreams too far, they
will also ruin their societies.

It is worth noting that despite its radical Islamic government, Iran has
moved away from the abyss by being much more flexible than outsiders
expected, by continuing to allow some dissent, albeit limited, and espe-
cially by avoiding the over-centralization of the economy which spelled dis-
aster for more closed systems such as that of North Korea. Iran never
abolished private property, it never established the kind of totalitarian
regime that characterized the right-wing and left-wing regimes in the
twentieth century, and it never invaded the privacy of the family because
the Ayatollah Khomeini thought that this was a violation of Islamic law.
Iran under religious rule is unlikely to adapt as successfully to modern
social change as if it were more secular and open, but it is entirely conceiv-
able that it could evolve peacefully toward a more open and adaptable
system, the way China has (McDaniel 2000: 225–227).18

In the agrarian past, many of the institutions that made some agrarian
civilizations strong were functional in the sense of maintaining order and
mobilizing resources for war. Economic efficiency in a capitalist-market
sense was not critically important and, in the absence of advanced techno-
logy, would not have made that much difference in determining the rela-
tive power of one society over another, at least in the short run.

With the emergence of an interdependent, highly advanced capitalist
world system the situation has changed. The evolutionary process has
brought forth a set of institutional arrangements which make those soci-
eties that adopt them far more efficient, powerful, and prosperous than
others. Now we can compare standards of living or different levels of
popular satisfaction, not just levels of military power across societies. In
short, we now have ways of evaluating “bottom lines” that did not exist in
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the past. Only wars or catastrophes could bring out such comparisons in
the past, but now it is easier. This means that the evolutionary process
which has made liberal market societies so successful can function more
smoothly, and North’s paradox might be resolved. The world may not be
moving toward a single, united political system, but economic institutions
are becoming more alike as they become more efficient.

This hardly means that “history has ended” or that we can all rest
assured that the future will be bright. We have much evidence that it
remains possible to block liberal modernization. Intellectuals hostile to
liberal capitalism all over the world, including ones in the most advanced
countries, are busy cooking up new theories that will, in this new century,
promise alternatives to liberal modernization, and will undoubtedly
inspire new generations of eager visionary tyrants. Many of these, it now
seems, will be based on religious, anti-Western utopias that claim to be
able to better the modernized West at its own game by being purer and
godlier (Chirot 2001).

Being aware of the dangers of ideological tyrannies, and their capacity
to block progress, does not negate the fact that there is another way in
which elites can retard modernization as effectively. Corrupt political
elites in such disparate places as Burma, Haiti, Zimbabwe, or Nigeria can
keep their populations economically and politically backward, impover-
ished, and brutalized. For the time being ideologically motivated elites are
rare, and outside the Islamic world they have no coherent revolutionary
model to inspire them. But even the most corrupt thugs in power can
appeal to nationalism, and frequently do, to keep their societies from
becoming free. In this respect they join hands with the most damaging
ideological forms of anti-liberalism by claiming that national pride and
honor demand alternative, non-Western forms of modernization.

Nor should we be overly optimistic about other forms of ideologically
inspired tyranny. Dislike of modernization, of globalization, and of
markets is still a powerful force, both among intellectuals throughout the
world and among those who feel that they are the losers in the process of
continuing modernization. New utopian dreams will undoubtedly recycle
corporatist and Marxist dreams of the past, and new religious extremist
utopias will emerge. These can and will block modernization in some soci-
eties, and turn them into dangerous, angry failures.

Looking at the future of South Korea, or at any other emerging
modern economy and democracy, it is possible to see what kinds of
danger lurk around the corner. These dangers are not economic global-
ization, capitalist hegemony, Western culture, or any of the other aspects
of change that have come with increasing liberalization of the world. The
dangers are just the opposite: economic and cultural closure, the seizure
of power by corrupt, undemocratic elites, the exploitation of nationalism
to block liberal reforms, and the rise of anti-liberal utopian ideologies.

We know that it is possible for economies to develop quickly if they
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allow entrepreneurial freedom, remain open to competition, and insure
both adequate property rights and a good infrastructure. Democracy is
not required at first. We also know, however, that over time the tempta-
tion to corruption by elites is such that without democratic controls
progress will eventually slow down and be stifled. This is why countries
such as South Korea or China could prosper without much democracy for
some time, but not indefinitely. Over time, not only does greater prosper-
ity create more of a middle class that demands more democracy, but the
need for that evolution increases.

Corrupt elites in Russia or Mexico, for example, could well bring
democratization and economic progress to a halt in order to maintain
their power. Even China’s astounding economic success could be
destroyed because it is still run by a corrupt network of Party and military
elites who use nationalism to legitimize their continuing hold on power.
No economy can prosper indefinitely simply on cheap labor, and no
rapidly growing economy in today’s world can remain immune from the
forces of liberal individualism, democracy, and free thought. China’s
rulers will have to choose: either they will have to reform and become
more like South Korea in some ways, or they can hold on to power and
crush future opposition by trying to close China again.

Only a country that falls into the hands of a fundamentally illiberal elite
and cannot extricate itself is in long-run danger of failing in the modern
world. Alas, there are many such places. Fortunately, it does not seem that
South Korea is one of them. Unfortunately, North Korea is perhaps the
worst example in the world.
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Notes
1 For a good discussion of the history of liberalism, see Manent (1995). For a

history of its critics, see Holmes (1993); and for a popular celebration of its
recent success, Fukuyma (1992).

2 For some recent analyses of nationalism see Hobsbawm (1990); Gellner
(1983); and the more controversial analysis of Greenfeld (1992).

3 A discussion of the effects of Marxism and social Darwinism on the production
of tyranny in the twentieth century, and their compatibility with each other,
may be found in Chirot (1996: 50–70).

4 An old, but still relevant, book about the strains of modernization is Eisen-
stadt’s (1966) book. On the debate about competing theories of moderniza-
tion and their relationship to the supposed “clash of civilizations” see Chirot
(2001).
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5 I agree with Gellner (1992).
6 Although her perspective on modernization is very different from mine, this

was also Jung-en Woo’s conclusion (Woo 1991: 202–203). Her book was written
when South Korea was still much more protectionist, and its economy more
state controlled than today, but the general conclusions remain valid.

7 How important the interventionist role of the state actually was in South Korea
is a contentious subject. I accept Paul Kuznets’s assertion on these matters
(Kuznets 1994). He stresses the fact that however one interprets Korean
government policy, the total percentage of public sector spending as a propor-
tion of GDP was much lower in Korea than in other comparable countries,
largely due to low spending on health, housing, and social security. On the
comparison with other East Asian NICs, see Vogel (1991), particularly his
remarks on Korean–American relations (pp. 52–53).

8 In Chirot (1996) I discuss the cases of Argentina and Burma in detail in chap-
ters 8 and 9, emphasizing the disastrous results of policies that were meant to
keep these countries free from “foreign” interference and markets. The case of
India is more complicated, but there is little question that a recent opening
which is starting to produce significant economic growth is under intense
attack by nationalists incapable of understanding the harm they would inflict
on their own population, particularly the poor, if they succeeded in reimpos-
ing closure of the Indian economy. On Mussolini’s Italy, see Clough 1964. On
India’s recent rapid growth and the political dangers posed by its anti-liberal
nationalists, see The Economist 2003: 43.

9 See the definitive new book on this subject by Joseph Love (1996).
10 In recent years Africanists have analyzed the continent’s problems by pointing

first to its political failures – inefficient and kleptocratic states, lack of fair judi-
cial systems, and state breakdowns into numerous ethnic, tribal, clan, and
regional wars (see Herbst 2000). See also the articles on Africa in Beissinger
and Young (2002).

11 For some of the background and delusions about how to fix southern Italy’s
problems, see Mountjoy (1973). Southern Italy has been the only region in the
European Community (prior to the addition of former communist countries)
that has fallen further behind the developed parts of Europe in recent years
(see Apicella 1996). The public authorities in the south are so corrupt and
ineffective that, as Jobert (1995) found, money spent on education and train-
ing has no positive effect on development. Yet the rest of Italy has undergone
an economic miracle since the late 1940s that is almost as impressive as what
has happened in East Asia since the 1950s. Inept and corrupt government has
been, in a sense, overcome by Italy’s participation in the Common Market, and
by a lot of semi-undercover business activity that simply bypasses the govern-
ment. On the difficulties of carrying out reform in Mexico, see Centeno
(1994).

12 This topic has now been explored by hundreds of studies. My position on the
reasons for the collapse of communism is found in Chirot (1991).

13 This is not to deny the virtues of having a meritocratic bureaucratic ideal, a
sense that the family must be nurtured and preserved, or that every individual
owes his or her duty to a larger community, all stressed by many of the admir-
ers of “neo-Confucianism,” including Vogel (1991: 92–103). On the other
hand, the high bureaucratic elite’s ethos despised commerce and industry,
and, as long as it ruled, economic progress was retarded.

14 I understand that here again there is a heated debate among specialists. But
among the younger, leading scholars working in the West, there seems to be
substantial agreement that the preconditions for take-off did occur in colonial
times (see Eckert 1991; Woo 1991; Shin 1997).
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15 Whether or not one thinks the Park Chung Hee regime that took power in a
coup in 1961 deserves the credit for South Korea’s subsequent economic devel-
opment, as many scholars do, there is a consensus of opinion among specialists
that a take-off did occur in the early 1960s. Jung-en Woo, who clearly dislikes
Rostow and his theories, and is not fond of Park, nevertheless agrees that this
happened (Woo 1991: 73–74).

16 This is expressed most clearly in Cumings (1982–1983). It has also been a
theme in his work on the Korean War, particularly Cumings (1990: 313, 314,
332). It is a theme that also runs through his pamphlet on the possible future
unification of Korea (Cumings 1995).

17 There are chapters on all these cases in Chirot (1996).
18 This is also the main message in Abrahamian’s “Empire Strikes Back: Iran in

U.S. Sights,” in Cumings et al. (2004: 129–136). This highly polemical book
written against George Bush’s foreign policy nevertheless has some useful facts
about the reality in these countries singled out as America’s enemies. It is
particularly interesting to contrast the Abrahamian and Cumings chapters.
Abrahamian argues by looking inside Iran to show that it is not as radical or as
dangerous as the Americans claim, while Cumings argues by looking primarily
at past American policies on the Korean peninsula and the dangers inherent in
pushing North Korea too far rather than by making any claims that internal life
in North Korea is any better than its critics claim. This is because there is very
little to defend about North Korea.
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Part V

Social transformations
Labor, women, and the family





11 Modernization, gender roles, and
marriage behavior in South
Korea

Minja Kim Choe

In recent decades, profound and powerful changes in the forms and func-
tions of family have taken place in the highly industrialized countries of
Europe and North America. Young adults nowadays remain unmarried
long after they achieve physical adulthood, and marriage is no longer con-
sidered to be a lifelong commitment. Sexual relationships, cohabiting,
and childbearing and rearing are not limited to married couples
(Bumpass 1990; Lesthaeghe 1983; Lesthaeghe and Wilson 1986). At the
same time, the proportion of married women who are in paid employ-
ment has increased rapidly (Oppenheimer 1994). Rising educational
standards and declining levels of fertility and mortality have given women
more opportunities for employment. In addition, married women’s
employment has become less affected by family characteristics such as the
number of babies a couple has or the age of their children (DaVanzo and
Rahman 1993). These changes in lifestyle are closely related to the emer-
gence of modern institutions that have provided modern society with
social security, educational, and welfare services. Increased affluence has
contributed to the growing independence of individuals because many
who want to establish their own households can afford to do so. In
general, higher levels of education, more contact with the outside world
through mass media, and increased employment opportunities have
tended to undermine values and norms supporting the “traditional”
family system and gender roles (Lesthage 1983; Mason et al. 1998).

As the chapters in this collection have demonstrated, South Korean
society has also experienced dramatic economic and social change over the
second half of the twentieth century. Korea’s economic development and
social modernization began relatively late but it occurred at an extremely
rapid pace. The republic has been transformed from a mostly rural, agri-
culturally based economy into a predominantly urban society where nearly
90 percent of workers are employed in non-agricultural sectors (National
Statistical Office 2001: 179). Over the past two decades in particular, the
country has become significantly more affluent and integrated into global
economic and communication networks. Educational levels of the popu-
lation have also increased significantly. Comparing educational attainment



levels for men and women born from 1936 through 1970 (ages twenty-five
to fifty-nine in 1995), we see that in the time span of about one generation,
the high school education that was enjoyed by less than 40 percent of men
and by 10 percent of women has become nearly universal. Forty-five
percent of men and 36 percent of women born in 1970 have more than
high school education. This shows a remarkable increase from the 16
percent figure for men and the 2 percent figure for women who were
included among the 1936 birth cohort (Figure 11.1).
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As economic development and other aspects of modernization in
South Korea approach levels reached in the advanced industrial world,
the question arises about how Korean families have responded to the chal-
lenges and opportunities presented by capitalistic forms of production
and consumption. This chapter examines two aspects of family change
that have taken place in South Korea in recent years: shifts in gender roles
and in marriage behavior. We employ data from recent national surveys,
vital statistics, and census results, to examine recent attitudes and behavior
regarding marriage and divorce. Shifts in attitudes about gender roles and
women’s employment will be discussed within the broader context of
traditional norms and the economic and social modernization process.

Women, the family, and modernization in Korea

The traditional Korean family was strongly patrilineal and patriarchal.
This gave sons enormous importance as preservers of the family line
(Choi 1970; Kim 1968; Lee 1972). Even among East Asian countries that
share a Confucian tradition, Korea stood out as a country holding on to
one of the strictest forms of Confucianism (Deuchler 1992). Korea is dif-
ferent from other countries with Confucian traditions such as China and
Japan, especially with regard to the issue of who can assume the role of a
son, and whether all sons are subject to the same relationship with the
father (Choi 1970; Lee 1972; Wolf and Hanley 1985). Under this family
system, marriage was mandatory, early marriage was common, and men
and women assumed strictly separate gender roles. These features of
“traditional” norms resulted in family changes that were different from
those experienced in the West. The strong patrilineal and patriarchal tra-
ditions, for example, have kept out-of-wedlock childbearing and divorce at
low levels, and shifts toward more egalitarian gender relations may
progress at a slower pace than alterations in other aspects of family life.

Women have been active participants in economic activities throughout
twentieth-century Korean history, with a large proportion of them working
in farms, factories, and family-owned businesses. The primary role of
married women, however, has been taking care of the family and house-
hold. In the 1960s, large numbers of women worked in non-farming occu-
pations but they often quit working around the time of marriage or first
childbirth. Some married women worked, but they did so mainly to earn
complementary income necessary for household expenditures, and they
tended to be employed in the sales and service sectors. Industrial develop-
ments in the 1970s and 1980s accompanied rising levels of education, and
these factors have changed the nature of economic activities among
women in South Korea. There are now signs that women working in
career-oriented jobs are increasing. Among women employed at establish-
ments of ten or more workers, the proportion who have worked continu-
ously for five years or longer has more than doubled from 14 percent in
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1985 to 30 percent in 1998 (Figure 11.2). The proportion of men in this
category increased only moderately, from 37 to 48 percent. It is notable,
therefore, that in recent decades women have experienced greater
changes in their educational and employment levels than have men. On
the other hand, social norms and institutional habits such as hiring prac-
tices and employment conditions are dominated by attitudes of older
members of the society, and are likely to change at a slower pace.

Attitudes on marriage and divorce: normative obligation to
marry

Data from the 1994 “Survey of Quality of Life in Korea,” conducted by the
Korea Institute for Health and Social Affairs, collected information on atti-
tudes of adult men and women for a range of items concerning marriage,
family life, and gender roles (Chang et al. 1994). This study examined
selected aspects of this body of information pertaining to attitudes on mar-
riage and divorce as reported by men and women aged twenty-five to fifty-
nine. In particular, it aims to understand how respondents’ attitudes differed
by their sex, age, and level of education. The following tables show the esti-
mated percentages of men and women who do not hold “traditional”1 views
on marriage and divorce. The percentages have been estimated through the
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Figure 11.2 Proportions of women employees in continuous service for five years
or longer (source: National Statistical Office 1998, 175; 1999: 185).



application of a series of logistic regression models, using age, sex, and years
of education as the explanatory variables. To see the “net effect” of age, I
estimated the proportions of males and females who did not adopt tradi-
tional attitudes toward marriage and divorce at the ages of thirty, forty, and
fifty, holding their education constant at “senior high school” level. To see
the “net effect” of education, I held the age constant at thirty and estimated
the proportions for three levels of education: less than senior high school,
senior high school, and more than senior high school.

Our first item concerns the attitude on the oughtness of marriage for
women. Table 11.1 shows, for men and women of different ages and edu-
cational attainments, the estimated percentages of respondents who held
non-traditional views on the oughtness of marriage for women. Respon-
dents who disagreed with the statement “A woman can have a full and sat-
isfying life without marrying” have been classified as having traditional
views. Those who agreed with or expressed neutral opinions about the
statement have been classified as having non-traditional views. We see that
the majority of men and more than two-thirds of women hold non-
traditional views on the oughtness of marriage. Women are much more
likely than men to hold non-traditional views. Younger age and higher
education are also associated with an increased likelihood of holding non-
traditional views. It is interesting to note that age has a large impact on
whether or not women hold non-traditional views (see first panel of Table
11.1). The impact of education on these attitudes, however, is small (see
second panel of Table 11.1).

Table 11.2 shows the estimated percentages of men and women who
hold non-traditional views on the oughtness of marriage for men. Younger
age, having more education, and being female are all associated with
adopting less traditional attitudes. Note, however, that the variations in
these characteristics, especially regarding gender differences, are smaller
than the variations in views on the oughtness of marriage for women. In
addition, we see that views on oughtness of marriage for men remain
more traditional than the views on the oughtness of marriage for women.
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Table 11.1 Estimated percentages of men and women who agree with or are
neutral about the statement “A woman can have a full and satisfying life
without marrying” by selected characteristics, 1994, South Korea

Characteristics Men Women

Age 50, high school education 52 71
Age 40, high school education 62 79
Age 30, high school education 71 85

Age 30, less than high school education 69 84
Age 30, high school education 71 85
Age 30, more than high school education 75 87

Source: Adapted from Survey of Quality of Life in Korea (1994).



In summary, our statistics reveal that marriage is viewed as necessary for
a full and satisfying life more frequently by men than by women, by older
persons more than by younger persons, and by the less well educated
more than by the more highly educated. Korean women tend to see mar-
riage as less necessary for happy lifestyles than do Korean men. Finally,
men and women agree more on the oughtness of marriage for men than
on the oughtness of marriage for women.

Divorce and parental obligations

Studies on divorce in the United States have found that a rapid increase in
the divorce rate occurred together with a rapid decline in the proportion
of men and women who agreed that parents should stay together for the
sake of their children, even when the marriage was in trouble (Bumpass
1990; Thornton and Freedman 1983). As a result, divorce rates rose in the
United States as increasing proportions of men and women considered
individual happiness to be a more important factor than their parental
obligations to children.

Similar shifts in attitudes on divorce have been taking place in South
Korea. Table 11.3 shows that a majority of men and women do not agree
with the position that “A couple should not divorce for the sake of chil-
dren even when the marriage is bad.” The proportion of those not agree-
ing is much higher among women than among men, and among younger
persons than among older persons. It is interesting to note that the per-
centages do not vary much by the level of education. Thus, although there
seems to be a secular trend of emphasizing adult individuals’ happiness
over their parental obligations, there is uniformity in the view, within
gender, and among persons of similar ages. The traditional view that mar-
riage is for a lifetime is also changing. Men and women are increasingly
more willing to end a difficult marriage by getting divorced. Let us now
turn to examining recent changes in marriage and divorce behavior using
census and vital statistics data.
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Table 11.2 Estimated percentages of men and women who agree with or are
neutral about the statement “A man can have a full and satisfying life
without marrying” by selected characteristics 1994, South Korea

Characteristics Men Women

Age 50, high school education 48 51
Age 40, high school education 55 58
Age 30, high school education 62 65

Age 30, less than high school education 59 62
Age 30, high school education 62 65
Age 30, more than high school education 65 68

Source: Adapted from Survey of Quality of Life in Korea (1994).



Marriage and divorce behavior

From each census data, we can estimate the mean age at first marriage
based on the proportions of single persons tabulated by age. The estimated
mean age at marriage (singulate mean age at marriage (SMAM)) increased
from 21.5 for women and 25.3 for men in 1960 to 27.1 for women and 30.3
for men in 2000 (Table 11.4). By 2003, the mean average for women rose
to 27.3, but the age for men declined somewhat, to 30.1 years. The differ-
ences in mean age at marriage have narrowed somewhat over the past
several decades, from 3.8 years in 1960 to 2.8 years in 2003.

Vital statistics show that the divorce rate has also increased steadily. The
number of divorces per 1,000 persons (crude divorce rate) increased from
0.5 in 1976 to 2.0 in 1997 (National Statistical Office 1998: 121). The crude
divorce rate has increased rapidly in recent years, reaching 3.5 in 2003. Not
all persons are at risk of getting a divorce and therefore the crude divorce
rate does not reflect how many marriages actually end in divorce. A more
refined measure of the divorce rate, based on the number of married
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Table 11.3 Estimated percentages of men and women who do not agree with or
are neutral about the statement “A couple should not divorce for the
sake of children even when the marriage is bad” by selected character-
istics 1994, South Korea

Characteristics Men Women

Age 50, high school education 41 53
Age 40, high school education 50 61
Age 30, high school education 59 69

Age 30, less than high school education 58 69
Age 30, high school education 59 69
Age 30, more than high school education 59 70

Source: Adapted from Survey of Quality of Life in Korea (1994).

Table 11.4 Trends in singulate mean age of marriage (SMAM) in South Korea,
1960 to 1995

Year Female SMAM Male SMAM Difference

1960 21.5 25.3 3.8
1965 22.8 26.7 3.9
1970 23.3 27.2 3.9
1975 23.7 27.4 3.7
1980 24.1 27.3 3.2
1985 24.7 27.8 3.1
1990 25.4 28.5 3.1
1995 26.5 29.8 3.3
2000 27.1 30.3 3.3

Source: Reports of Population and Housing Census (various years).



women classified by their age, gives an estimate of the proportions of mar-
riages that would end up in divorce (total divorce rate). Figure 11.3 shows
that the total divorce rate computed for married women between the ages
thirty and forty-nine doubled in seven years between 1989 and 1996.
Looking at these figures another way, in 1993 there were 59,300 cases of
divorce, representing 158,600 people. In 1998 there were 116,700 cases,
and in 2003 there were 167,100 cases, or 234,200 people getting divorces
(National Statistical Office 2004: http://www.nso.go.kr/eng/releases/
e_svpo2003.shtml).

In our analysis, we have seen that attitudes toward marriage have varied
by people’s age, sex, and education. We now ask how delayed marriage
and increasing divorce rates relate to education levels among men and
women. Figure 11.4, which shows the distribution of marital status of men
and women by educational level and age, provides some clues. The top
panel shows clearly that when men with high school education are com-
pared with those with post-secondary educations, higher educational levels
are associated with later marriage. At the same time, the proportions of
men who eventually marry do not depend on whether or not they have
more than high school education. On the other hand, men with less than
high school education are more likely to stay single into their late thirties
and in their forties, and probably end up never marrying.
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The bottom panel of Figure 11.4 shows quite a different pattern for
females. Among Korean women, a higher level of education is associated
with both later marriage and a higher likelihood of remaining single up to
the age of sixty. We can contrast this recent data with information we have
from 1970 which showed a different pattern: although more educated
men and women were marrying at later ages, most men and women
ended up marrying regardless of their level of education (Choe 1998).

Overall, our data show that a new pattern of marriage behavior has
emerged over the past several decades. Increasingly larger proportions of
men and women are spending a significant proportion of their adult lives
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single. More notably, higher proportions of women with relatively
advanced levels of education are not marrying at all. They are either
avoiding marriage or are having a difficult time finding marriage partners,
and at increasingly higher rates.

The increasing proportions of men and women who are divorced indi-
cate another measure of the changing significance of marriage in modern
Korean society. Because divorce can take place only among married
persons, we have also calculated the proportions of divorced among ever-
married. Figure 11.5 shows that among men, the proportion of those who
are divorced is clearly associated with their level of education, with the
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more highly educated being less likely to become divorced. Among
women, on the other hand, we see no clear relationship between the level
of education and the proportion who are divorced.

We make one final observation about Figure 11.4. The proportion of the
population who are widowed is much higher among women with less than
high school education than among any other group of women and men. It is
possible that these women are more likely to have had husbands exposed to
higher rates of mortality but the mortality differential alone is not likely to
explain the large difference. It is also possible that women with low levels of
education report that they are widowed when in fact they are either divorced
or are separated from husbands, and that the figures on divorce hide what
are in reality higher rates of failed marriage in modern Korean society.

Among men and women with the same level of education, with the
exception of those with the lowest levels of education, the proportions of
males and females who are divorced are higher among women than they
are among men. Considering that the educational levels of husbands and
wives tend to be similar, the gender differences in the proportions of
those who are married indicate that men are more likely to remarry after
divorce than are women. Thus, we have another indication that the
significance of marriage remains stronger for men than for women.

We can now proceed to examine attitudes on gender roles and the
most important aspect of changing gender roles: women’s employment.

Attitudes on gender roles: the husband–wife division of
labor

Using the 1994 survey data mentioned above, I examine two attitude items
concerning gender roles. The first relates to attitudes about the tradi-
tional gendered division of labor and the second to views about
the impact of women’s employment on family life. Table 11.5 shows the
estimated percentages of respondents who did not agree with the
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Table 11.5 Estimated percentages of men and women who do not agree or are
neutral about the statement “It is best for everyone if the husband
makes the living and the wife takes care of home and family” by
selected characteristics 1994, South Korea

Characteristics Men Women

Age 50, high school education 16 26
Age 40, high school education 18 29
Age 30, high school education 20 31

Age 30, less than high school education 18 29
Age 30, high school education 20 31
Age 30, more than high school education 23 35

Source: Adapted from Survey of Quality of Life in Korea (1994).



statement “It is best for everyone if the husband makes the living and the
wife takes care of the home and family.” On this item, much smaller per-
centages of men and women hold non-traditional views (do not agree with
the statement) than on the items related to marriage and divorce dis-
cussed earlier in the chapter. A recent comparative study of attitudes on
marriage and family life reports that the responses to this item varied
greatly among those living in the United States, Japan, and South Korea.
Among women aged thirty to thirty-nine, about 50 percent in Japan and
more than 70 percent in the U.S. did not agree with the traditional view
(Bumpass and Choe 2004). Relatively large differences among countries
and small variations within each country suggest that this item strongly
reflects existing social norms.

How do South Korean men and women evaluate married women’s
employment in terms of its impact upon family life and relationships
among family members? Table 11.6 shows the estimated percentages of
men and women who do not agree with the statement “If the wife works,
family members and family life will suffer.”

The majority of Korean men and women did not agree with the state-
ment, and whether or not they agreed did not depend greatly on either
their age or educational levels. There was only a 10 percent differential
between men and women in these categories. In other words, South
Korean men and women continue to hold quite traditional views on
gender roles, and tend to endorse the traditional division of labor. At the
same time, they hold less traditional attitudes about the harmfulness of
married women’s employment. This latter perception may partly result
from the fact that many women who are employed receive help in family
care and housework from parents, relatives, or private household
employees (Choe et al. 2004). Indeed, it is likely that most women seek
employment only when such arrangements can be made.
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Table 11.6 Estimated percentages of men and women who do not agree or are
neutral about the statement “If the wife works, family members and
family life suffer” by selected characteristics 1994, South Korea

Characteristics Men Women

Age 50, high school education 49 60
Age 40, high school education 53 63
Age 30, high school education 56 66

Age 30, less than high school education 56 66
Age 30, high school education 56 66
Age 30, more than high school education 56 66

Source: Adapted from Survey of Quality of Life in Korea (1994).



Women’s employment

Mary Brinton and Moonkyung Choi discuss women’s incorporation into
South Korea’s urban economy in Chapter 12. However, we may note here
several important trends in Korea in recent decades. One is that the
overall rate of women’s employment has changed little during the latter
stages of the industrialization process in South Korea, increasing from
slightly over 40 percent in 1976 to nearly 50 percent in 2003 (National
Statistical Office 2004 website). In recent years, furthermore, there has
been no appreciable change in these figures. However, the type of
employment women have held, and whether or not their employment has
been interrupted by marriage and childbearing, has changed in recent
years. In particular, single females’ work experience has increased sub-
stantially over the past several decades. According to a survey of ever-
married women conducted in 1997, 91 percent of women born between
1968 and 1972 had work experience before marriage compared to 61
percent of women born between 1948 and 1952 (Cho et al. 1997: 232).

Recently, the employment rate among married women has been low
immediately after marriage. The 1997 survey reported that 22 percent of
married women aged fifteen to forty-nine were employed. The figures are
especially low for women in the twenty-five to twenty-nine age bracket (8.6
percent) and the thirty to thirty-four age group (13.2 percent), periods in
Korean women’s life cycle when statistics show that they are more likely to
have small children (Cho et al. 1997: 232). However, employment rates of
married women relative to their education levels show an interesting
pattern which suggests that other changes have occurred in women’s
employment. The proportion of women employed is highest among the
least educated and lowest among high school graduates. Married women
with more than high school education, however, are more likely to be
employed than those with high school education (Cho et al. 1997: 232;
Choe et al. 2004). This pattern contrasts with patterns observed in the
United States, where the female employment rate is positively associated
with levels of education, and with patterns observed in Japan where the
female employment rate is negatively associated with levels of education
(Figure 11.6). In short, at least compared to the two nations which have
had a significant influence in shaping Korea’s twentieth-century moder-
nity, Korean women display unique employment patterns.

In the United States, married women’s employment is determined
more by individual women’s characteristics and less by family situation or
husband’s income. In Japan, on the other hand, women’s employment is
determined more by husband’s income and family situation (Choe et al.
2004). We should note, however, that the pattern of married women’s
employment by education in South Korea has changed since the mid-
1980s. A national survey of married women conducted in 1986, for
example, reported that the employment rate of women was inversely
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related to their education: 4.3 percent among women with more than
high school education; 15.7 percent among women with junior or senior
high school education; and 53.6 percent among women with less educa-
tion (Kong et al. 1987: 193).

We can see clues which explain why the female employment rate
following marriage is lower among high school graduates by comparing
the distribution of occupation of single and married women by education
level around the age of marriage. Figure 11.7 shows the distribution of
occupation of women aged twenty-five to thirty-four by level of education
and marital status. The occupational categories are administrative/man-
agerial/professional; technical/semi-professional; clerical; sales; “others,”
which include farming, production, skilled labor, and unskilled labor jobs;
and women who do not work.

Figure 11.7 illustrates that marriage has a large impact on women who
hold clerical and technical/semi-professional occupations. These occupa-
tions are quite common among single women, especially those with high
school education, but are rare among married women. Occupations in the
administrative/managerial/professional, sales, and “others” categories are
affected less by marriage. Single women with high school education are
most likely to have clerical or technical/semi-professional occupations,
and their employment is most likely to be interrupted by marriage.
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Discussion

Attitudes among Koreans on marriage and gender roles have undergone
significant shifts over the past several decades. The younger a person is,
and, to a lesser extent, the more highly educated a person is, the greater
chance there will be that that person will maintain “non-traditional” atti-
tudes on a range of issues relating to marriage, divorce, and gender roles.
Furthermore, our study indicates that women are more likely to hold non-
traditional views than men.

Marriage and divorce behavior in Korea reflects a society in transition.
With some exceptions, the behavior of most men and women with high
school education or less follow more traditional patterns. Most of them
marry, although higher education is associated with delayed marriage.
Women with more than high school education, on the other hand, show
more drastic changes in behavior from previous decades, since a substan-
tial proportion of these women now remain single into their late thirties
and forties.

Gender roles in women’s employment patterns reflect a complex
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society where old traditions and new ideas seem to coexist with each
other. Today, employment of women before marriage has become nearly
universal. Women with high school education who are employed in cleri-
cal or technical/semi-professional occupations tend to stop working after
marriage, at least for a while. When they return to work, they are likely to
work in occupations in the sales and service sectors. Women with more
than high school education, especially those in professional occupations,
are less likely to stop working after marriage than those with lower educa-
tional levels.

Curiously, as far as employment of married women is concerned, South
Korean women seem to have already gone through a phase that Japanese
women are now in, and have established a new pattern. In Korea, highly
educated married women are now finding ways to be employed, and thus
have combined work with their family lives. The explanation for this trend
probably lies in the fact that the modernization process started relatively
late in South Korea and is progressing more rapidly than it has done in
Japan. In South Korea, parents of working mothers may be more willing to
help out with childcare and housework than in Japan, and privately
arranged personal help for housework and childcare may be found more
easily and at more affordable prices than in Japan. These factors may have
provided those South Korean women with a high level of education with
more flexibility in re-entering the work force.

As modernization progresses, families will probably find it more diffi-
cult to rely on other family members to help out with housework and
childcare. Given prevailing attitudes about women’s work, it is possible
that women who want to continue working after marriage will find it more
difficult to combine work and family life successfully unless they are able
to find satisfactory arrangements for childcare.

Studies on Japan and Taiwan indicate that highly educated women
respond to potential conflicts between work and family life by postponing
marriage until a very late age or by not marrying at all. In Japan 11
percent of women aged thirty-five to thirty-nine with college-level or
higher education were not married in 1994. In Taiwan, 14 percent of
women with more than high school education were not married in 1990.
Within marriage, fertility has declined to levels that are far below the
replacement level. Women in these countries seem to avoid marriage and
childbearing. In Japan and Taiwan, these trends have resulted in low
levels of fertility and a rapidly aging population. There are prospects of
declining population sizes in the near future as well.

Perceived conflicts between work and family life have affected the
quality of life of married women. A recent study points out that working
married women in South Korea and Japan continue to do most of the
housework, whereas in the United States, husbands help with housework
substantially. This is especially true among men who are highly educated
(Tsuya and Bumpass 1998). A recent survey of married women in South
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Korea reports that most non-working married women (94 percent) would
like to work (Cho et al. 1997: 236). The main reasons for them not
working are the childcare problem (51 percent), followed by lack of
appropriate jobs (16 percent), and the perceived need to do housework
(11 percent). Married women who want to work but are not working may
not be happy, and women who work are often exhausted and stressed
(Choe et al. 2004; Liao 1998).

South Korea’s modernization has thus changed many aspects of family
life. In many of the issues discussed in this chapter, Korean women have
experienced more changes than have their male counterparts. How future
changes will take shape will depend partly upon attitudes of men and
social adjustments to shifting attitudes and behavior. For example, future
marriage patterns are likely to depend heavily upon how women expect
their lives to change with marriage. Whether or not most women can
combine work and family life successfully and satisfactorily will also
depend on how men will modify their roles within the family, and if
society will provide better working conditions for women and options for
childcare.

Note
1 For my definition of “traditional,” see below.
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12 Women’s incorporation into the
urban economy of South Korea

Mary C. Brinton and Moonkyung Choi

Introduction

South Korea is one of several countries in East Asia to show increases in
women’s labor force participation during a period of extremely rapid
industrialization. Annual Gross Domestic Product growth rates in South
Korea were close to 9 percent for many of the years between 1960 and
1990, and the female labor force participation rate rose from 31 to 45
percent (Lim 1993). East Asian economic growth was fueled by the rapid
expansion of export-oriented industry and the creation of large export-
processing zones in South Korea, Singapore, Hong Kong, and Taiwan.
These developments accelerated employment opportunities for women,
especially in the manufacturing sector (Bai and Cho 1995; Koo 1985; Lim
1993; Wood 1991). In the wake of the 1997 Asian financial crisis and the
ensuing economic difficulties of the late 1990s, the Korean economy
made a speedy if painful recovery, and by 2000, Korean women’s labor
force participation rate had risen to 56 percent (OECD 2002).

Despite the continuing rise in Korean women’s rates of participation in
the economy over the period of industrialization and beyond, the employ-
ment rate for women in Korea is currently one of the lowest among all
OECD countries. The average female labor force participation rate among
OECD member countries in 2000 was 69 percent. In only four countries –
Greece, Ireland, Italy, and Spain – did women participate in the economy
at a lower rate than in Korea. Even more striking is Korea’s distinctiveness
when we consider the gap between the employment rates of men and
women at various levels of education. Comparing the employment of men
and women with upper secondary education or less, Korea shows a gender
gap of twenty percentage points (that is, 20 percent fewer female than
male graduates are employed), which roughly matches the OECD average.
However, among the university-educated population, the gender gap in
employment reaches 35 percent in Korea, over three times the OECD
average.1 Thus it is not inappropriate to say that highly educated Korean
women in particular are underemployed, especially relative to their highly
educated male counterparts.



The distinctiveness of highly educated Korean women’s low rates of
labor force participation relative to international standards is coupled
with several other striking characteristics of women’s economic participa-
tion in Korea, even if we restrict the international comparison only to
other East Asian countries such as Japan and Taiwan. Notably, among
these three countries, Korea shows: the highest rate of non-wage employ-
ment (self-employment or employment in small family enterprises) for
women; the greatest gender gap in wages among paid employees; the
greatest monopolization of managerial and administrative jobs by men;
and the lowest rate of labor force participation for women of childbearing
age among the three societies (Brinton 2001). These patterns underline
the broader theme of this volume regarding the unique character of
Korea’s capitalist modernity.

The dominant paradigms in the literature on women and economic
development seem to fit uneasily with the experience of East Asia, espe-
cially when we consider what these paradigms have to say about the
experience of married women. The integration perspective, rooted in
modernization theory, posits the optimistic view that economic develop-
ment leads to lessened gender inequality in the labor market due to phe-
nomena such as women’s increased access to education and employers’
use of universalistic rather than ascriptive evaluation criteria (Goode 1970;
Inkeles and Smith 1974; Moore 1970; also see Jackson 1998). In this view,
women enter wage employment in increasing numbers and patriarchy is
gradually replaced by egalitarian sex roles (Davis 1984).2 On the other
hand, developmentalist or marginalization theory, with roots in Ester
Boserup’s classic work on women and economic development, is pes-
simistic; it predicts stagnation or decline in women’s economic status rela-
tive to men’s, at least during the early stages of industrialization (Boserup
1970). This occurs through a variety of mechanisms that block women
from the “good jobs” in the expanding capitalist economy and relegate
them to low-wage positions (Elliott 1977; Jacquette 1982; Papanek 1976).3

While the integration perspective surely seems to offer predictions too
rosy for the experience of women in Korea, it is nevertheless without
dispute that women’s employment opportunities did increase dramatically
with industrialization and urbanization. The important question is how
the process of industrialization and the development of Korean urban
labor markets produced the distinctive female employment patterns we
now observe.

In this chapter we approach this question by examining the types of
work opportunities that developed for women during the course of rapid
industrialization in Korea. We do this by using a dataset that provides
detailed information on the work patterns of several cohorts of Korean
women through 1985 and allows us to trace the types of work done by
women with differing levels of education when they were single, recently
married, raising their children, and moving into middle age. For reasons
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we explain below, we are particularly interested in how women were incor-
porated into the expanding formal sector (paid employment) or margin-
alized from it during the stage of rapid industrial development, and what
role the “informal” sector – composed of self-employment, employment in
small family-run enterprises, and home-based employment for large firms
– played in women’s array of options. Given Korea’s experience of very
rapid educational expansion, it is also important to consider how women
with different levels of education experienced the rapid development of
Korean urban labor markets.

We begin with a very brief overview of South Korean industrialization
and women’s standing in the economy. We then turn to the predictions
that modernization and marginalization theory would generate about the
incorporation of women into Korea’s urban economy, and examine how
our data speak to those predictions.

South Korean industrialization and women’s work in
comparative perspective

By the 1980s South Korea came to be known in the West as one of the
“four tigers” of East Asia that experienced rapid economic growth since
the 1960s. A number of chapters in this volume have examined various
aspects of Korea’s economic modernization since the advent of the Park
regime in 1961. South Korea’s industrial “takeoff” began with the imple-
mentation of the First Five-year Economic Plan in 1962 (Amsden 1989).
Over the following three decades, the economy recorded an average per
capita gross national product annual growth rate of 7 percent.4 This was
accompanied by massive rural–urban migration flows. In the early 1960s
over half of both male and female workers lived in rural areas, but by the
1990s this was the case for only about 20 percent of all workers (Bai and
Cho 1996). By the mid-1980s about half of all manufacturing workers were
concentrated in the Seoul metropolitan area alone (Cheng and Gereffi
1994). As in other East Asian countries, rapid economic growth was made
possible by an export-oriented industrialization strategy (Deyo 1989;
Papanek 1988).5 South Korean economic growth was characterized by its
dual nature, with export-oriented industries showing more rapid growth
than others. As has been documented in this volume and elsewhere, these
industries were led by several business groups (chaebŏl) with considerable
access to government subsidies, preferential loans, tax incentives, and
scarce investment capital (see also Cheng and Gereffi 1994; Cumings
1984; Hamilton et al. 1988, 1990). By contrast, small and medium indus-
trial enterprises had much more limited access to capital and had dif-
ficulties surviving (Jacobs 1985). The consequence was a pattern of
parallel development over the course of industrialization between very
large family-owned enterprises and quite small, individual- and family-run
businesses. The number of enterprises in the manufacturing, sales, and
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service sectors with just one or two employees remained steady, the
number with three to nine employees decreased, and the number with
more than ten employees grew over the 1970s and 1980s (Yoon 1987).

Although Kwon and Suh wrote in Chapter 4 about the character of
large corporate management in Korean chaebŏl, given the dual nature of
South Korean economic growth, there continue to be a substantial
number of self-employed and family enterprise workers in addition to
workers in large enterprises (Jacobs 1985).6 The proportion of employees
(that is, wage and salary workers) in the total labor force increased dra-
matically during industrialization, but it was nevertheless the case that well
over 30 percent of the total labor force at the beginning of the twenty-first
century was in the informal sector – as self-employed workers, small-scale
employers, or family enterprise workers (OECD 2000). This is the highest
figure for any OECD country, including the other East Asian member
country in the OECD, Japan.7 Moreover, this holds for both men and
women. Even in Taiwan, where a large proportion of the labor force works
in very small enterprises, the rate of self-employment among women is
lower than in Korea. The rate of people working in the informal sector
varies considerably by educational level in Korea, with the least-educated
men and women being the most likely to be in this sector. But the rate of
informal sector work among the most educated among the populace is
hardly trivial: over 20 percent of college- and university-educated men and
women. This is an indicator of the presence either of strong “pull” factors
for a certain segment of the highly educated into self-employment, or of
“push” factors out of the formal sector.

In addition to the continued numerical significance of the informal
sector in Korea, there are important characteristics of the formal sector
that are not necessarily easily predicted on the basis of the economies of
other East Asian countries such as Japan and Taiwan. These too bear men-
tioning, as they create the context within which we need to consider the
work opportunities and conditions in the formal sector for single and
married Korean women of varied educational backgrounds. When we con-
sider the nature of employment conditions in the formal urban sector in
Korea, one of the striking things is that it is marked by a certain degree of
rigidity. This is evidenced in several ways.

First, as noted elsewhere, the concentration of the urban population in
Seoul and a few other large cities and the rather weak public transporta-
tion infrastructure to date has translated into very long commuting times
for many workers (Brinton 2001; Brinton et al. 1995). This adds to the
total daily hours that full-time workers must allocate to work and related
activities; this is a particularly important consideration for mothers of
young children. Second, Korea has an extraordinarily low percentage of
part-time jobs (defined as less than thirty hours per week) when compared
with almost all other OECD countries. Fewer than 10 percent of women
(and less than 5 percent of men) work part-time, whereas figures for
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women in a number of other OECD countries including Japan are three
to four times that (OECD 2002). This is not to imply that part-time work is
necessarily better, as both the hourly wage and the provision of benefits is
generally worse than in full-time jobs. But the near-absence of the option
to work part-time may be a significant factor in lowering the labor force
participation of Korean married women with children, especially in the
formal sector of the economy. Third, the number of average work hours
for Koreans is higher than those for workers in other OECD countries,
with half of all employees working over fifty-four hours per week (OECD
2000). This, too, constitutes a severe constraint on either fathers or
mothers – but overwhelmingly on the latter – who must accommodate
their work schedules to some degree to the rhythm of their children’s
daily lives.

These constraints are hardly uniquely Korean, but the comparison with
other OECD countries is useful in illustrating that Korea is on one end of
a continuum of work conditions that ranges from the flexible to the rigid.
Both the availability of part-time work options and the shorter duration of
the work week render the labor market in Japan slightly more hospitable
to women. This is ironic, given that the structure of the Japanese employ-
ment system itself can be considered more inhospitable to working
women than the analogous structure in Korea. In Japan, firm-internal
labor markets in large enterprises have continued to fuel employers’
reluctance to hire women into career-track jobs, as the perception is that
training investments in female workers will not pay off because women
may leave employment when they marry or have children (Brinton 1993).
This has created a vicious cycle between employers’ discriminatory behav-
iors and the quit behaviors of women in the labor force. By contrast, many
fewer Korean enterprises adhere to the strong firm-internal training and
promotion practices practiced by prototypical large Japanese firms
(Genda and Yee 1998; Ito and Kang 1989). Job tenure, even for Korean
men, is considerably shorter than it is for Japanese men, and some mid-
career hiring does occur (Genda and Yee 1998; OECD 2000). There is
also a phenomenon in Korea where men quit large enterprises in order to
pursue their dream of being self-employed.

While the level of Korean women’s wages in the formal sector is quite a
bit lower relative to men’s wages than is the case for women in either Japan
or Taiwan, here again Korea is an interesting case. Those Korean women
who do enter professional occupations or administrative occupations –
although the latter percentage remains extremely low – experience a wage
gap with men that is only slightly greater than their counterparts in Taiwan
and is comparable to their counterparts in Japan (Brinton 2001). In other
words, the earnings of Korean women employed in the professions –
approximately 15 percent of women – compare quite favorably to those of
men, whereas the earnings gap between women and men in other occupa-
tions such as clerical, manufacturing, and sales or service is much worse.
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Given the rapid educational expansion experienced by Korea and the
unusually high rate of university attendance for women as well as men in
recent cohorts, Lee and Brinton conducted a study in the 1990s that inves-
tigated the work patterns of Korean women during the first ten years
following their graduation from universities in the Seoul metropolitan
area (Lee 1997, 2001; Lee and Brinton 1996). Among women graduating
from universities of different prestige levels, those from top-ranked univer-
sities were the most likely to demonstrate continuous work histories,
including work after marriage. A very high percentage (47 percent) of all
university-educated women worked in an education-related field in their
first job, compared to just 17 percent of university-educated men. There
was no variation in this percentage across women according to the pres-
tige of the university from which they had graduated. The overwhelming
percentage of men (nearly 80 percent), on the other hand, entered the
labor force in other white-collar occupations.

In this study, women in education-related occupations were the least
likely to leave the labor force in the first ten years after starting work, fol-
lowed by women in pharmaceutical jobs and nursing. By contrast, women
in secretarial jobs were the most likely to exit the labor force. This indic-
ates that professional occupations, particularly those that are traditionally
female, are where highly educated Korean women are concentrated in the
formal sector, and women who enter these fields demonstrate a high
degree of labor force attachment.

In sum, Korean women’s lower rates of overall labor force participation
and lower rates of participation in the formal sector in particular seem to
derive from a combination of factors that are not necessarily common to
other OECD countries or to Korea’s closest counterparts (Japan and
Taiwan) in East Asia. The size of the informal sector has remained surpris-
ingly stable over the past thirty-five years, and the sector comprises male
and female workers of varied educational backgrounds, including the
highly educated. Rigidities in working conditions in the formal sector
seem particularly pronounced in Korea, even though large firms do not
necessarily maintain the “permanent employment system” associated with
large Japanese firms and which disadvantages women. Korean women who
work as employees in the formal sector earn less on average relative to
men than do their counterparts in Japan or Taiwan, but among that
subset of women who enter professional occupations, the country differ-
ences are minor. Furthermore, the professions – especially education-
related jobs – are the most common destination for Korean female
university graduates, and women who enter these jobs are the most likely
to work continuously as they marry and start a family.

We turn now to consider general perspectives on women and economic
development, and the predictions that can be generated about women’s
participation in the Korean economy; we then pursue these predictions
with our data. Our detailed data on different cohorts of women and their
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participation in the formal and informal sectors of the economy cover the
period up until 1985. We do not claim in this chapter that we can read the
present back into the recent past or, on the other hand, that we can carry
the recent past up to the present and beyond in some linear, mechanistic
fashion. But the advantages of the work-history data we employ are many,
and we argue that in providing a recent historical backdrop they can illu-
minate some of the reasons behind the current patterns of Korean
women’s economic participation.

Theoretical predictions about women’s economic
incorporation

Theoretical perspectives on women and economic development should be
able to generate predictions on the pace of women’s incorporation into
the expanding formal sector and on the characteristics of women who are
likely to enter the formal or informal sector. Following what we briefly laid
out in the introduction, we suggest three sets of predictions that the mod-
ernization and marginalization theses make.

Women’s participation in formal sector employment

The integration or modernization perspective would predict that as the
formal sector expands with industrialization, successive cohorts of women
as well as men should have higher probabilities of working there. This
should be enhanced by individuals’ increasing access to the education
necessary for work in the formal sector. On the other hand, the marginal-
ization thesis incorporates gender more strongly into predictions about
who participates in the expanding formal sector, and assumes that exist-
ing patriarchal norms privilege male workers (Anker and Hein 1985;
Papanek 1976; Ward 1988). If male and female workers are preferred by
different industries or occupations, women’s employment in the formal
sector may depend on several factors such as the size of the male labor
force, the rate of increase in formal sector employment, and the particular
industries or occupations that expand over time, either “naturally” or
through government assistance (Pyle 1990). Consequently, the marginal-
ization thesis would predict that greater access to the formal sector of the
economy by successive cohorts of women may or may not occur; it is
fundamentally contingent upon a number of contextual factors related to
male labor supply and the nature of employer preferences.

Women’s life-cycle patterns of labor force participation

Neither the integration nor the marginalization perspective explicitly
emphasizes how women’s life-cycle labor force participation patterns will
change in the process of industrialization. Given the modernization
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perspective’s emphasis on the emergence of “modern” sex role norms
concomitant with economic development, it is theoretically consistent
with this perspective to predict that as fertility declines and women’s edu-
cational attainment increases, more and more women will remain in the
labor force across their life cycle. Moreover, women’s participation in the
formal sector may not necessarily be compromised by family obligations,
particularly if they are highly educated. These women bring significant
human capital resources to the labor market and, according to modern-
ization theory, should be the most likely to be in households where
“modern” sex-role attitudes prevail (Jackson 1998).

However, observers have noted that life-cycle variation does exist in the
degree of women’s involvement in the formal sector in developing coun-
tries (Arizpe 1977; Tiano 1984). The typical work pattern of women in
many developing countries involves participation in the formal sector in
their late teens or early twenties, withdrawal from the labor force with
marriage, and a return to the labor force – typically in the informal sector
– in later life cycle stages (Tiano 1984).8 The marginalization perspective
predicts that the degree of women’s access to the formal sector prior to
marriage (albeit mainly in low-paying manufacturing jobs) increases with
each new cohort, but that the degree of married women’s mobility into
formal sector employment does not necessarily show any relationship to
cohort.

Formal sector workers and wages

Finally, it is clear that modernization theorists expect to find that formal
sector employment is “better” than informal sector employment in terms
of paying higher wages and providing better working conditions. It also
predicts that women with greater resources (education and work
experience) will be more likely than others to participate in the labor
force per se, particularly in the formal sector.

This is consistent with early arguments by scholars of industrial devel-
opment, who viewed the informal sector as a transitory phenomenon in
peripheral economies. As a consequence of the imperfect penetration of
capital markets, these scholars believed the informal sector would gradu-
ally shrink as development proceeded. However, more recent empirical
studies have shown that the informal sector is not simply an abnormality
of underdevelopment. Rather, it is a direct outcome of the very process of
capitalist development (Castells and Portes 1989; Portes 1985; Portes and
Benton 1984; Portes and Sassen-Koob 1987; Portes and Walton 1981).
Although earnings of workers in the informal sector are generally lower
than those of workers in the formal sector (Aronson 1991), this is not the
case in all countries (e.g., see Blau (1985) on Malaysia; House (1984) on
Kenya; Marcouiller et al. (1997) on Mexico; Smart (1990) on Hong Kong;
Teilhet-Waldorf and Waldorf (1983) on Thailand; Yamada (1996) on
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Peru). Some studies suggest that informal sector employment is a strategic
choice of individuals. For example, Blau (1985) finds that self-
employment in Malaysia is positively associated with managerial ability.
Similarly, in Hong Kong, street vending is sometimes perceived to be a
better choice than low-paying wage employment in terms of earnings and
long-term chances for upward mobility (Smart 1990).

Much of the theoretical and empirical work on the informal sector
does not take gender into account (Ward 1990), but women tend to be
over-represented in the informal sector in most countries and to hold
lower-status jobs in that sector than do men.9 Some studies have found
that the earnings differential between workers in the formal and informal
sectors is greater for women than for men (Aronson 1991; ICRW 1980a).
Furthermore, some empirical work has shown that informal sector
employment is often a transitional state for male workers as they shift
from agriculture to the modern sector, thus representing upward mobil-
ity. By contrast, mobility out of the informal sector is much less likely for
women workers (Arizpe 1977; ICRW 1980b; Schmink 1986; Truelove
1987). Married women’s work in the informal sector may also be viewed
by their husbands as an extension of housework rather than as “work.” It is
thus unclear whether informal sector work provides women with increased
power vis-à-vis men.10

Marginalization theorists typically assert that women’s work in the infor-
mal sector is not highly valued in modern capitalist economies and is
poorly rewarded. They argue that women’s concentration in the informal
sector is therefore an indicator of the degree of women’s marginalization
in the economy (Arizpe 1977; Ward 1984, 1988, 1990). That is, women
enter the informal sector because their only choice is “creating their own
demand out of desperation” (Arizpe 1977: 37), since employers’ prefer-
ences for male workers limit the demand for female employment in the
formal sector (Anker and Hein 1985). Conversely, the degree of women’s
involvement in the formal sector indicates women’s integration into the
economy. Therefore, marginalization theorists generally consider formal
sector employment to be the main indicator of women’s integration into
the urban economy.

Marginalization theory also predicts that women with fewer, not more,
human capital resources are more likely to be in the labor force, because
their households require their earnings. On this point it diverges from
modernization theory, which places emphasis on how economic develop-
ment draws educated women into the labor force. However, given that
women do engage in remunerative work, marginalization theory would
predict that those with greater human capital are more likely to work in
the formal sector where, as modernization theory would predict, jobs gen-
erate higher earnings than in the informal sector. On this point alone, the
two theories converge.

Table 12.1 summarizes the expectations of modernization and margin-
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alization theories and provides a reference for our examination of the
South Korean development experience.

Data and methods

We use data from the Survey on Women’s Labor Force Participation: Focus on
Married Women, collected by the Korean Women’s Development Institute
in 1985. This is a national random sample of ever-married women
between the ages of fourteen and sixty-five years old. Each of the 4,316
respondents was asked in detail about their current work. In addition,
questions were asked regarding work experience and the “major job” (job
held for the longest period) in each of four life-cycle stages – from four-
teen years old to marriage, from marriage to the birth of the first child,
from the birth of the first to the birth of the last child, and after the birth
of the last child. Since women were asked only about the major job they
held in each life-cycle stage, we do not have a complete history of all of
their jobs. Nonetheless, the cumulative duration of the major jobs com-
prises an average of 92 percent of these women’s complete work histories.
Therefore, we consider the information on major jobs to be representat-
ive of past work experiences.

We analyzed a subset of the sample. First, since we are interested in
women’s work opportunities in urban settings, we selected women who
have lived in urban areas since they were fourteen years old. Second, we
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Table 12.1 Predictions of two theoretical frameworks on women’s incorporation
into the South Korean urban economy

Modernization Marginalization 
(integration) theory (developmentalist) theory

Women’s life-cycle labor Become more Remain discontinuous
force participation continuous with
patterns increased industrialization

Historical change in Married women as well Participation in formal 
women’s participation as single women gain sector is strongly limited
in formal sector access to formal sector to women’s premarital 
employment employment life-cycle stage

Characteristics of women High human capital Low human capital
in the labor force vs. 
women out of the labor 
force

Characteristics of women High human capital High human capital
in the formal vs. informal 
sector

Income of women in the High High
formal vs. informal sector



chose women between the ages of 30 and 54. Younger women were
excluded because of potential selectivity problems related to their age at
marriage, and older women were excluded because the impact of industri-
alization would be limited only to their later life-cycle stages. The final
sample consisted of 1,065 women.

We carried out a number of descriptive and causal analyses in order to
test the hypotheses derived from the two theoretical perspectives on
women and development. Our first task was to look at the life-cycle pat-
terns of economic participation for successive cohorts of women to see
what has and has not changed over time in terms of “retirement” from the
labor force due to marriage or childbearing. We then examined cohort
patterns of entering the labor force and specifically the formal sector
before marriage and after marriage, and considered what characteristics
of women predict these patterns. Third, we assessed whether more highly
educated women tend to participate in the formal rather than the infor-
mal sector, as the optimistic modernization theory would predict. Fourth,
we considered whether our results indicated that the formal sector was
“better” for South Korean women in terms of earnings than the informal
sector.

Life-cycle labor force participation patterns

Table 12.2 shows the most common life-cycle patterns of economic partici-
pation for women in different cohorts.11 The oldest cohort (aged fifty to
fifty-four in 1985) consists of women born between 1931 and 1935, who
would have begun work at a time well before the high economic growth
period. By the time the second-youngest cohort, born between 1946 and
1950, reached their mid-teens, economic growth was on the upswing. As
Table 12.2 shows, the proportion of women in each cohort who have
never worked in the economy declined slightly throughout the twenty-five-
year period represented by the five cohorts, from close to 20 percent in
the oldest cohort to 15 percent in the youngest. But the proportion who
worked continuously from before marriage through their childrearing
years and beyond also declines across these cohorts from about 15 percent
of women to 9 percent. This shows that continuous participation in the
work force, whether in the formal or informal sector or both, is not at all
the typical pattern for South Korean women and in fact became slightly
less common during the high economic growth years. Together the two
“extreme” work patterns – never worked and continuously worked – are
typical of between a quarter to one-third of each cohort.

The most common pattern of work shifted across the five cohorts from
being a pattern of working only after the last child was born – over 20
percent of women in the oldest cohort – to being a pattern of working
until marriage and not returning to the labor force after that. This latter
pattern reached a high of 27 percent in the youngest cohort; it was
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extremely unusual for older women (only 5 percent demonstrated this
pattern) but has become the modal one for young women. Of course, it is
possible that these young women will re-enter the labor force once they
finish childbearing, which would move them out of the modal category
and into the second most popular pattern, non-labor force activity for a
period after marriage and childrearing and re-entry to the labor force
after one’s last child is born. This would mean that the pattern of tempo-
rary “retirement” from the labor force during the heavy childrearing years
would become even more common, continuing the trend seen across
cohorts in Table 12.2. Even so, the “modern” Western pattern of continu-
ous labor force participation remains less common among younger than
among older women, and is much less common than any of the other
major patterns: never working, working only before marriage, working
before marriage and again after the birth of the last child, working up
until the birth of the first child and again after the birth of the last child,
or working only after the last child is born.

These results do not support the modernization perspective’s predic-
tion of the increasing commonality of women’s continuous labor force
participation across the life cycle. Instead, they accord with marginaliza-
tion theorists’ expectation that discontinuous life-cycle patterns of work
will dominate women’s lives.

Movement between the formal and informal sectors

We use event-history methods to analyze the factors that affect women’s
movement into and out of the labor force at different points in their life
cycle as well as their shifts between the formal and informal sectors. The
dependent variable is the instantaneous rate of transition between states,
which may be regarded as a function of duration in the state and of popu-
lation heterogeneity.12 The models for women’s work before as well as
after marriage examine women’s entry into the labor force and into the
formal sector upon completion of schooling as a function of duration in
states and a number of other explanatory variables.13

Compared with conventional cross-sectional analyses, event-history
methods allow us to capture the dynamics of a process occurring over
time (Blossfeld et al. 1989). In our analyses, we also use cohort variables to
indicate historical change. Cohort is a major concept in the analysis of
social change (Elder 1974; Glen 1977; Ryder 1965), since “cohorts are
most sharply differentiated in the course of rapid change, and represent a
vehicle of social change to the extent that successive cohorts differ in life
patterns” (Elder 1974: 169). But cohort is often confounded with other
factors such as life-cycle stage or age. By applying event-history methods,
we can control for factors confounded with cohort. For example, in the
analyses of women’s work before marriage, cohort is likely to be con-
founded with the length of the interval women are exposed to the “risk”
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of entry into the economy.14 We control for such confusion by specifying
the rate of movement as a function of the duration in states as well as
other explanatory variables. Similarly, in the analyses of married women’s
entry into work, our analyses control for confounded age and cohort
effects.

The informal sector includes “all those work situations characterized by
the absence of clear separation between capital and labor, a contractual
relationship between both, and a labor force that is paid wages and whose
conditions of work and pay are legally regulated” (Portes and Sassen-Koob
1987: 31). Although this definition is conceptually clear, empirical analyses
are usually confronted with limited information to measure sector at the
detailed level. Variables often used to measure sector include detailed
employment status and the size of enterprise (ILO 1972; Portes and Sassen-
Koob 1987). Employment status is the most convenient and commonly
used way of measuring informal sector participation, and we adopt this
approach in examining women’s work before marriage. We categorize paid
employees into the formal sector, while others (employers, self-employed,
and family-enterprise workers) are classified into the informal sector.15

Defining sector based only on employment status poses more serious
limitations in examining women’s work after marriage. In South Korea,
some married women employees who engaged in production work during
industrialization carried out these activities in their own homes, reporting
regularly to an employer.16 Although these home-based production
workers received remuneration from their employers, the mode of their
employment resembles that of informal sector labor: unprotected and
unregulated. Therefore, in examining women’s work after marriage, we
included these home-based workers in the informal sector.17

We use four types of explanatory variables in the analysis of women’s
work before and after marriage. First, cohort measures the extent of
historical change in women’s participation. Second, women’s resources
are measured by educational attainment level and, in the analyses for post-
marital work, women’s work experiences before marriage. Both education
and prior labor force experience are strong predictors of women’s labor
force participation in industrialized countries (Goldin 1990). The rela-
tionship between education and married women’s labor force participa-
tion has been shown to be more complex during the process of
industrialization (Goldin 1995; Ram 1980; Standing 1976, 1978) and our
results below support those from other studies on South Korea that
demonstrate this (Brinton et al. 1995; Kim 1990). We measured work
experience in two ways: whether women worked in the formal sector,
informal sector, or did not work at all; and the occupations in which
women worked (versus not working). We ran separate models to include
these two ways of measuring work experience, because employment
status (formal or informal sector employment) and occupation are highly
correlated with each other. We included age at marriage as a control
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variable, because it has been found in other studies to have a significant
effect upon the pattern of women’s employment after marriage.18 This
effect is often interpreted to stem from differences in the amount of
women’s resources (such as education) that are related to marriage age.19

The third group of variables measures the socioeconomic status of a
woman’s family. This includes the educational attainment of a woman’s
father and mother (in the analyses for women’s work before marriage)
and husband’s education (in the analyses of women’s work after mar-
riage). From the integration or modernization perspective, parents’ edu-
cation should have a positive effect on women’s entry into both the labor
force and the formal sector before marriage. This occurs not only through
its effect upon women’s educational attainment level but also through its
effect upon women’s age at marriage,20 which is related to a longer inter-
val prior to marriage, when women are most available to engage in eco-
nomic activities. By contrast, marginalization theory would predict that
single women with less well-educated parents enter the labor force at a
faster rate than those who can afford to stay out. However, parents’ educa-
tion is likely to have a positive effect on a single woman’s entry into the
formal sector given that she has entered the labor force at all. As for the
socioeconomic resources of married women, husbands’ income has been
found generally to have a negative effect on wives’ economic participa-
tion, and this effect is often particularly strong during the process of eco-
nomic development (Goldin 1995). The marginalization thesis would be
consistent with this finding, since it predicts that women with the least
rather than the most resources are in the labor force and also that they
would be relegated to the informal sector. The modernization perspective
does not clearly predict what effect husbands’ income may have on
women’s entry into work following marriage.21

In addition to all of these variables that measure a woman’s characteristics
and circumstances, we also include variables that measure the characteristics
of her residential location: the size of the labor force (population aged four-
teen and over) and the percentage of the labor force in manufacturing
within the city. By accounting for differences in the local labor market, these
variables are used to control for differences in the amount of labor demand,
especially in manufacturing (Finegan 1975; Waite 1980).22

Results

Tables 12.3 and 12.4 show the results of our analyses on Korean women’s
entry into the economy before and after marriage. Holding constant
across cohorts the characteristics such as education, women in successively
younger cohorts are more likely to work prior to marriage and to be in the
formal sector (Table 12.3).

These cohort effects are statistically significant for the youngest cohorts.
In addition, the processes of single women’s entry into the labor force and
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into the formal sector are similar. Women with more education show a
faster rate of both types of move. The major difference is that city indus-
trial structure has a strong effect upon women’s entry into the labor force,
while it has no significant effect upon their conditional entry into the
formal sector. Controlling for women’s education, the educational attain-
ment level of women’s parents has no significant effect in either model.

For married women as well, once a number of variables are controlled,
the youngest cohorts are more likely to work after marriage than are the
older cohorts (Table 12.4).
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Table 12.3 Estimates of models for South Korean urban women’s work prior to
marriage

Entry into labor force Entry into formal sector

Age cohort
30–34 0.91** (0.19)a 0.81** (0.27)
35–39 0.74** (0.19) 0.48 (0.28)
40–44 0.33 (0.20) 0.59* (0.29)
45–49 �0.09 (0.22) 0.19 (0.34)
50–54 – –

Education
Less than middle school – –
Middle school 0.03 (0.12) 0.76* (0.16)
Vocational high school 0.71** (0.18) 1.43** (0.22)
Academic high school 0.65** (0.15) 1.18** (0.18)
Some college or more 1.05** (0.21) 1.78** (0.23)

Father’s education
Less than primary school – –
Primary school 0.12 (0.12) 0.02 (0.15)
Middle school 0.25 (0.17) �0.05 (0.19)
High school �0.01 (0.19) 0.15 (0.21)
Some college or more 0.24 (0.24) 0.06 (0.25)

Mother’s education
Less than primary school – –
Primary school �0.07 (0.13) 0.02 (0.15)
Middle school �0.30 (0.23) �0.14 (0.25)
High school or more 0.07 (0.23) 0.06 (0.24)

City size 0.02 (0.06) 0.02 (0.08)

Manufacturing as percent 1.78** (0.65) 0.43 (0.83)
of city labor force

Chi-square 159.960 146.791
d.f. 17 7
N 956 493

Notes
a Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.
* p�0.05; ** p�0.01.
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This may seem contradictory to the finding in Table 12.2 that a greater
percentage of younger than older women left the labor force after mar-
riage and have not returned. The apparent contradiction may be
explained in the following way: As Table 12.4 shows, women with more
education, at least up to the level of academic high school, are less likely
than others to be employed after marriage. Educational levels of Korean
women have risen extremely rapidly across the period we are considering
(Brinton and Lee 2001; Ministry of Education, Korea 1995), so the
youngest cohorts are much better educated than the older ones. Given
the negative association between high school education and labor force
participation for married women shown in Table 12.4, when the educa-
tional composition of different cohorts is held constant, younger cohorts
show a higher propensity for post-marital labor force participation. We
note that it is striking that high school education has this negative rela-
tionship with participation in the labor market for married women and
also that women’s work experience prior to marriage has no predictive
effect on whether they will work following marriage; in short, it is not the
case that married women with the most human capital and with work
experience prior to marriage are the ones most likely to work following
marriage, as modernization theory would have had us believe. In addition,
the dampening effect of husbands’ income on married women’s work is
strong, showing that women married to high-earning husbands are the
least likely to be employed.

Given that a married woman is in the labor force, education does not
have a clear predictive effect on whether she will be in the formal versus
the informal sector. Women’s prior work experience does have an effect:
women who worked in the formal sector prior to marriage and specifically
in production (manufacturing) jobs are more likely than other women to
be in the formal sector if they are working at all following marriage. As
with entry into the labor force, the more highly educated a woman’s
husband, the less likely she is to be employed in the formal sector. In addi-
tion, city size shows a significant positive effect on married women’s condi-
tional entry into the formal sector.

In sum, there are some major differences in the factors that affect
single and married women’s entry into the economy. Most importantly,
while single women with higher education enter the labor force and the
formal sector at a faster rate than less well-educated women, this is not the
case for married women. In addition, while the socioeconomic status of a
woman’s family has no significant effect on single women’s moves, once
we control for women’s own education, it has a significant negative effect
on married women’s entry into both the labor force and the formal
sector. The effects of resources (women’s own, and those of their hus-
bands) therefore differ markedly for single and married women.

Overall, these results show mixed support for each theoretical frame-
work. Modernization theory is supported by the analyses of single
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women’s entry into the economy: younger cohorts of women as well as
women with more education enter the labor force and the formal sector
faster than others. However, results for married women’s entry are much
less consistent with modernization theory. Once we control for the differ-
ent characteristics of cohorts, younger married women do move into the
labor force and into the formal sector faster than older cohorts, as mod-
ernization theory would predict. However, contrary to the modernization
perspective, a married woman’s education, at least up to academic high
school, has a negative rather than a positive effect upon her rate of move-
ment into the labor force and has no significant effect upon her entry into
the formal sector. The observed life-cycle variation and the effect of
women’s and husbands’ education on married women’s movement into
the economy generally follow the marginalization argument, as less well-
educated women with less well-educated husbands are the most likely to
be in the labor force.

However, our results show one important contradiction to marginaliza-
tion theory. This concerns the assumption that formal sector workers are a
select group out of all women in the labor force. Our analyses show that
married women workers in the formal sector are more or less representat-
ive of working women as a whole, with the proviso that women who have
prior work experience in manufacturing and who reside in a larger city
are more likely than others to be in the formal sector.

The similarities and differences between married women in the formal
and informal sectors are further elucidated in Table 12.5, which shows the
characteristics of currently working women in our sample. The human
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Table 12.5 General characteristics of urban married women workers by sector

Formal sector Informal sector

Education
Primary school 54.0% 48.0%
Middle school 24.6% 28.3%
Vocational high school 4.1% 7.5%
Academic high school 8.8% 11.4%
Some college 1.5% 0.5%
Junior college 2.3% 0.7%
University or more 4.7% 3.2%

Labor force experience 105.9 118.7
(in months)
Job tenure (in months) 40.7 61.7
Age (in years) 39.5 38.9
Weekly work hours 58.4 60.2
Child under 6 21.7% 37.4%

Number of women 341 562

Note
Values other than percentages are means.



capital (education and labor force experience) of women in the two
sectors is surprisingly similar. The educational distribution for formal
sector workers is more polarized, with higher proportions of formal sector
workers having either minimal or high educational attainment and higher
proportions of informal sector workers having high school education.
Workers’ mean years of schooling are about the same in the two sectors
(7.7 for those in the formal sector and 7.9 for those in the informal
sector). Unlike in the United States where the self-employed tend to be
older and to work more hours than wage workers, workers in the two
sectors in urban South Korea are similar in age, and the difference in
their weekly work hours is not notable. Informal sector workers have spent
a longer time in their current job than have formal sector workers. More
informal than formal sector workers have young children. Overall, we
cannot conclude that married female informal sector workers are signific-
antly less advantaged than formal sector workers in terms of human
capital.

The absence of strong distinctions in the characteristics of married
women who work in the two sectors leads us to question an assumption
implicitly held by both theories: that the formal sector is “better” than the
informal sector. Is this so in the context of South Korea?

The “good” formal sector and “bad” informal sector?

To measure whether women working in the formal sector are better-off
than those in the informal sector, we look at earnings in the two sectors.
Ideally one would also like to have respondents’ own self-evaluation of the
job as well as information on job stability, safety, and benefits. We recog-
nize that earnings by themselves are not sufficient to evaluate the “good-
ness” of one’s employment. But they nevertheless provide a measure of
the overall standing of one’s occupation in the economy and a measure of
the economic resources women gain from working. Moreover, our data
provide an unusual opportunity to compare women’s earnings in formal
and informal sector employment, as most surveys do not ask about infor-
mal sector earnings.

Table 12.6 compares the monthly earnings of married women currently
working in each sector, with the informal sector including employers and
self-employed, family enterprise workers, and home-based employees. Sur-
prisingly, informal sector workers have significantly higher average monthly
earnings than do workers in the formal sector (t�3.28, df�882). Earn-
ings of workers in the informal sector also show a much larger variance
than do earnings of formal sector workers. Calculating the 75th, 50th, and
25th percentiles for each sector, it is clear that the women in the top quar-
tile of the earnings distribution in the informal sector dominate in pro-
ducing the relatively higher mean for workers’ monthly earnings in that
sector. This may be seen also by the fact that if we take the natural log of
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earnings (thereby bringing in the “tails” of the earnings distribution),
mean earnings are statistically indistinguishable between formal and infor-
mal sector workers (t�0.78, df�882).

Of course, the earnings of workers in the two sectors are not directly
comparable to each other in a strict sense, because the earnings of non-
wage workers include non-labor returns (returns to capital) as well as
labor returns. Our data include a question on the amount of capital used
to start the business in the case of employers and the self-employed. In the
extreme case where women reported no capital (N�31), their monthly
earnings (211,282 won) were still significantly higher than the mean for
women working in the formal sector (163,905 won). This provides some
assurance that our results regarding the relative economic standing of
formal and informal sector workers are valid.

In sum, our findings generally contradict the argument made by both
modernization and marginalization theory that the informal sector con-
sists of workers with the lowest socioeconomic status, waiting to enter the
formal sector. Married urban female South Korean workers of various
socioeconomic statuses are located in the informal sector; they cannot be
considered more “marginal” than married women who work in formal
sector jobs. They are more likely to be high school graduates, to have
somewhat longer labor force experience, and to have worked in their jobs
for longer periods than women in formal sector jobs. Further, their
monthly earnings are not lower on average than those of formal sector
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Table 12.6 Monthly earnings of urban married women workers by sector

Formal sector Informal sector

Mean 163,905 195,427
Standard deviation 110,642 174,680

75th percentile 200,000 250,000
50th percentile 140,000 150,000
25th percentile 100,000 80,000

Distribution
Less than 100,000 31.9% 36.1%
110,000–200,000 48.4% 33.2%
210,000–300,000 13.4% 16.4%
310,000–500,000 4.5% 10.2%
510,000–800,000 1.5% 2.9%
More than 810,000 0.3% 1.3%

Mean of logged earnings 11.81 11.76

Standard deviation of logged 0.69 1.03
earnings

Number of women 335 549

Note
Unit is Korean wŏn (in 1985).



workers. In fact, married women in the top quartile of the informal sector
earnings distribution earn considerably more than comparable formal
sector workers.

Does formal sector employment appear similarly unprofitable or, to put
it more positively, does informal sector employment appear similarly
lucrative, for single Korean women as for married women? Additional
descriptive analyses shed light on what formal and informal sector employ-
ment means for single vs. married women. Since earnings data are not
available for jobs held in previous life-cycle stages by the women in our
sample, we approximated earnings based upon occupational information
from previous life-cycle stages. We did this by combining information
from the 1985 Occupational Wage Survey and our data.23 Using the
approximated occupational wage rate, the mean monthly earnings of
women who worked in the formal sector before marriage were 206,342
wŏn, while the earnings of women who worked in the informal sector
before marriage was 193,328 won. Not only are the mean monthly earn-
ings of women who worked in the formal sector prior to marriage higher
than those of women who worked in the informal sector, they are higher
than those of married women in either sector. Furthermore, the greater
earnings for single women in the formal sector contrast with our finding
of greater earnings for married women in the informal sector. This does
not mean that the earnings potential in the informal sector is good in
absolute terms for married women; rather, it indicates that married
women working in the formal sector have very low earnings. It is not an
exaggeration to say that in the mid-1980s following two decades of high
economic growth, the formal sector was “better” in earnings terms than
the informal sector for single but not for married women. Married women
could achieve the same earnings on average in the informal as in the
formal sector, and some married women could achieve significantly more
than they could in the formal sector.

Table 12.7 sheds further light on the differences in work experiences of
single and married women in the formal sector. The top half of the table
shows the occupational distribution of women who worked in the formal
sector prior to marriage, by birth cohort. The bottom half of the table
shows the occupational distribution for married women in the formal
sector, also by birth cohort. While almost half of all women who worked in
the formal sector prior to marriage were either in professional or clerical
occupations, this goes down to just 8 percent for women working in the
formal sector following marriage.24 Instead, many more women work in
sales or service occupations following marriage. (We did not include the
administrative/managerial category due to the simple – and, we feel,
highly significant – fact that no women reported having worked in these
occupations either prior to or following marriage).

We note that the “marriage bar” in white-collar occupations in South
Korea was extremely strong during the 1970s and 1980s. A survey of 150
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public offices and large companies in Seoul in the early 1980s showed that
73 percent of personnel officers required women to be single if they were
hired into clerical work, and 51 percent had this requirement for profes-
sional occupations as well. (Obviously this restriction on marital status did
not apply to male workers: just 2 percent of clerical positions and 3
percent of professional positions had a marital status requirement for
men; see KWDI 1983). Discrimination against women in white-collar
occupations has occurred not only in hiring but throughout the life
cycle, as few female workers in white-collar occupations have received
equivalent on-the-job training and promotional opportunities to males
(KWDI 1983). Therefore, even if women do find employment in
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Table 12.7 Distribution of occupations among urban women working in the formal
sector prior to and after marriage (%)

(a) Occupational distribution of women working prior to marriage

Birth cohort

1931–1935 1936–1940 1941–1945 1946–1950 1951–1955

Age in 1985

50–54 45–49 40–44 35–39 30–34

Occupation
Professional 11.5 37.5 9.1 10.2 13.5 8.8
Clerical 32.4 18.8 13.6 32.2 27.1 39.2
Sales or services 10.4 6.3 13.6 3.4 13.5 11.1
Agriculture 0.3 6.3 – – – –
Production 45.3 31.3 63.6 54.2 45.8 40.9

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(b) Occupational distribution of women working after marriage

Birth cohort

1931–1935 1936–1940 1941–1945 1946–1950 1951–1955

Age in 1985

50–54 45–49 40–44 35–39 30–34

Occupation
Professional 3.9 – 6.2 3.8 5.2 3.1
Clerical 2.6 4.8 – 1.9 1.7 4.6
Sales or services 40.2 38.1 56.2 37.7 46.6 29.2
Agriculture 8.7 14.3 3.1 11.3 8.6 7.7
Production 44.5 42.9 34.4 45.3 37.9 55.4

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0



white-collar occupations, the probability of building a career is low unless
they are in one of a select number of professional occupations such as
education, pharmacology, or nursing.25

Given this context, it makes sense that working in one’s own business or
in a family business has been a strategic choice for many married women,
especially in the years covered by our micro-level data. Jobs in the manu-
facturing sector not only have low earnings for women but also carry low
social status, whereas self-employment may permit more autonomy and
flexibility. Moreover, although the financial risks may be high, our results
demonstrate that some types of self-employment bring women higher
earnings than they would achieve in the formal sector. Even among home-
based employees, many women may prefer to continue their work rather
than find employment in the formal sector. Earnings for this group are
lower than in the formal sector, but working in one’s own home is espe-
cially convenient for married women with young children, particularly
given long commuting times in a city such as Seoul. In a survey of home-
based married female workers in Seoul, 77 percent said they took their job
because it allowed them to easily combine earnings activities with house-
work. About 70 percent of women had no intention of changing jobs, and
about half of these women cited the advantage of coordinating earnings
activities and housework as the major reason (KWDI, 1989).

Discussion

We have shown that urban women’s life-cycle patterns of labor force par-
ticipation changed surprisingly little across the first twenty-five years of
rapid economic growth in South Korea. Very few women worked continu-
ously throughout marriage and childrearing; the majority left the labor
force around the time of marriage, and many re-entered at some later
point in their lives. South Korea has continued to share this “M-shaped”
life-cycle pattern of female labor force participation into the twenty-first
century with only one other country in East Asia: Japan (Brinton 2001;
Brinton et al. 1995). This pattern is more in accord with the marginaliza-
tion perspective on women’s work than with modernization theory,
particularly given the nature of the work married women engage in if they
do return to the labor force.

Our study shows that women’s access to formal sector employment did
increase for younger cohorts of women during South Korea’s rapid indus-
trialization, and that this happened for both single and married women.
This supports the tenets of modernization theory. The more education a
woman has, the more likely she is to be in the labor force prior to mar-
riage and to be in the formal sector. The expanded formal sector
opportunities for single women have been generated mainly in white-
collar occupations, especially clerical work. These results are consistent
with both of the theoretical perspectives we have discussed in this chapter.
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However, we have found important differences between the character-
istics of single and married employed women in the Korean formal sector
that are not predicted by either modernization or marginalization theory.
Married women with at least a high school education have been less likely
to participate in the labor force than those with less education, and
through 1985 those with a college education were no more likely to work
than elementary school graduates. This is consistent with the marginaliza-
tion perspective. However, contrary to both the modernization and mar-
ginalization frameworks, given that married women do work, it has not
been the more educated women who have greatest access to the formal
sector, nor has it been the case that the formal sector is “better” in terms
of income generation. Our empirical results show that whether married
women work in the formal or informal sector cannot be predicted from
their educational level. The increased employment of married women in
the formal sector over time has come mainly from the expansion of jobs
in sales, services, and manufacturing, all of which provide lower earnings
than white-collar work. As a result, the average earnings of married
women working in the formal sector are lower than those working in the
informal sector. The reverse is true for single women, whose increased
participation in formal sector work has allowed them to generate higher
earnings on average than they could in the informal sector.

These results show that women’s absorption into the South Korean
urban economy has been complicated, especially given the continued size
of the informal economy, the diversity of types of work within it, and the
barriers to married women’s participation in white-collar work in the
formal economy except for a few professions. As we mentioned in teasing
out predictions from modernization and marginalization theories, careful
examination of how historical cohort, women’s own education and work
experience, and life-cycle stage interact has not been developed in most
studies on women and development, although some studies have never-
theless hinted at these complexities.26 Using data on several cohorts of
South Korean women and looking at their work experience across the
stages of being single and married, we have demonstrated how critical it is
for studies on women and economic development to make specific predic-
tions about how the expansion of the economy and the particular devel-
opment of the formal and informal sectors may affect women
differentially at different life-cycle stages and with different amounts of
human capital.

Both the modernization and marginalization perspectives also assume
that women’s informal sector labor is marginal and that formal sector
employment is “better.” Our results suggest that for South Korean
married women, wage employment as a whole has not necessarily been
better than other forms of employment, at least in terms of earnings.
There exists a great deal of heterogeneity in the informal sector, which we
alluded to by pointing out the wide variance in married women’s earnings
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there.27 An earlier study of married women’s “informal earning activities”
in Seoul found that lower-class women in this sector tend to be engaged in
daily labor, while women in the middle class usually generate earnings in
sales (mostly in self-employment), and women in the upper class often
engage in “invisible jobs” such as money lending, real estate speculation,
commodity speculation, and other opportunistic economic activities
(Moon 1982).28 This has been reported in other studies as well (Kim
1992). Managing tutorial or educational services is yet another way for
highly educated Korean women to earn money in the informal sector,
given the extreme educational competition in Korea and the large market
for tutoring and exam-preparation services.

The invisibility of some income-generating activities of upper-class or
upper-middle-class women means that some opportunities are not likely to
be captured in our data, or in fact in any other dataset that collects earn-
ings information based upon employment per se. Therefore, we can spec-
ulate that the mean earnings for our sample of informal sector married
women might well increase if we could include all the “invisible jobs”
carried out by relatively high-status married women.29 This would widen
even more the difference between married women’s mean earnings in the
informal and formal sectors.

In closing, we see strong indications in the Korean experience of the
“status frustration” effect mentioned in some studies of the association
between married women’s education and labor force participation in
industrializing societies (Goldin 1995; Standing 1976). Middle-class
married women with higher education may experience considerable frus-
tration and discouragement if their opportunities for wage employment in
the white-collar sector are not commensurate with their educational quali-
fications. If employment discrimination means that the possibility of con-
tinuous employment in the formal sector is highest in low-wage, low-status
jobs, many women may prefer to exit the labor force or to participate in
informal sector activities that allow them to reap higher earnings. Our
findings from survey data through the mid-1980s together with the
current trends which we outlined at the beginning of this chapter suggest
that the implications of these patterns for women’s well-being and for the
health of the economy remain important questions for South Korea in the
early twenty-first century.

Notes
1 Among all OECD countries only Japan shows a comparable rate, at 34 percent.
2 We use the terms “modernization theory” and “integration theory” inter-

changeably in this chapter.
3 By setting out these two perspectives we do not mean to ignore the literature

on changes in the level of female labor force participation itself during the
process of economic development. Female labor force participation typically
declines in the early stages of development with the shift in the locus of pro-
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duction from the household to manufacturing establishments, and only later
does it rise as women’s educational attainment increases and the service sector
expands (Durand 1975; Goldin 1995). Our focus is on how women are incor-
porated into the urban economy, and particularly into the formal sector, with
economic development. We also note that in this chapter we do not distinguish
the marginalization thesis from the exploitation perspective, which is slightly
different and focuses more on the nexus between the patriarchal nuclear
family and the labor demands of capitalism.

4 Comparable figures for other industrial economies range from 2.2 percent for
the United Kingdom, 2.3 percent for the U.S., 3.3 percent for Germany, and
3.9 percent for France (ILO 1984).

5 For example, the contribution of exports to Korea’s GNP increased from 18
percent in 1961 to 65 percent in 1983 (Mitchell 1988).

6 What has made this more prominent is the low degree of labor absorption by
the leading industries, especially since the mid-1970s. During the early stage of
industrialization, the fastest growing industries were labor-intensive, such as the
electronics and garment industries, but since 1973, the focus of industrial
development has been on capital-intensive heavy industries, which tend to have
a relatively low degree of labor absorption.

7 Greece, Poland, Portugal, and Turkey also have relatively sizable proportions
of the labor force engaged as family enterprise workers or as self-employed
workers.

8 The life-cycle effect is also reflected in the aggregate statistics on Third World
women’s age-specific labor force participation rates. In most nations, the rates
are the highest among women aged fifteen to twenty-four years, drop among
women in the twenty-five- to thirty-four-year age group, and remain stable
among older age groups (Tiano 1984, 1987). Since most informal activities are
excluded in these data, the observed age-specific participation rates reflect the
degree of formal sector involvement for different age groups of women.
However, with such cross-sectional data, it is difficult to interpret how much of
the observed age pattern stems solely from the life-cycle effect. We need longi-
tudinal data on several different cohorts of women in order to disentangle life
cycle and age effects.

9 For example, women in several Central/South American countries make up
between 46 to 70 percent of the informal sector, while their representation in
the formal sector is only around 20 percent (ICRW 1980b).

10 See the interesting discussion by Lu (2001) about wives of small business
owners in Taiwan.

11 Given that women were asked about work in four life-cycle stages, altogether
there are sixteen possible life-cycle patterns of work. We include in the table
the six most common patterns, and group others into an “other” category.

12 Since our interest is in estimating the effect of explanatory variables on these
rates rather than in modeling the form of duration dependence, we choose a
non-parametric specification of duration dependence, the so-called Cox pro-
portional hazards model (1972). The model specifies the rate as
r(t)�h(t)exp(b1X1 �S�bkXk) where the X’s are exogenous variables of inter-
est, the b’s are coefficients estimating the effects of these variables, and h(t) is
an unknown nuisance function affecting every sample member in the same way.

13 Excluded in these analyses are those who completed schooling after marriage
(N�17) and those who started working before completion of schooling
(N�56). The sample for the analyses of work entry after marriage includes
women who were not working at the time of marriage. This is 983 women,
or 94 percent of our sample. Although 55 percent of women in the
sample worked before marriage, the majority of them left the job before or at
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marriage. Of the 574 women who worked before marriage, only seven were
engaged in the same job at the time of the survey; 174 women left their job
before marriage, 335 left with marriage, and fifty-eight left after marriage.

14 This is due to the fact that there is a linear relationship between cohort and
age at marriage, and the latter determines the length of the interval. Mean age
at marriage for Korean women increased from 21.6 in 1960 to 25.5 in 1990
(National Statistical Office, Population and Housing Census 1990).

15 In our data, 3.5 percent of women who were in the labor force at the time of the
survey (twenty-six out of 748) classified themselves as employers. Thirteen of
them had one employee, eight had two employees, four had three employees,
and two had four employees. Only one of twenty-six employers had more than
five employees.

16 In our data, 26 percent of the women who were working as employees at the
time of the survey worked in their own homes.

17 The variable specifying place of work is available only for the current job. We
impute place of employment for each job in women’s work history by making a
judgment based on occupation, using the information on women’s work at the
time of the survey. For each three-digit occupational category we looked at the
distribution of employees who work in their own home. If this is more than 50
percent, we classify women in that occupation as being in the informal sector.

18 We measure age at marriage as a continuous variable in the analysis of women’s
work prior to marriage. In the analysis of women’s work following marriage,
however, age at marriage is the beginning time when women enter the risk set
for the specific event. Therefore, we measure it with three categories instead of
as a continuous variable, in order to avoid the problem of collinearity.

19 Early marriers are characterized by their own lower educational attainment as
well as that of their husbands. The relatively low level of early marriers’
resources pushes them to enter the labor force following marriage. Accord-
ingly, they not only have a higher overall probability of entering the labor force
following marriage but they enter the labor force at a faster rate than others
(Elder and Rockwell 1976; Sorensen 1983).

20 Parents’ education generally has a positive relationship to women’s age at mar-
riage (Elder and Rockwell 1974; Michael and Tuma 1985).

21 Of course, labor economists have established the negative effect that husbands’
income generally has on married women’s labor supply (Bowen and Finegan
1969; Mincer 1962; Smith 1980). If the husband’s education is highly corre-
lated with income, it will also have a negative effect. However, it is not clear to
us what prediction modernization theory would make about these relation-
ships. We note that the information in our data on husbands’ earnings is for
the time of the survey rather than at the time of marriage. Men’s education
and earnings are highly correlated in Korea, so we use husband’s education as
a proxy for earnings.

22 The data for these variables come from the 1980 Population and Housing
Census. We need to make two assumptions in order to use these locational vari-
ables. The city where respondents lived at the time of the survey is assumed to
be where they have lived continuously, at least since the completion of their
schooling. We checked the feasibility of this assumption by computing the pro-
portion of a woman’s age (in years) that she has lived in her current city of resi-
dence. The proportion is 92 percent. This high proportion comes from the
fact that our sample includes only women who have lived in urban areas since
they were fourteen years old. We also assume that the 1980 city-level character-
istics have been constant over time. While this is obviously a strong assumption,
our main interest is in the relative ordering of cities in terms of these values
rather than the exact numbers. Using the 1970 Census, we computed the
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correlation coefficients for these city-level variables between 1970 and 1980.
The coefficient is 0.99 for labor force size and 0.89 for the percent of the labor
force in manufacturing. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the variation
among cities has been constant over time. We wished to include a variable on
the percentage of females in the labor force. However, the correlation coeffi-
cient for this variable between 1970 and 1980 was only 0.14, making it difficult
for us to assume that the variation among cities has been constant over time.
Therefore, we do not include this variable in our analyses.

23 The annual Occupational Wage Survey in Korea reports the monthly earnings
and yearly bonus for each three-digit occupational category. However, this
survey is based only on employees who are in workplaces of ten or more
employees. Therefore, we used our data to calculate the earnings for each
employment status within occupational categories.

24 We note the unusually high percentage of older women (50 to 54) who report
having been in professional occupations prior to marriage. This most likely
appears high because it is relative to clerical work and to production; both of
these latter sectors expanded in subsequent decades. Professional occupations
for both the early and later cohorts shown in Table 12.7 are predominantly in
teaching.

25 In an effort to promote the employment of married women with higher educa-
tion, the government encouraged several large companies to hire married
women into white-collar occupations in 1981. The three largest companies in
Korea hired sixty married women, limiting the qualifications to those who
worked in professional occupations prior to marriage. In a survey of the
women who were hired, about half expected to experience a promotion, but
only 13 percent answered that they expected to be promoted to a managerial
position (Kwon 1986).

26 Tiano, for example, notes: “Employment may be more liberating for young,
relatively well educated women than for their older, unskilled counterparts.
Such factors as these may underlie the divergent predictions of the exploita-
tion and integration theses about women in the new international division of
labor” (1987: 41).

27 We did not have sufficient space to pursue this issue further here, but in other
work we disentangle this heterogeneity through comparing the earnings of
South Korean women who run their own businesses vs. those who work in
family enterprises or as home-based employees (Choi et al. 1993).

28 Class in this study was defined by women’s own education, husband’s educa-
tion and earnings, and household income.

29 Moreover, married women’s education and earnings may both contribute
to their class identity and that of their households even if women are not
incorporated into the formal sector in the way that the two theoretical traditions
we have considered here would consider necessary (Abelmann 1997; Kim 1992).
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Conclusion
South Korea: in pursuit of modernity

Chang Yun-Shik

The Industrial Revolution that first occurred in England (1750–1850)
implied such a drastic break with the past that historian David Landes was
led to say that it “has been like in effect to Eve’s tasting of the fruit of the
tree of knowledge: the world has never been the same” (1969: 12). In the
latter part of the twentieth century, another industrial revolution took
place in South Korea. It has been hailed as a “miracle on the Han River,”
and serves as a model to be emulated by those underdeveloped countries
aspiring to modernize their economies. What impact has it had on Korean
society? How far has an industrialized Korea moved away from its Confu-
cian past? How similar is industrialized South Korea to the West? What dis-
continuities and continuities are there between traditional and modern
Korea?

In 1945, Allied forces liberated Korea from thirty-five years of Japanese
rule. Following the Soviet and American occupations and the creation of
the Republic of Korea and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea in
1948, the two Koreas went through a modernization process which
involved the adoption of mutually antagonistic socio-economic and polit-
ical systems. Two very different countries emerged as each Korea took on
some of the characteristics of the country it was trying to emulate. While
the chapters in this volume that examine Chosŏn and colonial Korea
deepen our understanding of North Korea, our focus has for the most
part been on the origins and evolution of pre-1945 Korean and post-1945
South Korean modernity. The discussion that follows here largely adopts
that framework of analysis.

Together with the task of nation-building, economic recovery and devel-
opment became urgent tasks for the South Korean government. Toward
the end of the 1950s, with the help of US advisers, the Korean government
came up with its first comprehensive five-year economic development plan.
The short-lived second republic (1960–1961) revised and expanded this
plan but was unable to launch it due to the military coup led by Major
General Park Chung Hee. Park’s military government (1961–1979)
focused on economic development and carried out three consecutive five-
year economic development plans. Support for this economic growth



project was overwhelming, and hence the government had little difficulty
in legitimizing its development programs. Acute awareness of South
Korea’s economic backwardness was directly equated with a strong desire
to catch up with industrially advanced nations. Despite mounting criticism
against the military regime for its autocratic rule, there was a broad consen-
sus backing choguk kŭndaehwa, or the modernization of the fatherland.

As a latecomer, South Korea quickly modernized its economy by mobi-
lizing whatever resources – capital, technologies, manpower (capitalists,
professional managers, skilled workers, and industrial laborers) –
remained in the southern half of the peninsula after the Japanese
returned to their homeland. The country also made use of what the indus-
trially advanced countries – mainly the US and Japan – could offer to
facilitate the development process (i.e., capital, technology, management
skills, a development model, economic advisers and markets). It should
also be noted that industrialization proceeded simultaneously with other
modernization projects: educational expansion, democratization, and
reproductive and family revolution.

Modernity, the end-product of this process, entails the selective West-
ernization of Korea. The British sociologist Anthony Giddens defines
modernity as “modes of social life or organizations which emerged in
Europe from about the seventeenth century onwards and which subse-
quently became more or less worldwide in their influence” (1990: 1).
However, one should not simply assume that the new Western way of life
has spread to the rest of the world in a uniform manner. Westernization is
a selective process. Late-developers adopt only some, not all, modes of
social life or organizations of the industrialized West. Some aspects of the
indigenous cultures may not survive the Westernization process, while
others may adapt with varying degrees of difficulty. What emerges from
this process is a hybrid of Eastern and Western influences.

So vast and rapid was the growth and change brought about by these
interrelated modernization processes that an attempt to assess their con-
sequences is a challenge to social scientists. A comprehensive attempt to
grasp the meaning of this historical event has yet to begin.1 My aim here is
not to enumerate the changes that occurred during Korea’s industrializa-
tion but rather to explore the transformations South Korea has under-
gone by comparing South Korea’s contemporary urban industrial state
with the Chosŏn Dynasty’s Confucian and agrarian society. I focus on four
areas of social transformation that constitute major dimensions of Korean
modernity – the rise of a capitalist market economy, democratization,
globalization, and the legacies of Korean Confucianism.

The rise of the capitalist market economy

According to Paul Kuznets, “consistent, reliable economic data, available
only since 1953, show slow GDP growth after the Korean War until the
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mid-1960s, then much more rapid growth afterward” (Chapter 3). This
growth increased real per capita GDP fivefold after 1970, and tenfold
since 1953 (Chapter 3). Output growth, combined with declining rates of
population growth, raised incomes so that the average annual income
reached US$10,000 in 1995. The percentage of the labor force engaged
in agriculture decreased from 63 percent of the total employed in 1953
to 11.6 percent in 2000. This much-simplified numerical summary of
South Korea’s industrial growth speaks volumes about the impact of
industrialization.

Toward an affluent society: work and wealth

For the first time in history, the average Korean today no longer feels
poor. “Poverty estimates, where poverty is defined in absolute terms to
include any income below that corresponding to the minimum necessary
food consumption level,” Kuznets writes, “show that in 1965, 41 percent of
all Koreans were living in poverty. The estimate for 1982 was less than 8
[percent]” (Chapter 3).

During the Chosŏn Dynasty and for most of the twentieth century,
poverty was a perennial feature of Korea’s agrarian economy. Most
peasant families had to go through what was known as the “barley hill”
(bori kogae) or “spring poverty” (ch’un’gung), the period from when the
rice they produced the previous year ran out and the time when the
spring harvest of barley was ready. When they had a poor harvest, which
was not infrequent, and usually due to flood or drought, a famine fol-
lowed, with grass roots and tree bark as the only sources of food. Tradi-
tional folk wisdom is reflected in the adage “Even the government cannot
save the poor” (kanan kujenŭn nara do mothanda).

Even yangban elites were not entirely free from poverty. Unlike in
feudal society, where the aristocracy was a status system of inheritance, in
Chosŏn Dynasty Korea the yangban status was, in theory, earned either
through passing the Civil Service examination and thereby becoming a
government official, or by being born into a family that had produced a
government official within the past three generations (father, grand-
father, and great-grandfather). In order to establish themselves as a status
group with a collective cultural identity, they adopted the old Chou
Dynasty idea of sŏnbi (literati) as the image to emulate; thus they became
responsible for supplying candidates for government posts (Yi 1989).

The sŏnbi indulged himself in reading Confucian classics with the aim
of grasping the deep meaning of what the ancient sages said about human
virtues and ideal governance, thereby cultivating his mind and becoming
an exemplary member of his community.2 Learning was considered a life-
long process, in which the sŏnbi internalized the Confucian moral prin-
ciples and cultivated his mind in order to become a man of virtue.
According to these principles, virtuous is he who has acquired the sense of
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propriety, righteousness, honor and shame, and acts accordingly without
ever compromising the principle. “The sŏnbi would rather die than accom-
modate the changing political situation (siguk),” says noted Confucian
scholar Yi Chang-hi (1989: 35). The sŏnbi, therefore, cannot afford to be
lax with learning. Even if he becomes poor, he should not stop reading
books. To seek material gain is to lose his moral posture. The ultimate
goal of the sŏnbi is to become a government official, and to serve the King
by fully utilizing what he has learned to promote the welfare of all his sub-
jects. In practical terms, the sŏnbi needed a certain amount of land and
slaves to enable him to devote his time to reading books. The number of
government positions available to aspirants, however, was limited, and
many yangban elites never managed to become bureaucrats (in some cases
even after they passed the Civil Service examination), remaining merely
literati or “book-reading men” (toksŏin). If a man was not born into a rich
landowning family, he was bound to face the problem of not being able to
support his family adequately. In principle there was no rule against a
sŏnbi engaging in farming when not in government service, but doing so
would demote him to the rank of peasant commoner, risking the possibil-
ity of alienating him from other fellow yangban and preventing him from
finding a spouse of equal status for his sons or daughters.

If a poor yangban refused to engage in farming, becoming involved in
wealth accumulation activities through trade was unthinkable. This does
not mean that yangban were not interested in money-making. In fact,
many land-rich yangban elites were engaged in usury, but they rarely con-
ducted such affairs directly, preferring to delegate the work to servants in
the house. Others who were not as resourceful suffered poverty but could
claim that they had not compromised themselves in order to maintain the
yangban status. “Being poor but living a clean life” (chŏngbin) approxim-
ated to the ideal of the average literati. The Korean linguist Yi Hi-sung
(1970: 37) describes the characteristics of the typical literati at the end of
the nineteenth century as follows:

Such a sennim (unsuccessful literati) does not go out very often.
Whether he has his own outer room (sarangbang) or not, his daily
work is to sit in a room alone, dressed properly even in a worn dress
and broken hat, and read Confucian classics including the Four Books
and Five Scriptures (Sasŏ Ogyŏng) continuously a hundred or thousand
times. House-keeping couldn’t be his concern. It is up to his wife to
make smoke come out of the chimney, who either procures money
through pawning or borrowing. This is how he survives.

Korea’s industrial development after 1945 gradually brought about an
open labor market with multiple occupational choices, free of the con-
straints previously imposed upon the employment options of the tradi-
tional elite. A broadening job market enabled individuals to earn a living,
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to become wealthy and to choose a career. Today, the traditional fatalistic
attitude toward life has disappeared. Poverty is treated as something that
can be overcome by individuals, not to be blamed on the system. Poverty
has come to symbolize the ineptness and laziness of the one who suffers
from it. As for those people who cannot help but remain poor, the govern-
ment is capable and willing to take care of them.

One of the most important criteria for evaluating one’s social status
these days is an individual’s income or wealth, whether inherited or
acquired. Entrepreneurs and traders – those who are in the business of
making money – have moved to the top of the occupational scale. These
new categories of jobs and professions are often ranked above tradition-
ally esteemed job categories such as bureaucrats and teachers, and are
becoming more popular among those entering the workforce. The
Mencian distinction between mental and menial work has not disap-
peared completely, but the wage-earning manual work of the corporate
world has established itself as a job category that many of the less educated
and fortunate are ready to choose. In contrast to the old adage quoted
above, the title of the autobiography by a former economic planning
board minister reads, “Poverty Relief is the Responsibility of the Govern-
ment” (Kang 1992).

Work is now directly associated with the generation of income, and the
pursuit of material gain has become a legitimate work motive. The launch-
ing of the economic development plan is all about making the nation and
its individual citizens wealthy, at least ideally. One New Village Movement
(Saemaŭl) song says, “It is about time we live well” (chal sara bose). To make
a lot of money, to engage in unlimited acquisition, has come to be
regarded as a patriotic action. The number-one exporter becomes a
national hero, decorated with medals by the government. The govern-
ment encourages people to become entrepreneurs and, since Park Chung
Hee became leader, exporters. Contemporary Koreans are embracing the
possibility of becoming opulent if they try (hamyŏn toenda). From chaebŏl
chairmen down to factory workers, everybody works very hard to make
money.

The first-generation entrepreneurs faced cut-throat competition in the
domestic as well as the world market. With help and encouragement from
the government, big corporate owners (who grew to be chaebŏl) and man-
agers built up capital assets, imported technologies, provided training to
workers, and took substantial risks by expanding production and capacity
for export in pursuit of profits (Westphal 1978: 374). They were deter-
mined to accumulate wealth, prepared to establish a corporate empire,
willing to participate in the national project-economic development plan,
and ready to break into the world market largely dominated and carefully
guarded by the advanced industrial countries. Government support and
protection are partly responsible for the success of the big entrepreneurs,
but they had to prove themselves worthy of the privileges accorded by the
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government (Jones and SaKong 1980: 276–277; see also Lie (Chapter 5,
this volume) for a counter-argument).

In the 1980s, when the income of the government and semi-
government officials was frozen, many elite bureaucrats and bankers went
to big corporations for better salaries. As competition for well-paying jobs
grows with the increasing number of university graduates, it has become a
common phenomenon for university students to prepare for chuijik
(employment) examinations in the occupations of diplomat and journal-
ist, as law college students have been doing for kodungoshi (the higher
Civil Service examination). Social prestige is still an important considera-
tion in occupational or professional choice but it alone is not sufficient. In
the old days, when law college students prepared for kodungoshi, they
aimed to become judges or prosecutors for the power and prestige that
those jobs accorded. Income that came with the job was of secondary
concern, but the quest for a high salary is now an added feature in job-
seeking efforts. The educated class displays very little of the old, altruistic
sŏnbi spirit.

Factory workers, both men and women, work equally hard. In the
1970s, they worked more than ten hours a day under poor conditions with
low wages. They tried to increase their income by working longer hours,
sometimes without holidays and taking on double shifts. Mostly recruited
from rural areas, factory workers regard their job in the city as a way out of
farming and rural life, and are determined to stay on the job. More
importantly, they have made efforts to improve their standing in terms of
pay and working conditions by forming unions. The constitution and
labor law guarantee their rights to demand pay increases and to negotiate
collectively with the management, and to take collective action if and
when negotiation fails. In 2003, some automobile factory workers earned
higher wages than those accorded to university professors (Weekly
Chosun.com 2003).

Even peasants have become farmer entrepreneurs. Profit-seeking is
now a key tenet of a farming household. Farms are no longer self-
sufficient operations, but rather enterprises focused on selling to the
urban market at a profit. They are concerned with growing more prof-
itable cash crops and increasing land productivity by a variety of means.
Their expectations have risen, and they think it is possible to make big
money in the urban agricultural market, or hope to sell their farmland
some day to an industrialist for a large sum of money. Like urban workers,
farmers also claim government income protection against natural disasters
and the uncertain markets for agrarian products resulting from globaliza-
tion. As Burmeister points out, those agricultural cooperatives that used to
operate as a government control mechanism are now in the hands of
farmers, protecting and promoting their interests (Chapter 2, this
volume). People now have confidence to reach out for what they previ-
ously thought was out of their reach.
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Mobile society

The capitalist market economy creates an open society where one can
move up the ladder of success through one’s own efforts, and reshuffling
the social hierarchy is an ongoing process.

In the early Chosŏn Dynasty Korea, there were officially only two status
groups: yangin, men of good status or free men, and nobi, low-born men,
slaves or unfree men. There were four major occupational categories:
scholar-official, peasant, artisan, and merchant, in order of hierarchical
standing.

These four occupational categories were filled by commoner men;
women, with few exceptions, were expected to take care of domestic
affairs. Nobi were regarded as chattel property of the person or public
office that owned them, and as “objects subject to purchase and sale”
(Palais 1996: 212). Chosŏn Dynasty Korea was founded on agricultural
fundamentalism: “if agriculture flourishes, the country will prosper; if
agriculture declines then the country is on the road to ruin” (Dore
1960: 71). The country adopted a policy of restricting commerce and
industry, preventing their expansion beyond what was thought necessary.
Although yangin artisans were free and independent, most were employed
by the agencies of central government, or by provincial governments or
the district magistrate. They worked for a period of time for those agen-
cies to fulfill their labor service obligation to make necessities or tribute
products for the King and Court, and for the rest of the year operated as
independent artisans producing artifacts for market.

As for commerce, there were two types of merchants or traders: (1) a
small number of merchants (sijŏn sangin) who were licensed to run shops
established by the central or local government, securing and providing
necessities for the yangban and administrative office in the capital as well
as for the local government (established at a later date); and (2) itinerant
merchants and peddlers who serviced periodic markets nationwide.
Although industry and commerce offered occupational roles for common-
ers, other than those merchants and artisans listed in the government reg-
ister, they were not free to engage in industrial or commercial activities.
Both registered artisans and merchants were conferred the right to
prevent other commoners from becoming artisans and merchants.

From very early on, those families whose ancestors in the previous
dynasty had served as government officials or subsequently produced
government officials organized themselves into a group and claimed an
elite status (i.e., above that of a commoner). Accordingly, the word
yangban, which originally meant “two files of officials” (civil and military)
in the royal Court, became a de facto status category with status privileges
recognized by the government, but it was never an officially recognized
status group. Government clerks and technical staff also established
themselves in another status category, chungin (middle stratum), which
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gradually evolved into a hereditary status group. There thus evolved four
status groups: yangban, chungin, yangin, and nobi.

During the 500 years of the Chosŏn Dynasty, the structure of the social
status system went through significant changes, but it is rather difficult to
generalize in terms of overall trends, since inter-status mobility took
various forms. Yangban could lose their status and become slaves by com-
mitting serious crimes. The wives and children of yangban criminals could
be made post-station slaves. Offspring of yangban men and commoner (or
slave) concubines could not inherit elite status. However, illegitimate sons
of yangban could purchase permission to take the civil service examina-
tions. Chungin could achieve yangban status for themselves through arrest-
ing clerks who fled their posts, or secure it for their descendants through
heroic military deeds or scholarly accomplishments. Yangin purchased
official titles by contributing grain or money to the government. On the
other hand, impoverished commoners commended themselves to power-
ful yangban as slaves in order to avoid heavy government duties.

As for nobi, there were a number of avenues through which they could
overcome their base status: reporting runaway slaves, contributing grain to
the government, purchasing commoner titles, supplying their owners with
substitute slaves, or running away. Shortly after the Japanese invasion
(1592–1598), the government granted some 60,000 slaves commoner
status. The loss of slaves through these routes was compensated for by
supply from other sources. We have already mentioned how both yangban
elites and commoners could fall to the status of nobi, but the most import-
ant source was intermarriage and sexual relations between yangban men
and slave women. In spite of the fact that the law at the beginning of the
Chosŏn Dynasty prohibited intermarriage between slaves and commoners,
it became so common that a law was instituted stipulating that “the chil-
dren of slave mothers were claimed by the mother’s owner whether the
father was a commoner or a slave, while the offspring of slave fathers and
commoner mothers went to the father’s owner” (Shin 1974: 14). This law
was later changed (in 1662) so that the offspring of commoner mothers
and low-born fathers followed the mother’s status. Under changing laws,
“the slave owners arranged marriage between their slaves, or married
them to commoners in order to retain their control over the children”
(Shin 1974: 14). The complexity governing the status system does not
allow for easy generalizations about the mobility patterns and trends that
emerged during the Chosŏn Dynasty period. Dismissing the existing
summary views, Edward Wagner (1974: 38) cautiously offers the following
proposition:

the Yi dynasty’s first century was characterized by an important degree
of fluidity and openness in its social class structure. Many forces were
at work, however, that led the society toward the hardening of class
lines for which Yi Korea justly has been known. The process toward
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rigid stratification went forward through the sixteenth century and
throughout the seventeenth century as well. . . . Sometime after 1700
certain new patterns began to emerge that may have had a softening
effect on what had come to be [a] tightly controlled, largely stagnant
social class system. Fundamental change, however, was slow in coming
and in the most meaningful areas had to await the closing years of the
dynasty or even beyond.

The occupational structure also underwent changes, but its scope was
not as pronounced as the shifts experienced in the status system. As men-
tioned above, any commoner who was qualified (i.e., educated in Confu-
cian classics) was allowed to sit for Civil Service examinations and become
yangban, but in reality it was practically impossible for peasant commoners
or their sons, who were mostly tenants, to become bureaucrats, since it
required a lengthy period of preparation, and time away from farming.
Consequently the yangban class3 came to dominate government posts.
Within this limitation, the size of the yangban class expanded and the
number of those who passed government examinations increased, but the
number of government posts remained more or less unchanged until
1894, when administrative reform was introduced.

In the late nineteenth century commerce experienced some significant
structural changes and growth, and lured away many landless commoners
and slaves from farming. “Private merchants,” writes Palais, “had begun to
break free from restrictions, engage in both wholesale and retail trade . . .
and private artisans began to abscond from their state employers to
produce goods for the market on their own” (1996: 16). Many peasant
commoners became artisans to avoid starvation as poor tenants, but it is
almost impossible to estimate the changing size of the artisan and mer-
chant population. Important though this expansion and its changes in the
structure of the industry and commerce were, the overall structure of the
Chosŏn Dynasty economy was not significantly altered. At the end of the
dynasty, Choson Korea still remained predominantly agricultural. The ear-
liest statistical information available on the occupation structure of colon-
ized Korea indicates that, in 1915, the agricultural population accounted
for 83.1 percent of the entire population (Takahashi 1935: 162).

Industrial growth during the colonial period created the beginnings of
an urban job market. According to the 1940 census (Chōsen sōtokufu
1944), 30.9 percent of the gainfully occupied population, which included
Koreans and Japanese residents, engaged in non-agricultural work, but
Koreans alone accounted for 28.5 percent of those workers in non-
agricultural pursuits. Within the non-agricultural occupational domains,
Koreans experienced very little upward mobility. The upper rungs of the
occupational ladder were largely dominated by Japanese residents, while
educated Koreans became low-ranking civil servants, lawyers, medical
doctors, and secondary school teachers. Less well-educated Koreans were
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small-scale urban merchants, wage earners, and holders of unskilled jobs
(Chang 1971).

When various forms of markets opened up in the wake of the industrial
progress following liberation, there were very few structural constraints
preventing any segment of the population from participating. South
Korea entered the development era in the late 1960s as a relatively fluid, if
not chaotic, society. Japanese colonialism had undermined the established
yangban elites and some of the Chosŏn Dynasty’s rigid social hierarchies.
Liberation removed the top layers of the colonial establishment and dis-
credited a small contingent of Korean collaborating elites. As Shin points
out (Chapter 1, this volume), land reform and the Korean War virtually
eliminated landlords by equalizing assets and breaking up the old pattern
of social relations in rural areas. The war also destroyed the assets of the
urban elites and of the small middle class, while monetary inflation during
and after the Korean War further significantly reduced the value of finan-
cial assets that had survived the colonial period (Chang 1991: 113).

Within four decades following liberation, South Korea had transformed
itself from a predominantly agrarian to a predominantly industrial society.
The decline of the agricultural workforce from 68.5 percent of the total
force in 1960 to 11.6 percent in 2000 may be taken as a rough measure of
the scale of reallocation of work and the extent of social mobility that
occurred in South Korea in less than a generation. Initially, farmers and
their children, especially daughters, left their villages to find non-farming
jobs in the cities. With the spread of school education, farm youths, like
their city counterparts, went to school before entering the job market to
look for non-farming jobs.

The achieving society: merit and patronage

In the Chosŏn Dynasty, education had been, at least partly, a means of
testing qualifications for recruitment into the government bureaucracy;
most other occupations such as farming, crafting, and trading did not
recruit educated manpower.

During the colonial period, secondary and tertiary school education
served similar purposes. The government looked for recruits mainly
among graduates of high schools and colleges, institutions which were
established largely for the purpose of training civil servants. Vocational
high schools and professional schools at colleges produced the skilled
manpower that the small modern sector of the economy required. New
legal and medical institutions were imported from the West, together with
professional schools that trained lawyers and doctors.

After liberation, public education became geared to the general popu-
lation. Primary schooling was made compulsory at the inception of the
republic in 1948, and by the late 1960s education at this level had become
universal. Today, only a tiny minority of children fail to complete six years
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of education. Secondary education expanded to accommodate the
growing number of children who graduated from primary school and
aspired to move on to secondary school. By 1970 the majority of school-
age youths received secondary education, and a considerable proportion
(40 percent) of those who finished high school went on to college or uni-
versity (Chang 1990).

This rapid educational expansion took place before society felt the
impact of the industrial revolution during the 1960s and 1970s. Thus,
when the urban industrial labor market was growing in the 1970s and
1980s, an educated workforce was abundantly available for it.

By the time corporate employers began to recruit workers in the 1970s,
“entrance examinations granting access to higher education,” as observed
by Dore, became ever more severely competitive, suggesting that
“entrance into the credential-requiring corporate sector is overwhelmingly
the dominant ambition of the socially mobile, rather than aspiration to
make their own way in the self-employed, small scale sector” (Dore 1976:
297). The school system came to represent more or less the institutional-
ization of qualification requirements into government and industrial cor-
porations. The higher the level of one’s educational attainment, the more
likely one is to land a better-paying job. The intelligence that one is born
with and the school education built on to it have become another form of
asset, termed human capital.

Schooling that screens candidates for jobs is, however, only an elimin-
ating process. The traditional ascriptive principles of patronage still
operate to modify or amplify the workings of merit criteria in the alloca-
tion of jobs and promotion. Traditional personal connections, based on
kinship and local community ties, and contemporary connections formed
within the school or university, are very important; there is no sign that
the use of personal connections is declining. Personal connections are
sedulously cultivated, and the average urban Korean is a member of mul-
tiple networks of relatives, friends, and close acquaintances. If university
education (especially at a prestigious university) is a guarantee of acade-
mic ability and occupational aptitude, personal networks serve as a guar-
antee of the continuing goodwill of the string-puller and of the inductee’s
good behavior. Sociologists only recently recognized such social connec-
tions as a form of capital (Bourdieu 1986; Coleman 1988; Lin 2001). In
South Korea, social capital is as valued as human capital and the latter is
not likely to replace the former, as appears to have happened in Japan.

Consumer society

“As the income level goes up,” wrote Veblen (1952 [1899]: 72), “consump-
tion becomes a larger element in the standard of living in the city than in
the country.” The self-sufficiency that characterized the traditional
peasant economy is quickly replaced by the urban market economy that
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emphasizes consumption. Over the past several decades South Korea has
rapidly developed into a consumer society.

During the Chosŏn Dynasty period most peasants were largely self-
sufficient, living at subsistence level. Their basic needs were barely pro-
cured, and their consumption of goods produced outside of their
communities was minimal. They sold only a minor portion of the grain
and home (winter) products they produced (e.g., bags and straw shoes at
the weekly periodic market, the main form of market that existed) in
order to purchase what was necessary for farming (e.g., farm equipment)
and daily living (e.g., combs) from other peasants or itinerant peddlers
who serviced periodic markets nationwide. The latter also came to
farming villages. Local landowning yangban elites with surplus could
afford to purchase beyond the basic necessities, but what the local market
offered was limited and they themselves did not go to the market. Instead,
they let their slaves do the necessary shopping. The list of goods com-
monly found at local markets into the late nineteenth century included
woven materials and their ingredients, fruit, ironware, ceramics, livestock,
stationery, and products made of wood, bamboo, stone and brass, as well
as herbal medicines and marine products (Mun 1941).

In the cities, licensed (and later unlicensed) shops called sichon ser-
viced the government offices, the imperial house and yangban residents.
Each sichon had the monopoly right to sell only one kind of product; prod-
ucts from the sichon may have been of better quality but they were also
limited in kind and in number. Beyond the necessities for living, only a
small number of luxury goods had a limited circulation. The Chosŏn
Dynasty government, as mentioned above, adopted early the policy of sup-
pressing commerce and handicraft industries, as they were considered
base and commercial activities in pursuit of profit, and especially because
they were considered to undermine agriculture by luring peasants away
from farming and by corrupting their minds. Frugality, not consumption,
was considered a virtue.

The traditional market system went through a drastic transformation
during the colonial period. With the Korean economy linked to and even-
tually integrated with the Japanese capitalist economy, markets became
more open, formalized, functionally diverse, and comprehensive. Both
city residents and rural peasants became closely involved in market trans-
actions, but in the countryside, peasant market participation was more
forced than voluntary. After colonization, as Mun Chong-chang pointed
out (1941: 118), the traditional periodic market became a place where
urban factory owners collected manufactured industrial ingredients and
peasants purchased goods manufactured by urban factories. Under Japan-
ese authorities, agricultural productivity increased about sevenfold, but
Korean peasants, the majority of whom became landless, remained impov-
erished. In other words, as the farm sector became closely linked with the
emerging manufacturing industry as a supplier of ingredients, and as the
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market became a venue for the flow of factory-manufactured goods, peas-
ants were forced to sell what they produced in order to buy the factory
products. Given what purchasing power most peasants had, their needs
were sufficiently met in the periodic market. In the cities, new markets
developed to service those Japanese residents and a small number of rich
Koreans and their children who purchased from a wide range of manufac-
tured goods and services. Still, the majority of citizens were able only to
afford to buy goods from the market for their basic daily needs. The new
market became the source of information for what constituted the
modern, Western lifestyle, and helped those who had the necessary
resources to adopt a new Western lifestyle.

The consumer market grew rapidly in post-liberation South Korea, with
economic growth based on the expansion of the manufacturing industry,
the increase of the non-farm population, and rising income levels. With
mass production, goods and services often exceeded demand.

In the initial stage of developmental growth in the 1960s, the govern-
ment plced more emphasis on the production of manufactured goods for
export than for domestic use, and hence urged people to be frugal and
focus on saving. However, in the 1980s, the continuing growth of produc-
tivity made it necessary to increase domestic demand. The consumption of
domestically produced goods became a more important ingredient for
sustained development than adhering to a thrifty lifestyle focused on
saving.

Numerous goods and services were sold in stores and shops of varying
types, ranging from street vendors, corner grocery stores, convenience
stores and supermarkets, to department stores and shopping malls, and
most recently the electronic market. There were also movie theaters,
amusement parks, exhibition halls, opera houses, and music-halls offering
entertainment. Information on consumer goods has been aggressively dis-
tributed through advertising and media. Those who advertised also
created constantly changing fashions for consumers, arousing curiosity
and creating motives to purchase new products. Credit cards were intro-
duced in the 1960s, enabling Korean consumers to purchase what they
wanted to buy on credit at any time they desired. Also accessible – though
limited to the upper income group – were the overseas markets. As
more Koreans traveled overseas, they gained access to foreign markets for
shopping.

Unlike other forms of market (marriage, education, labor, and polit-
ical), the consumer market is open to everybody, directly or indirectly,
and is becoming rapidly incorporated into the world market. Unfortu-
nately, the consumption side of the South Korean economy has not been
as closely explored as the production side. The study of consumer behav-
ior is of recent origin in South Korea. It is not possible at this point to
present a clear picture of the emerging South Korean consumer culture;
however, two distinct features may be identified.
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As many Western consumer behavior researchers have predicted (see
Slater 1997), consumers in Korea are becoming more individualized.
Koreans have increasingly more discretionary income to spend on them-
selves and have the freedom to buy whatever they want, without being
forced to choose among certain goods and services sold by the government
or others. Entering the market, consumers have to know what they want in
order to choose from a wide range of goods and services. Consumption in
the market therefore helps consumers become more aware of their own
tastes, preferences, talents, and aptitudes. The consumer markets help
people discover themselves and act according to their own will and need.

While Korean consumers spend their money as they choose, this does
not preclude them from committing a large portion of it to others. There
is an undying commitment on the part of parents to provide what is best
for their children, especially the best education, formal as well as infor-
mal. Since schooling has become nearly universal to the level of high
school, parents try to give their children the best education through
private tutoring or cram schools, spending anywhere from one-third to
one half of the household income on extra-curricular tutoring. Efforts are
also made by Korean consumers to maintain and expand their interper-
sonal networks involving other relatives, friends, and acquaintances
through gift giving, cash donations, social drinks, and so on. Social bonds
and ties have traditionally been valued, and in the market society, a
significant amount of people’s wealth and time is expended on maintain-
ing these and creating new ones. Social networking could be an end in
itself, for simple reasons of pleasure; however, in a capitalist market
society, social networks can play a significant utilitarian function. One can
easily rely on one’s social network to promote one’s private interests by
mobilizing resources in the form of information and the practical help
embedded in it. Expenditure on the maintenance and creation of a social
network is therefore considered a form of investment.

Democratization

If South Korea became an industrial society, it is also becoming, albeit
slowly, a more democratic nation. Although democracy as a form of polity
for Korea was adopted at the time South Korea became a republic in 1948,
democratization was delayed by the authoritarian government that made
itself the chief architect of economic modernization. The military was
determined to stay in power through whatever means it could until the
goal of economic development was achieved. Democratization happened
only after a high level of industrial production had been achieved, and
some of those politicians who served in the authoritarian government
claim that industrialization cleared the path to democratization. Relation-
ships between industrialization and democratization are rather complex,
as de Schweinitz (1964) demonstrated, and given the fact that the way in
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which democratization occurs varies from country to country, the relation-
ship between industrialization and democratization cannot be readily gen-
eralized. In the Korean context, we can retrospectively think of a number
of preconditions for democratization that were established in the process
of industrial growth. As mentioned above, popular support for the eco-
nomic modernization project, designed to overcome chronic poverty, was
overwhelming when it was first launched, and the authoritarian govern-
ment that deprived ordinary citizens of their civic rights was tolerated in
the hope of achieving this goal. But when poverty was no longer the major
concern, people found the government too oppressive in managing the
nation, including the economy, and found the democratic alternative that
they once had more desirable.

Until recently, for a variety of reasons, rural voters tended to vote for
ruling party candidates, presidential or national assembly, while urban
voters tended to choose opposition party candidates. Thus the urbaniza-
tion that accompanied industrial development posed a threat to the ruling
party and the authoritarian government. The densely populated city with
the rapid flow of news and information helped make it easier for criticism
and discontent against the authoritarian government to consolidate into
public opinion and create public space for collective action. Farmers scat-
tered in small villages – the basic residential units – could not be readily
mobilized for such mass rallies and demonstrations witnessed during the
authoritarian period in big cities. Industrial organizations also served as a
place for forming groups to protest against authoritarian owners and
foremen. In the 1970s, young female factory workers organized themselves
into informal protest groups and used the workplace as an arena for
struggle to claim the three constitutional labor rights. The corporate busi-
ness power that grew with the help of the state formed a large civic group
that, in turn, competed against the former in controlling the economy and
influencing the people. Their need to adjust to each other served as a
mechanism for curbing the increase of power on each side.

But these contributions of industrialization to democracy were made in
the form of necessary conditions, not of causes. Industrialization must
have facilitated democratization but did not cause it.

The government played a decisive role in economic development
through initiating, planning, and implementing it, and earned the name
of developmental state. The developmental state was an authoritarian
government – anti-democratic and developmentalist. The president first
brought the other two branches of the government, the legislative and the
judiciary, under his control, dismantling the local government, depriving
the citizens of their constitutional rights, and silencing all the pressure
groups that tried to restrict the arbitrary power of the government that
came to be symbolized by the president and his administration. This
authoritarian government sought legitimacy in economic growth, not in
democracy.
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Thus a dialectic process began. Authoritarian regime-building elimi-
nated the majority of citizens from the political process, and blocked all
avenues through which public opinion and demand could be channeled.
With the loss of their constitutional rights, citizens’ discontent increased
gradually, and political dissension and opposition against the government
eventually became widespread and consolidated into a growing anti-
government or pro-democracy force. Anti-government groups first sprang
up separately in reaction to the oppressive government, then united their
forces into a people’s democracy movement strong enough to bring down
the government. This happened in 1960 (the April 19th Student Revolu-
tion), 1979 (the Pu-Ma Struggle that led to the assassination of Park
Chung Hee by Kim Jae-kyu), and 1987 (the June Resistance, eventually
resulting in the fall of the Chun Doo Hwan regime).

Democracy was revived as a result of citizens’ struggle to save it from
extinction. The struggle to regain their lost constitutional rights also
helped people to appreciate and defend the virtues of constitutional
democracy of which they had little understanding when it was first
bestowed upon them, and to internalize democratic norms and values. As
they fought for democracy, they also came to realize the weaknesses of the
traditional person-oriented norm which had provided a moral basis for
the authoritarian regime. As democracy as a political ideology began to
assume a new moral authority among the anti-government forces, tension
between the two forces increased, threatening the legitimacy of the
authoritarian system.

Koreans have regained various constitutional rights conferred by the
first constitution adopted by the Constituent Assembly in 1948, which
transformed them into independent citizens from “loyal” subjects to the
alien emperor. Koreans are endowed with three sets of rights which T.H.
Marshall (1950) has identified as political, civil, and social. The civil cat-
egory comprises “the rights necessary for individual freedom”: the
freedom of individual corporeal liberty, the freedom to change residence,
the right to privacy, the right to worship as one chooses, freedom of
speech, freedom of assembly, and the freedom of knowledge and art. The
social category concerns “the whole range from the right to a modicum of
economic welfare and security to the right to share to the full in the social
heritage and to live the life of a civilized being according the standards
prevailing in the society” (Marshall 1950: 12): the right to education, to
the equality of men and women, and to basic labour rights, namely the
right of the employee not to be unfairly discriminated against by the
employer and to equality before the law. The political category refers to
the right of the citizen to form a government that, in turn, guarantees
these rights.

As full-fledged citizens, both Korean men and women are actively par-
ticipating in politics. Citizens’ participation in the political process has
gone through a number of stages. It began by electing the president and
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lawmakers, but, as discussed above, the elected president turned into an
authoritarian ruler whose administration governed the nation with little
input from its citizens. Authoritarian regimes were not only unreceptive to
policy demands and criticism from citizens, but were also unwilling to
allow the existence of autonomous collective forces. Two such forces,
labor unions and students, were quickly brought under government
control after South Korea became a republic. Under Rhee the national
labor organization, the Korean Federation of Trade Unions, became
closely linked with the government. As a strong organized collective sup-
porter of Rhee, readily lent its support for government policies. During
the post-Rhee period, union activities were strictly suppressed by the
government by way of facilitating frictionless capitalist development.

Students were organized nationwide into the Student Patriotic Associ-
ation, an organization designed by the government to promote “patriotic
spirits.” At the level of high school and above they received military train-
ing as part of the school (high school and above) curriculum and were
expected to devote their energies to defending the country. Students were
the first group to become a force of civic disobedience. As is well known,
in 1960 they led the struggle for democracy that eventually brought down
the Rhee regime, and they continued to play the key role in subsequent
democracy movements.

In the early 1970s, factory workers began a campaign to regain their
constitutional labor rights and to establish an autonomous labor union.
Dissident church leaders also actively participated in both democracy
and labor movements, which led to the downfall of the authoritarian
government.

Increasingly these days, citizens organize themselves to promote the
public interest. There are some 2,000 civic groups expressing their con-
cerns about various social issues, nuclear power, the environment,
women’s equal rights, clean elections, and so on, which are emerging as
influential pressure groups. More fundamentally, democratic constitution-
alism demands that Koreans challenge traditional personalist ethics by
upholding new political ideals such as human rights, the rule of law, social
justice, and equality – those public goods that go beyond one’s own inter-
ests or those of friends and acquaintances.

Globalization and new nationalism

Chosŏn Dynasty Korea remained isolated from the world, having little
interaction with foreign countries other than China and Japan. Today,
however, South Korea is fully integrated with the world capitalist system.
Until quite recently political economists argued that this process of
joining – often by force – the world capitalist system would have the effect
of subjecting less developed economies to exploitation by the more
advanced economies, keeping the former underdeveloped and dependent
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upon the latter. South Korea, however, has become a successful late-devel-
oper. Daniel Chirot points out that “if it [South Korea] had sealed itself
off from the global market and not become so dependent on exporting to
the rest of the world, it would have been in as ruinous a condition as
North Korea’s economy” (Chapter 10, this volume).

In the 1960s, South Korea adopted an outward-looking development
strategy. Export of manufactured products was regarded as the key to
development. South Korea now trades with more than 100 foreign coun-
tries. Corporate firms are manufacturing products not primarily for the
domestic market but for the world market, but as wage levels go up and
trade unions become stronger, companies are increasingly moving their
manufacturing operations out of the country in search of cheaper labor
elsewhere. In 1998, 435 Korean corporate groups had 3,637 branch offices
in seventy-six countries. Medium-sized companies are mostly focusing
their overseas business ventures on Southeast Asia and China to take
advantage of inexpensive labor there, while big businesses tend to focus
on the US and Europe for the purpose of penetrating those markets.
Corporate economic expansion has been paralleled by government efforts
to extend the country’s diplomatic and international networks, even to
those countries known to be friendlier with the north than with the south.
As of 1998, the Republic of Korea had diplomatic relations with 183 coun-
tries, fifty-two memberships in intergovernmental organizations, and 1,250
memberships in international intergovernmental organizations (Kim
2000: 265).

At the same time, Korea opened up its domestic market in response
to external pressures, especially from the US and Japan. South Korea
now imports more than it exports. Direct investment of foreign capital,
which the government long resisted, is now allowed, and foreign capital-
ists are buying up a significant proportion of Korean stocks listed in the
domestic and international stock-market. Multinational corporations are
opening up branch offices in South Korea. The McDonald’s fast food
chain, Starbucks coffee shops, Kentucky Fried Chicken and others are
expanding throughout the country, doing booming business. There is
internal structural pressure to open up the labor market to foreign
workers and to open up consumer markets to cheaper foreign products.
In February 2003, there were 67,158 foreign workers in South Korea
(Seol and Han 2004: 45). A bill was recently passed by the National
Assembly, giving foreign workers some limited constitutional labor
rights. The ban on importing foreign liquor and Japanese movies,
among other things, was recently lifted. Farmers continuously have
rallies protesting against opening up the domestic market to foreign
agricultural products.

Koreans are also traveling to foreign countries in increasing numbers,
as representatives for international events, visitors, or tourists. Govern-
ment officials and civilians are redefining Korea’s role and responsibilities
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in the world commensurate with its relative standing in the global
hierarchy. The ROK Army has been deployed overseas during the
Vietnam and Gulf Wars, and has participated in peace-keeping operations
in Somalia, West Sahara, Angola, India, and Pakistan. South Korea hosted
the 1986 Asian Olympics, the World Olympics in 1988, and the World Cup
(with Japan) in 2002. South Korea is now an aid-giving country. Also
worth mentioning are the large number of Koreans who have settled in
other countries. Overseas Koreans are estimated to number 5.4 million:
two million in China; 1.5 million in Japan; 1.3 million in the US; 400,000
in the former Soviet republics; and the remainder in 140 countries all
over the world (Yu 2003).

South Korea has shed its one-time moniker of “hermit kingdom,” and
has increasingly become an open society with growing connections to
other nations. South Korea’s linkages with the world community have
grown so extensive that “local happenings are shaped by events occurring
many miles away and vice-versa” (Giddens 1990: 64). South Korea’s incor-
poration into the world community has subjected it to the international
standards, rules and regulations, norms and ethics, which do not always
conform to the local equivalents.

It has been a century since Korea broke its exclusive ties with China
and started to join the wider world. The globalization process has exten-
sively transformed Korea from a relatively undifferentiated agrarian
society into a highly differentiated industrial society. As many scholars
believe (Kim 2000: 4), this may have effected the effacing of national
boundaries, identities, stability, and solidarity. A related idea considers the
Korean as an individual becoming more a global citizen rather than
remaining a “Korean” with little concern for what happens outside the
country. Contrary to such expectations, the globalization process, instead
of eroding national frontiers and diluting national sentiments, has helped
strengthen them.

According to popular beliefs, ones which in recent years have been pro-
moted in the media and in purportedly academic works on Korean
“history,” Koreans are the descendants of a single “race” originating from
Tangun, who founded an ancient Korean Kingdom more than 5,000 years
ago. “Korea” is portrayed as a monolithic political entity from the time the
three kingdoms were unified under Silla in the seventh century until the
country was divided in 1945. The country’s territorial boundaries have
remained largely unchanged, it is argued, and thus Koreans have a clear
collective identity and speak the same language with little variation in
dialect. Such arguments have been reinforced by assertions that Koreans’
ethnic identity has been well-preserved because they rarely had occasion
to marry other ethnic groups.

The slow course of globalization that began after Korea was forced by
invading Western and Japanese forces to open its doors to the world
beyond China has been, in a sense, a process of bolstering the strength of
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the nation, reinforcing national sentiments, and building a new identity.
The process began with a breakaway from Korea’s Confucian past. In the
early twentieth century, many nationalist elites became very critical of the
country’s Confucian heritage and attributed the fall of the Chosŏn
Dynasty and Korea’s “backwardness” to it. Both the Chosŏn government
and civic leaders saw Western-style education as a way of enlightening
people and strengthening the nation. Some historians rewrote the history
of Korea not as a small middle kingdom but as an independent country
with its own founding fathers and unique culture, highlighting those
historical events which produced military heroes who saved the country
from foreign invasions, and cultural achievements which were distinctly
of Korean character – such as the invention of han’gŭl (the Korean alpha-
bet), movable type, and the rainfall gauge. Self-trained linguists devoted
themselves to promoting the use of han’gŭl in place of Chinese characters
by standardizing spelling and establishing its grammatical basis with the
help of those Christian missionaries trained in Western linguistics. A
group of reform-minded intellectuals published a newspaper called The
Independent (tongnip sinmun). The ultimate goal of these nationalist intel-
lectuals was to foster the “spirit of independence” and to create a
“national consciousness” or identity. After Korea became a colony of
Japan, the colonial authorities made deliberate efforts to Japanize
Koreans by rewriting the history of Korea. They did this by emphasizing
Korea’s old ties with Japan as a colony in ancient times, making Japanese
the official language and by forcing Koreans to adopt Japanese-style
names, to learn Japanese history, to attend Shinto shrines, to observe
Shinto rituals at home, to serve the Japanese army, and to recite the
“oath of the imperial subject.” Surrendering their national sovereignty
and facing the threat of extinction of their cultural identity, Korean elites
carried on their struggles within Korea and overseas until liberation in
1945.

The two Koreas that emerged after 1948 continued nationalist cam-
paigns, but in different directions. For the South Korean authoritarian
regime, economic development was more than a program to lift people
out of poverty. It was a way for the military leadership of the country to
establish legitimacy for the government they created through their mili-
tary coup. “Legitimacy,” says Jung-en Woo,

is a matter of creating and reinforcing politically expedient myths. For
economic growth to substitute for legitimacy, it has to be transformed
into a symbol that appeals to some collective primordial sentiment –
such as, for instance, nationalism. That symbol in Korea was a
number: a talisman double digit GDP growth figure that was the
Korean score in the race to catch up with Japan and also to surpass
the DPRK economic performance.

(Woo 1991: 98)
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At the personal level, South Koreans remain strong nationalists. There
is an awareness of distinction between “us,” Koreans, and others. Reis-
chauer (1977: 401–421) and Dore (1979–80: 604–606) wrote about the
Japanese sense of separateness, the absence of a certain fellow-feeling with
other ethnic groups or nations. One can speak of Koreans in similar vein.
South Korea as a state may have become a member of the United Nations
and the global community but this global membership has yet to make
South Koreans feel and act as members of the larger community. Mindful
of this fact, a noted political scientist-statesman, Lee Hong-ku, asked:
“How many foreign residents does Seoul have among its population of 10
million? Or how would most of your neighbors react if a foreigner moved
into your neighborhood? Finally, how would you answer if someone asked
you why Seoul does not have a Chinatown?” (1994: 86). The responses to
these questions, Lee implied, would make us feel ill-at-ease: Koreans might
not feel comfortable with a foreign neighbor or might be relatively uncon-
cerned about events occuring outside the country, such as the sufferings
of others in civil conflicts in, say, Bosnia or Rwanda. When two Korean
youths volunteered in 2001 to go to Iraq to be part of a human shield
against the US army that was about to invade the country, the gesture
evoked little public sympathy. Additionally, the Korean abroad is often
expected not to act as an individual but as a Korean sharing national
responsibility for the nation’s good name. It will take time before Koreans
can become full members of a global community.

Confucian modernity?

In the above sections, I have attempted to assess the extent to which Korea
has moved away from its Confucian past over the course of its moderniza-
tion process. Since Korean leaders took over the modernization project
from the Japanese authorities following liberation, it has taken about a
generation for the economy to develop and to mature.

If the modernization of Korea was largely a process of Westernization, it
was at the same time a process of de-Confucianization. The effort to purge
Confucianism from Korean society was deliberate on the part of the
Korean political and cultural elites, since Confucianism was widely
thought to be the cause of Korea’s “backwardness” and an impediment to
development. After a long period of contented isolation, the country had
to grapple with this legacy when it was forced to open up to the industrial
West and to Japan. Except for the initial resistance by those orthodox
Confucianists who were eager to defend and protect the “Confucian way,”
the de-Confucianization process has been relatively painless.

Korea’s modernization has been extensive and thorough. In the 1970s,
however, a nationalistic and nativistic reaction occurred. In 1973, the Park
government established the “filial piety prize” as a way to promote the
tradition of filial piety. Shortly before his death in 1979, Park emphasized
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in a speech the importance of moral education and urged that it be based
on “traditional spiritual culture.” Ironically, he recognized humanism as
the core of the Korean traditional spiritual culture, and went on to assert
that the concept of filial piety should form the foundation of Korean
humanism. Briefly in the early 1980s, filial piety became a favorite subject
among those moralists who were concerned with the wane of traditional
Confucian ethics in the wake of rapid industrialization and urbanization
(Chang 1996; Chi 1997; Chon 1994: 30–34; Han 1990; Kim 1999; Son
1997; Song 1995). Some corporate organizations even tried to inculcate
the spirit of loyalty into their employees by invoking the virtues of filial
piety.

Indeed, the government has for some time been making efforts to pre-
serve and revive traditional cultural heritage. Most notably, together with
academic institutions, it launched a long-term plan of translating histor-
ical records, documents, and archives originally written in Chinese charac-
ters into han’gŭl, to make them more accessible to those who have no
command of classical Chinese – that is, the majority of contemporary
Koreans. There is also growing interest in noted Confucian philosophers
such as Yi Toegye, Yi Yulgok, and Chong Ta-san. The government has
erected statues of many famous Chosŏn Dynasty Confucian philosophers
and politicians, together with other historical heroic figures. Their descen-
dants and scholars are organizing study groups to render modern inter-
pretations of their work. Some Confucian relics are now designated as
National Treasures by the government.

Impressed by these efforts to preserve the Confucian heritage as part of
the Korean tradition, Harvard Confucian philosopher Tu Weiming has
remarked on the revival of Confucianism: “Whether or not competition
with Japan is an important motivating force in Korea’s search for her own
roots, the Koreans’ concerted effort to engage themselves in reanimating
the old (Confucian past) as a way of defining their own cultural identity
anew is noteworthy” (Tu 1991: 759). He went on to predict that “the
Korean Confucian revival may well become the model for similar efforts in
the rest of East Asia” (Tu 1991: 767). Here Professor Tu is clearly overstat-
ing the case for the Confucian revival in South Korea. What he regards as
a Confucian revival is only a part of the nationwide effort to rediscover
and appreciate Korean tradition, broadly defined as a counter-movement
to sweeping Westernization, and to redefine the Korean past or identity in
terms of things Korean rather than by means of re-establishing the Confu-
cian identity. This is more nationalistic in character than Confucian. The
government project of building statues of historical figures is not confined
to Confucian scholars, but rather includes noted military generals, artists,
poets, and others. The idea of National Treasures is conceived as a way of
preserving the traditional culture: history, arts, music, dance, ceramics,
and cooking. While the writings of Confucian scholars are being trans-
lated, numerous books on Korean history, especially on ancient times, and
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books on culture, are also being published. Some of them are becoming
bestsellers. Men’s traditional Korean dress in modernized form is making
a comeback. Various traditional Korean liquors, cold drinks, food dishes,
and teas are being “rediscovered” and are catching consumers’ attention.
As Tu himself is aware, there are still many Koreans who are critical of the
Confucian past.

More importantly, references to Confucianism as the moral foundation
of post-liberation Korea are nowhere to be found in the constitution, the
National Charter of Education, government offices, or school classrooms
(Koh 1996: 195). Nor are Confucian ethics formally taught, and know-
ledge of the Confucian classics has long ceased to be a requirement for
sitting the Civil Service examinations. The majority of contemporary
Koreans cannot read the classical Chinese in which most of the books by
Chosŏn Dynasty scholars were written; hence the knowledge of the Confu-
cian past is at most selective and limited. A small number of Korean schol-
ars study Chosŏn Dynasty Confucianism, but they do not claim to be
Confucian thinkers. “In short,” says Koh Byoung-ik, a noted Korean histo-
rian, “Confucianism today (in Korea) is hardly visible on the surface and
rarely manifests itself in any organization or institution. It survives only at
the most basic level of the popular consciousness and in the routines of
daily life” (1996: 194).

How far have Koreans moved on from their Confucian past? Has Con-
fucian thinking completely disappeared from everyday life? This question
does not have a simple answer. Very few Koreans identify themselves as
Confucianist when they are asked about their religious affiliation. Accord-
ing to the Manual of Korean Religion published in the 1980s, the self-
claimed “Confucianists” accounted for about 2 percent of the entire
population. In 1995, it was less than 0.4 percent (1995 Population
Census). But, as Koh Byong-ik points out, regardless of their professed
religious affiliation – be it Shamanism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Protes-
tantism, or Catholicism – the majority of Koreans are still Confucians in
their “conviction” (1996). He cites as evidence the results of a survey that
asked 2,000 respondents about their religious affiliations and value orien-
tations.4 Although only 2 percent said they were Confucianists, to the
question on value orientation, all the respondents answered that they
were “Confucians.” Evidence is limited, but Koh concludes that “Confu-
cianism is declining with respect to the number of those who identify
themselves as followers, but it is surviving as the basis of the beliefs and
practices of the majority of the Korean population, in spite of the fact that
they often turn to other religions for salvation” (1996: 200). This survey
result, in a way, confirms a major assumption that underlies the whole dis-
course on Asian values and their role in Asian development: that post-
Confucian Asia remains Confucian. This should not, however, be
interpreted to mean that Confucian values and norms still remain intact.5

It only means that while the Confucian way of life and social organizations
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have more or less disappeared, and while some Confucian norms, particu-
larly those governing filial piety and chastity, are no longer as widely prac-
ticed and enforced as they were during the Chosŏn Dynasty period
(Chang 1989), Koreans still remain largely Confucian in their “habits of
mind.” Put another way, the Confucian value system that Koreans adopted
during the Chosŏn Dynasty period may have become weaker in influence,
but it has not been replaced by another value system.

If Koreans have embraced modern forms of government and socio-
economic organization without adopting Western values, and have
retained aspects of Confucian culture, how did Confucian values accom-
modate themselves to this structural transformation?

As for the Industrial Revolution, there is a growing debate among
scholars as to what role, if any, “post-Confucian” ethics played in the
process. It is true that, as Weber pointed out, Confucian ethics failed to
give “birth to economic and technical revolution from within itself”
(Giddens 1976: 4). But once industrial development came to be regarded
as the only way of catching up with the advanced industrial West and
Japan, and was accepted as a national goal by the government and the
majority of the populace, Confucian values proved to be much more
accommodating than other religious values. Perhaps the most important
fact is that Korean elites were able to abandon certain Confucian values
that were seen as inimical to economic development such as a low regard
for commercial and craft activities, and for material wealth. Various schol-
ars have identified “post-Confucian” values that are believed to have
played roles in the formation of a work ethic, mobilization of physical and
human capital, industrial management, the creation of the “develop-
mental state” bureaucracy, commercial transaction, and innovative
technology.6

Given the fact that a second wave of industrialization occurred in
Northeast Asia, a region predominantly under Confucian influence, it is
tempting to say that post-Confucian characteristics played a key role, but
as several authors in this volume have pointed out, when we look at each
country separately, the evidence for that assumption is not definitive. On
the other hand, Confucian “habits of mind” have been more susceptible
to Westernization. Post-Confucian South Korea has achieved remarkable
economic success and has established a brand of Asian-style capitalism.
Perhaps we can agree with the conclusion reached by Kim Uchang that
Korean Confucian culture contained an important element of collectivism
that provided a moral climate in which capitalism could grow, and that
this could possibly “be modulated into the ideal of equality, an important
component of the democratic ideal as conceived in the West” (Chapter 8,
this volume).

Democracy, on the other hand, did not have an easy time establishing
roots in Confucian Korea. As shown above, politicians once elected into
government office were reluctant to leave after their term of tenure, as the
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constitution stipulated. On numerous occasions, they amended the consti-
tution to stay in power. After three decades of struggle, led by students
and dissident church leaders, South Korea returned to democratic rule.
Confucian values, in the form of what I called the personalist ethic,
proved initially to be rather incompatible with those democratic values
embodied in the constitution, but the same ethic served later as a means
to solidify the anti-authoritarian democratic forces. South Korean demo-
cracy is now being consolidated, and here again, Koreans, with their Con-
fucian ways, are accommodating themselves to democratic institutions,
thereby producing a “Korean” form of democracy (Chan 2003). We
witness numerous Confucian values absorbed into the system: the person-
alized style of party politics, widespread personal networks within the
power structure, voting behavior guided more by personality factors of
candidates than by their political orientation or policy stance. Particular-
ism continues to prevail in democratic politics, and there is increasing
tension within the democratic system between particularistic and univer-
salistic value orientations. Internalization of the latter is necessary for
Korean democracy to fully establish human rights, social justice, equality,
the rule of law, or moral autonomy as virtues. These represent the value
orientations that are considered to be Western, to which Koreans are not
quite accustomed. This is not simply a Korean problem but one that other
“Confucian” nations – Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore – have
to tackle. This is a challenge imposed by the Asian modernization process.

Faced with this challenge, some scholars in the field of Confucian
studies claim to have found in classical Confucian writings some evidence
of values akin to various concepts associated with Western democracy,
implying that Confucian values are not necessarily incompatible with
democratic values and that they could be reinstated to provide a hos-
pitable climate to the democratic system when it is imported (Bell 2000;
Chan 2003; de Bary 1983, 1998; de Bary and Tu 1998; Metzger 1991).
There may be no exact equivalent for John Locke’s theory, but values
similar to aspects of Western conceptions of human rights may be found
in Asian cultural traditions. “The notion of ren in Confucianism, for
example,” Daniel A. Bell writes, “expresses the value of impartial concern
to relieve human suffering” (2000: 50). Other scholars go even further,
arguing for a creative adaptation. Efforts to adapt Confucian values to
democratic polity should be accompanied by an attempt to overcome the
shortcomings of the individualistic Western democracy: family breakdown,
atomization, alienation, and depersonalization. Uchang Kim is one
scholar who advocates an Asian form of democracy that emphasizes the
group-oriented Confucian concept of the individual rather than the
Western individualistic concept of the individual. Tu Wei-Ming is more
ambitious, in that his list of Asian or Confucian values to be accommo-
dated to a new democratic political system is longer: humanity, sympathy,
reciprocity, civility, responsibility, public-spiritedness, and communality
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(Bell and Hahm 2003). Given the anti-Confucian sentiment among cul-
tural elites in post-Confucian industrial Korea, will Korea undertake
another Confucian revival project?
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Notes
1 The project “Studies in the Modernization of the Republic of Korea,” under-

taken by the Korean Development Institute, is perhaps the most systematic
attempt so far to explain the meaning of the economic development project.
But this study was conducted largely from an economics perspective, paying
little attention to the cultural and social sides of the transformation.

2 This characterization of sŏnbi is based on Chŏng (2002, 2003), Kum (2000), and
Yi (1989).

3 Sons of those government officials who usurped government treasure, sons and
grandsons of those women who remarried or were known for their moral impro-
priety, and sons of concubines were all prohibited from sitting the government
examinations.

4 The survey included twelve items on value orientations, including filial piety and
loyalty; three cardinal virtues and five ethics; benevolence, righteousness, cour-
tesy, and wisdom; self-cultivation and family ordering; veneration of the ancient
sages and wise men; and inviolability of tradition (Koh 1996: 197).

5 It requires a major study to assess differences between the pre-modern and post-
modern Confucian values held by Koreans.

6 The list is very long and includes ideas relating to self-confidence, social cohe-
sion, subordination of the individual education for action, bureaucratic tradi-
tion, and moralizing certitudes (MacFarquhar 1980). Others have included
different emphases on these values (Berger 1988: 7–8; Dore 1996; Jones and
SaKong 1980; Tu 1996: 40–41).
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